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PREFACE.
The
within
logical
forested

forests of the State have been considered
as coming
the limits of the investigations
and surveys of the GeoSurvey,
and the determination
of the extent
of the
land

and

tile

mapping

of

these

lands

have

lx:en

included
in the work of the Topographic
Division.
Earl)' in
the history of the Topographic
Survey
the mapping
of the
forest area was made to take note of the pine lands, the cedarswamp lands and the mixed pine and decidtmns
forest.
Some
attention
was given to the condition
of the timber and to its
protection
against forest fires, and in the Annual
Report of the
State Geologist
for _8S 5 there was a section on Forestry
and
Forest Fires.
On the completion
of the topographic
survey of
the State in i887 the publication
of the Atlas of Tol)ographic
Maps gave practically
sectional
forest maps, which showed the
location, extent and topographic
situation
of all the forested
lands in the State.
hi the Report on Topography,
imblished
in i888, and entitled
" Final Report
of the State Geologist,
Vol. I, Topography,
Magnetism
and Climate,"
there were many
notes on the extent and nature of the forests, and their relation
to the characteristic
soils of the great natural
divisions of the
State.
In the Ammal Report of the State Geologist
for _89i
the oak-land and pine-land
belts of Southern
New Jersey" were
described
by C. \.V. Coman, Assistant
Geologist
to the Survey.
The studies of Mr. C. C. Vermeule, Topographer
of the Survey,
on Water-Supply
and Water-Power,
which were begun in i89o ,
also covered the subject of forests and their relation
to watersupply.
His ammal reports for i89o , I89L i892 and _893 and
the flail report in _894 had many references to the forested conditions of the several water-sheds.
The
survey

first specific enactment
of the Legislature
directing
a
of the forested lands of the Sate was nmde in the session
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of I894. It provided for a survey, to be made under the direction of the Board of Managers of the Geological Survey, by
the State Geologist, assisted by a competent botanist and expert
in forestry. The leading objects of this survey of tile wooded
lands of the State were to ascertain their extent, character and
location and " the advantages as regards timber-supply, watersupply, scenery and climate of the State, which would accrue
from the conservation of existing forests" by the establishment
of a State fi_rest reservation, and the preparation of a report
which should give "an outline of the policy aud legislation of
other States and countries f_r the preservation of forests and
their regulation fi)r public ends so far as the same nmy he
applicable to this State."
The field work was begun in the
suinmer of I89L and in the Ammal Report of the Survey for
that )'car there were two papers; one by Mr. Vermeule, " On
Forestry in the Northern Part of the State," and one by John
Gifford, entitled "A Preliminary Report on the Forest Conditions of Sonth Jersey."
In t895 the reports were entitled:
" Report on Forestry in Northern New Jersey," by C. C. Vermeule ; " Report on Forest Fires for Season of I895," by John
t'ifford, and " Notes on the Forests of New Jersey," by Gifford
Pinehot.
In _96 Mr. Gifford had a report : " Notes Collected
During a Visit to the Forests of Holland, Cermany, Swltzerland and France."
In I897 Mr. Gifford Pinchot, who had been
appointed hotanist to the Survey (now Chief of the Division of
Forestry, U. S. I)epartment of Agriculture), surveyed the soothern part of the State, and his report, eutitled "A Stud?, of
Forest Fires and Wood Production in Southern New Jersey,"
was published as an appendix to the last Ammal Report of the
State Geologist.
Mr. Vermeule prepared a paper on "The Pine
Belt of Southern New Jersey aud Water-Supply,"
for the same
annual,
t'rofessor Arthur Holliek, of Colombia University,
New York, was engaged in I896 and I897 to study the distribution of the tree species in the State and their relation to the
geological formations.
A smnmary of the results of his studies
was incorporated in tile administrative report for I898.
The general report made at this time has four principal divisions or parts.
Part I, by C. C. Vermeule, gives a general
description of the forested area and the conditions of the timber
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in the.several natural divisions of the State.
In his notes o11
the forests of Southerh New Jersey, Mr. Vermeule has made
use of the report of Mr. Pinchot. The sections on "The Effects
of Fire," "The Plains," and " Silvicultural Notes on the White
Cedar," are by Mr. Piuehot.
Two importaut sections at the
end of this Part, on " Forests and Water-Supply"
aud " Forests
and Climate," contain the eonelnsious of Mr. Verlneule's years
of study of the great question of water-supply and its relatious.
Part II, "The Relation Between Forestry and Geology in
New Jersey," is by Prof. Arthur Hollick.
It contains many
facts about the distributiou of the more common trees of the
State and discusses their relation to the geological formations
and the evolution of the tree species. Professor Hollick divides
the State into a zone of deciduous or broad-leaved trees, a Couiferons Zone, and an iutermediate one which he terms "The Tensiou

Zone.

11

Part III, " The Role of Insects in the Forest," is contributed
by Professor John B. Smith, of New Brunswick, and State
Entomologist.
Part IV, "The Forestal Conditions and Silvicultural Prospects of the Coastal Plain of New Jersey," is by Dr. John Gifford, Professor in the New York State College of Forestry at
Cornell University.
His report has many notes on the conditions of the forests in the southeru part of the State, and many
suggestions about industries which may help the laud-owner,
and practical recommendations
for protection against fires, as
drawn from his observations of the Belgian Campine, in the
Landes of France and the heath-lands of Northern Gerumuy.
The Introduction is by the State Geologist.
The meteorological statistics in the section on " Forests.and
Climate," in Part I, were flmfished by E. W. McGaun, Section
Director of the New Jersey Weather Bureau, for the New Jersey
stations.
The results of the studies of these official records of
temperature aud rain-fall are condensed in graphic form in the
State maps, Plates XI, XII aud XIII.
After Mr. Vermeule's
investigation and carefifl study of these records in relation to
forested areas, the plan of this report, iueludiug a part on
"Forests
and Climate," was changed, and the paper was
omitted.
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The illu_trati_m_ ill tile volume are in part from photographs
takeu by Mr. Pinclmt and used in his report in i898 , and photographs from Mr. Gifford of European
forest scenes and scenery.
Tile maps consist of a State map ou tile scale of five miles to
an inch, showing
the fi_rest density by shaded areas, and the
large six-sheet map of "The Forests of Northern
New Jersey,"
based on the topok, r:lphie maps and on a scale of one mile to all
inch.
The map._ were prepared
under tile immediate
supervisi_m and dlrccti_n
_f the topographer,
C. C. Vermeule.
The
printing uas d.nc by Messrs. Julius Bieu & Co., engravers
and
printers of the topographic
maps of the Geological
Survey.
The ample ,q_imrtunities
given by the printers, _Iessrs MacCrcIlish
& Quigley,
fi_r earefid
revision
of prooN and their
interest in the mechanical
execution of the work deserve record
in this place.
Thi_ Rcp,rt
is necessarily
incomplete_ and st the end of the
work in it_ preparation
it is as if we were at the begimfing of
_,ur studi.'s of fi_rcstry, so wide is the range of inquiry
and so
far afichl d,_ the a._._ociated groups of related studies lead us.
Cognizant of its imperfections,
it is sent out to give information
as t_ _ur net.ds _ff a scientific treatment
of our forests and a State
policy ,ff protection
and to stimulate
a growing sentiment
about
f_rcstry into an active practice of silviculture.
It is hoped that
it may appeal to all lovers of trees and of our woodlauds
as
well as to the large landholders,
and that its suggestions
may
take fi_rm in natural parks in the vicinity of our cities, in forest
and game prescrvcs in our Highlands
and Kittatinny
mountains
and in the l'ines of Southern
New Jersey, and in timbered lands
throughout
all the State where wood shall be a vahmble crop,
and all pn,tccted
and fostered by an intelligent
public sentilllellt.

Join',"

C. S._mo¢,
State Geologist.
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Law Authorizing

ix

this Survey and Report.

[Lawa of New Jcrsey--S:_ion

1894,

Chapter

CXX.1

1, BE; IT ENAOTED
by the Setlale
and
General
Assembly of lhe Stale of
New Jersey, That the state geologist, under the direction of the board of
managers of the geological survey, and with the assistance of a competent
botanist to be selected by said board for his expert knowledge of forestry
and of the forest trees of this state, and such other expert assistance
as
may be required for tile purpose, shall make an investigation
to ascertain
the extent, character
and location of the wild lands in this state which
are suited for permanent
occupation by forests rather than by agriculture,
and shall report the results
of such investigation
to tile legislature,
together with a statement
of what part or parts of such lands would be
suitable
for a state forest reserve, and the advantages
as regards the
timber-supply,
water-supply,
scenery and clilnate of the state, which
would accrue from the conservation
of existing
forests by tbe establishment of such reserve or otherwise ; the investigation
so to be made shall
deternfine the extent to which forests of timber of commercial
value now
exist in the state, and include a study of the localities
and areas which
are specially adapted to the growth of designated
kinds of timber of COUlnmrcial value ; it shall also include an examination
as to the presence or
absence of forest cover upon the slopes and sumlnits of the more important
water-sheds of the state, and a study of the effect of such conditions as
now exist upon the maintenance
of the streams therein and the regulation
of the freshet-flow thereof ; the report to the legislature
shall state the
arguments
touching
the beneficial
effect, upon climate
and rainfall
attributable
to the presence of forests, and shall likewise present an ontline of tile policy and leg'islation
of other states and countries for the
preservation
of forests and their regulation
for public ends, so far as the
same nlay be applicable to this state.
e. And be it enacled, That the expense of making
such investigation
and report, shall, when duly audited
by the hoard of managers
and
approved by the governor and comptroller,
be paid out of the funds in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
and shall be linfited to five thousand
dollars.

3. And be il enacled, That this act shall take effect immediately.
Approved _Iay 1, 1894.
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Elements-Protection

Against

of the State.

OF

GEOLOGY

TO

FORESTRY.

The subject of forestry and a report on tbe forests of the State
belong naturally
to the work of tile Geological Survey, because
tile forests are related closely to the geological formations,
and
tile Survey
has within its scope of investigations
tile surface
formations and the origin of tile soils which are natural to these
formations.
Tbe Division of Surface Geology has been a leading
one for the field seasons of I89t to I899 , and the surveys in this
division have covered tile State.
Tile forests are the natural
vegetal cover of these surface formations, and are characteristic
of them.
From the geological
map, which shows in detail the
subdivisions
of these formations,
and gives their geographic
limits, it is possible to learn the general nature of the timber
growing
naturally
on them.
Tlle geological
map becomes,
therefore, the key to the forest map.
The State is marked in its topographic
features, which are in
some degree
the expression
of the geologic
differences,
and
diverse forms of the topography
affect to some extent the soil
conditions
and the vegetation.
The differences
in height
are
uot great enough
to make zones of climate, but they have an
influence in determining
the/taMlat
or locality whiell is favorable to certain species or varieties
of trees and unfavorable
to
otkers, and in giving character to the forest as an assemblage of
trees.
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(;EOLOGICAL

SURVEY

ttISTORICAL

NOTES

OF

ON

NEW

JERSEY.

FORFSTS.

New Jersey a_ one of the Middle Atlantic States was originally
well wo.ded alld well watered, and the early settlers within its
l)mmds had to nlake their clearings on the border of the great
ctmtilmntal
forests _*f North America.
A pamphlet
published in
i61S, mltitled "A I)cscrlption
of the Province of New Albion,"
&c., tclls of the richness of the soil "replenished
with the goodliest woods of oak, and all timber for ships and masts, mulberries, sweet cypresse, cedars, pines and titres."*
Thomas
Budd,
in his quaint story of "Good Order Established
in Pemzsih'alzia
and New Jersey" in America," printed in z685, says : "The Pim'Tr,, t,q'oweth here, mlt of which is made ]ailch, Ta* 5 Rosl)l aJld
Turp_J_tim.'";
(;abrid
Thmaas in his "West-New
Jersey,?' printed in i698, says : " In this country also is great pler.ty of working
7DJcb, r, as Oaks, . tab, ('hcsllzuls, P_)te, Cedar, l&_hzul, l)@/ar,
/-))'r, an(t Alasls for ,_;ht_s, with Pc?oh and Rosilt of great use and
much t)cnefit to) the Country. ,,+ In a filrther account of the
many navigat)le rivers, he says of "Timber-River
alias GlocesterRiver, which hath its name (also) from the great quantity of
curious Timh r, which they send in great Floats to PhiladeliShia ,
a City in Pennsilvalfia,
as ()aX'a; Pines, C/a'slz¢l/s, Ash and Crda;'s.",'
The fi*llowing extract
is from the Travels of Johann
I)avid Sch pf in the middle and southenl United States of North
America, in i777, Imblished
at Erlangen,
Germany,
in I788.11
"The mining mad metallurgical
industry in New Jersey', as everywhere in America, cmmot be enduring
in its present condition
hccaus_' no care is taken, as is done in most districts in Europe,
t_ maintain
th_ fi,rt sts, and many works nmst stop without uninterruptt.d supplies of coal and timber, as is here and there already
the case.
There is not the slightest
care of the forests.
The
owners of forges and flmmces have generally
large tracts of
woodland,
which are cut over without
order.
* * * The
• fmith's

Hist. _f New Jersey,

Burlington,

z7f_5,pp. _?-a8.

ReprtDt in Gowan% B:biiothec_'_ Amerlcana, No. 4, P 35.
t An Ulstorical and GcognLphlcal A:count of the Proxqnce and
N©w-Jersey, London--z_tt,
p. a7.
_,Gabriel Thomas,

CouRt_ of

PenusiDauia

aad West-

page =_.

Rdsa dutch einige der mlttteren
und sudlichetz Vereinillt en Nord_.merikanischeu
z?llS, Vol. z, p 43-
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Union, a blast furnace in Jers%v, consumed
in t2 to 15 years
the wood from nearly 20,000 morgen* and must be abandoned
in
consequence
of the want of wood.
It is true that this cleared
land was afterwards settled in farms, but it was not of much value
because of the lack of wood.
* * * The timber
in these
mountainous
regions consists for the most part of deciduous
trees, and mostly of oak, which does not appear to be of very
rapid growtll
in America.
*
*
*
There
are no forest
game
regulations;
no forest officials in Anlerica.
Whoever
takes up new laud acquires full privileges
with all on, over
and under it.
It would not, therefore,
be easy to teach the
peasants
and land-owners
by law how to husband
their wood
so that their great-grandchildren
may have a stick of wood
upon which to hang
their tea-kettle.
Want and experience
must here replace magisterial
foresight.
As yet there is no general want of timber.
Only in the towns wood is dear because
cutting
and hauling
make the cost four to,five
times that of
standing timber."
"_Phomas Gordon in 1834 said that an "immense forest covers probably four-fifths of the alluvial
district ;
aud fort?' years ago a large portiou of it was not worth nlore than
from six to ten eeuts the acre,
* * * They have risen from
ten cents, to an average price of six dollars the acre ; and, where
very well timbered and convenient
to umrket, bring from fifteen
to twenty-five
dollars.
*
*
*
In the sandy region are
extensive swamps which hear the beautififl
and valuable white
cedar, much sought for feucing, and which sells readily at from
one to three
hundred
dbllars
the aere."t
These
historical
accounts show that there was lulnbering
at an earl?, period in the
settlement
of the State and that the original timber was large
and valuable.
Gordon iu the above-mentioned
description
of the
State refers to the pine belt as having been largely cut over,
owing to the denlauds of the furnaces, forges, glass-works,
and
the many steamboats
on the rivers.
Much valuable wood was
consumed
as fuel, and the original
forest disappeared
ahnost
wholly from the lauds near navigable waters.
The rich agricultural districts had been nearly all taken up in farms at the beginning of the century, and froul that time the progress in clearing
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was probably due to the incrcasing demand for wood, rather than
that for farm-land.
The growth of the mannfactnring
interests
and the constrnction
of the canals, and then the railway lines,
made the consumption
of wood so active that cutting made rapid
inroads in thv deeper recesses of the forests and the whole State
was practically
cut over by I85o-I86o.
Since that time the
thnber
cut has bccn nearly all of "second growth,"
and but a
small part of it has been merclmntable
lumber.
The disappearancc of the large tinlber has made it necessary to cnt over at
.,,barter periods and leave little or no growth to reach
conditions
fit fi_r lmnbering.
New Jersey has ceased
lumber-producing

mature
to be a

State.

PRESENT

CONDITION

OF

FORESTS.

The existing
conditions
of the forests vary greatly
in the
several great natural divisions of the State.
In the farming districts ever? farm has its wood-lot or lt)_lber /and, which may
range
fronl all acre to a hundred-acre
tract, or, in sonic cases,
even two or three lmndred
acres, although
these larger tracts
are generally
outlying
and not a part of the farm.
Generally
the.v are the l|,m_e-supply ef tirol and fencing-timber
and heavier
constrnction-work
of tllc farm and the neighborhood.
Ij1 these
wood-lots the largest and best timber of the State is to be found,
and the oak on the limestone and slate of the valleys in Sussex,
Warren
and Morris counties,
on the red-shale in Hunterdon,
Somerset, Mercer and Middlesex connties, and on the red-shale
and glacial drift soils in Bergen, Essex and Union counties, is
thrifty in growth and large.
In the clay and greensand
marl
belts of the State the chestnut
predonfinates.
As coppice wood
it is rapid-growlng
and valuable timber.
Very little pine timber
is in these w,_od-lots, unless occasionally
as the growth on an old
field, and rarely any mixed stand of coniferous
and decidnous
trees.
In many cases tl|ey are pure forest.
These wood-lots are
protected

against

fire by

tbcir

separate

situations,

and

their

e The largest whlte_ak tree in the State is in Gloucester County, three miles nolth of Miekletan,
and ks dimenxiona, as g.veu by Dr. J. T. Rothrock, are : Height, 95 teet ; diameter of tvank, three feet
above the groaBd, 7 feet zo inehe_; spread of branches, 1_8 feet. The dimensions of the famous Salem
white-oak arc: Height, 78 feet l circumference, four feet above ground, ]8 feet 3 inches; spread of
branches pl t_ feet ; area covered by br,gnchcs_ 9_85_*iqtlgr© fet:t. These trees are older than the lettlemeat of the country and are of the forest ! hieh then covered the country.
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owners take care that they are not damaged
by cattle running
at large and by the careless and malicious
acts of trespassers.
The forest management
in protection
is the best, but the treatment is not generally
that of a crop, except when the timber is
cut or the land is cleared for additional
fields.
The gathering
of the crop is undoubtedly
well done and better and more profitable than would be possible under State or any public control of
these lots.
The weak point in the system or management
is
the indifference
of the owner to the kind of timber and the
thickness
of the stand of the trees.
A careflfl examination
of
these lots shows tlmt in many the trees are of inferior kinds, of
brushy
form and thin stand, allowing
of too much
raidergrowth.
At tlfis point scientific forest management
would be
helpflfl and the crop would be correspondingly
more vahmble.
Scientific
forestry slloald aid the farmer in earing for wood-lot
just as the tillage of the soil and the pasturage
of these farms
have been improved greatly by the application
of the principles
of science to agriculture.
In the mountainous
districts of the State the variation
is
more in the kind of timber.
The Kittatinny
mountain
has a
mixed growth of coniferous
and deciduous
trees, and also the
more rock)" parts of the Bearfort and Green Pond mountains.
The Highlands
forest is nearly all of the broad-leaf kinds, and
the cllestmlt
predominates
among them.
Coniferous
trees are
scarce.
The trap-rock
ridges have a more mixed growth
on
them, and poor in quality.
Ti_e woodland in these mountainous
districts is held generally
in large tracts, from several lmndred
to several thousands of acres, and owing to their size fires occur
and burn over larf_e areas, particularly
where there are pines
in the growth.
The damage from cattle and from trespassers
also is here felt.
Very little of the timber is mature
or old,
the whole having been cut over since the first settlement
of the
country, and over large areas there lmve been repeated cuttings
for the filel used in forges, fimmces and in railway
use and
other constructions.
In the Highlands
tl'.e losses from fires are
comparatively
little and the protection
is efficient.
Here also
silviculture
might COllie in to the advantage
of the large landholders, and the scientific
forester might be helpfitl in caring
properly for the timber, and in cutting so as to promote
better
successive
growths.
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The wooded zone of Southern
New Jersey, which is known
as "The
Pines," has some sharp contrasts
between its coarse,
sandy soils, covered by the pitch pine ahnost
exclusively,
its
heavier soils, with mixed oak and pine, its white-oak
bottoms,
its white-cedar
swanlps and its mixed swamp lauds.
Tile size of
the holdings is large, taming
up to tens of thousands of acres.
The ravages of fire and tim severe cutting have left scarcely rely
large timber, and the original forest has disappeared
from these
wide stretches
of pine lands and cedar swamps.
Owing to the
frequency of fires over a large part of the Pines belt the timber
is oak coppice and stuuted
pines.
The cedar continues
thrifty
and springs np quickly after cutting.
Tim care of the forest,
excepting
tlmt of a few individual
tracts and of two or three
companies,
is practically
of no value in pronmting
a better
growth,
and the lack of some forceflfl system
of protection
makes any forestry experiments
impracticable.
Tlle fores'_s in tim ag'ricultural
districts
of the State are distributed
somewhat
irregularly,
and tim proper
proportion
of
woodland to improved land in farms is not maintained
througllout these districts.
In some parts of the Raritan
valley tile
cleared area is continuous
for miles, and the fringe of trees
bordering
the brooks is about all that is left of what
was a
heavily-timbered
valley.
The valleys of tile limestone and slate
in Warren
county are also bare of forest.
Throughout
the
southern-central
part of the State, and particularly
in the greeusand-marl zone, the woods are well distributed
anmng tim farms
and make a pleasing diversity in the landscape, as well as answering the claims of forestry in the proper relation of cleared laud
to forest.
It would be well in places to let some of the more
rock}' lfill-tops and the steep hill-sides
be left for planting with
vahmble timber trees, and the ravines and gullies as well as the
tlfin soils, which are too poor for profitable
farming, and allow
them to grow up in wood. A reduction in the average size of the
farms would lead to what is termed
"nmre intensive
farming,"
and tbe increased
acreage
in woodland would add to the total
production
by its crop of timber, particularly
if some care were
taken in seeding the wood-lots with more valuable timber trees,
and the cuttings were *lot so severe as at present.
An educated
public

opinion

favoring

the keeping

of tbese

lauds, which
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ill-suited to fanning, in forest and the practice of more scientific
methods of agriculture
must be depended
upon to maintain
tile
proper proportion
of woodland to farmed lands in these districts
of the State.
In the Highlands_
on the Kittatinny
mountain,
on the traprock ridges, including
the Palisades mountain,
and in tlle Pines
belt of Southern
New Jersey', there are large tracts which
should be kept in forest.
General clearing would be unprofitable in the Kittatinny
mountain
because tbe surface is too rocky
and the soil too thin for making farms on it. The inaccessibility
on account of lack of roads and the distance from ularket, make
it ill-stilted to agriculture.
natural subdivisions
of the

Tbis mountain
range is one ot_ tlle
State which nmy be considered
as

adapted
to forest--it
may be game preserves, or woodland
for
the production
of wood.
The Highlands
is a well-wooded
natural
division
of the State, and especially
the northern
part, or about as far south as tlle line of the Laekawmma
Railroad, from Morristown
westerly to Hackettstown,
and thence to
Belvidere.
The terminal
nloraine marks the southern
limit of
the more densely wooded part.
Tbe southern
part, stretching
southwest
to the Delaware
river, is more largely, in farms and
under cultivation.
The map which accompanies
this report
shows the cleared land and the woodland
in detail.
It may be
noted tlmt the slopes of the hills and mountains,
and tile nlotlntain-tops are generally wooded ; the farm-lands are in the valleybottoms,
and on the level plateaus.
The timber is generally
chestnut and oak and other broad-leaf species.
In places chest.
mlt coppice wood predominates
over all otber kinds.
There
is less white oak, hickory and ash than on the limestone
and
slate of the Highland
valleys and the Kittatlnny
valley.
Black
wahmt,
tulip poplar and beech are scarce.
The coniferous
trees are white pine, pitch pine, heufloek, larch and red cedar.
The value of this Highlands
forest is in the favorable conditions
which it nmkes for gathering
ground for the streams supplying
water to the cities of the northeastern
part of the State.
The
brooks in the woods do not carry so much earthy material
as
streams
which receive water fronl bare ground
and ploughed
fields. The water is clear and not turbid or roily and is suited to
city supply.
The superior quality of water from such wooded di.stricts, over that gathered
in a cleared farming country, makes it
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desirable that the forests in the Highlands
should be kept, and
not he cleared and put in farnls.
The tillage and pasturage of the
flats and of the level tops may be nuobjectionable
; the slopes of
the mountains
aud the steep hillsides should not be cleared, but
be kept iu wo_ds.
The need of all the water of this Highlauds
region, within the next half eeutury, by our cities and towns,
emphasizes
the value of the water-supply
which it Ires, and the
necessity of keeping it in large part in woodland for the quality
of the water a_ well aq the quantity.
The Pines Belt of Southern
New Jersey" also has au importaut
relation to the great question
of public water-supply,
and the cities and towns on the Delaware
river
their

and the sea-side towns on the oeeau-front
water from this broad zone of the Coastal

are yet to get
Plain, watered

by many streams
now well fed from the never-failing
and
equable flow out the pure sands and gravels of these beds. of late
geological
age.
The capacity of this South Jersey region to
supply water of excellent
quality and with steady flow, makes it
vahmble as a preserve or reservation
for this use, aside fi'om the
lumber aud timber which might be produced, were it not for the
fires which
consume
trees and soil and leave barren
sands
exposed to the dangers
of moving
by the wind.
The forest
question is here all-important,
but the production
of wood as a
crop is not so essential
to the conservatiou
of the water-supply
a.s the maintenance
of a cover of trees and shrubs.
CI,IMA'I'IC

INFI.UENCE

OF

FORF.STS,

The relation of forests to climate is close and yet is not capable of expressiou
in exact terms, because of the great variation
in the working of the agents which make our climates and their
great effects, in eomparisou
with the lesser influence attributable
to the forest.
iofludllces

of

()n coutiuental
plains and near great oceans the
great land-ma_sas
or of wide water-areas
are so

great in their sweep that the relatively insignificant
cover which
even a tall forest ma.v afford is a small factor in the umking of
climate.
The islands
in the ocean, e.g. Great Britain
and
IreIaud, lmvc an insular climate which no extent of woodlands
e_mld alter greatly.
()ur continental
climate also is determiued
by topographic
aud not by forestal conditions.
'the forest is,
lmwcver, a shade to the ground, and protects against what is
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termed insolation
or excessive beating
by the rays of the sun
falling directly upon it. Tim influence
in lessening
the quantit 3" of water evaporated
from tile surface also is recognized,
although
it is offset by' tile transpiration
of water by' tile leaves
of the tree and drawn up by the tree from tile ground-water.
The most important
beneficial
influence
of tim forest is as a
wind-break,
and in reducing the sensible effects of extreme heat
and severe cold.
The moderating
and softening
influences
of
forests are known, but are not so well recognized
as tlmy ought
to be by students of climate and by' tile people generally.
The
shelter of a narrow belt of trees or of woods against
the dry
l)arehing winds of smnmer and the cold waves of winter is not
only a comfort to man, but also a protection to many of the more
delicate forms of vegetation
and to some farm crops.
He,.me the
value in an agricultural
district of wood-lots which may serve as
wind-breaks.
11'`sandy soils high winds tend to move the loose
grains and to form shifting bodies of sand or &rues, which bury
vegetation
in the nmrch and tend to produce
conditions
like
those of a desert.
Hence in a country whose surface is sandy, as
that of southeastern
New Jersey, timber belts are necessary to
arrest this nlovement.
Frequent
fires have, in places, made so
barren a soil that this desolating
dune-formation
is appearing
and is threatening
to widen its reach.
The influence
of the forest upon tile stream-flow
of any
country is mainly ripen the discharge
or rate of flow, and not
upon the total volume of water which runs off in tile streams,
and the layer of vegetable mold or lnmms of the soil is in the
nature of a sponge, taking up the water and holding it, thereby
reducing
the flow in the case of light rains and yieldin_ a constant supply after heavier railffalls.*
The studv of the subject of
stream-flow
in New Jersey, points to tbe necessity
of a forest
cover in order to protect the soil and prevent it being carried
away" into the streams, and making the water turbid and filthy,
and ill providing a bed of leaf-mold and tmnms to hold the water
* The woodlands of our day are largely of coppice growth and of small trees as compared with the
giants ot the original forest. The layer of humus was then large, due to the aceumulaLloa of decaying
tree-tyunhs aad the litter of many seasons, and the more dense growth of ferns and other shade-loving
plants. The thicker bed of humus was able to hold a larger volume of water and its influence was correspondingly greater than it is to-day, when the foist litter is scaut_--perhaps
the growth of a few
seasons only. Firel burn over wc.adm so frequently that there is practically no humus such as the
original foreat had. The total area of swaraps also has been reduced largely a_d the catchment Basin
are now mountain-tops and hillsides, rather than valley5 and swamps,
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against too rapid discharge
in ordinary floods.
effects arc sufficieilt
to call for some restriction
and extensive
clearing.

E1)UC,*tTI()NAL

AND

,F.STtlE'|'ICAL

The beneficial
upon fllrther

I_LEMENTS.

Thc preservation
of sonic of the forests for tile purposes of
education
is of public importance.
To the student
of botany
the woodland
must always be the place for earnest work and
fllll of fruitflfl
suggestions
and valuable
facts.
There trees,
shrubs and herbaceous
plants are found in their native ]tabtat,
mid thclr relations
to one another are there studied to the best
advantage.
Tile clearing
of all the country aronod our large
towns and cities makes it necessary now to go far afield to study
the fllora of the' natural
woods.
The reservation
of tracts of
woodland
in easily accessible
locations will help to counteract
the losses duc to so wide clearing
of tlle forest, and will nlake
it possible for thc scholars of city schools to study how plants
and trees grow in their native woods.
The text-book
camlot
take the place of living forms.
The woods should be kept as
nature's arboreta for tbe benefit of the schools.
The preservation
of typical species of the plant-world
and
also of those which arc characteristic
of any locality or district,
as thc mountain
tops, the sheltered
valleys of the Highlands,
and the swamps and ._andy plains in Southern
New Jersey, calls
for the preservation
of some of the forests.
Extensive
clearillg
threatens
to exterminate
solne of the nlore rare and nlore interesting species and to break up the grouping
of forms as tile)" are
now to be seen in these wild conditions of the forest.
It would
t_c a public misfortune
to
or their natural grouping,
botatfical heritage marred
The woodlands
afford

lose any of our characteristic
species
as now existing, or to have our rich
by general deforestation
of the State.
llomes to our characteristic
mlimals.

They art' great natural preserves where tile nlammals, birds and
other forms native in the State are found.
The clearil_g of tile
timber mcans the extinction
or disappearance
of some of our
wilder species from the State.
The protection
of our fauna is
b.mnd up with the preservation
of the forests, and the student
of natural history is deeply interested
in this protection.
The
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question of preserves for game also comes in as of importance,
and the sportsman
as well as the naturalist
wants the woodland
and is the friend of protection
for the forest.

PROTECTION'AGAINST

FOREST

FIRES--DUTV

OF

TIlE

STATE.

Tbe protection
of the forests demands the care of the community and the State in stopping the fires which are caused by
carelessness, malice and avoidable accidents.
The great Pines district of Southern
New Jersey should be protected
against fires.
The forests of the Highlands
should be protected
against excessive wasting and clearing
on accomlt of their value to the publie water-supply.
For the enconragenlellt
of this retention of the
land ill wood there nmy be a bounty-system
or rebate of taxation.
The owner of woodland who derives no regular
income from it
and has no ?'earl 3, crop might be exempted
from taxation so long
_ the timber was uncut, or might be obliged to pay a percentage
of the revenue
whenever
his woodland
was cleared.
In this
way the hillsides
and the more inaccessible
tracts might be
kept in wood.
On the Blue or Kittatinny
mountain
the
protection
against
fires is demanded,
because of the easy inflammability
of the pitch pine, and the dry condition
of the
pine and deciduons-trec
leaves in the antunm
and ill the
spring.
In the southern part of the State the necessity of puhlic
protection
is imperative
if there is to be any production of timber
or hmlber in that part of the State.
Both Mr. Piochot and Mr.
Gifford have recommended
fire-lanes.
Mr. Gifford's suggestion
that these lanes be also public roads, and possihly State roads, is a
good one so far as protection
goes.
Some system of protection
must be adopted if ever these terrible forest-fires are to be stopped.
I f State reservations
are to be created these three great divisions
or districts are the ones in which they are to be located.
A forest system with State control mnst mean State ownership of lands
in order to be effective in either protection
or in the cultivation
of wood as a crop in silviculture.
The control of the forests by
the State is a subject of great pnblic importance
and demands the
carcfl_l study of the wise legislator,
in order to avoid the error of
excessive
paternalism
reckless and riotous

in govermneat
on tile one hand 5.nd the
excesses of individual
liberty and license
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on tlm other side.
It is the province
of this report to give
information,
but at the same time it is the part of wisdom to
urge that the State shall take care to inculcate
souud moral
instruction
as well as give valuable facts.
The education
of the
people is m)t wholly one of technique.
The State is responsible
for order as well as sannd learning, and the education or uplifting of the moral sentiment
is as essential as that of mere schoolin K in the facts of science.
The people must be taught to recognize duty to the State _ well as to individual, and no amonnt of
technical
education
is of force to save the forests unless the
interest
of the individual
coincides
with that of the State.
ttence au cdueatioual
campaign
is desirable.
The State ought
to continue
the work of giving information
about forests and
forest Inalmgenlcnt
aud pr(_tection, and also ailn to create a
public senthnent
which shall compel the local authorities
in the
more de_isx'ly wooded districts to stop forest fires and lead to a
better care of w,odland
and to the restoration
of the forest over
lauds which arc not of value in tillage or pasturage
in farmS.
hmsmuch
as these surveys of the forests of the State were
beguu by the Geological
Survey, the continuation
of the work
and of this edneatio.ml
campaign
could be directed by the Board
of Managers of the Survey as a Forest Comlnission
and be done
by a_l expert
forester under the direction
of said Board.
The
duties of this fi)rester would be like those of State Foresters,
in States which have such offices, and would be largely in collecting information
and in distributing
it by correspondence
and by public lectures, bulletins and annual reports.
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The Forestsof New Jersey
By C. C, VERMEULE,

03)
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Physical Condition of New Jersey Forests.
The term " forest," as used in this paper, includes all areas
which are devoted to the growing of timber, whatever may be the
stage of growth.
The forest area is therefore made up of stump
land, brush land and timber of all ages, bat the amonnt of stump
and brash land is comparatively
small, and only a small proportion of the timber exceeds fifty years in age ; much the larger
part rauges from 2o to 5° years.
While the forest growth varies
in thriftiuess
with the nature
of the soil, practically
all of the
upland, if left uncultivated.or
unoccnpied,
will produce timber,
consequently,
exclusive of the areas oqcupied by towns and cities,
all of the npland not under cultivation
may be considered to be
forest.
The tide-marsh
areas cammt produce timber because of
saltness ; there are small areas of savannah land naturally treeless
in the southern
New Jersey pine belt, but the kind of alluvial
lands which will not produce timber because of the exceeding
fineness of the soil, sneh as the prairie lauds of the Mississippi
Basin, are ahnost unknown
in this'State.
The most considerable
area of upland which seems almosf
incapable of producing
timber is tlmt known as "the plains," in
the southeasteru
part of Burlington
county, comprising
over
_4,ooo acres of sandy and gravely upland, covered with a stunted
arboreal growth, aud which is flflly described in a later chapter.
In northern
New Jersey most of the top of Bearfort mountain,
and some limited areas of Green Pond aud Copperas mountains,
together
with the main crest and steep eastern escarplnent
of
Kittatinny
momltain, are too bare of soil to produce timber of
consequence,
but all of tllese barren areas together do not comprise one per cent. of the uplaud area of the State•
DISTRIBt:TION OF FORI_ST.
The
pines,"

largest continuous
area of forest in the State is "the
an ahnost unbroken
coniferous
forest, covering
practi-

(i5)
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all
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eonlprising

Upper
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of a line

through

drawn

Bridgeton

1,2oo, ooo acres
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in all.
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the
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water-sheds.

higher

portion

Another
of the

con-

Kittatimly

region.
following

table

shows

AREA

OF

the

FOREST

area

BY

of forest

Atlantic ....
Bergen .....

27L638
57,59 t

NQ,
4° i

. .

2o7,979

303,777

59

. .

72.513
zg,s23

66'588
So,85t

48
73

Cumberland,
Essex .....

mL316
52,5o7

i66,2e 4
24,239

62
32

Gloucester,
.
Hudson ....
Hunterdon...
Mercer,
. .
Middlesex,
. .

126,6,%
I5,O73
24o,438
128,4oo
_3L276

74,8/8
7t3
3%48I
I5,829
6o, z64

37
05
14
II
3t

l_Ionmouth,

2tt,2,_q

$9,7ti

3°

Morris .....
Ocean .....
Passaic .....

I63,8o9
47.084
5o, aS4

I4O, lOt
3x3,o87
75,2o4

46
87
6o

Salem ....
Somerset,
. .
Sussex,
. . .
Union .....
\Varren ....

13S,oS,
iI,6 _2
2o[,S55
46.954
I71,564

"_°'°57
:8,613
136,538
I4,35o
60,205

27
15
4°
23
26

2,4-'4,o31

2.069 ,_t9

46

Camden ....
Cape May,

. .

The State

above

of t_ e fi,rcst

areas
areas

were

deternlined

:

Prevailing
Kinds.

35,771
85,879

Burlington,

by comities

COUNTIES•

t Ae res. .
_ _ _'
. Cleared
Fetes.
U pland,Acre_.

¢outrrv

Tile

JERSEY.

southeast

Musc,uletcong

is that

NEW

thence

some

of deciduous
co-extensive

and

siderablc
mottntain

OF

of the

Glassboro

and

body
nearly

Rockaway

portion
to

bay,
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Coniferous
Deciduous.
t Coniferous,
1 Deciduous,

south.
north.

I / Conifero,us,
east.
Deciduous.
west
Coniferous
I Coniferous,
east.
/ Mixed west.
l)eciduous.
mixed.
Coniferous,
deciduous and
Deciduous.
Deciduous.
Deciduous.
i Deciduous.
| Deciduous, north.
_ Coniferous and mixed
southeast
Deciduous.
Coniferous.
Deciduous
J Deciduous except extreme
_ / east
Deciduous.
l)eciduous
Deciduous.
Deciduous

by

actual

laid down on the topographical
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State.
Small groves, less than ten acres in extent, and strips,
hedge-rows,
etc., are not included.
A table of areas, by town.
ships, will be found in the " Physical
Geography
of New
Jersey," pages 134 to 149 of the Appendix.
It will be seen that 46 per cent., or nearly half of the upland
area of tile State, is in forest.
Tile improved
land in farms,
according
to the census of I89% aggregates
t,999,1I 7 acres-ahnost exactly equal to the forest area.
Compared with neighboring States, we have the improved
land ill farms and forest
area as follows :
percentage of
Upland
Area
Improved.

New Jersey ....................
Massachusetts ..................
Connecticut ...................
New York, .........
Pennsylvania ...................
Delaware .....................
Maryland ....................

46
4[
53
58
47
60
53

. ..........

Estimated Percentageof
Upland Area
la Forest,

'

46
5m
39
34
45
32
39

This shows that New Jersey
has more than the average
amount of forest area, although,
as may be seen by consulting
the areas by counties, it is not evenly distributed.
By geological
and topographical
divisions the forest areas are
as follows :
Forest Area.
Acr_s,

Kittatinny Mountain, including all west to
Delaware River .............
58,ooo
Kittatinny Valley ..............
40,0oo
Northeastern Highlands ...........
zl t,ooo
Southwestern Highlands ...........
89,o00
Northeastern Red Sandstone, ........
m3.ooo
Southwestern Red Sandstone, ........
91,8oo
Clay and Marl Region ............
147,84o
Tertiary and Quaternary ...........
1,329 t79

Pereemage
of upland
areain forelt,

64
a9
67
30
3
I4
I5
68

The map showing the distribution
of forest and its relation
to the stream catchments,
which accompanies
this relmrt , gives
in further
detail the location of the forests of the State.
This
map shows the acres of forest in each
upland.
It will be seen that the most
2

one hundred
acres of
completely
deforested

FOR
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sections--containing
less than Io acres of forest in ioo acres
of upland--are
not, a_s might at first be supposed, in the most
populous
regions,
but ill the agricultural
sections,
viz, the
Raritan valley, in Somerset and Hunterdon
counties, and thence
southward
in a belt about 12 miles wide along the Delaware
river, in Mercer, Burlington,
Camden,
Gloucester
and Salem
counties.
()thor deforested areas are the Museoaeteong,
Pohatcony and Delawwe
valleys, in Warren
county, and about tim
Navesink
aud Shrewsbury
rivers, in Monmouth
county.

CHANGES

IX

FOREST

AREA.

A period of from I2 to 20 )'ears has elapsed since the original
topogTaphic
sllrvey of the State was made.
Since that survey
gave the area of fi_rest it has been possible to compare preseut
conditions with those of I6 )'ears ago.
This comparisou
shows
that tile amount of filrest which has beeu cat off and cleared up
for cnltivation
in northern
New Jersey is very' iusignificant,
and
is ofEset by the clearings which have been abandoned and allowed
to grow up.
Taking
the State as a whole, there is nearly' as
much forest to-day as there was in i86o.
In this connectiou
the
following data from the United States census are instructive
:
Total

land

in

farms,

acres .....
Improved
land
farms ......

2S3o.

,s_.

,87o.

2 752,946 2 983,525 2,989.5II

,sao.

,89o.

a,9a9,773 2,662 0o9

in
L767991

1,942,a8r

1,978,o67 2,e97,719

1,999JI7

These figures show practically
no increase in the land under
cultivation
since x86o, and a decre_e
of 320,ooo acres in unimproved land ill farms.
Analyzing
the changes in forest area, we find that there was
progressive
deforestation
in all portions of. the State up to I86o,
although
the rate was most rapid from about I83o to I85o , and
very slow in many counties after the latter date.
Momnouth,
Mercer, and all counties
farther north excepting
Sussex, slmw
stationary forest area after _86o.
There has been some clearing in
tile Kittatinny
and I)elaware valleys, in Sussex county, since x86o,
amounting
to 27,ooo acres, or about one-fifth of the forest area.
In all of the other northern
counties
the new clearing has not
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have grown

up again.
Where
there has been a considerable
loss in area of
improved
land ill farms it may be traced to growth of cities.
Ill all of the southern
counties, soutll of Momnouth
and Mercer, there has been stead), clearing.
These
counties show all
increase in improYed farm land since t86o alnounting
to 173,ooo
acres, or about 13 per cent. of the forest area has been cleared.
Ocean county has lost about 4 per cent. of its forest area, Burlington _2 lyer cent., Atlantic 4 1yet cent., Camdeu and Gloucester
_7 per cent., Salem 3° per cent., Cumberland
2I per cent., and
Cape May 13 per cent.
This clearing
has bemJ mostly on the
clay and marl belt, and the western border of tile pines, extending well into the pine region in Cmnberland,
and about Vineland, Hammonton
and Egg Harbor City.
The decrease in unimproved
land ill farms is explained
by
some of this clearing-up
of land in southern
counties_ but also
to a considerable
extent by the abandonment
of unproductive
farms containing
a large proportion
of tminlproved
land, which
is evidenced
in the pities in Ocean, Burlington
and Atlantic
counties and also in the extreme
north, in the hilly portion of
the State.
CtfANGES

IN

PHYSICAL

CONDI'I'ION,

Although
tile area of forest has not sensibly dimiuisbed
in
northern
New Jersey, and has decreased
only about 13 per cent.
ill the southern
counties since 186o, it may be thought
that the
proportion
of brush, stmnp land and small timber is considerably
greater now than at the middle of the century.
We have investigated
this question with soale care.
So far as nmy be determined front extended
personal observation_ the deciduous timber
of tile State has generally
increased
ill size and improved
in
quality since the period of the topographic
sur\'ey, from i88o to
1886.
In the Highlands
and Kittatilmy
valley regions there bas
been no severe cutting during the last fifteen years.
Considerably less timber has been cut than during
the previous fifteen
}'ears.
A considerable
amount of timber was formerly cut at an
age of from 2o to 25 }'ears, or even less, for charcoal, cordwood,
lmop-poles,
ere.
The profit in this has grown less and the
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owners arc more alive to the greater returns to be had from a
larger growth.
Chestnut can be most profitably cut at from 35
to 4° years old.
If left standing longer, the coppice wood is said
to sometimes deca.v at the heart.
It is maintained
that a growth
of this age will yidd as uluch wood per acre as the original
forest.
Oak can be profitably
left tmtil 5° to 60 )'ears old.
The growth of all the deciduous
timber is most rapid before
reaching 4° years, and if it is merely a question of the ammmt
of wood, no douht the largest yearly returns come from cutting
at 4° years, but the larger timber is suited for more vahmhle
uses and will bring more money per cubic foot. Thus ioo telegraph poles from an acre of timber 35 years old may be worth
84oo, while if left until 5o )'ears old they might easily he worth
gSoo to Si,ooo.
For railroad ties there is little advantage gained
after 4° )'ears is
Highlands
and
and a very large
We have the

reached.
But there is now much timber on the
Kittatinny
monntain
upwards
of 4°. years old,
proportion ranges from 4o to 5° )'ears of age.
testimony
of ninny experienced
men in this

region that the forests are to-day in much better condition titan
the}' were from 185o to I86o.
This is borne out by the comparative scarcity of trees over 5° years old and the abundance
of
those 4° years old.
We may confidently
place the period of
maxinmm
deforestation
at about I85o.
We are told that about
this time large areas of the Highlands
presented
a perfectly, bare
appearance.
the forges

The eanse was partly the large use of charcoal by
and furnaces
then scattered
all over northern
New

Jersey, and partly the fact that anthracite
coal was not yet in
general use, aud the use of wood and charcoal for domestic fuel,
and by the railroads
and manufacturing
establishments,
was
general.
Moreover,
althongh
the population
of New York,
Philadelphia
and the cities of New Jersey was much less than
now, these cities were more dependent
upon the near-hy fllel
and timber-supplies
than at present, as facilities for transportation were very inferior.
As for the use in iron-making
we find that about I855 it is
estimated that mo,ooo tons of ore were used.
A fair estimate
for the larger furnaces
is 65 bushels of charcoal
to one ton of
ore.
No doubt the small forges used more than this_ but even
at this rate 6,5oo,ooo bushels would he required, which would
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mean that flflly 6,50o acres of timber, or six square miles, must
be cut annually for use ill tile iron industry alone.
This demand
began to disappear in x85o , owing to the introduction
of antbracite blast-flmmces,
altllougtl some forges continued
in operation
15 yeffrs later, and a very few up to 188o.*
Add to this large use the fact that the larger tinlber was being
steadily cut off for sawed hmlber, that nmeh charcoal was used
for doulestic and other purposes, and the other denlands whieh
we have noted, it is easily, seen how severe was the cutting
of
Highlands
forests, when the charcoal
iron industry
was most
active, at aboa_t 185o.
Since that tinlc the cutting of very yomlg tiulber, such as is
suitable
only for charcoal, cordwood
or hoop-poles, has become
less and less profitable.
It lnust now be allowed
to attain an
age of 35 to 4° years at least, so as to be useflll for railroad ties
or telegraph
and telcplloue
poles.
Some portions of tlle Highlands
have been cut over so frequently that there is evidence that the chestnut timber is suffering froln the need of re-planting.
Coppice wood will gradually
deteriorate,
and ill some places it is said to rot at the heart at all
early, age.
Some of the complaiuts
nlay indicate that the soil is
becoming exhausted,
for there is no reason to expect that soil
can produce repeated growths of timber without being deprived
of its fertility'.
Tile production
of one cord of wood yearly, containing about one and one-half tolls of dry' solid matter, together
with the leaf crop of the trees, is certainly
as great a tax upon
the acre of land as is the production
of the average one and onehalf tOllS of lmy or other farm crops.
There are also instances
noted where a growth
of oak cut off has failed to reproduce
itself, but red cedar has come up instead.
But these evidences
of deterioration
are exceptional,
and generally
confined to districts which have been most frequently cut ill the past.
In general the forests of the Highlands
and Kittatimly
valley, altllougll
tlley eontaiu little timber over 5° years old, nlay be pronounced
hlxuriant
and in better
condition
tllan they were 4° to 5 °
years ago.
In tile red sandstone country there is likewise no evidence of
deterioration,
and the same may be said of tile clay and marl
region.
The forests here consist ahnost exclusively
of small
• For

m list of forges

and charcoal

furaaces

see Annual

R ©l_r t of the Slate
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parcels attached to farms.
They are utilized mainly in connection with the farms, fllrnishing
fuel, fenciug and an occasional
stick of timber.
Ten acres of forest so utilized
is a most valuable asset oll a farm of oue hundred
and rift}' acres.
From
appearances
the 14 or 15 acres per Ioo acres of upland
in these
regions have more than sufficed for the farmers' need, and the
forest has gone on increasing
until these farm-parcels
contain
s_mle of the best timber in the State.
This is especially true of
the red sandstone
in Middlesex,
Somerset,
Hunterdon
and
Mercer counties.
When it becomes so large and vahmble that
the lmnbermau's
offer is too tempting,
the steam saw-mill does
its work and the timber is cut off. This is to be expected.
These proprietors
know the value of and appreciate
the beauties
of their woodlands, but it is good business with them to utilize
and convert into money all the products
of their lauds.
So
when the fi)rcst crop is ripe it is gathered,
t!le entire piece then
being cut off. Some of the timber on the trap ridges is small and
poor in quality, but the soil there is poor and there is little evidence that the timber is anywise inferior to that of 5° )'ears ago.
In the pines the fi_rest ulay have deteriorated
because of forest
fires.
There is evidence that these fires have occurred from the
very discovery of the country, but it is natural
to suppose that
the introduction
of many miles of railroad, and of an increasing
population,
into this district have increased the mmd)er of forest
fires considerably.
Some deterioration
may, therefore,
be conceded, but there is not much proof that it has been such as to
cause radical changes in the character of the forest.
We have
less data of the fimner condition
of this timber than for the
deciduous
forests.
There were some 25 forges and fimmces in
this region in I85O, together with a large number
of saw-mills,
now abandoned,
and these must have made some inroads into
the forest.
.ks tending to corroborate
the decreased cutting of timber over
the State in geueral,
it is interesting
to note that, during a
cauvass of the water-powers
of the State, made about i892 , for
the Report on Water-Supply,
we found 75 abandoned
saw-mill
sites, to which must be added several sites originally
used for
saw-mills,
but now utilized for other mmmfacturing,
and also a
number of sites known to have once been occupied
of which no
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trace now exists. Certainly over ioo water-powers once utilized
for sawing lmnber are no longer in use for that purpose.
Reviewing all of the evidence which we have collected, therefore, we state with confidence that there was progressive cutting
and clearing-rip of the original forest all over the State, from its
settlement until I86o, but that at the latter date very little
original forest remained.
This cutting was most severe about
185o, and from _85o to i86o was the period of nlaxinlunl deforestation. The forest was then younger and smaller, with a larger
proportion of stump and brush land than has prevailed at all)'
time since. The cutting of very young growth has decreased to
a marked extent in recent )'ears, and the average size and age of
the forest has increased.
At present not two per cent. of the
forest is cut mmually, so that at the present rate of cutting all of
the forest may attain an age of rift)" )'ears.

VALUE

OF

FOREST

PRODUCT.

It is not easy to arrive at all accurate valuation of the forest
prodnct of the State. Much of the product is used directly on
the farms where it is cut, as filel or for fencing ; there is also a
ready sale for railroad ties, telegraph and telephone poles, piling,
etc., in all parts of the State, and these products do not go to tile
mill, but usually quite direct from the owner or lunlberman to
tile consunler.
We estimate tlmt the eonsnmption for domestic fllel at present
is 752,ooo cords, and for fliel in glass-works and brick-kilns, etc.,
45,ooo cords, or about 8oo,ooo cords eonsmned as fuel. There is
a rnle commonly accepted among the forest owners that the
forest will produce one cord of wood for each )'ear that it has
been growing.
This seems a fairly accurate average for the
deciduous forest from 3° to 5° ),ears old, but too high for the
pines. Adopting this figure, the above fllel-coffsumption will
absorb the )'earl)' product of 8oo,ooo acres of forest. It nlay be
estimated to be worth $4oo,ooo on the stnmp and $2,4oo,ooo ill
the nmrket at the point of eonsamption.
The Report on Water-Supply,
1894, gave 26I saw-mills and
wood-working establishments run by water-power, using 4,o85
net horse-power.
It will be seen that these are small establish-
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ments, using an average of only I5.6 horse-power
each, but they
all contribute
to the hnnber product.
The most effective work
is now done, however, by the portable steam saw-mill
set up in
the woods.
The entire Imnber product, from logs and bolts, was
valued in 189o at _1,215,524,
and the raw material used at these
mills at 8692,537 . Some of this undoubtedly
came from other
States to the nfills along the Delaware.
The steam railroads
and trolley-roads
of the State use fiflly
1,25o,ooo ties ammally in new construction
and renewals.
At
5° cents each, this affords a market for $625,0oo worth of forest
product, but by no means all of these ties come from the forests
of this State, many being brought from other States.
A growth
of oak and chestmtt from 35 to 4° ),ears old should produce from
25o to 50o ties per acre.
Taking 375 ties as the average, there
will bca
valuc of ,_I87.5o , to which must be added about 15
cords of wood, worth $45, or $22o.5o per acre in all, for the
product delivered to'the consumer.
From this mast bededucted
the cost o._ catting,
on the cordw_od.

hewiug

and

hauling,

together

with freight

The consumption
of telegraph,
telephone
and trolley-poles
within the State may be estimated
at t4,ooo poles ammally,
worth
from $2 to Sio each, and probably
averaging
$4, or
$56,o0o in all, besides a large market in adjacent towns.
There is also a stead)" demand for piling about the docks and
wharves.
The railroad
ties, telegraph,
telephone
and trolley
poles and piles are readily marketable,
and require no mamffacturc save some little hewing and trimming
with the axe in the
forest.
The market afforded within the State for the manufactured
fi_rcst-produet

is therefore

made up about

as follows:
Vatu©

I,ogs and bolts at mill, ..................
Railroad ties ......................
: .
Telegraph, telephone and trolley poles and piling,
Fuel for domestic consumption and brick and tile manufacture,
...................
Fencing, not including sawed lumber ............
Total ........................

$692,537
625,000
Joo,ooo
2,4OO,COO

365 ooo
$4 i82,537

Some of the above comes from other
States, as we have
remarked,
but there are other products, such as charcoal, which
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On the whole
material,

may

the
be

Assuming all of the above to be cut from timber 5° 3,ears old,
yielding 4 ° cords per acre, or 5,ooo feet B. hi. of merchantable
lumber, about 3o,ooo acres would need to be cut annually,
and
i,,_oo,ooo acres would kee l> up the supply.
The results of our
surveys indicate that, taking the State as a whole, the timber is
not being cut at a more rapid rate than this.
The owners are
finding it more profitable to allow the timber
from 35 to 5° years than to cut it younger.

VALUE

OF

STANDING

to attain

an age of

TIMBER.

Careful inquiry as to tile value of standing timber of various
ages has been made.
The variation is rather wide, according
to
the character of the growth aud its accessibility
to market.
In
the Kittatimly
valley and Highlands
the vahle of stmnp land,
where land is valuable
only for forest, ranges from St to $5 per
acre ; timber 3° vears old, fl'om $Io to $3 ° ; 5° years old, from
$25 to $5 o, with instances
of exceptionally
good or well-located
timber
selling
as high as $ioo.
'Pimber
classed as heavy,
usually upwards of 6o years old, ranges from $6o to $ioo, but is
scarce in the Highlands,
where very little timber exceeds 5°
}'ears in age.
A fair average value for all forest in this legion
is $25 per acre.
In the red sandstone
and Cretaceous
regions
the value of good hind for farming
or other purposes is often
considerable,
and it is difficult to determine
the vahle of the
timber apart from the land, but it averages
older and heavier
than that of the Highlands,
and even for the stone age is more
vahmble.
Timber
3 ° years old nlay be taken to be worth from
$25 to $5 ° per acre, while that classed as heavy ranges from $5 °
to $T5o per acre•
Perhaps
the average vahm of all forest in
these regions
may be taken
to be $4 ° per acre on the red
sandstone
and $35 for tile clay and marl re, on.
In the Pines a mmlber of answers to inquiries
give the value
of stump or brush land at fi'om io cents to $5 per acre where it
is valuable
only as forest.
Its value over a large part of the
district is purely nominal.
A growth of pine 3° ?'ears old is
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valued from S5 to $25 per acre.
Mr. Pinchot, in his interesting
valuation
surveys appended to this report, gives the amount of
cordwood
on some sample plats near Whitings.
This timber
]lad not been injured b.v fires and was a second growth of pine-from 35 to 4° years old.
()he plat gave 13 cords per acre and
another 7 cords, there being practically
no merchantable
timber.
At 5o cents per cord this corresponds
to a value of from $3.50
to $6.5o on the stump.
Forest which has been fired is worth
nmch less, and it wonld seem tlmt a value of $2 5 for pine 3°
years old is rather exceptional.
The value of pine 5° )'ears old, as returned by correspondents,
ranges from SIo to Smo per acre.
Referring
again to Mr. Pinchot's returns for old forest, the average of x2 acres at Winslow
we estimate
to be worth $46 per acre on the stmnp, and the"
axerage of 5 acres at New IAsbon $3o.5 o per acre.
Both of
tl:ese are exceptionally
good timber, and lmve not been injnred
by fire.
A second growth of pine at Whitings,
5o to 6o },ears
old, is, on the baMs of Mr. Pinchot's returns, worth $i6 per acre.
This, also, h,'us not suffered from fire.
It would seem, therefore,
that, exclnsive
of the valne of the
!and, the best of the pine forest ranges in value from $16 to $5o
for an age of 5o }'ears upward.
And the range is from these
figures down to nothing, with much the larger part of the area
worth less than ._m per acre.
For the entire area the pine forest
will not average above SlO per acre, land and timber included.
Of course, in certain localities tlfis pine forest is worth more for
other pnrposes than for forest product.
This is especially true
of portions which have a reputation
,as winter resorts, and in
time a considerable
value nmv attach to ranch of this land for
such purposes.
Cedar swamp is valued as follows : Stump land, $5 to Sin;
35 }'ears' growth,
.qi 5 to 82oo; 5° )'ears' growth, $75 t° $4oo;
location and thriftiness
both affecting
the valne so as to cause
wide ranges.
Heavy cedar swamp has been known to sell as
lfigh as $8(×) per acre.
We estimate
the average value of all
cedar swamp in the State at about $9 ° per acre, although
this
vahmtion is tentative
and sonlewhat
uncertain.
Nearly all of the streams
cedar swamp, in belts va_'ing

of the pine belt are fringed with
from a few yards to miles in width.
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acres, and

swamp

which

there

is

contains

The following estimate
of the total value of the forest of the
State is necessarily an at)proxlmation
only, but may be usefill as
a guide, and is believed
to fairly indicate the value of timber
and land taken together :
Kittatinny mountain and valley and the Highlands ; 398,000
acres @ $25,
. ...................
Red sandstone region ; 194,8ooacres @,,g4o.........
Clay and marl region ; I47,84oacres @ $35, - .......
Pine forest ; t,I91,579 acres @ $io, . ...........
Cedar swamp ; 52.5oo acres @ $9e, . ............
Pine and deciduous swamp, containing some cedar; 85,ioo
acres @ $2o, .....................
Total,

. ....................

$9,95o,oco
7.792,eoo
5,174,4°°
ii.915.79o
4,725,oo0
i 7o2.oco
$41,259,I9O

The average value for the whole forest, according
to tlfis estimate, is $2o.6o per acre.
In i89o the census valuation
for 8,355
acres of merchantable
timber cut off and returned
by the mills
to census enumerators
was $5.6o per thousand
feet, board
measure, on the stump, and the yield was 4,986 feet, board measure, of merchantable
lumber per acre, giving a vahle per acre, on
the stump, of $27.92 for the merclmntable
lmnber.
If we add
for the value of cordwood and other products,
tlfis will give
probably above $45 per acre as the value, on the stump, of this
timber.
If we add for the value of the land, it will bring it to
about $55 per acre.
This was probabl;, " all upwards of 5° years
old, and the value thus determined
accords suMciently
with our
estimates.
The above valuation
may be compared with tlmt of the improved laud of the State, of ahnost exactly equal area, as follows :
The 2,662,oo 9 acres of land in farms was valued by the census
of I89o at $I59,262,84o.
If we allow for the 662,882 acres of
unimproved
land included
in farms, $3 ° per acre, we have
$19,886,46o.
Deducting
tlfis from the total value of land in
farms, as above, we have for the improved land, including
fences
and buildings, $I39,376,38o,
so that the value per acre is $7 °
against $2o.6o for the forest.
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The 1,999,i: 7 acres of improved
land yielded, in
ducts valued at $28,997,349, while the 2,o69,8r 9 acres
certainly did not yield over one-seventh
of this, but the
ture fi_r labor, fertilizers, tools, buildings,
fences, etc.,
much greater
for the improved
land.
Nevertheless
cr,'paney
in _mtput and value remains
sufficient
to

x889, proof forest
expendiwas also
the dismake it

reasonably certain that all land, suitable for cultivation,
will be
eventually
cleared up, and there will be a still fllrther reduction
of filrest area in southern
New Jersey.

RAN(.I,]

IN

SIZI_]S

OF

STANDING

TIMBI']R.

A detailed
examination
of northeastern
Highlands
forests
shows that sizes above 24 inches in diameter
and 6o feet in
height are rare, although
the trees of a very few tracts of timber
range np to 3° and 35 inches in diameter.
The timber generally
ranges from 6 up to 12 or 14 inches;
there is comparatively
little stump or brush land on the Highlands
west of Green Pond
and Ilearfi)rt
mountains.
East of those mountains,
especially
alollg the lower l'equannock
and the lower Wallaque rivers, the
timber
has lx'en more frequently
cut, and consequently
the
?.onngt'r growth and brllsh are more prevalent.
t In the stmthwestcrn
ttighlands
the forests are ill small woodh_ts attached
to farms, and also usually cover the slopes which
are too steep fi_r cultivation.
The sizes here also range up to 24
inches diameter and 6o feet high, but there are a few larger trees.
The larger slzcs Imve tyeen cut out to a great extent, and the
ordinary range is from 6 to 16 inches in diameter and from 3°
t_) _-5 feet in height.
The timber of P:tssaic valley does not (lifter materially
from
that of the ttighlands
in size.
That of the Watehnng
mountains is smaller, very little exceeding
I2 inches in diameter, and
southwest
of Summit there is a large proportion
under 6 inches
in diameter.
()n the red sandstone,
in Bergen connty, more tlmn half the
fi)rest area is made up of timber exceeding
6 inches in diameter,
and on Palisades
mountain
flflly three-quarters.
In general
it
ranges up to 3° inches diameter
and 8o feet in height, and trees
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of this last size are quite as common as those of 24 inches in
diameter
and 60 feet in height in the Highlands.
Ill Union county, trees 24 inches in diameter
are about tile
largest in tile forest.
Further
southwest,
all over the red sandstone district
of Middlesex,
Somerset,
Hnnterdon
and Mercer
counties, timber ranging up to 36 inches in diameter
is met with
and sometimes
this is exceeded, 48 inches being occasionally
reached.
Generally
36 inches is fillly as frequent in proportion
to the amount of forest acreage as is 24 inches in the Highlands.
The clay and marl district produces as large trees as the red
sandstone, but, taken as a whole, the latter will show a larger
average yield per acre in standing timber.
In the Pines the range is from the low brush of the " Plains,"
a view of which accompanies
this report, up to the heaviest
pine, ranging from 8 to t8 inches ill diameter and about 7° feet
high, and this original pine may be accompained
by deciduous
trees up to 22 inches diameter.
Timber as large as this is not
usual,
however,
and ordinarily
second-growth
pine does not
much exceed lo inches in diameter.
Owing to the ravages of
fires and other causes a very large proportion
of the timber is
small, stunted and of little value, particularly
so as the common
pine, at its best, is not a valuable timber.
In the cedar swamps the range is up to about 15 or 16 inches
in diameter
and 7° feet high, but a diameter of 12 inches is not
often exceeded
by any considerable
nmnber
of trees at the
present date.
The above notes have no reference
to exceptionally
large
trees, but describe the ordinary run of timber in the forest.

LARGE

TREES.

During our surveys, many trees large enough to attract attention during
an ordinary
inspection
of the forest were noted.
These notes were not exhaustive,
nor was a special search made
for large trees, but a list of them will afford an idea of the size
of the larger trees of the State.
In the Highlands,
the large
trees were confined ahnost entirely to the valleys.
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Chestnuts.
Loca:it y.

Jenny

Jump

Mountain .....
•'
. . . .
Kishpaugh
Mine ........
Vt'rnon,
. ........
Roscville (Sussex Co.) .....
West Milford, . .......
.........
.........
Midvale ............
Camp Gaw ...........
.........
"
. .........
\\'or_._udyk_,
. ........
Ramscys ............
...........
...........
Saddle River, ........

32
60
36
42 to 60
31
42
42
36

•

•
.
.
60
.

.
.
40 to
.
4o
60
5o

Remark*.

93 ),ears old,
7° yearsold.
ioo),ears old.
4 trees.
63 ),ears old.

5°
60
5o
60
65
50
45
60
, .

60

Ridgewood,. ..........
tiaworth ............
...........
Areole .............
Overton ............
Oradell
...........
Paterson ............
...........

Bonhamtown,.
........
Stelton,
...........

Height,
in feet.

54
66
66
62
48
6o
60
62
6o

.........

Pal_.sades I_o_mtain,

D_ameter,
in inch¢l,

6o
84
78
76
76
63
36
60
.....

3°
54 x 9°
36

55
6o
60
this
_boll_
8o _-t Several size.
5°
6o
Several this size.

Finderne..

..........

3°

40 ]/ Four chestnuts
this size. about

Princeton

...........
..........

33
36

55 _ Near Cedar Grove, on
55 /
trap.
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OaA:s.
Diameter,
inches,

Locality.

Poehuek

Mountain .........
"
. .......
Vernon,
. ............
.............
Stockholm .............
Milton ..........
Upper Longwood, . ........
Berkshire Valley, .........
\Vest Milford,.
..........

Height,
feet.

Remarks.

48
36
42
3°
3°
36
6o
31
42

60
60
SO
6o
45
4o
6o
. .
4°

42

45

54
46
4o

70
6o
. .

4°

.

28

7°

._ Several
( about

5o

_ Spread of branches
t about 75 feet.

36

60

1 Several
t
size.

54x66
52
66
52

60
. .
55
5°

48

65

It Several
size.

about

$4x66
`51

•. '.

} Spread,

60 feet.

36
72
28
36
3o
6o

7o
55
. .
. .
. .
. .

I Several
about
tills
t
size.
2.5o years okl.
Several this size.
I9o years old
Spread, .5o feet.

...........

36

7°

ISeveral
t size

Wiekeeheoke
ereek ........
Museonetcong
mountain,
.....
Pohatcong
mountain,
. ....
Winslow (Camden county),
. . . .
....
....
New Lisbon (Burlington
county),.

36
3o
31
26
27
23
3o
19

5o

"

...........

"
. ..........
Etna (Bergen county) ........
Tea Neek .............
**

Hillsdale

.....

* ......

.............

New Dover (Middlesex
Stelton_

county),

. . 48 x6o

.............

Bonhamtown,.
..........
Pinderne, . ............
"
. ............
Franklin
Park,
. ........
Trenton

(near Asylum),

Lawrenceville,

..........
.....

. .....
* ,

•

.

.

Ewingville

.............
............
North Branch ...........
Burnt Mills ............
Readington,
. .........
Flemington,
. ..........

98 years

old.

.

Spread

in forest
this size.

about

of 9 ° feet.

about

Io 4 years old.
xoo years old.

It
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,FZ/scellancous.
Locafity.

Kind.

Diameter,
inches,

Height,
feet,

36
3°
30
36
48
48
36
36
42
48
30
3°
36
3°
36
5°
42
52
36
42
38
22
22

7°
5°
5°
50
60
50
5°
5°
8o
7°
75
6o
6o
5°
8o
80
5°
5°
4o
70
, .
. .

Pochuek mountain, . Maple .....
McA fce, ...........
...........
.......
Black walnut,
Vernon ........
Maple .....
...........
.......
Black walnut,
Oak Ridge., .....
Maple .....
"West Milford .........
"
• .......
"
. . . .Ehn ......
"
. . . .Hemlock,
. .
"
......
Wanaque .......
Pine ......
Wyckoff .......
Whitewood,
Hohokus .......
Ehu ......
Piscataway, .....
Maple .....
Hillsboro,
.....
Wild cherry, .
Moore's Station ....
Beech, • . .
.Somerset .......
Hickor3- , . .
Oak Grove ........
Wiuslow .......
Pine ......
New Lisbon ......
" . ....

Remarks.

Spread, ioo feet.

Spread, 75 feet.
Spread, 40 feet.
3ooyears old.

In Dislual Swamp, ncar.Metuchen,
are trees which will square
6 inches 60 feet from the ground, and a white oak recently cut
measured
8 inches in diameter
75 feet from the ground, and
another
16 inches in diameter
56 feet from the ground, and a
hickory 6 inches in diameter
7° feet from the ground.
A tree
cut at Burnt Mills, on the North Branch of the Raritan, yielded
Lo66 feet, board ateasure, of hnnber.

RELATIVE

PRODUCTIVENESS

OF

TOPOGRAPHIC

These notes are roughly
an indication
New Jersey's
soils for timber
production.
judged from our notes and observations,
the topographic divisions of the State will
but there is a difference
in the average
several sections.
The Kittatinny
valley,

DIVISIONS.

of the capability
of
So far as may be
the best soils of all of
produce heavy timber,
productiveness
of the
the several small val-
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leys of the Highlands
which are not too much covered with glacial detritus, and the red sandstone
plain stand first in order,
and the pine region the last.
Taken as a whole, the red sandstone plain will average highest, the clay and marl region next,
the Highlands
third, and the Pines fourth aud lowest in productiveness.
Perhaps original
forest in the best of the pines produced as much timber per acre as the average original forest in
the Highlands,
but that timber was of far less valuable
kinds.
Certainly
in average yield per acre to-day the pine forest is far
the lowest in the scale, and even if fldly protected
from fires the
upland would not produce as great a volume of wood per acre as
the Highlands
forest.
The census of I89o showed that from 8,355 acres of merchantable timber cut in I889 in New Jersey the average yield was
4,986 . feet, board measure, per acre.
The average yield in Promsylvania was Io, Io 4 feet, board measure, in New York 5,63I feet,
and for the South Atlantic
States 5,413 to 8,7i 4 feet, board
llleasure_
per acre.
Valuation
surveys
of eleven pieces of heavy original
forest
scattered all over the red sandstone gave a range of from 5,800
up to 38,I4O feet, with an average of 18,3oo feet, board measure,
per acre, while similar surveys of original pine forest at Winslow
and New Lisbon, made by Mr. Pinchot
in a chapter
of this
Report, give from 3,369 up to io, i7o feet, with an average of
6,63i feet per acre.
Perhaps
at its best the pine may yield
_o,ooo feet, as against
i8,ooo feet for the best of the red sandstone forests.
It is interestiug
to note that the great pineries of the Southern
States yield an average of 5_ooo feet, board measure, and the best
white pine forests of Minnesota
a like amount.
In estimating
the above yield of merchantable
hunber,
only trees above to
inches in diameter are taken.
Taking all trees above 6 inches in diameter, the original
sandstone
forests give from h7co up to i2,400 cubic feet
acre, with an average of 5,247 cubic feet per acre, while

red
per
the

original pine forest shows an average volume of 2,3oo cubic feet,
the best giviug about 2,900 cubic feet.
A very common
practice all over the State is to reckon that
the forest will produce
one cord per acre for each )'ear of its
3 FOR
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growth ; or, more accurately
stated, a forest 3° years old will
produce 3° cords, and one cord will thereafter
be added each
year.
Scv,'ral recorded
instances
in Highlauds
forest, of about
average quality, gave an average yield of eight-tenths
of a cord
yearly.
Pcrhaps one cord per acre is not too high for the average of all deciduous
forest, but the Highlands
forests will not
exceed eight-tenths
of this aulouut, while tim red sandstone
forests wiI1 exceed it geucrall.v for second-growth
timber.
Second-gn_wth
pinL' does not appear to iucrease faster than half a
cord yearly, even where it is protected
from fire, iu the light
sandy soils of the pine belt.

GROWTlt

}taring

collected

a considerable

OF

TREES.

nuulber

of measurements

of

chestnuts
and oaks, with some hickories, maples and other trees,
I have attempted,
in Plate No. II, to represent
the approximate
curves of average growtlt of deciduous
trees in northeru
New
Jersey.
I have finmd no marked difference in rate of growtb of
chestuut attd oak or other trees.
There is a noticeable difference
between the rate for the thinner soils, typified by the Highlands
plateaus and ridges, and the deeper soils of the red sandstone,
Kittatinuy
valley aud the valleys of tlm Highlauds.
The growth
is eousequeutly
represented
by separate
curves for each.
The
data are consistent
up to about 7° years old, but beyond that
there is less certainty,
and the variation
of growth
is large.
Tbus a chestnut 7° )'ears old was observed having a diameter of
6o inches, and which had one )'ear increased
its diameter
one
inch.
Near Camp Tabor a number of trees 35 ),ears old ranged
from 2 1 up to 3-I inches in diameter, aud from 4° to So feet in
height.
Tfiesc were remarkable,
but a diameter of 36 inches is
often reached before the age of ioo )'ears, while a lfiekory 300
years old measured but 38 inches.
The possibilities
as to larger
size than our average are suggested
in the list of large trees
previously given.
Our curve of diauleters
would not reach 4.5
inches in 2_o )'ears, or 60 inches in 300 years, yet many of the
large trees exceed these memsures, and it is uot likely that many
of the trees are 300 )'ears old.
Sotue trees exceeding
100 years
of age measured as follows : lO 4 )'ears, 3° inches ; I18 years, 2,5
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inches;
125 years, 21 inches;
I5o ),ears, 20 to 27 inches;
19o
?,ears, 3° inches ; 250 ),ears, 28 inches, and 3oo )'ears, 38 inches
in diameter.
The curves show the growth in diameter
to be at
a constant rate up to 65 3'ears o11 the better soils and about 4°
)'ears o11 the thinner soils, and thereafter
it decreases.
The rate
of growth in height decreases throughout.
It is instructive
to note the increase iu vohtnm of a tree as
shown by the curves.
The
figures out as follows :
Age.

2o years,
40
6o
So
IOO

cubic feet of lumber

Best Soils.

. .......
........
........
........
........

5.8 cubic feet,
H.4
31.2 "
48.0 ....
63.4 "
"

at various

ages

Thiu Soilt.

. ......
.......
. ......
. ......
. ......

0.7 cubic feet.
4-7 ....
9.2
"
I4.7 ....
20.4 ....

This is the _ain ill vohulle of the individual
tree.
Now if
there is a constant
)'earl), increase in the yield per acre from 4°
to 6o 3"ears, such as would be called for by the ordinary
rule
of one cord per acre annually,
it can only be accounted
for by
the crowding out or dying of many trees.
Thus if on the best
soil there are 3oo trees per acre at 4o ),ears old, the total volume
of wood will be 3,42o cubic feet, and if this increases
proportionately
with the age, at 6o ),ears old it will amount to 5,i3o
cubic feet, which u_uld require only 164 trees per acre.
On the
thin soils the decrease would be from 3oo trees at 4° ),ears old
to 23o trees at 6o 3'ears old.
Such a rule of yield is therefore
more likely to hold good on the poorer soils tlmn oll the better
soils.
The figures show how rapid the gain in merelmntable
vohuue is from 4 ° to 60 )'ears of age, for at the age of 4o )'ears
the trees have just reached a merchantable
size, and even if we
concede that measured as cord-wood the yield per acre thereafter
does not rapidly increase, it is clear that the gain in the more
valuable
merellautablc
vohune is great.
If so large a mmlber
of tlle smaller trees are crowded out as is above suggested,
this
is a strong argument
in favor of thimling-out
these trees fi'om
time to time to be utilized for cordwood, thus leaving the best
trees room to grow at a still more rapid rate.
The curves of growth for short-leaf
pine are platted
from a
table given by Mr. Piuchot oll page 49 of his paper in the
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Appendix
to the Report of the State Geologist for I898.
These
measurenlents
were made at Winslow, in pine which had been
protected
from fire.
It will be noted that the growth in diameter
and height of the short-leaf
pine is more uniform tlmn that of
the deciduous forest, and is much slower throughout,
wlfile the
height increases more slowly in earl}' life, but reaches about the
salne
or a greater
lneasllrClllent
ill
IOO ?'ears.
"f'lle rate
of
growth in height of the deeidnons trees, being rapid at first and
slower afterward,
is analogous
to that of the short-leaf
pine
South, as given in Mr. Pinehot's paper.
It is also interesting
to
note that while the increase
in diameter
of deciduous
trees is
nmch more rapid than that of the short-leaf
pine
New Jersey, the fignres given for trees on Highlands
other thin soils closely approximate
the growth in
the southern short-leaf
pine.
This is made clear in
ing tables :
(;]'oa'lh
A_e.
year_.

in

l)iamcler.

DeciduouJ.
N.J.
Be_t Soil. Thi, Soil

of southern
ridges and
diameter
of
the follow-

Inches.
White
Cedar. N.J.

Short-l.eal
PI,e.
New Jersey.
South.

2o

...........

6.7

4.7

a.2

2.I

3o
40

...........
...........

lO.O
I3,4

7.t
9.3

3.7
5.4

3.4
-1 8

7"4
9.3

5o
60

...........
...........

16. 7
20.O

m.8
12.2

7.I
8,6

6.0
7.2

H.O
I2. 7

7o
80

...........
...........

23.O
25.0

13.7
14-9

9-8
m.9

8,3
9.2

I4.5
t6.0

...........
...........

26. 5
28.0

I6.2
17.4

. .

IO.2
II.O

9°
_eo

Groz,'lh
Age.
Yemn.

.

.

.

.

I6. 5
I7.0

/. IIc:_yhL Feel

Deeiduo._ N,J.
Best Soil Thln Soil.

White
Cedar. N, J.

Pitch
Pine. N.J.

Shod-Leaf Pine.
New Jers©y.
South

20

......

3°

24

It

16

14

3°
40

......
......

4°
47

3I
38

2I
32

33
45

24
33

41
51

5°
60

......
......

53
57

44
47

40.5
48

53 5
59.5

4I
47-5

60
67

7°
80

......
......

59
6o

48
49

54.5
60

63.5
67.o

9°
:oo

......
......

61
62

5°
51

....
....
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While the data for pitch pine are not very fidl, it is interesting
to note that its growth
in height approximates
to, and after 5°
),ears of age exceeds that of the best deciduous
forest.
In comparing
the growth of white cedar we must bear in mind
the density.
The above measurements
were made in timber
numbering
upwards of i,ooo trees per acre, or at least five times
as many as the deciduous forest and twelve times as many as ill
the pine forests.
Mr. Pinchot also remarks
that where some
cedars stood on the edge of a clearing--uncrowded--they
showed
a rate of growth in diameter
just double the average shown in
the foregoing table, which would be well above the rate for the
short-leaf pine of the Southern
States and nearly as great as the
rate shown for deciduous
thnber on the best soil.

INFLUENCE

OF

MOISTURE.

The large yield and rapid growth of white cedar,which
grows illvery wet swmnps--and the more rapidgrowth of shortleaf pine in the South, where the rain-fall is more abundant
tlmn in New Jersey--leads
us to inquire bow far tlfis more-rapid
growth may be attributed
to moisture.
It would be interesting
to have figures for short-leaf
pine in moist localities in southern
New Jersey for comparison,
although
it does not favor wet soils.
Water is a most important
factor in the growth of the ordinary
forest tree, as it is in all plant-growth.
From data given in the
" Strasburger
Botany," I estimate
that a thrifty oak forest will,
in one growing season, take up into the trees a quantity of water
equal to i6 inches of rain-fall,
and other independent
data
enable me to compute
that a mixed deciduous
forest will take
up 19 inches of rain-fall in a season, and a coniferous
forest of
an equal vohlnle
will require even more water.
Some species are not adapted
to grow with their roots iu
standing
water, as the white cedar, larch, willow, etc., do, and
it may be observed
that the presence or absence of free grmmdwater is sufficient to determine
the species in many ceases. The
ehcstmlt
thrives best
gravelly, welI-drained
reaches its maximum
Bergen county, but is

on the ridges of the Higlflands
or upon
soils in the valleys.
It is abundant
and
size on the glacial sands and gravels of
ahnost mlknown on the southwestern
red
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sandstone,
where the soil is more compact and more retentive
of water.
It is also common over the higher gravelly ridges of
the clay and marl region, where the soil is good but also well
drained.
The absence of chestnut
on the southwestern
red
sandstone
may be partially
due to other soil condition
than
drainage, however, for the white oak reaches a large size and is
prevalent
there, as well as in the portion of the State where
chestnut flourishes, and it, too, usually prefers well-drained
soil.
The species which seems to most persistently
seek dry, barren
soils is the pitch pine (P. rigida), and it is usually accompanied
by scrub oak.
They are found together
along the rocky crests
of Kittatinny
mountain and Bearfort, Green Pond and Copperas
mountains,
as well as all over the highest sandy ground
of the
pine region of sonthern
New Jersey.
The volume of timber
per acre is invariably
snmll and its quality inferior in these comparatively
sterile regions.
On the other hand, some of the very wet swamps of northern
New Jersey are occupied by the larch or tamarack_ and nearly all
of those of souttlern
New Jersey by the white cedar, ahnost to
the exclusion of all other species.
The swamp white-oak
is one of the most valuable of our trees
which prefer wet localities.
The pin oak and hickory grow on
river bottoms where it is less wet, and the soft maple_ birch, willow, gum, buttonwood
and generally
the softer and inferior
woods are found in the wettest
swamps.
The size of the lowland timber of northern
Xcw Jersey is ahnost everywhere
greater
than that of the upland forest.
The white cedar, growing
in the wettest
swamps, and the
pitch pine and short-leaf
pine on the driest uplands of southern
Ne_ Jersey, each seem naturally
l)erfectly
adapted
to their
environment
and may perhaps be legitimately
compared.
The
following figures are from Mr. Pinchot's
papers already referred
to :
II "h//c ('edar.
Locallty.

Whitings ...........
..........
New Gretna, .........
Whitings ...........
..........

Age.
years,

Diameter,
inches,

Height,
leer.

,%
79
66
62
49

9.2
6.9
7.z
5.4
4.6

65
6o
60
,IS
42
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Shorl-leaf
_Vinslow, ...........
...........
...........

Tuckerton ...........
Whitings ...........
Brown's Mills .........

Pine.

8o
80
55
Pilch

39

8.9
86
6.6

65
65
45

4,483
4,339
3° cords.

98
6.6
4.4

47
47
3°

4S eords.
34 "
4o

Pine.

5°
3,5-60
4o

At tile same age the upland pine does not appear to average
over sixty per cent. of the yield in vohune of the white cedar.
It seems probable
that this difference
is largely
due to the
abmldant
supply of water in the cedar swamp.
FOREST FIRES.
XVhile a general survey of the forests of the State fails to indicate that, as a whole_ they have deteriorated
during
the last
half century, but really does show a marked improvement,
it is
llOlle the less true tllat certain intltlellees have been_ and SOllle
of them are still, working
injury to the forest growth.
The
chief of these is forest fires, which cause a large ammal loss to
the owners of the forest, aud in some parts of the pines what
appears to be a marked and permanent
decrease in productivelleSs.
Mr. Pinchot, after a careful study, estimates
that owing to
fires the pine forest is uow yielding
only one-third
as much
wood as it would yield if protected
froin fire, and this yield is of
a much less valuable
kind, being only suitable for cord-wood.
These pine-forest
fires sometimes
burn over ioo,ooo acres in a
single season.
In 1885, I28Ooo acres were burned over.
These
figures are sufficient to indicate that if unchecked
the entire
area would be burned over in less than 25 )'ears.
But there are
some portions of the forest which have not been burned at all,
and a considerable
portion is rarely visited by fire. Other parts,
usually the inferior timber, are repeatedly
burned over.
Mr. Pinchot has given figures which afford means for determining tlle money-return
which would follow effective protee-
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tion fr(ml fire. tte shows that pine forest ioo to 2oo years old,
or sav i5o years average age, yields an average of 6,63i board
feet per acre, which, if of yellow pine, may be estimated
to be
worth, as standing
timber, 82o per acre.
Second-growth
seedlings, So years old, yield 7,5oo board feet, worth about the same
amount
per acre, the timber being of smaller
average size, and
sccm_d growth from 4° to 6o years old yields about 23 cords per
acre.
The vearlv incrcmcut
of value may therefore
be calculated at 25 cents per acre when the forest is protected
from
fire. When it is not protected at all, the increment
is so small
that we may neglect
it.
If, as suggested
by Mr. Pinchot's
figures, merely efficient protection
from fire will give a return
of 25 cents per acre ammally
for the half of the pine forest
wllich now suffers
lllost severely frolI1 fires, or 6oo,ooo acres, it
means an aggregate
ammal return of $15o,ooo.
It would therefore seem certain that Mr. C-ifford's suggestions
as to fire lanes
and some well-considered
plan of fire wardens would be worth
while,
if we
the t imlx'r.

consider

only

the

direct

money-return

from

While
the aggregate
return
is sufficiently
attractive
and
promising,
however, the stand-point
of the owner, say of 1oo
acres of pine forest, is necessarily
different.
We can, at best,
only hold out to him a possible mmual increment
of $25 to his
holdings, which can scarcely be convertible
into cash by him,
and may not be realized
by the next generation
even, while he
is confronted
with an absolutely
certain ammal
outlay of $3 or
84 for the cost of protection,
in addition
to any other taxes to
which the property may be subject.
The apathy of the present
owner of the forest is therefore
not unnatural,
although
we personally believe tlmt if some efficient system of protection
can be
put into operation
the forest will soon profit by an advance
in
value greater than that due to the wood alone.
There are other strong reasons for protecting
the pine forest,
which, while they may uot appeal strongly to the individual
forest owner, certainly
do appeal to the people of the State at
large.
If by successive fires the forest cover should be destroyed,
this sandy district
will become a terribly
forbidding
waste of
shifting sand, blown hither and thither
by the varying winds.
Something
of this kind may be seen already in many old clear-
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ings, notably
near Mmmmuskin
creek, in Cumberlaud
county,
where the sand is piled in great shifting
dunes.
'File mildwinter climate
of the region,
which
deserves
its increasing
popularity,
will undoubtedly
be lnost unfavorably
affected, for it
is due ill no small measure to the shelter afforded by the pines
against the cold west and northwest
winds.
In the purely deciduous
forest, fires do not gather
serious
headway, and the timber also resists fire more effectively.
The
pitch pine and mixed coniferous
and deciduous
areas on Kittatinny, Bearfort, Green Pond and Copperas Mountains, and in the
swamps of tile extreme
northern
Highlands,
about Canlstear
and Wawayauda,
suffer considerably,
but most of the timber
affected is of snlall value.

FOREST

MANAGEMENT.

The coppice chestmtt of the State produces tlle best results
when cut at all age of from 4° to 50 years,
if not cut, i_
"'deteriorates
rapidly
by rotting
at the heart or by beeomin K
shaky.
For railroad ties, telephone and telegraph
poles or fencing, second-growth
chestnut is always preferred, as it is a firnler
wood.
On the other band, if cut too }'oung, each sttcceeding
growth becomes weaker and less valuable.
VVfiere it has been
most frequently
cut some areas now need re-planting.
When we consider how much of the Highlaads
forest is composed of coppice chestnut it becomes inunediately
apparent
that
it would be a mistake to reserve any large part of this forest
and allow it to stand indefinitely
without cutting.
Tile result
would soon be serious deterioration
and most nndesirable
eoudilions in the forest from tile decaying
coppice wood.
It follows
that scientific forest management
must of necessity go hand-inband with all}' system of forest reservation
if such reservation
is
to at all inlprove upon present conditions.
We have already pointed out the possibility that the soil may
become exhausted
by continuous
cropping
with forest trees.
This possibility nmst be taken into account in forest management.
The most serious
evils of present
mmmgement
seenl
to have resulted from too frequent cutting, a practice which has
at present ahnost ceased, the browsing
of _attle in the young
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growth, and neglecting
to thin out the growing
trees where the
stand is too thick.
It would seem to be ahnost possible, with
proper
management,
to obtain all the filel and other
small
wood
needed
in the State
by thinning
out and pruning,
without
at all encroaching
upon the normal
yield of merchantable
timber.
The young
growth
nearly
always
comes
up much too thick
to allow the choicest
of the trees to
attain their maximum
rate of growth and normal
of the wood-lots attached to the farms of the State

size.
Many
now contain

fine stands of mcrclmntablc
timber after having for perlmps a
century
or m¢_re yielded the filel and fencing
needed on the
farm.
It is significant
in this comleetion
that Mr. Pinchot's
surveys
give a yiehl of 7,5oo feet, board measure, for secondgrowth pine 8o )'ears old, and only 6,635 board feet for original
forest from i_x_ to 2oo ?'ears old.
We have also much testimony
of forest owners indicating
a slow gain in volmne of wood per
acre after 4° ?'ears of age is reached, but against
this there is
plenty of evidence of the rapid growth
of individual
trees.
If
merctmntable
lumber is sought, therefore, the moral would seem
to be not to cut thrifty trees until they lmve attained a diameter
of at least i8 inches, but to cut out tbe larger mature trees, and
the small, stunted ones or the inferior species, thus leaving the
healthfid
and vahmblc
trees fort)" or rift), years old room to
grow.
Under these improved conditions
such trees nmy easily
more than double their volume in Io )'ears, and quintuple
it at
the age of 8o ?'ears.
It must be confessed, however,
that in this State a crop of
railroad tics or telc_oraph and trolley poles may be often cut
when the timber is 4° )'ears old to yield a considerably
larger
return
per acre, and, considering
the period of growth, a very
much larger return
annnally
than can be had by waiting 80
years for a creep of merclmutable
lumber.
Tlms, if 1o,ooo board
feet of logs per acre will bring at the saw-mill SI2 per thousand_
or _I2o in all, only 6o poles, bringing
$2 each at the nearest
railroad station, will yield a like amomlt per acre and donble
the mmual return, and will maeb more surely be lind from a
forest 4 ° ) cars old than will the merchantable
logs at 8o )'ears.
Indeed, it ought to be quite as probable
that the crop of poles
would be double these figures, and the consequent ammal return
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front tim forest four times as great from the poles as from tim
lmnber.
Certainly,
where chestnut
can be grown, railroad ties
and poles are a profitable product, so profitable that there is little
prospect of any serious attempt
being made to grow merchantable lmnber.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Field Notes of Forest Conditions.
The

following

notes are the results

of detailed

examination

of

the forests of New Jersey made during the progress of our studies.
For the purposes of this examination
tile forest was grouped into
the following classes :
i. Brush or stump
cleared and cultivated.
2. Old
timber.

clearings

3- Young

growth,

than six inches
being noted.

land,

to include

no areas

formerly

cultivated,

but now growing

in which

diameter,

class was

the approximate

included

intended

up

all timber

age, size and

4. Large timber, including all over six inches
diameter and height being noted as before.

to be

less

height

in diameter,

Without
attempting
any strict
botanical
clarification,
varieties of timber have been designated
as follows :

to

the

the

L Deciduous, with the prevailing
varieties indicated.
2. Coniferous, classified as pine, cedar, hemlock, etc.
3- Mixed deciduous and coniferous.
Notes were kept of the general character of scattered
growth
over lauds under cultivation,
also of the general condition of the
forested areas, and of any rein arkabl y large trees, any original forest,
planted
timber, brush land which seems incapable of producing
timber, the succession of growth, &e. hfformation
was also collected as to the value per acre of stump land, of twenty-years
or thirty )'ears' growth of timber, and all heavy timber of various
kinds.
We also took the testimony of reliable persons as to how
the mnount of timber now standing compares with that of previous periods, and of how the growth on slopes of hills compares
with that in the valleys or on the top of plateaus.
(45)
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It will be noted that the inquiries were of the most practical
kind, and it is believed that the information
obtained will be of
vahle in rcaching an understanding
of the actual economic
condition of our forested areas.
Thus far they have developed
the
fact that there have been no important
changes, either in the
limits of cultivated
land or in the proportion
of forested aud
cnltivated
areas, siuee the topographical
surveys were begun iu
1877.
There have been minor changes, aud a few old clearings
of small area have been allowed to grow up, the areas thus added
to the forests being jnst about offset by that which has beeu
bronght under cultivatiou,
likewise ill small scattered parcels.
The topographical
maps showed forested lauds as distingnished
from those under cultivation.
They made no attenlpt to indicate
the varieties,
size or condition
of the timber.
There is very
little laud in the northeru part of the State which, if left uncnltivated, does not spontaneously
prodnce, in a few years, a fairly
good growth of timber;
consequently,
the land represeuted
as
forest on the maps, for which the surveys
were completed
in
1887, ranges from brush to good timber of from forty to rift),
years growth, and fi>r the most part every gradation
of growth
is represented
in due proportion.
Like ahnost every other physical
feature of the State, the
forests nmy be classed broadly into five divisious corresponding
with the geological
formations,
aud each of the three northern
divisio*:s nmst be subdivided
into glaciated
and nnglaciated
districts.
There is a marked difference in the proportion
of forest
area, and also a less marked difference in the varieties of tinlber
north and south of the terminal
lnoraiue
line.
Consequently
we can most conveniently
consider
the forests by the several
topographical
divisions adopted and followed in the " Physical
Description"
of the State, published in 1888.
(See also Physical
Geography
of New Jersey, by R. D. Salisbury'.)
N()RTtIF,

ASTERN

HIGHLANDS.

First,
on the extreme
northwest
of this district
we
Pochuek
mountain,
a Highlands
region lying detached
the maiu plateau, like an island, at the eastern side of the
Kittatinny
valley.
The forests of this region cover about
thirds of the area, and consist mainly of oak and chestmlt,
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a considerable
amount of hemlock, and some red cedar where
old clearings
have grown up.
A considerable
portion of this
timber
is from 4° to 5° ?'ears old, and there are a number of
large trees which we shall note later in connection
with the
forests of the main plateau.
Vernon valley, which separates Poclmck mountain
from the
lnain group of the Highlands,
is a fertile agricultural
district,
with a very, small amount of forest, but it has a goodly, supply
of scattering
trees which are thrifty and often of large size.
Passing
on to the southwest
we come to the AlamuchePohatcong
range,* the glaciated
portion
of which includes
the district
lying between
the Lehigh
and Hudson
River
railroad
on the
west, and the valleys
of the Walkill
and
Lubber's nm on the east, and extending
from Franklin
Furnace
southwest
to the Vienna and Hackettstown
road.
We find
the conditions
as follows:
From Franklin
Furnace
southwest
to the line of the New York, Susquehanna
and Western Railroad, this ridge is known as Pimple Hill.
The growth of wood
is thin, ranging from 2 to 8 inches in diameter, and consisting
nminly of chestm_t, oak and red cedar, with a few other coniferous trees scattered
throughout
the whole district.
On the
high hill near the railroad and north of Sparta, and also along
the ravine
southwest
of Franklin
Furnace,
the conifers are
quite abundant.
The growth,
however,
is principally
chestnut and oak, the best of which is fi'om 6 to 24 inches in
diameter, and 3o to 55 feet high, a good proportion of these trees
being about 12 inches in diameter.
Not much cord-wood is cut
in this section, but the best timber is selected and taken out
here and there as needed.
Between the New York, Susquehalma
and Western railroad and the highway from Sparta to Pinkneyville there are very, few coniferous trees, chestmlt and oak being
predominant,
and somewhat
larger than on the Pimple hills,
measuring
from 9 to _6 inches in diameter and 3° to 55 feet high.
Just northwest
of Sparta there is a ridge which has been entirely
stripped of timber, but there is no clearing in any of this district
for farming
purposes,
and there does not appear to be much
cleared land lapsing back into forest.
The flat swamp-land
on
the Walkill southwest
of Sparta has some timber, mostly bordering the stream.
* The " Western

There
Highlands

range"

are umples and ehns i2 to 24 inches
of Prof. Salisbury,
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diameter
and 4° to 5o feet high interspersed
with a good deal of
brush, and near the head of the swamp there are a few good
white pines, also a nmnber of hemlocks
about the headwaters
of
the stream.
The ridge just west of this swamp is well wooded
at the north end, the trees being nlostly m to. t 4 inches in diameter, but rafiging up to 24 inches.
The larger trees have been
cut out at the southern
end of the ridge.
There are red cedars
bordering
the clearings.
Tar Hill ridge in Andover township,
just east of the Lehigh and Hudson River railroad, is quite well
wooded.
A small portion has been cut off withiu the last five
years, more within ten years, but generally the timber runs from
6 to 24 inches in diameter and from 3° to 5° feet high, the larger
sizes being not very numerous.
There are a good many henllocks and red cedars and a few white pines.
On the ridge line
between the Upper Wallkill and the easterly branch of Lnbber's
run, and stretching
fronl Sparta to Roseville, the timber is small
sonthward
as far as the Gaffney mine, most of the large growth
having been cut out. In a few spots trees were noted 18 to 24 inches
in diameter, but for the most part they are less than 8 inches.
On
the west slope there are a great many red cedars and a few henllocks.
In the swmnp near Gaffney mine, and also the one just
southwest
along Lubber's run, there are a good ulany tamaracks.
The hills just east of Stag pond are well wooded ou the tops, the
trees ranging from 6 to i8 inches in diameter, but the steep slope
just east of the pond and its outlet is broken and rock),, and is
mostly red cedar and hemlock, with a few white pines. There are
also hemlocks and a few white pines on tile ridge north of Roseville. A tract of 5oo acres at Roseville has had all trees 9 inches in
dimneter
and over cut out.
An examination
of the stumps
showed that oak 6o to 7° )'ears old ranged from i8 to 24 inches in
diameter ; from 4° to 5° }'ears old ranged from 13 to 21 inches,
being mostly 13 and 14 inches.
An oak stmup 89 ?,ears old
measured
24 inches, and showed that for the first 2o 3"ears the
growth had been very slow.
Chestnut
63 }'ears old measured
31 inches, and hickory 9° 3"ears old 19 inches.
Generally
over
this tract from Sparta southwest
to the Roseville aud Andover
highway the timber was in good condition.
In a few places it
had been cut within 3 )'ears; other tracts within 15 )'ears, but a
great many of the trees would average from 12 to 2o inches in
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diameter.
Other portions would average from 8 to 15 inches in
diameter
and from 4 ° to 55 feet lfigh, although
some of the
largest timber seemed to be over 6o feet.
While oak and chestnut predominate,
there is scattering
white pine and henfloek
throughout.
Between
the Andover
and Roseville
highway,
the Su_ex
railroad and Lnbber's
run there are a few trees 24 inches iu
diameter, but for the most part they run from 6 to _4 inches,
with a height of from 3o to 5° feet.
Near Andover, on the road
to Roseville,
the tilnber was io to 2o inches in diameter_ and 5°
to 6o feet high.
The portion of this district extending
from Sussex railroad
southwest
to the highway from Hackettstol, vn to Alamuehe
is
known as Alamnehe
mountain,
and is ahnost a solid forest.
Iu
the Kitattinny
valley, between the foot of the mountain and the
Lehigh and Hudson River railroad, the country is highly cnltivatcd, .the scattering
patches of timber
being composed
of
small oaks and chestnuts
from 4 to 6 inches in diameter and 15
to 35 feet high.
In eaeh grove there are a few large trees from
Io to 3o inches in diameter and 4 ° to 6o feet high, but lnost of
the larger trees have been cut out for timber or other pnrposes.
There are also a good many red: cedars.
Along the streams and
in the swamp near Alamuche
elms and maples prevail,
the
larger ones being 24 inches in diameter and about 5° feet.high.
There has been a considerable
mnount of clearing
recently in
this swamp, which is being ditched and brought under cultivation as a resnlt of the improvement
in the drainage of the Peqnest
valley:
Passing along the road from Andover to Alanmche
the
trees seemed to range from 8 to 2o inches in dimneter and about
55 feet high; further along, from 6 to 24 inches iu diameter
and from 3° to 55 feet high, mixed with a smaller aud denser
growth.
About Tranquillity
timber was noted from _o to 2o
inches in diameter
and 4 ° to 5° feet high, and near Alamuche
it
ranged from 4 to i8 inches and from 2o to 45 feet high.
It is
somewhat
smaller toward the top of the mountain eastward from
Alamuche,
and there seems to be a preponderance
of trees all
through
the mountains,
ranging
from 7 to 11 inches in diameter.
Trees ,as large as 2o inches are scarce and scattering,
while there
is a good deal of young and small growth.
There are a few
4 FOR
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of Cranberry

reservoir,

ou

the end of the monntain north of Alamuche,
and near Waterloo,
while the swamp north of Waterloo has some tamaracks.
South
of the road from Alamuche
to Waterloo there is a game preserve
or deer park, and the wood is chestlmt
and oak, with some
hickory, whitewood,
birch, maple and ehn.
South of the road
from Warrenville
across the ridge to Saxton Falls, the timber is
very short, mostly chestnnt
and oak on the tops of the hills.
(h_ the cast slope, where it has not been cut, there is a thrifty
growth of chestnut and oak ranging from 6 to 14 inches in diameter.
A considerable
portion has been cut within 3 ?,ears.
Mr. James French, of \Vaterloo,
owns 3_ooo acres of timber in
this vicinity.
Mr. Henry French, his son, reports that they do
not cut any cord-x;'ood there now, as they do not find it profitable,
not being able to compete with the pine cordwood
of South
Jersey.
They sell a good deal of timber on special orders for
various purposes, dotting out ahnost anything,
for ship-building
or other purposes, which may be required.
Their tract does not
produce timher quite as fast as they need at present.
He claims
that they work up everything
and waste nothing, and thinks
that forests are generally
in a better condition
now than they
were 4o }'ears ago, as the larger mills are not cutting
much and
cordwood
is not profitable,
that the demand
is for the largest
timber, and consequently
the younger
growth
is allowed
to
mature.
They also peel quite a good deal of bntternut,
hickory,
oak and birch bark for their trade.
It is interesting
to note that about 2o ),ears ago Mr. Frmmh
bought a tract of woodland in these mountains
which had been
cut offa few ?'ears before.
This tract has not appeared to grow
since, and is said to be not much more than brush at present.
Continuing
southwest to the road from Hackettstown
to Vienna
we find that the timber is inferior in quality.
On the slope just
northwest
of ftackettstown
the timber
has been cut within
three ?'cars, but on the hill-top it is 6 to 14 inches in diameter
and from 3° to 4° feet high of chestnut
and oak.
The timber
through
this section is in detached
tracts, the larger part of
the area heing under cultivation.
Between
Hackettstown
and
Alanulchc
the timber does not appear to grow well, or is too
closely cut.
West of Alamuche
pond the ridge has a larger
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of chestnut
and oak, mixed with a good deal of red
'i'here are also a few white pines oll the western slope of

this ridge.
Along tbe hlghway from Warrenville
to Meadville,
at the edge of the Pequest meadows, there is some of the finest
timber which was observed in this region, of chestnut,
oak and
hickory, from to to 3° inches in diameter and
One piece of about 5° acres, near the head of
has been cut within two years.
A good deal
the end of Cat mountain,
west of Petersburgh,

5° to 6o feet high.
the small swamp,
of tlle timber on
has been recently

cut ; what remains is from 8 to 16 inches in diameter, aud from
3° to 5° feet high, but it is scattering
and mixed with small
growth.
At the head of the stream, just northeast
of Petersburgh, there are a number
of tamarack
trees.
Agriculturally,
this section about holds its own.
There is not any important
lapsing back of cultivated
land into forest, and while the sumller
houses are allowed to go into decay, the land eontimles
to be
farmed .as before.
It was noted that the end of the ridge,
extending
westerly and southwesterly
from Almlmche
pond to
Meadville, is badly washed just north of the latter place near
the small mill-pond.
The bed-rock seems to lie close to the
surface and the soil w.'_shes off. Such land should be left in
forest, as it must become less and less vahmble
for agricultural
purposes.
The region above described
constitutes
the glaciated
portion
of that section of the Highlands
which we described
as the
Alamuche-Pohatcoug
range in the physical
description
of the
State, Vol. I, i888.
Continuing
westerly, we cross the Pequest
nleadows_ which
are not strictly a part of the Highlands,
but lie within the district.
They contain
much heavy timber, all deciduous, and of
many varieties, but some of the best has been cut during
the
building of the Lehigh and Hudson River railroad, aud since that
time. On Momlt Mohepinoke,
west of Townsbury,
less than half
the area is forested.
The timber varies from 2 to 14 inches in
diameter, and fl'om 15 to 5° feet in height, being generally
good
timber and containing
some large trees, from _4 to 24 inches in
diameter
and 35 to 6o feet high.
The under-growth
is quite
thick,
and tbere
are red cedars near Townsbury
on some
abandoned
pasture and stump land.
Near Pequest mines some
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large sumac was noted, 2 to 4 inches in diameter
and Io to 2o
feet in height.
On Jenny Jump motmtain
there has also been
some recent cutting
of timber about the old silver nfine.
The
best growth
is on the main ridge of the mountain,
and it
includes some hemlock.
The timber on the foot of the lfills,
especially
ou the lhnestone,
is inferior.
A chestnut
tree, 7°
years old, measured
5 feet in diameter
at the stnmp, but was
rotten at the heart.
About the foot of the mountain,
in the
valley, oak, chestm_t, cedar, ash and poplar were observed.
At
Southtown
some large sumac was noted, measuring
from 2 to 6
inches in diameter and io to 25 feet in height.
Just north of
Shiloh, at the fi_ot of the mountain,
there is a locust grove
covering about one and one-half acres, the origin of wtfich was
not ascertained.
Southward
from Shiloh
chestnnt
and oak
prevail, ranging from 2 to 16 inches in diameter
and
feet in height, with some good timber near the Hope
ville road.
Southward
from this highway,
to where
crosses to Green's pond, there has been much cutting
years, and the timber
is now poor in quality.
Jnst

Io to 45
and Danthe road
within 15
south of

Kishpangh
mine a chestnut
stump showed ioo rings, aud measured 3(, inches in diameter.
One ring was observed measuring
one-half inch in ttfickness.
On the south end of Jenny Jump
mountain the timber is quite good, ranging from 6 to i8 inches
in diameter, and 25 to 5° feet in height.
There h_s also been
some cutting
here within
15 years.
At the outlet of Green's
pond there is a tamarack swamp quite heavily timbered.
Generally over tlfis region of Jenny Jump mountain
and Mount
Moheplnoke
the steeper slopes are wooded, but some of the
gentler
slopes have been cleared and are cultivated
without
suffering from wash.
It is generally
the fact tl]at there is little
or no evidence
of wash where the
Highlands
ridges are
deforested on the slope, although
it is trne that ahnost invariably the steeper slopes are well wooded.
There is much more
wash on the slate ridges,
nature of the soil.

showing

that

it is largely

due to the

Mr. L. V. Williams,
of Danville,
speaking
of this region,
thinks that on an average
timber is worth $2o per acre, and
most of the mountains
have a growth
ranging
from Iz to i8
inches in diameter,
with chestnut
predominating,
but there is
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also a good deal of oak, especially rock oak, on the ridges.
He
thinks'the
tendency is for chestnut
to increase and oak to grow
scarcer, because tile chestnut
sprouts grow more rapidly
and
crowd out the oak.
He considers the growth
now much better
than it was 3o )'ears ago, as it is allowed to stand longer before
cutting.
Good poplar is growing
scarce.
Each succeeding
growth of chestnut
appears to be thrifty.
The growth is better
on the south "and e,'rst sides of the hills, although
tiffs is not so
noticeable when the soil is good.
On the Jenny Jump mountain
district
there seems to be a deterioration
in the cleared lands,
but elsewhere they are well kept up.
The timber in the Pequest valley, from Danville
to Bridgeville, contains maple, elm, oak, hickory, and a little hemlock arid
spruce.
Mr. Williams,
before quoted, says tlmt 15 )'ears ago he
cut off a piece of timber, near Townsbnry,
consisting principally
of oak, and since then nothing had grown there but red cedar.
The plateau bounded
by Bearfort momltain, the New York
line, Vernon valley, and the New York, Susquehanna
and Western railroad, has about 8o per cent. of its area in timber, consisting mainly of oak and chestnut,
a considerable
portion of which
is from 35 to 4° )'ears old, and only a few acres older, the renminder being younger, ranging down to 5 or io years.
The growth
from 3o to 4 ° years old ranges from .6 to IO inches in diameter,
and from 35 to 45 feet in height.
The more accessible portion
of the timber is said to be cut at 2o )'ears.
Timber is believed to
grow as rapidly as in earlier
years.
The only wastefidness
apparent
in cutting comes froln the tendency to cut at too earl),
an age, and this practice seelns to be just about at the point of
reform, owing to a change in demand
for lioop-poles and cordwood, so tlmt there is likelihood
of flmlre improvement.
The
swamp areas indicated on the topographical
maps on this plateau
are generally
wooded with maple, beech, ehn, and occasionally
with scattered pines, larches and white cedar.
A dense growth
of rhododendron
makes
some of the swamps' very dark and
ahnost impenetrable.
Forest fires sometime- give trouble, and a
large area east of Canistear, near Bearfort mountain,
was burned
over in 1894. On this same plateau,
southwest
of the railroad at Stoekhohn,
the condition
of the timber is quite sinfilar to what we have already described for the first two or three
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miles, but fartlmr southwest
the timber
is older and larger.
Chestnut
is said to generally
succeed all other growth, accompanied by a considerable
percentage
of oak.
Pine is said to have
t_:en succeeded by oak and chestnut.
The eastern slopes of the
bills are thought to produce the best timber, especially near the
foot, wlfilc the extreme
tops also often produce good timber.
This is attritmted
to greater depth of soil.
Poehuck
mountain,
lying just west of this plateau, does not
diff_.r from it materially,
excepting
that there is more hemlock
and a somewlmt thriftier growth.
It is also not quite so densely
wooded.
Over the cleared
portions
the scattered
growth
is
usually oak and chestnut,
with some red cedar, maple, black
wahmt, &e. All these trees are of good size, the cedars from
8 to I2 inches in diameter
and 4 ° feet high, and the other
varieties from I2 to 24 inches in diameter
and averaging
about
45 feet high.
In noting large trees, here as elsewhere,
no attempt was made
to include thmn all, the purpose
being rather to indicate about
what cmfld be seen in passing over the country, and the capacity
of the soil to produce good timber.
Four chestnuts
were noted,
ranging from 42 to 6o inches in diameter, and from 4° to 6o feet
lfigh, mostly near Stoekhohn
and along the road to Vernon.
The following oaks were also seen on Poehuek
mountain : One,
one-quarter
mile west of Sand Hills, 48 inches in diameter
and
6o feet high ; another, one mile north, 36 inches by 6o feet, the
spread of branches
being 4° feet.
In Vernon, there is one 42
inches in diameter
by 5° feet high, and 3 miles north of Stockhohn another
oak was seen 3° inches in dimneter
by 45 feet
high.
An ehn, one mile north of Stockhohn,
measured
3°
inches by 5o feet, and another, northwest
of Vernon, 3° inches
by (×_ feet.
A maple was seen on Poclmck monntain
36 inches
by 7° feet ; two, east of McAfee, in the valley, about 3° inches
by 5o feet; two, sonth of Vernon, about half way to Stoekhohn,
about 48 inches in diameter by 5 ° and 6o feet high.
Black walnuts were noted as follows : One, one-half mile east of Vernon,
along the Valley road, 36 inches by 5° feet, said to be one of the
original forest trees.
At MeAfee, there is one 66 inches by 85
feet.
On the side of the mountain,
southeast
of MeAfee, there
is an apple tree measuring
36 inches in diameter
by 45 feet high,
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which is said to be the largest in Sussex county.
Two miles
southwest
of Vernon, on the road to Stockholm,
an oak and a
walnut
have grown
together.
At the base their
combined
diameters
are 48 inches;
above the junction
each is ahout 24
inches in diameter.
The following
was obtained
as average
values of timber
near Stoekhohn:
Stump
land, $2; 2o-years' growth, $7; 3°)'ears' growth,
Sin; heavy chestnut
or mixed oak and chestnut, $8o.
Heavy oak is said to be extremely
scarce, but is
quoted
at from $6o to $ioo
per acre.
At Venmn,
stump
land, $2; 2o-years' growth,
$7; 30-Years' growth,
$t2; heavy
chestnut
or mixed oak and chestmlt, $8o. There is said to be
very little valuable pine.
At MeAfee, stump land, $3 ; 2o-years'
growth, $7 ; 30-Years' growth, $Io; heavy chestnut and oak, $75
to $8o.
At Canistear,
stump land, $3; 2o-years' growth, Sin;
3o-years ' growth, Sr 5 ; heavy chestm_t, $6o.
We shall next take up the balance of the glaciated
portion of
the central highland
plateau which lies between Longwood and
German valleys on the east, and the valleys of the \Vallkill,
Lubber's run and the Musconetcong
on the west.
Northeast
of
the Sparta turnpike,
connecting
Sparta and Dover, it is very
generally
forested, probably less than lO per cent. of the whole
being under cultivation.
Along
the western
slope, hetween
Hardistonville
and Sparta, the gTowth is mixed, deciduous
and
coniferous, the latter being much the larger, from io to 2o inches
in diameter and 4° feet high.
On the top of the nmnntain,
just
east of Franklin
Furnace,
about Two Bridges,
the growth
is
yonng, but little being even large enough
for cordwood,
and
very little as nmch as 3° years old. Thence
along the top of
the monntain
to Ogden mines, the timber is nminly deciduous,
and from general
report, practically
all of the timber has been
cut once since the period of charcoal
forges.
About Ogden
mines there is some older growth, but all the larger trees are
cut out, the stumps averaging
4 ° years old, and a single one running as high as 53 )'ears.
Between Morris pond and the road to
Ogden mines the growth is from 2 to 6 inches in diameter
and
15 to 2o feet high, and about i2 )'ears old.
Between
Ogden
mines and Hopewell,
down to the Sparta
and Milton highway, we noted stmnps which indicated
the growth
there to be
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from 3-i to 4° )'ears old.
Generally
it appeared
to be from 4
to _ inches in diameter
and 20 to 3° feet high, but a few trees
16 inches in diameter
and 5° feet high were noted.
The
grnwth
is all dcciduous.
The north slope of Bowling
Green
monntain,
and westward
beyond the Ogden mines railroad, has
a growth from 34 t,) 44 )'ears old ; one oak stnmp was noted 47
)'ears old and to inches in dianleter.
On the top of the ridges
hereahout
the growth
is from 2 to 8 inches in diameter
and
from 2o to3o feet high, but where there is more soil tile trees are
from 4 to 14 inches in diameter and about 4° feet high.
Between
Morris pond and Hurdtown,
west of the railroad, tile timber is
deciduous, with a few scattering
pines, and it is generally
snmI1
with stone stump land, some 5 years' growth.
The different
tracts ranged from 2 to 5 inches in diameter
and 2o feet high,
from 6 to I2 inches in diameter
and 35 to 45 feet high, from 6
to 24 inches in diameter and 55 feet high, but trees 24 inches, in
diameter
arc very scarce. Tile best wood in this section is along
the road from Woodport
to Schofield mine, and is from 6 to I s
inches in diameter
and 60 feet high, nmst of the trees being of
the larger size, but the portion of this near the railroad is now
being cut.
The timber on the top of Bowling
Green mountain
is also good, frmn 6 to 14 inches in diameter
and 4 ° to 55 feet
high, the larger sizes predominating.
This has also been cut in
places.
The west slope of Longwood valley w_ cut about _2
}'ears ago ; there are a few coniferous
trees', spruces, pines and
red cedar.
West of Woodport, between the head of Lake Hopatcong
and
the head of Lubber's run, the country is well wooded with oak
and chestnut
and scattering
emfifers.
About Henderson
cove,
on the lake, there are scattering
white pines and hemlocks.
Excepting
toward Bear ponds, where it is about m }'ears old,
the growth ranges from 6 to 24 inches in diameter
and 3° to 60
feet high, most of tile trees being from 8 to 14 inches, but oecasionally one is found 36 inches in diameter.
There is exceedingly little cleared land in this tract.
Betxv_'vu Lake t{opateong
and the valley of Lubher's
run,
from Pvram cove t. Stanhope,
the country
is ahnost entirely
wooded.
.\bont Bear ponds there is much yomlg growth from
6 to 15 )'ears old, with better timber along the lake .about Byram
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cove and Davis cove, ranging from 2 to 8 inches in diameter and
from 2o to 35 feet high.
From the River Styx to Brooklyn,
it
ranges from 6 to 14 inches in diameter, from 3° to 5° feet high,
and is entirely
deciduous.
Along the highway
fron) Roseville.
to Stanhope
reservoir, across the mountain,
the timber is still
better, while along the Museonetcong
river, from Stanhope
to
Old Andover, it is large, ranging from io to 24 inches in diameter and 4° to 60 feet high, with quite .a nmnber of hemlocks.
There seems to be a general abseuce of coniferous
trees near
Lake Hopateong,
bnt they are much more prevalent
toward the
valley of Lubber's
run.
It was noted that, generally,
throughout this western portion of the Highlands,
there was very little
evidence of bad effects from deforestation,
even where the slopes
are cleared and cultivated
they do not seem to be inclined
to
wash as a rule.
This is probably largely due to the nature of
the soil.
It was also noted that, while nlauy of the small buildings are allowed to go down, the land cleared is as well cultivated ,as it was 15 years ago, when the topographical
survey was
nmde.
There is practically
no change in the location or extent
of the forested areas.
There was some exception to this state of
things noted in the valley of Lubber's
run, throughout
which
the farm lands seemed to be not so well cultivated,
and showed
signs of lapsing back into forest.
Throughout
the hill region
chestmlt
and oak predominate,
but in places there is a great
deal of hickory.
The better timber seems to sell at from $4 ° to
S6o per acre.
Taking
next the plateau
east of Lake Hopateong
over to
Longwood valley, we find, between Hurdtown
and Lower Longwood, timber generally
from 6 to I2 iuehes in diameter
and 25
to 4° feet high, with some portions sumller.
Near the Dover
and Sparta turnpike
the timber becomes somewhat
better, rangiug from 6 to IS inches in diameter and 35 to 5° feet in height.
On the end of the ridge east of Woodport,
and near the lake,
there are several white pines.
Following
down the turnpike
toward Lougwood
valley, the growth
becomes smaller again.
Along the western slope of Longwood valley, from Lower Longwood toward
Berkshire
valley, a fire has extended
about i
miles through
young growth from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, all
of which is dead.
Further
southwest,
the timber ranges from 4
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to I2 inches in diam,.tcr and 25 to 4° feet hlgb.
There is some
conifer, ms growth,
mainly spruce and llemlock.
Continuing
southwest
from Berkshire
valley, oi1 the road to Davenport
mine, it was noticed that some large oaks had been cut, ranging
from 94 to 99 years old, and from 2I to 3 t inches in diameter.
From Davenport
mine to Hopatcong,
the timber ranges generally fr.m 6 to 2_ inches in diameter
and 25 to 60 feet high.
At
one place all trees large enough for railroad ties had been taken
out.
Southwest
of Lake Hopatcong
branch of the Central railroad, over to the Delaware,
Lackawanna
and Western railroad,
the timber is generally
froul 6 to 12 inches in diameter and 20 to
60 feet high, but there is some smaller
growth
only about 2
inches in diameter.
The age and diameter
east of Lake Hopatcong

of a mmlber of stumps in this region
were recorded, and become an index of

the rate of growth of the timber. We give following, first the age,
and then the diameter fi)r different kinds of timber : Chestmlt,
93 )cars, 32 inchcs;
89 ?'ears, 13 inches;
6o ?'ears, 14 inches;
43
)'cars, I2 inches ; 33 }'ears, 9 inches.
Oak, 99 }'ears, 24 inches ;
98 }'ears, 3i inches and 2i inches;
95 years, 24 inches;
94 ),ears,
27 inches and 2.t inches;
79 )-ears, 14 inches;
78 ?'ears, 13
inches;
37 years, 9 inches;
33 )'ears, 9, ii and 14 inches;
32
?'ears, 13 L: inches;
3° )'ears, 13 inches.
Maple, 33 }'ears, 14
inches.
It was noted that several trees fl'om 74 to 89 ?,ears old
had apparently
grown rapidly and uniformly until 3° }'ears old,
then very slowly fi)r ten ?'ears, but after that more rapidly again.
There is a general improvement
in the cleared land and buildings in the neighborhood
of the line of the Ogden Mine railroad.
This is, uo doubt, partly due to better railroad
facilities since
this railroad was connected
with the Central
Railroad
of New
Jersey and partly to the recent extensive operations
at Ogden
mine.
Notwithstanding
this improvement,
however, little land
has boca cleared fi)r cultivation,
but the old clearings are better
cultivated
and eared for. Along the east shore of Lake Hopateong there has been a considerable
development
as a summer
res_)rt, bat this lms not b_en attended
by much clearing-off
of
forests, tlw trees being preserved so far as possible.
From interviews
with Mr. Titmau, of Sparta, and others it
was learned tlmt the greatest damage
to forests in tlfis vicinity
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comes from fires and cattle, the latter browsing
off the young
growth, or breaking
it down.
It is said that a fire which causes
11ogreat apparent
damage at tile time will cause the timber
later on to decay at the heart.
There seems to be very little
wood in this district over 4° ),ears old taken as a forest, although
there are scattering
trees very much older.
As a rule the timber grows slower on the west and north slopes of the hills.
The
growth also varies with the character of the soil, and where the
latter is very thin in certain instances a 4o-years ' growth has not
attained
sufficient size to be of any use, even for cord-wood.
Mr.
Decker, who formerly ran a forge at Sparta, says that he slmt
his works down in i865.
He also says that when forges were
running throughout
this section wood was often cnt when 15
years old for coaling.
Sprouts now come up quickly, and appear
to be thrifty, but he thinks that if fires continue they will cause
a deterioration
in the forests.
He also says that hemlock
is
usuany left standing when the other timber is cut off, as it does
not pay to get it out if at all inaccessible.
This fact accolmts
for the larger size of most of the coniferous
g,Towth standing
thronghout
this part of the State.
On Bearfort mountain
timber hassuffered
llltlch froln fires.
In
i882, during the prosecution
of the topographic
survey of that
section, a fire ran over a large area south of the road from Greenwood lake to Wawayanda,
and this fire did injury from which
the forests have not yet recovered.
A fire in _89I ran over
most of the mountain
tops from the State line to Cedar lake.
The timber is generally,
both on account of these fires and the
tlfinness or entire absence of soil over much of the mountain,
scattering
and of little value on the high ridges, but owing to
its inaccessibility
there has always renmined
a considerable
anlount
of original
forest, and in I882 there was some quite
heavy timber in the ravines, notably in the one heading at the
westernmost
of the two small ponds near the State line.
This
ravine was then heavily timbered,
and travel through
it was
difficult, owing to fallen tree-trnnks.
It was a good example of
virgin forest.
But, generally
speaking, over the mountain
tops
the growth is scattering
and inferior, which condition has been
much aggravated
by the recent fires referred
to. There is a
good deal of the common pine and some hemlock scattered over
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the mountain.
The best timber
is along the eastern
slope,
although
tbis is all second growth ; but the present growth is
from 3° to 4° }'ears, 8 to io inches in diameter, and 4 ° to 45
f,'c't high.
It is mainly oak and chestnut
and scattering
pine
and hemlock.
Green Pond and Copperas mountains are nminly covered with
a 4c_-years ' growth
of oak and chestnut,
rather sparse aud poor
on the top and eastern
face, where the soil is thin, but fairly
good on the western slopes, being there generally
from 8 to I2
inches in diameter
and 35 to 45 feet high.
As on Bearfort
mountain,
there is a sprinkling
of common pine.
Some lots,
aggregating
perlmps 15o acres, have been cnt off within from _o
to 15 }'cars, trot the renminder,
if recently cnt at all, has been
only thinned out.
The west slope of Green Pond monntain
has deciduous
and
conifcrons
trees in nearly
equal number,
consisting
nminly
of oak and chestnut
from 4 to io inches in diameter
and 3°
feet high, or spruce and hemlock 6 to I2 inches in diameter and
5° fcet high.
The cast side of the mountain
lms timber of
the same general
character,
while the flat top has a scattering
growth
of common pines, interspersed
with scrub-oak (Q. ilici/blia).
It is noticeable
that the couiferons
growth
disappears
on this mountain,
south of the highway
from Middle Forge
to Berkshire
valley, mad the deciduous
growtb
runs from 4 to
14 inches in diameter
and 2o to 45 feet high, deteriorating
southwest,
and ending
in brush and scrub oak in the district
north of Kenvil.
Sernb oak prevails
over the entire Bearfort
and Green Pond monntain
district, especially on the top of these
ridges aud on the sands which aecoulpany this formation
west of
Clinton and on Snccasmmy
plains.
The vallev at Milton and Oak Ridge contains
most of the
cultivated
laud of this region, but about one-third
of its area is
in timber, nmiuly oak and chestnut,
of all ages, from 15 to 6o
?'ears, with a little pine along the road south of Clinton,
and
some maple and other soft woods in the low grounds.
It is
noticeable
that all the principal
slopes about this valley, and
generally on the upper Peqummock water-shed, are well timbered.
The valley has a considerable
number of scattered trees over its
cultivated
portia,n, mostly from 8 to 12 inches in diameter and
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4° to 5° feet high.
The large trees noted were a black wahmt,
three-quarters
of a mile west of Milton, 3° inches by 5° feet ;
a red oak, one-quarter
of a mile north of tile same place, 36
inches by 4 ° feet, and another, near Upper Longwood, 6o inches
b_' 6o feet.
From Petersburg
to Upper Lon_vood,
along the
road, there are from 2o to 3° oaks and maples, ranging
from _2
to 24 inches in diameter and averaging
45 feet high.
A maple
east of Oak Ridge measures
36 inches in diameter
by 5° feet
high.
The portion of the Highlands
lying between the valley running from Greenwood lake to Newfoundland,
and Wanaque and
Passaic valleys, was designated
the Passaic range in the " Physical l)escription."
A portion of this, no]'th of Pequammek
river,
has 75 per cent. of its area in forest, the central
belt of the
range being ahnost
unbroken
by clearings.
In the northern
part there is a considerable
amount of oak and chestnut,
from
3° to 4° years old, inchlding,
perhaps, one-quarter
of the whole
region, while another
large tract appears to exceed 45 }'ears ill
age, all the more accessible
portions near Wanaque
valley and
tile Pequannock
being young gxowth of all ages, from 3 to 5 )'ears
and upward, with ve_, little stump land and no new clearing.
It is evident that the practice of cutting
at 2o }'ears or younger
has prevailed
along the lower Pequannock,
and it would appear
that the forest has suffered injury in consequence.
This young
timber seems to lmve been mainly cut for charcoal, fire-wood,
hoop-poles, &e. While the timber is mostly oak and chestnut,
there is SOllle pine and hemlock
between
Maeopin
and West
Milford, also red cedar in old pastures, and some white cedar
south of Greenwood
lake.
The only portion of consequence
which seems to have suffered from fire is an area of l)erhaps 15o
acres along tile Greenwood
Lake railroad, just east of the lake.
Most of the eastern
part of this section is owned by Cooper &
Hewitt, being a part of the Ringwood tract, and the forests of
this part seem to be steadily
improving.
There is some new
cutting about Hewitt, two or three hundred acres of stump and
brush land being noted, and also some considerable
areas of
young growth of all ages.
Contimling
along the Passaic range, southwesterly
from the
Pequamlock
river to the moraine
line at Denville
and Dover,
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chestnut
and oak still prevail, with some hickory,
and many
other kinds of timber distributed
throughout.
For the most
part, it is from 3° to 4o years old, and some scattering
parcels,
much younger, between Charlottesburg
and Marcella, and also
between II!oomingdale
and Brook valley. Tiffs younger portion
is considerably
mixed with cedar, wlfite birch, &c.
There
is very little brush or stump land to be seen, and very little
timber less than io )'ears old.
A tract of several thousand
acres
is now hcld as a private preserve
about Stickle
pond, and its
forests are likely to be cared for.
The clearings
in tlfis district are ahnost entirely
confined to
the valleys .f Green Pond brook, Beach Glen, Stony brook and
the Rockaway
river.
The
high
lands are ahnost
entirely
eovcrcd with fi)rest, the area of which amounts
to some 75 per
cent. of the whole district.
The cleared portions
are ahnost
entirely
grass lands.
Tbe population
is decreasing,
but there
does not appear to be any considerable
amonnt of cleared land
which shows signs of lapsing back into forest.
Between
Rockaway and Mount Hope the timber is oak mid chestnut,
ranging
from 4 to 24 inches in diameter.
Between
Mount
Hope,
ttibcrnia
and I)enlnark
the timber ranges from 35 to 5° },ears
old, and cutting appears to be nlore by culling out the best trees
than by clearing off the entire tract, the smaller growtll being
prescrvM.
West of Rockaway
there is thrifty timber, from 8
to i2 il:ches in diameter, and 4° to 6o feet high, said to be about
6o )'ears old.
The timber continues
to be excellent,
to and
about
Mount
Pleasant
mine.
Abont
Baker
and Riclmrds
mines it is apparently
as old, but the best has been culled
out.
Still, it continues
to be fair on over to the valley of
Green Pond brook.
On the mountains,
between Rockaway and
Itibcrnia,
the timber
ranges
from about 4 ° years old, near
IIcach (;len valley, to 6o }'ears old fllrther west.
Some portions
have been recently cut, and some are from IO to 20 }'ears old.
llut generally
the range is from 6 to 20 inches in diameter and
from
with
more
from
a few

3° to 6(_ feet in height.
It is nminly oak and chestnut,
a few wblte pines and other conifers on the top and the
rock}" slopes.
Between Beach Gleu and Meriden, it ranges
12 to 3 _ inches in diameter and 5° to 6o feet in height, with
coniferous trees as before.
South and west of Split Rock,
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from 7 to 35 inches

in diameter

and

3o to 4,5 feet in height.
]t is said that the last cutting
about
Split Rock for the use of the flmlaee was some 3o }'ears ago.
Further
toward
Marcella_
oak and hickory
were
noted
lo
inches in diameter
and 55 feet high, while along tire Marcella
and Hibernia
road the oldest timber is 45 }'ears old, but there
has been some recent
catting_ arid there are SOllle tracts of
younger
From
is well
the last

timber.
Beach Glen, eastward
to the Morris canal, the country
known
by Mr. W. K. Clarke, of Rockaway.
He says
cutting for iron furnaces and forges in this district was

done 4° }'ears ago, although
a trifling amomlt has been done
since.
He believes
that after the forests here are cut two or
three times more the growth will become stunted and worthless,
and there will be a necessity for re-seeding.
He mentions a 1oacre tract on his property where, in I838 , his father raised a crop
of buckwheat.
It was then abandoned
and oak and chestnut
came up.
The timber was cut off in I866, tire Io acres yielding
2oocords of wood..
In 1883 it was cut again, yielding from 12
to 15 cords per acre, and now, in I895 , the growth averages
4
inches in diameter and 25 feet high.
He thinks the best growth
is on the east and south slopes of the hills.
The district which we are describing
has generally
a growth
of from 4 to i6 inches in diameter and 35 to 45 feet high. There
are a few coniferous trees, principally
white pine, the largest of
which was 2 feet in diameter
and 6o feet high, and about this
tree there were a great many small pines, some 26 feet high,
apparently
sprung from the seed of the large tree.
North and northeast of Boonton, the lrmuatains appear to have
been cut off from 3 ° to 5° years ago, and are now beginning
to
yield good timber agaim
Some of the cleared land in this
vicinity begins to grow up with red cedar.
About Taylorville,
it is said that the timber was cut about 30 }'ears ago for the use
of the forges.
Mr. Ezekiel Earle, of Lyonsville,
fimlished
the
following interesting
facts as to this region : Last winter he cut a
tract on the hill north of Dixon's pond, the timber of which was
6o }'ears old and which yielded
chestnut and oak timber which
care of, and he believes

5° cords per acre.
He has some
he has trimmed
out and taken

it will yield one-third

more wood per acre
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than other wood of the same kind and similarly located, which
ha._ been allowed to grow up ill the usual way.
His experieuce
is that wood will usually yield one cord per acre for each )'ear
that it has been growing.
He complains
that the timber rots
more at the heart now than formerly, and says this applies only
to that which has sprouted up from the stmnp.
The seedling
trees are much thriftier
and straighter
thau the sprouts.
Just
east of his home he has a tract of chestmlt which has fine timber.
The

tr, cs are about 45 ?'ears old, from 8 to i8 inches

in diameter

and 4o to 5° feet high.
He says the seedling trees in this growth
can be picked out with no difficulty.
He says the continued
cutting and lack of care is injnring the growth from the stmnp,
and believes that the timber will deteriorate
from this cause.
He mentions a tract which was cut by his father, and which he
believes
was original
forest.
Since then it has been cut once
more, about 2o years ago, and has never heen more than brttsh
since that cutting.
He also stated that.Andrew
Cobb, who owned
the fi_rges at Split Rock, used to say that wood was most profitable fi_r coaling when cut ever)' 2o 3"ears. The opinion is general
hereabout, as elsewhere
in the northern
part of the State, that
the timber is better cut at from 3o to 35 ?'ears old thau at 5° ?'ears,
being sounder,
Mr. C. S. I)ickerson,
of Denville, who has much experience,
fimfishes the following
facts : He is now cuttiug a tract of ioo
acres, for which he paid $5 o per acre, including timber and land,
the timber being about 6o ?'ears old.
So far as the young growth
is concerned, he thiuks it makes no difference whether timber is
cut in February
or August.
He believes the forests in this section are nmv in better eonditiou than tile)" were 25 or 3° ?'ears
ago, as they were theu cut much younger, owing to the demaud of
forges, railroads, lime-kilns, &e., and later the hoop-pole industry.
tte says the second growth
of timber is stronger, thriftier
and
thicker than the original,
and each succeeding
growth appears
to improve.
Timber ought to be cut at from 3° to 4° ?'ears old_
ms after that it hegins to rot at the heart, and the older stumps
do not send out so mauy or as thrifty slJroats as the younger.
tte says, also, that cord-wood costs 6o cents to cut, $I.oo for cartage, $t.5o for freight,
and, allowing
15 ceuts for waste, this
makes the total $3.25, whereas the market price ranges from $3.oo
to $4.oo per cord.
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Near Taylorville,
some wood i2 ),ears old was recently cut,
and the larger trees were decayed at the heart.
It is also stated
that timber growing rather thin oll the ground is better in quality
than where it stands too close together, and that it shonld be
trimmed out when about three )'ears old, leaving
the healthier
sprouts to grow.
The general trend of opinion seems to be that
the rotting at the heart indicates the necessity of re-seeding.
O_1 this northeastern
portion of the Highlands
all of the steeper
slopes are well forested, excepting
a few which are rock), and
will not support any growth.
The cleared land is ahnost entirely
confined to the bottoms of the valleys, which are usually rather
flat.
The cleared portions are not highly cultivated,
consisting
largely of gT_S land. The water-sheds of the Ramapo, Wanaque,
Peqummock
and Roekaway
lie ahnost entirely
upon this glaciated Highland
district, and to this fact is due their pecnliar
excellence
as sources of water-supply
for our cities.
The foregoing description
gives as good an idea of the forest conditions
of these water-sheds
as could be given by a separate description
for each stream.
In Wanaque
valley, although the timber is more interspersed
with clearings, it does not differ from that already described,
excepting
that there is more red cedar, which is probably due to
the fact that the land has at some time been cleared.
Ramapo
mountain
is practically
an mlbroken
forest, mainly
oak and chestnut.
The main ridge, from Negro pond south to
the highway
crossing from Midvale,
is covered with a good
gTowth of perhaps 3° to 4° ?'ears old, and most of the flatter portions of the momltain are likewise well timbered.
Perhaps onethird to one-half of the slopes are not so well timbered, owing to
thimless
of soil.
The southern end of the mountain
is .mostly
covered with quite young timber and brush, and the timber on
most of the more accessible parts has been cut within 2o )'ears.
Generally,
the Passaic range of the Highlands
and Ramapo
mountain
are more lightly wooded, and the timber has been
more severely cut during the last 2o )'ears than on the Central
Highland
plateau west;,vard.
The proportion
of forested area to
the whole is about the same.
In this part of the Highlands
it is
thought,
generally,
that the timber grows as vigorously
as in
former ),ears, and it is asserted that a 3o-years ' growth will yield
5

FOR
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as much wood per acre as the original forest.
Some of the best
timber here is o11 the slopes, but, on the other band, more slopes
have thin soil, and there are more bare-rock ledges than o11 the
central plateau, and these have only a sttmted growth
or none,
but they do not exceed one-third
of the entire slope area.
Flat
hill-tops
and raviues
are well timbered
as a rule, although
some ridges are quite bare of soil on the top, and the forest is
correspondingly
poor.
The larger trees noted were two hemlocks, one mile southwest of West Milford, which measured
3° and 36 inches in
diamt.ter and about 6o feet high ; a red oak at the same place
measured 42 inches by 4° feet ; an oak oue mile north measured
54 inches by 7o feet, and another,
one and one-quarter
miles
north, .t 2 inches by 45 feet, being a ver b' beautifill tree.
Near
the same place we observed two chestmlts 42 inches in diameter
and 4o aud 6o feet high ; a maple 42 inches by 8o feet ; another,
in a swamp, 48 inches by 7° feet ; an ehn 3° inches by' 75 feet,
with a beautifill spread of weeping
branches.
A chestnut
near
by measured 36 inches by 5° feet, aud one at Midvale, 54 inches
by 5o feet ; a pine at Wauaquc
measured
3° inches by 5° feet.
Xo very large trees were observed oll the high part of the Passaic
range.
Not much reliable data could be had as to values.
In the
vicinity of Greenwood
lake estimates
ranged about as follows :
Stump land, Sb; 2o-years' growth,
$2o; 3o-years' growth,
$3 o.
At Midvale, stump laud, $5 ; 2o-years' growth,
$IO to $2o ; 3°?'ears' growth, SI 5 to g25 ; large oak aud chestnut,
$6o to $8o
per acre.
Wc have noticed that a large amount of Highlands
forest ranges
from 3° to 4° }'ears old, and only a very small amount exceeds
45 ?'ears.
All recent cutting also seems to have been of timber
about 3° }'ears old or youuger.
It would appear that luuell of
the fi_rest now standing,
or which has been cut in recent years,
dates from about 185o. Up to about that date there was a ver b,
large cousnmption
of timber for charcoal
to supply forges and
fimmees, as well as for otber kinds of fuel.
Recently the cutting
of timber less than 2o }'ears old appears to have been somewlmt
checked.
Most of this young timber was cut for charcoal, fuel
aud hoop-poles.
The reason for this check is mainly to be found
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in the lessened demand or lower prices for these products.
The
evidence
which we have collected
seems to iudicate
that the
best results are obtained
by cutting at an age of 3° or 35 years.
Chestnut,
particularly,
does not grow so thriftily
after this age.
A potent factor in checking
this cutting of yomlg timber is the
tendency
now prevailing
to acquire
large holdings
of these
northern
Highlands.
This movement
is rapidly
under way_
and will undoubtedly
result in a marked
improvement
in i:he
condition of the forests during
the next 2o years.
At Wawayanda lake one owner holds 3,00o acres, aud on Bearfort mountain an iron company
holds 2,ooo acres.
At Cedar lake a club
holds a large tract as a game preserve.
At Riu_oavood the property of Cooper & Hewitt
embraces a large extent of territory.
At Stickle pond a private owner has acquired an extensive preserve.
Thus private enterprise
seems to promise the sohttiou of
tide forest question in this portion of the State.
As most of this
laud is entirely
unfit for cultivation,
and should always remain
in forest in order to maintain the steady flow of the streams, as
well as for other economic reasolls, not to speak of the :esthetic,
it is a matter for congTatulation
that such a movement has set in.

FORESTS

OF

THE

SOUTHWESTERN

tIIGHLANDS.

The line of the terminal moraine, which subdivides the High.
lauds, crosses from Denville
through
Dover, I)rakesville_
the
north end of Budd's lake, a point about one mile north of Hackettstown,
through
Townsbury
to the Delaware
at Belvidere.
The unglaciated
portion
sonthwest
of the moraine
is, as we
remarked,
much better adapted to agriculture,
so tlmt generally
speaking the Arehman
plateaus and ridges have fnlly half their
surfaces cleared aud under cultivation,
while the rather broad
intervening
valleys, which are on tide slate and limestone,
are
ahnost entirely deforested and under a high state of cultivation.
Beginning
at the northwest
side as before, we have first the
upper Pohateong
mountain
lying between the Muscouetcong
and Pequest valleys.
We have previously, considered the glaciated portion northwest
of the Hackettstown
and Viemm highway.
Southwestward
the mountain
is about half forested, the
slopes especially being well covered, while the bead of Pohat-
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cong valley is defi_rested.
The slope of the mountain,
toward
Museonetcong
valle?', is followed by the Morris canal, to which
fact may be due the recent cutting
which probably inclndes 60
per cent. of the timber, within 15 years, and much of this has
been cut within 5 ?'cars.
The better-growth
standing
ranges
from 8 to 2o inches in diameter
and 3° to 5° feet high.
This
larger growth prevails over the top of the mouutain,
where there
bins been much k.ss cutting.
On Furnace
mountain,
which iucludL's the portion west of the head of Pohateong
valley, the
timber ranges from 6 to 24 inches in diameter
and 25 to 55 feet
in height,
ttere, also, there has been some recent cutting.
The
tinlber is principally
chestnut,
with a good deal of oak, but we
also tirol maple, birch, beech, poplar, ash, butternut,
&c. There
is no washing noticeable on the mountain slope, but there is some
in t'ohatcong
valley, especially in the peach orchards and other
areas which ark not kept in grass or grain.
Jnst stmthwest
is Scott's mountain,
which includes some 4°
square miles of plateau, surrounded
by deforested valleys of slate
and limestoue.
About one-half of the surface of the mountain
is forested,

including

all the steeper

slopes.

way, front Oxford Furnace
to Belvidere,
uons;
oak, chestnnt
and hickory,
with
birch, beech, maple, ehn, poplar and ash.
from 8 to 24 inches in diameter
and 3o
which includes about three-quarters
of the

North

of the high-

the growth
the usual
The best
to 55 feet
whole, the

one-qnarter
having been cut within IO ?,ears.
hemlock
near Oxford church.
The southeast

There
slope

is decidscatteriug
timber is
in height,
remaining
is a little
of Scott's

mountain,
which is also followed by the Morris canal, contains
timber from 6 to 18 inches in diameter and 25 to 45 feet high,
some of wbich has been cut within 15 years.
On the western
slope, toward the l)elaware, there has also been some cutting,
and in general the best timber is on the top of the platean, ranging from 8 to 2o inches in diameter
and 25 to 5° feet high,
mainly of chestnut,
oak and hickory, with the other varieties
previously
meutioncd.
There is a little cutting, but less than
on the slopes.
Such slopes as are cleared show no evidence of
washing.
The most accessible clearings
are generally
well cultivated.
Those less easily reached show a few signs of deterioration.
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The valley of the Delaware,
westward,
is ahuost
entirely
deforested,
but tlle few scattered
ehuups
of timber are good.
The bhlff along the river contains considerable
hemlock.
The Pollatcoug valley, eastward, iucluding
the broad stretch
of level country at file south end of Scott's mountain,
reaching
over to the Delaware
river, is entirely deforested, there being a
lack even of scattering
trees, which makes this territory seem
more bare than any other in Northern
New Jersey.
XVhat little
timber there is is col{fined to the bluff along the Delaware, aud
consists of a few larger trees from m to 13 inches in diameter
and 30 to 45 feet in lleig'ht, interspersed
with a good deal of
brush.
We find here hickory, butternut,
beech, oak, ehu, birch
and a little chestnut and hemlock.
Pohatcong
mountain
is a narrow
ington southwest
to the Delaware

ridge extending
from Washriver.
It has some timber

along its.slopes, mainly oak, hickory and chestnut, with the other
varieties wbich we have previously
named interspersed,
and also
some clumps of common pine (P. rigMa) north of Asbury.
The
north end of the ridge has a medium growth
from 4 to 6 inches
in diameter, and sonle of the pasture is growing up to red cedar.
A 5o-acre lot was noticed on the northwest
slope which has been
cut within 7 years, and wlfieb shows ahnost
Tile tinlber seems to have been principally

uo new growtll since.
oak.
The timber is

better as we proceed towards Bloomsbury_ ranging from Io to 3°
inches in diameter and 3° to .55 feet in height, but the tracts are
small.
The best has been, or is now being cut. Just southwest
of tile Lebigh Valley railroad there is a piece of chestnut,
oak
and hickory which is better, ranging
from 6 to 14 inches iu
dialueter
aud 25 to 45 feet high.
Thence
to the Delaware
it
ranges from 8 to 24 inches in diameter
and 3° to 5o feet high,
but nearly all has been cut within io )'ears, and tile best of the
remaining
is now being cut out.
On the ridge near Bloomsbury,
oak stumps were noted as follows:
i5o years old, 28 inches in
diameter;
inches.

r25 years old, from 2i to 29 inches,

and

H8 years, 25

The Museonetcong
valley, southwestward
from the crossing
of the nloraiue, is generally
deforested, but not quite so bare of
timber
as file Pohatcong
valley previously
described.
The
underlying
rock of the valley is either slate or limestone, and its
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surface is highly cultivated.
The slopes in the valley show
considerable
erosion from water, and it would seem that the
steeper
ones might well be reforested,
but, as a whole the
country is too fertile to be kept in forest.
Schoolev's mountain
is crossed by the moraine
from Drakesvillc by the north end of Budd's lake to a point about one
mile north of tiackettstown,
and this northern
drift-covered
portion
presents
a marked
contrast
to that
sonth of the
moraine.
It is not only more
generally
forested
but its
clearings
arc neglcctcd, buildings
and fences are falling down,
and it is deteriorating
into a wilderness,
whereas, just sonthwest
the clearings
are in a high state of cultivation.
The timber
over this drift-covered
area is generally
from 6 to I2 inches in
diameter,
with some better, ranging
from 8 to 24 inches in
diameter and 3° to 55 feet high, bnt there is also a considerable
proportion
of small and inferior growth.
There appears to have
been a good deal of cutting done lo or 15 years ago, but not so
ranch recently.
The timber is nminly ehestmlt
and oak, but
inclndes a wide range of other varieties.
In the swamp west of
Bndd's lake there are a few tamaracks.
Southwest
of tim moraine
line about 5° per cent. of the surface of the mountain,
including
the more level portions,
is
cleared and well cnltlvated.
North of I)rakcstown
the timber
ranges from 6 to I6 inches in diameter
and 3° to 5° feet lfigh,
and from I)rakestown
to Schooley's Mountain springs, from 6 to
24 inches in diameter
and 2o to 55 feet high, but about lmlf of
this lms been cut within m years, although
there remains some
very good timl)er.
Around Mount Olive the growth varies from
8 to 2o inches in diameter and 3° to 55 feet in height, but there
is some smaller growth interspersed.
Along the east face of the
mountain
it rnns from about 6 to t 4 inches in diameter and 25
to 45 feet high, and there is a little cutting
at present, while
eonsideralfie
has been cut from 5 to 1o ?'ears ago.
There is not
a great deal left here which is large enough for profitable cutting.
Along the western slope, from Beattystown
to Pmmville,
the
timber is good, ranging
from 6 to i6 inches in diameter and 3°
to 55 feet high, some of which has been, and is now being cut.
It is principally
chestmtt
and oak, nfixed with other deciduous
trees.
From t'cnnville
to Changewater
the growth
is quite
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good, and about the same size as above, but from Changewater
to Junction
it is light, and ranges mostly from 6 to IS inches in
diameter
and 3° to 45 feet in height, with a few larger trees.
This slope of the mountain
has washed considerably
in places,
and especially where there are peach orchards, the wash being
much less when kept in grass.
Taking
this southern
part of
the monntain,
from Schooley's
Mountain
postoffice to the New
Jersey Central railroad, the cutting within 5 ?-ears has been very
severe, and all the heavier timber
is being rapidly taken out.
This is more the case than on any other part of the Highlands.
Along tbe south braueh of the Raritan all the old timber
is cut, and when the lots now being cut are taken off there
will be nothing left but timber too young to be of any use. The
farms in this section appear to be well kept up.
Near Pleasant
Grove an oak stump was noted, showing
m 4 rings, which was
3° inches in diameter.
The timber
being cut on these southwestern
Highlands
at present
is mostly worked up by steammills into meretmntable
lumber of all kinds, including
ahnost
everything
for which a ready sale can be found.
Practically
none of the area being now cut off is intended
to be cultivated,
but it will be allowed to grow up again in forest.
Musconetcong
mountaiu
is next, southwest.
Along its western face, from Junction to West End, the average timber ranges
from 4 to 8 inches in diameter, and 25 to 45 feet high, of which
a good deal lms been cut within
io ?'ears, and some quite
recently.
Some of this recent cutting seems to be followed by
a poor and stunted
growth,
possibly due to the browsing
of
cattle.
Around Pattenburg
the chestnut and oak range from 6
to io inches in diameter, and 3o to 5° feet high, and on the
eastern slope, thence to the Central railroad, the timber is small
The best of this region is on the hills, near Glen Gardner.
It is
generally
oak and chestnut
and other deciduous
trees intermingled.
The result of interviews
in this region indicate
that,
in the first place, the timber was largely cut and coaled for the
use of forges and furnaces, and then, after the Central
railroad
was built, there was a good demand for timber, and the forests
were cut ofl; since which time there has been a lessened demand.
The lots now being cut are those which escaped in the period
following the completion
of the Central railroad.
It is said that
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chestnut
grows faster than oak, although
there was no con>
plaint of deterioration
of chestnut
hereabout,
after reaching
30
years of age.
There
is no erosion of the slopes here, and the
clearings
appear to be well cultivated.
Between
the Lehigh
Valley railroad am1 the road from Little York to Bloomsbury,
the timber
is mainly chestnut,
oak and hickory,
ranging,
in
different parts, from 4 to 8 inches
in diameter,
and 2o to 3°
feet in height,
up to 18 inches
in diameter,
and 3o to 5°
feet in height.
Ouite a good deal has been recently
cut and
a considerable
area is brush.
Along
the Museoneteong
valley slopes, above Warren
paper mills, there are a few hemlocks; and on the same slope, near the West End mines, the
timlx'r ranges from m to 24 inches in diameter
and 4 ° to 55
feet high.
Further
southwest
the timber on this monntain
varies a good deal, the different
wood-lots
having
been cut
at widely different
periods.
Near Gravel hill an oak stump
was noted ioo y'ears old and averaging
32 inches in diameter.
Mr. I). ttarrison,
of Bloomsbury,
mentions
a lot of 2o acres on
this mountain
which was cut about I2 years ago and which has
grown very little since, being now only io or 12 feet high,
although
all around
it the growth
is good.
In general,
the
timber
grows well and quickly.
Chestnut
usually
comes up
after cutting off, and he thinks the wood grows as well as ever
it did, and that the wood is now better than it was formerly,
that is, it is nmre durable.
He mentions
a young chestnut pole
which was cut 8o years ago and has been in nse ever since, being
still well preserved.
Ou Succasunna
Plaius we find a good deal of scrub-oak,
especially
eastward

just northeast
of Flanders,
about
of tim Morris canal to the northeast

the sand-pits
of Keuville.

and
This

occurs on a sand belonging
to the Green Pond mountain
rocks,
and it is said that this scrub-oak
has been the same for a long
time.
It was noticed
that where these send>oak
lauds had
been cleared they appeared to raise good crops.
Generally there
is more timber over the plains than on the other valleys of this
portion of the tIighlands.
Quite a good ninny white pines were
noticed near Flauders,
with some young pine, and a few hemlocks.
Along the south side of the road from Flanders to Succasmma the timher ranges from IO to 15 inches in diameter
aud
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3° to 5° feet high.

In some abandoned
clearings
common pine
is coming up.
There is SOlne tamarack
in the swalnp south of
Drakesville,
and it is also found in the swamp o11 Black river
from Horton station to Sllccasunna.
German

valley

is generally

deforested,

especially

from Naugh-

right down to Callfon.
On the long, narrow ridge at the southeast
side of German
valley, and running from Suceasunna
plains to Califon, there is
a considerable
amount of timber on the northwest
slope, mainly
chestnut and oak, ranging from 4 to i8 inches in diameter
and
2o to 5° feet high, and it appears
to be generally
attached to
farms and utilized in connection
therewith.
Taking now the extension of the Passaic range southwest from
Dover and Denville, we find generally about one-half of the country in timber, the greatest
amount
of cleared land being about
Mendham and on the Upper Whippany,
including Morris Plains.
Along the west face of the plateau from Port Oram to Ironia,
timber is from 6 to i2 inches in diameter and 3° to 45 feet high,
while south of Port Oram, on the hill, it is good, but rather thin.
Just south of Dover there h,qs been some clearing near the town,
but otherwise
the hills are covered with a good growth, principally chestmlt
and oak, 6 to i6 inches in diameter and 3° to
4° feet high.
Elsewhere
in Randolph township it usually varies
from 4 to io inches in diameter to from 6 to i6 inches, and there
has been some recent cutting, but it is not extensive.
The hills
between
Franklin
and Rockaway
are timbered with a growth
4 ° years old or younger.
Some has lately been cut off, and probably one-half is less than 2o years old.
West of Franklin,
oll
the same ridge, it is from 6 to io inches in diameter,
and 3° to
45 feet lfigh, mostly oak and chestnut.
The timber east of Den
brook, over to Morris Plains, also appears to range up to about
45 ),ears old, something
near half being of this age, and the rest
generally
less than 2o years old.
Oak and chestmlt
prevail.
Near Camp Tabor several large trees have recently
been cut,
which had stood in the open with plenty of room.
They were
all 35 )'ears old, me,qsured from 24 to 34 inches across the stmnp,
and were from 4 ° to 5° feet high, sound at the heart.
A case
was mentioned
here of a wood lot, the timber of which was from
4 ° to 5° years old, for which

an offer had been made of $Ioo per
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acre.
The trees between Shongum
and Morris Plains, and generally, in this vicinity, are about 44 )'ears, all of which range
from 6 to 24 inches in diameter and from 4° to 50 feet high.
There are very few coniferous trees ; mostly in the valleys and
along the streams,
()n Trowhridge
mountain,
northeast
of
Shongum,
a few acres of timber were noted, measuring
fronl io
to 3° inches in diameter
and 6o feet high.
A few red cedars
were noted 1lear Morris Plains, and also some near Shonglt111.
The timbt-r near Morristown
seems to be older and better than
it is fixrther west.
Generally,
from Morristown,
Mendham
and
Chester, on the south, to Ironia and Mount Freedom, on the north,
either
chestnut or oak predominates,
but there is also a good
deal of hickory, some birch, white birch, maple, ehn, &e. There
does not appear to be much cutting at present, but there has been
a good deal io or 15 x ears ago, so that there is much timber only
from 2 to 5 inches in dimneter, but it runs froln these sizes up to
2o inches.
A fair average of the timber wonld be from 6 to io
inches and 3o to.t5 feet high.
The steeper slopes are generally forested, andthere
is no evidenee of washing from deforestation.
Ou
the easterly edge of the plateau, southwest
from Morristown,
the
timtrer is of the same general
character
as that we have already
described.
.ks this is becoming
a residence
district
there is a
tendency
to preserve the timber, and most of this is of fair size
and age, and there is very little cutting.
Further southwest,
on
Mine mountain,
the growth is good and thrifty, ranging from 8
to 2o inches in diameter
and 3° to 55 feet high.
There is but
little cutting,
and what there is is mostly for fencing.
It is
nminly held either
in connection
with farms or the country
places of people from the near-by cities, and there is a general
tendency
to cut the wood carefully
and make the most of it.
Over along the north branch of the Raritan there is some good
timher, but most of it runs from 4 to 6 inches in diameter
and
2o to 3° feet high.
It is noticed that as we approach
the red
shale country there is generally
more hickory aud less chestnut.
The region l_..tween
Peapack
and Chester
has timber
running from 6 to 14 inches in diameter
and 3° to 5° feet high,
but not llluch has been recently cut.
A considerahle
alnollnt
wa._ taken offbetween
IO and 15 )-ears ago. There is good timber
on Mount Pmfl, ranging from 6 to 12 inches in dimneter and 25
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about half
Along the Black river, from Chester to
timber has been or is now being cut, and
from 2 to io inches in diameter
and 1o to
are a few henllocks near this streanl.
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a dozen white pines.
Pottersville,
the best
the average growth is
4° feet high.
There

Passing southwest,
to the Fox Hill district, we still note that
chestnut disappears
at the edge of the red shale, while the oak
and hickory is good, but only small parcels are left standing,
most of the country from the foot of the Highlands
being cleared.
There is also a good deal of cleared land on the plateau, about
Fairmount
and southwesterly,
but the small lots of timber left
standing
are generally
good, ranging
from 7 to I6 inches in
diameter
and 3° to 45 feet high.
Still fllrther southwest,
about
Cokesburg
and toward High Bridge, there are only scattering
parcels of timber left, and here, as ou the south end of Sehooley's
mountain,
what remaius
is being rapidly cut off. The timber
contimles to be mainly chestnut and oak, with the usual sprinkling of other varieties, but here also, ,as elsewhere, the disappearance of chestnut,
when we reach the red shale cotmtry, is very
marked.
It will be noticed
from the foregoing
detailed
review and
description
of the Highlands
forests, that the severest cutting at
present
is to the southwest,
where the proportion
of forested
area is the smallest.
Further
northeast,
cutting is by no means
severe, and the timber is steadily improving.
It is also apparent
that there is very little tendency to wastefillness,
that the cutting
of timber is determined
entirely by the demand, and this is true
not only as to the amount
cut but as to the age at which the
timber is cut.
In the past it was found profitable to cut timber
for charcoal when 2o )'ears old, and more recently for hoop-poles
at a still earlier age; but, owing entirely to a change
in the
markets, this has all been altered, and the tendency at present is
not to cut uutil the age of 3o )'ears, or thereabout,
has been
reached.
These facts as to the history of the past suggest at
once that the same influences
must determine
how these forests
shall be managed in the fllture.
If there should come a demand
which would make it profitable to cut at an earlier age than 3°
)'ears, it is difficult
to see how such cutting can lye prevented.
It appears, however, that owners of the forest are read), for any
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them to derive a greater
profit
will not be slow to receive and

adopt practical suggestions,
or to improve on their present methods, and that a great dt'al can be done to aid the cause of forestry
in this section of the State by instruction.

PASSAIC VALLEY.
This valley, lying between
the trap ridges variously known
as Watchung,
or the First and Second mountains,
and the eastern slope of the Highlands,
is a portion of tlle red sandstone
plain, and is all glaciated
excepting
the portion lying southwest of the line of the Delaware,
Lackawanna
and Western
Railroad, between Sunmfit
and Morristown.
This unglaciated
portion,
however,
partakes
to some extent of the character
of the rust, rather
than
of the unglaciated
portion
of the
red sandstone
plain
south of the trap ridges, both in the
variety and the extent of its forest growth.
This fact nlay
possihly be due to tile prevalence
of gravel deposits traceable
to Lake Passaic,
which once occupied
the whole valley, and
partly due to a nmnber
of trap hills and ridges contained
within
the area;
bnt, whatever
may be the cause, it is a
fact that the whole valley may be classed together
in relation
to its fllrests.
Generally,
the percentage
of forested area ranges
from 2(1 to 4o, averaging
for the whole valley about 3° per cent.
Pompton
plains is the most sparsely
wooded
section of the
valley.
Over the northern
part, generally, oak from IO to 20
inches in diameter
and 60 to 80 feet high is common enough to
indicate
that the soil is able to produce heavy timber, but the
prevailing
growth
is quite irregular
both in size and variety,
and is generally
smaller than that above noted.
Softer woods,
such ms gum, maple, willow, ete., prevail on tile flatter portions
of the vallev.
There are also over tile cultivated
portions many
scattering
trees, planted
forest trees, fruit trees, etc., many of
which art' of a large size, so that a general view of the valley
from any commanding
point gives the impression
of a well
wooded colmtry.
Riker Hill, Hook mountain,
and the other
trap ridges within the valley have timber
resembling
closely
that of the XVatchmlg mountain
ridges, wllich we shall describe
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later.
They are generally
covered with cedar trees.
The original growth was oak and hickory, and this was succeeded, when
cut, by the red cedar to a great extent.
On Hook mountain
the
timber of the east end was cut about 35 ?'ears ago, some parts a
little later.
Some is now being cut for fencing, etc., the trees
rnnning
fronl 2o to 3° feet long, and cutting
posts worth one
and one-half cents per foot. A portion of the mountain
near
Tom's point was cut off fronl 8 to 2o ?'ears ago, and the growth
is slow, consisting of oak, hickory, chestnut and whitewood,
but
little cedar, and it is generally
true that there is little cedar all
the way down on the east slope of the momltain,
but on the
west slope, wherever
the oak and hickory is cut off, red cedar
comes up abmldantly.
In one place the original forest had been
cut off not over three ?'ears ago, and scarcely a sprout eonld be
seen excepting
red cedar.
The oak and hickory is large, some
of it apparently
over mo ?-ears old.
On Long Hill the timber is short and thin, with a good man.v
red cedars, and a very little timber
that would pay to cut.
There is very little chestnut on this ridge.
Around
"Fro?' Hills and northward
to Boonton,
the larger
timber is cut, from time to time, for various uses, but the tracts
being held in connection
with farms are not cut off as a whole.
Near Littleton
some timber was sold 3° ?,ears ago for $60 per
acre.
Parsippany
woods, east of Tabor, is about 4° ?'ears old,
although
a freshly-cnt stump was noted 5i ?'ears old. The wood
is light, 3° acres being recently sold for $2o per acre.
Red
cedars have come up here quite thickly,
especially
on former
pasture lauds.
The wood is mainly oak and chestnnt,
and is all
deciduous, excepting
the red cedar.
Along the road from Tabor
to Parsippany
there are some oak and chestnut
trees which
appear to be from ioo to t5o years old.
North of Lee meadows
there is some timber said to be worth $75 per acre.
The balance of the tract has had the large trees cut out, leaving mostly
trees of about 3° 5'ears' growth.
On Horse hill, east of Morris Plains, the timber is from 4 to 7
inches in diameter
and 20 to 35 feet high, on the south end,
while on the top and east slope it is from xo to 2o inches in
diameter,
and toward the north end from 2 to 5 inches in
diameter and io to 25 feet high, but here also there is some bet-
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ter timher, ranging from 6 to 24 inches in diameter and 25 to 45
feet high.
The timber
on this hill is mostly oak, with some
chestnut,
hickory and maple, and a good deal of red cedar about
the clearings.
About Malapardis,
_Vhippany,
Troy Hills and
Parsippany
much of the timber ranges from 6 to I8 inches in
diameter and 25 to 5° feet high, but there is some 24 inches in
diameter
and 6o feet high.
There appears
to be no chestnut
here, but nmiuly oak, hickory and maple, all looking thrifty, and
there is very little cutting.
There is also considerable
red cedar
hereabouts,
and ou the lower lands a good deal of pin oak.
On the uplands, between
Pine Brook and Swinefield
Bridge,
timber averages from 6 to 12 inches in diameter and 3° to 5o feet
high, with very little chestnut,
being principally
oak and hickory.
It looks thriftier on the uplands than on the meadows, the
best of the tirol:or being pin-oak.
On the ridge between Whippany and Passaic rivers, from Hanover Neck to Madison, the timber seems thrift?', and ranges froln 7 to 12 inches in diameter and
_o to 5o feet high, and seems to be earefillly preserved
by the
owners.
Between WhippmLv
and Morristowfi,
also, it is good,
rangiu_ from 6 to I2 inches in diameter
and 3o to 55 feet high,
hut, for the most part, there is a little too much brush and young
_n'owth.
There does not appear to be any chestmtt, excepting
alon_ the banks of Whippany
river, until we approach
Morristown, and thcrc is less red cedar than elsewhere.
The timber is
also quite good on the ridge near Convent, ranging from 6 to
24 inch's
in diameter,
but there is cousiderable
snlall growth
mixed through
it.
There is a little chestnut between Hanover
and Chatham,
and the timber
here is also thrifty,
ranging
from 4 to 24 inches in diameter, with most of the trees between
7 and I i inches.
South
of Madison,
on the ridge, timber
ranges from 6 to 2 t inches in diameter
and fronl 3o to 60 feet
high, this being much larger than most of the timber
in this
neighborhood.
The different
kinds of oak predominate,
but
there is also some chestnut
and hickory,
with a few elms,
maples,
&c.
t)n the upland, bordering
the Great
swamp_
most of the oak appears to have been cut out within three ),ears.
There
are quite a good many chestmlts
and hickories.
The
larger trues left standing are from 6 to ii inches in diameter and
25 to 4° feet high.

There

is, also, quite a good
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aud underbrush,
with a good many young cedars.
North
of
Green Village
the timber is good, that is, what remains of it,
but some has been cut withiu a few )'ears.
What remains runs
from 6 to io inches in diameter and 3° to 45 feet high, with a few
trees as much as 24 inches in diamter.
It is principally
oak and
hickory, with some chestnut,
maple, biret b &c. Northward
of
Green Village, and toward Morristown,
timber is generally from
4 to 24 inches in diameter
and from 2o to 5° feet in height, most
trees ranging from 6 to to inches in diameter.
The owner of a
portable saw-mill
has just cut off a tract between
Sih,er lake
and Madison.
.On the soffthwest
slope of the ridge, between
Madison and Morristown,
timber ranges from 6 to 11 inches .in
diameter
and from 3o to 55 feet high, with some trees as much
as 24 inches in diameter.
It consists of oak, chestlmt, hickory,
nlaple, ehu, birch, etc., with a good deal of cedar in places.
Some of this timber has been trimmed out.
In the neighborhood of New Vernon
the average timber ranges from 6 to I2
inches iu diameter
and 25 to 5° feet high.
There are sonic
pieces of young growth, and again there are tracts with trees 24
inches in diameter and 5 ° to 6o feet high.
As a general
thing
there is little chestnut,
excepting
near the foot of the Highlauds.
Oak of all kinds predominates,
especially
white oak_
and_ on the flat places, pin-oak.
We also find some maple, beach,
ehn, birch and white birch, with red cedar everywhere
where
old clearings llave grown up.
There has been vex'little
cutting
on this tract, between Morristown
and the Great swamp, within
the last 4 or five )'ears.
On the northeast
end of the Great
swmnp, near the edge
of the uplands,
there is a good deal of small growth, including red cedar.
Further
in the swamp the wood appears to
be better, the larger
trees ranging
from 6 to 24 inches in
diameter
and 3° to 5° feet high.
Larger sizes are not mmlerous, and a great many pin-oaks were noted.
Along the edge
of the swamp, next to Long Hill, a good ninny red cedars
were found abont the neglected
clearings, and it also appears
to have succeeded
the timber where it has been cut off. The
timber in the swamp consists of oak, largely pin-oak, maple,
birch and ehn, with a few chestmlts,
the latter growing only on
the high ground.
Taken as a whole, the timber in this swamp
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is very poor.
One lmndred
acres in the southern
part was cut
off last )ear.
The best timber is said to be near Wlfite Bridge,
trot good timber was also noted near the northeast
end of the
swamp, elsewhere' till' larger and better trees have been cut out.
This cutting
has been especially
severe during
the last io
?'ears.
In the valley, along the river above Chatlmm, the most
of the timber is either close to the stream or in widely separated
clumps,
ranch of the ;'alley being under cultivation.
A good
deal was noted ranging from 6 to 24 inches in diameter and from
3° to 5_) feet in height, but some is smaller.
Generally
this
vallcy timber is thrifty and better'than
that on the adjoining
ridges.
The best of it is just west of New Providence.
There
is almost no chestnut here.
In the northern part of the valley it is estimated
that swamp
land timber of the older and heavier growth
is worth, on an
average, about S5 o per acre, and upland timber of about the
sallle age, Smo per acre, supposing, in each case, that the timber
is mostl.v oak and hickory.
It was claimed that stump land was
worth from $2o to $_o per acre, but tlfis estinmte evidently
does
not consider swamp lands, which are generally
worth less than
this after the timber is cnt off. Here, _ in other portions of the
State, the ordinary
rule is followed to estimate
for 3o years'
growth
a yield of 3° cords per acre_ and thereafter
about one
cord per acre fi)r cach )'ear that the tinlber
has been growing.
Observation
seemed to indicate that most of the timber grows
less rapidly after reaching about 3° )'ears of age, and the largest
yicld is thought to be obtained
by cutting it between 3° and 4°
)'ears old, especially
if the growth
is largely chestnut,
as this
timber
often deteriorates
as it grows older.
There
is solne
diffcrcncc
of opinion as to whether
this deterioration
is, or is
not, increased
by continual
reproduction
from the old stumps
without re-seeding, but the general
trend of opiuion is that this
is at le.n_st increasing
the tendency
of chestnut
to decay at the
heart.
If this is the cause it will be advisable to begin re-seeding when timber is cut off.
WATCHUNG

These two trap ridges
entire area covered with

.MOUNTAINS.

have from 4 ° to 6o per
forest, the average being
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valley to the westward, but the contrast is still sharper with the
deforested country south and east.
North
of Campgaw
there is an unbroken
tract of about
2,ooo acres of timber, covering
the trap hill.
It is principally
chestnut and oak, about 5° feet high, and from 6 to 12 inches in
dimneter
in the northern
portion, and from 2o to 4o feet high
and 3 to S inches in dianleter
in the southern part. From Campgaw, by Sicomac to the GofIte, the tinlbered areas are more scattering, and also more varied in character,
but oak and ehestuut
are still predominant.
Over all these trap ridges red cedar prevails, springing
up spontaneously
aud persistently
in abandoned
e!earings.
It is generally
less than 2o feet in height.
The
Goffle has some good oak and chestnut
timber 5° to 7° years
old, from 5° to 7° feet high, and io to 14 inches in diameter.
On Preakuess mountain,
aud the ridge just west, the growth
is
largely
mixed with red cedar, and is of an inferior size and
quality on the trap, being much better on the red sandstone portion of the eastern
slope near the foot.
Near Pompton lake
there is considerable
good hemlock,
this last being a rather
unusual growth "for this part of the State.
Second mountain,
about Caldwell aud northward,
has some fair oak, chestmlt
and
hickory.
First mountaiu
is not so well timbered, and has more
red cedar.
Abandoned
clearings
are quite frequent,
and the
whole of the growth
is irregular
and patchy.
Most of the
timber
is also younger
than that in the Haekensack
valley.
There is a noticeably
greater prevalence of hickory on tlle trap
than oll the red sandstone.
Southwest
from Caldwell and Verona the timber ranges, generally, from 4 to t2 inches in diameter,
and 2o to 45 feet
high.
There
is very little chestnut,
excepting
near
Montclair, on First mountain.
On the same ridge, at Eagle Rock,
the timber is small.
Around
St. Cloud the growth
ranges
all the way from 2 to 12 inches in diameter
and from to to
45 feet high.
On the east slope of First mountain,
from West
Orange to Wyoming,
there is also much variation
in the size.
The west slope seems rather better wooded, ranging from 6 to 24
inches in dimneter, with the larger part from 8 to 12 inches,
and there is less young growth.
On Second mountain,
about
6

FOR
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Livingstou,
the timber
is mostly oak and hickory,
with very
little chestnut.
There is a good deal of small growth, but tllere
are some trees ranging
up to 24.1nches
in diameter.
There is
also much red cedar.
Around
Livingston
there has been more
clearing-away
of forests for cultivation
than anywhere
else noted.
The thnber on these ridges, here as elsewhere, continues
to be
inferior to that in the adjacent valleys.
Near Northfield, a piece
of timber was noted, about the best of any in the vicinity, ranging from 6 to 2.1.inches in diameter and 3o to 5° feet high.
This
lot contained 19 acres, and had just been sold, including land and
wood, for S(×)o. It was estimated
that it would yield 28 cords
per acre.
(leer this part of the mountain
the timber ranges all
the way from 2 inches up to 18 in diameter
and from io to 45
feet high, with a large proportion
of the smaller sizes, but some
scattering
trees are as much as 24 to 28 inches in diameter, the
poorer timber being, generally, toward the top of the mountain
and on the eastern slopes, but for two or three miles north of
Millburn there is an exception to this rule, as the timber is good,
and ranges from 6 to 24 inches in dimneter.
Aronnd Short Hills
rout Smmnit there is a good deal of chestnut again, and not nmch
cedar.
Southerly
from South Orange turnpike,
First mountain
aud the valley west contain some pine.
There is also a little
hemlock along the Passaic near Stanley, and again near Millington.
There is also a little pine on Long hill near Stanley, and
on Second mountain,
south of Murray Hill.
Continuing
southwest from Smnmit,
the best timber continues
to be ou the west
slope of the mountain.
The various kinds of oak prevail, with
chestnut, hickory and the other usual varieties.
For the most
part the wood is poor and appears
to be stunted, although
it is
claimed that it can be profitably cut in 2o )'ears, but our examination seemed to iudicate
that 4° ?'ears would be generally
necessary, and even then the growth would be nmeh inferior to
that of the adjoining
valleys.
There is much of this timber
ranging
from 2 to 4 and 6 inches
in diameter
and IO to
3° feet in height,
with a little ranging
up as high ,as i8
inches in diameter
and 5° feet high.
Contimdng
southwest
of the road from Basking Ridge to Bound Brook, the timber
becomes
still poorer;
the trees appear
to be old, but are
short aud stunted.
Contiamiug
on around
to Basking
Ridge,
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the same condi6ons,
generally,
prevail, the wood being mostly
small, but with a few large trees.
Throughout
tile whole extent
of the ridges, red cedar appears to be abundant
about the edges
of tile clearings, and where the clearings
have grown up.
Not
much cutting was noted, as the growth was too small to nmke it
profitable.
The woods consist of oak, lfickory, luaple, birch and
beech, with a little chestnut.
We are iuclined
to think that
the general
inferiority
of the timber of the trap ridges arises,
partly from the nature
of the trap-rock
soils, and partly from
the fact that these ridges are ve_, accessible to a thickly-settled
country,
where timber
is comparatively
scarce, and, in consequence, cutting
has probably been more severe than elsewhere.
As a result of these two causes the timber is deteriorating.
O11
the whole, the tendency on these ridges seems to be to allow
clearings
to grow up, but as they have, within a few )'ears,
become occupied, to a gTeat extent, by an immigrant
population,
this tendency
may, possibly, be reversed,
owing
to different
methods of farming.
It may be mentioned,
in this connection,
that the curious fact has been noted, in our forest studies, that
there is less disposition
to destroy and waste the forests showu
by our native rural population
than by the immigrant
population from countries where the control and management
of forests
is, on the whole, far superior to our own methods.

HACKENSACK

The

red-sandstone

country

VALLEY.

lying

between

Palisades

monn-

tain on the east and Ramapo and Orange
mountains
on the
west was designated
by us the Hackeusack
valley, in the " Physical Description."
Topographicall)5
it is all one valley,
although
not all drained
by the
Hackeusack
river.
It
includes
southeast

all of Bergen
of Paterson,

and Hudson
counties,
Passaic county
and tile northeastern
corner of Essex

county.
It contains
a large urban and suburban
and it seems somewhat
anomalous
that it should

population,
also include

some of the best timber
of the State.
The valley,
as a
whole, has 3° per cent. of its upland area in timber, or, in
other words, 6I,ooo acres in a total of I8o, ooo acres of upland.
Bergen
county
has 39 per cent. in timber,
Hudson
county
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only 5 per cent., tbe Passaic county portion 9 per cent., and the
Essex com_t.v portion 2o per cent.
In topographical
position
this timber is largely confined to the slopes, level valley Imttoms
and iflateaus being mainly under cultivation.
These cultivated
portions, however,
have a very liberal allowance
of scattering
fi_rest trets, orchards and other planted
trees, so that in looking
over the valley from an elevation
it appears to be very generally
wooded.
The really forested portion ranges throngll
all conditions, from a very limited amount of brush and stump land to
heavv timlx.r.
Very little of it is now cut off entirely, most of
the cutting being selected trees, so that the considerable
amount
of timber taken out each ?'ear is scarcely missed.
There is no
wastefillness
apparent, as a rule, in the handling
of the forests.
It is }zenerally a mixed deciduous
growth, with oak predominating in the lower land along the Haekensack,
while chestnut
prevails on the higher ridges westward, and softer woods, such
as gnnl, white birch, beech and maple in the swamps.
Here
and there are few scattering
hemlocks.
From Closter to Englewood there is much red cedar.
The timber is usually in rather
small, isolated areas, not often reaching
Ioo acres in extent.
There is a tract of some 5oo acres along tlle Haekensack
near
the State line.
Proceedingsoutllward
from the State line, across
the whole width of tbe valley, there is a gradual decrease in the
amount of timber.
The growth in the vicinity of Ramseys to
Wyekoff is ratber
mixed, consisting
of oak, chestmlt,
maple,
beech, ehn, white bir_h, red cedar, &c., in all stages of growth,
from brush to trees 8o feet in height, but there is a notable
absence of stump land or new clearing.
Near Paterson the country is quite deforested, the 9 per cent. of forest in the Passaic
portion of the valley consisting
mainly of small patches of oak
and chestnut,
preserved
in conuection
with farlus, and only cut
occasimmlly
amt sparingly
as needed.
Most of the groves contain mucb fine timber, and are generally well cared for. Proceeding southwest
into Essex county the wooded area is increased to
2o per cent. and is somewhat
similar to tbat described, althougtl
the timber is, as a rule, not so goc<t. There are some quite large
timber areas north ¢,f Belleville.
In this Hackensack
valley, as
a whole, the timber is probably as well cared for as in any other
equally large section of the State.
It is thrifty and healthy, and
suffers comparatively
little from fires.
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The value of the land here is, of course, generally much too high
for profitable forestry.
Iu well-located places it is worth fronl $4oo
to $i,ooo per acre, where it is still sold by the acre instead of by'
tile foot. In a few out-of-the-way
places it ranges lower, but is in
any ease largely independel_t of the character of the timber.
From
inquiry, it was estimated,
however,
that the timber alone was
worth from $3 ° to $5o per acre for a 3o-years ' growth, and in propQrtion for younger
timber, but old timber of mixed varieties
is worth from Smo to $I5o peracre.
Swamp land timber is said
to be rarely worth more than $2o per acre.
In the viciuity of
Wyekoffwe
obtaiued the following general prices : Stump land,
$5 ; 2o-years' growth, $t 5 to $25 ; 3o-years ' growth, $25 to $35 ;
lalge oak and chestmlt, 875 to $ioo per acre.
About Oakland,
stump land, $3; 2o-years' growth, $2o; 3o-years ' gTowth, $30;
large mixed growth, $60. In such inquiries
as this it becomes
quite evident that many of the estimates given are based on the
prevailing
rule that timber will produce one cord of wood per
acre for each ),ear that it is growing, aud that this wood is worth
about SI per cord on tile stmnp, as was determined
by a large
number of written
inquiries sent out by the Survey, the results
6f which were published
in tile Ammal Report for t885,
This
rnle seems to prevail all over the State, but it is quite evident
that it cmmot be equally fair for all sections, although
probably
a good working average.
A few tracts claimed
to be original
forest were noted iu the
Hackensack
valley.
One is half a mile east of Hillsdale,
eoutaining about 3° acres of oak, 15 to 28 inches iu dimneter
and
about 7° feet high ; a small piece of oak, one-half mile south of
Riverdale,
another, one mile west of Englewood,
containing
oak
from 15 to 3° inches in diameter
and from 60 to 80 feet high,
and another piece of oak, oue mile northwest
of Oradell, on the
ridge.
It is noticeable that all of these tracts are of oak.
Several large trees were noted throughout
the valley.
At
Hohokus,
a fine ehn 5° inches in diameter
and 8o feet high,
with a spread of branches
of about ico feet ; one nlile southwest of Etna, an oak 46 inches in diameter
and 6o feet high ;
iu an old clearing,
one mile uo;theast
of Saddle River, two
chestnuts
each 6o inches in diameter;
on the estate of the
late Hon. W. W. Phelps,
at Teaneck,
two oaks 4o inches
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iu diameter;
at Ridgewood,
a chestnut
60 inches
in diameter ; at tlaworth,
a chestnut
84 inches and another
78 inches
in diameter;
north of Areola, a chestnut
72 inches in diameter;
at ()verton,
a chestnut
76 inches in diameter.
Most
of these chestnuts
are only remarkable
for girth,
but near
Oradell there is a fine chestnnt
tree 63 inches in diameter
and
55 feet high;
at the forks of the road, a little over one-half
of a mile north of Ramseys,
a chestnut
6o inches in diameter and 5o feet high ; auother,
three-quarters
of a mile northwest, 6o inches in dimneter
and 45 feet high.
Near Campgaw we noted a chestnut
62 inches in diameter
and 6o feet
high, and two others 66 inches in diameter and 5° and 6o feet
high;
north of Wyckoff,
a large white-wood
36 inches
in
diameter
and 8o feet high;
near Wortendyke_
a ehestnnt
48
inches in diameter and 65 feet high.
Near Paterson
chestnuts
were noted 36 to 6o inches in diameter
and 6o feet in height ;
also, two large black walnuts, near the river, northeast
of Paterson, 42 inches in diameter
and 6o feet high.
Tile total consmnption of saw-nfills in this district was ascertained
by inquiry
to amount to practically
2,4o0,0o0 feet, board measure, of lunlber,
and besides this kindling-wood
factories consumed
the tinlb&
from about 25 acres annnally.
The whole ednsnmption
by tbese
mills would, therefore, probably not exceed the growth from 85
acres annually.
Besides this use, however,
there is the consnmption
for railroad ties, telegraph
aud telephone
poles and
fnel, the amount of which has not yet beeu ascertained.
As regards
the succession
of growth,
the general
opinion
seems tll be that it is of the same kind as that ent off', although
some claim tbat white oak and hickory are followed by a more
mixed growth.
It is evident
that since cutting-off
of entire
areas of timber seems to have been long ago abandoned
in this
vicinity, and most of the cutting is by culling out, there cannot
be nmch rt.liable data obtained
on this point; at Moonachie,
maple is said to have succeeded
oak, and at otlmr places the
succession has been chestnut.
There is no roonl for doubt, however, that as a rule abandoned
clearings, which have once been
cultivated,
grow up in red cedar, although
this is occasionally
accompanied
by, or replaced with, white birch.
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Groves of planted
white pine may be seen on the estate
of the late William
Walter
Phelps, and also oae mile east of
Saddle River, soutll of the road from Ridgewood
to New Milford.
PALISADES

MOUNTAIN.

It will be a surprise
to ulany to learn that
this ridge,
*lear to tlle large cities, and in tile most populous
seetion
the State, is so well wooded.
Fronl the State line, south

so
of
to

Edgewater,
a distance
of 13 miles, and for a widtll of i}4
miles back front the bank of the Hudson,
practically
9° per
cent. of the whole area is well timbered.
The forest covers
all unbroken
tract of II,OOO acres.
Beginning
at the State
line and exteuding
to i mile below Huyler's
landing,
we
have, on the tahts slope along the river, a mixed
deciduous
growth, nminly chestnut and oak, fro***3o to 6o feet high, varied
with pine and hemlock
near Huyler's
landing.
We give here,
as elsewhere,
only the prevailing
timber, but in reality
this
whole Palisades
forest includes
a large number
of varieties.
Further
down, to Linwood,
the growth
on the talus is more
irre_dar,
containing
a fair proportion
of oak and chestnut ol
good size, wittl scattering
hemlock.
From Linwood to Fort Lee
the talus is well wooded, some good white pilm being fmmd, but
oak and chestnut
prevail.
From Fort Lee to Edgewater
the
river slope of the ridge is well timbered, but a strip of laud along
the river, at the foot, has been cleared and occupied by residences.
On the flat top and upper portion of the western slope of the
mountain,
from the State line to Edgewater,
if we except some
red cedar *lear the State line, *lie growth is practically
of mixed
deciduous
varieties,
nlostly oak and ehestmlt.
This timber
ranges from undergrowth
to trees 4° , 6o and 8o feet in" height.
Diameters
of from 2o to 3o inches, and heights of from 6o to 8o
feet, are *lot at all unconmlon,
especially from Huyler's
landing
to Edgewater.
Taken as a whole, there are not many finer belts
of timber in the State.
The land is largely held it* such a way
that there is conlparatively" little danger of wholesale deforesting,
.
but this beaut*tiff forest has ahnost as good a claim to fimlre
preservation
,as the escarpment
of the Palisades.
Soutll of Edgewater the ridge is practically a city to Bergen Point, and entirely
deforested.
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SANDSTONE.

In the four topokq-aphical
subdivisions
last considered,
viz.,
the Passaic Valley, Watehung
Mountain, s, Hackensaek
Valley
and Palisades Mountain,
we have included
all of the glaciated
red sandstone except the porti,m east of the \\'atelmng
mountains,
extending
from Newark
and ()range southwest
to the moraine
at Plainfield and Perth .\mboy.
This remaining
eountry_ drained
by the Elizabeth
and Rahway rivers, is heavily covered with
drift in irre/,mlar
hnnmmeks
and ridges, and is not specially'
adapted for agriculture,
but is being occupied by snburban
homes
in the north, while southerly
it is the well-knowu
clay district
of Middlesex
county.
In general,
about 25 per cent. of the
upland area is in fi,rest.
North of \\'estficld
and Fanwood
chestnut
prevails,
mixed
with oak, hiekor?., maple, etc.
The wood looks thrifty.
Some
is less thau ao ",'ears _fld, but more is older, and averages from 6
to 14 ine!les diameter, and .Io to 65 feet high.
Just northwest
of Westfield some trees ran up to 24 inches diameter
and 7° feet
high.
Northwest
of Cranford
some ranged from 4 to i2 inches
diameter and 4o to 5o feet high, some 6 to I2 inches by 45 to 55
feet, and a few large trees were mixed in which ranged up to 2o
inches by 7° feet.
Along Rahway
river the timber is small,
having been culled out.
In the swamp at Uniou it is poor, with
nmeh \vhite birch.
North of Roselle it was 6 to a4 inches attd
5o to 75 feet high with some few pieces smaller,
but all
health}'.
All of the above is oak, cbestuut
and hickory, principally.
Southeast
of Fanwood
it is of the stone general
character;
large and thrifty.
Near
Netherwood
it is a little smaller.
Southward
from Westfield and Crmfford the same general conditions prevail, but the timber of Ash swamp is smaller, a to _4
ind_¢s by frmn 2o to 6o feet.
Southeast
of the Pennsylvania
railroad, between Rahway and Elizabeth,
pieces of timber ranged
as fi,llows: 2 t_ 6 inches by 2o to 4 ° feet ; 6 to 24 inches by 5°
• to 6o feet ; 6 to 2o inches by 4° to 5° feet ; and 8 to 14 inches
by 35 to 55 feet.
Near New I)over the smallest timber ranged
2 to 7 inches in diameter
by m to 2o feet high, and the largest
8 to 24 inches by 4o to 7° feet.
The various parcels ranged
through all intermediate
sizes.
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An oak along road north of New Dover me,qsured 4 feet one
way and 5 feet the other way, 2 feet above the ground.
It
branched 5 feet above ground, having a spread of branches of 75
feet, and was 5° feet high.
Aloug the Pennsylvania
railroad
southwest
from Iselin, a
small piece of timber showed i5o trees per acre, from 6 to 24
inches in diameter and 5° to 7° feet high, including
chestnut,
oak and hickory.
North of Woodbridge,
to Rahway
river, the condition of the
forest is very similar to that heretofore
described ; and it comprises oak, chestnut
and hickory of all sizes, ranging
up to 24
iuches diameter
aud 75 feet high.
Southward
there are some
conifers mixed with the deciduous trees.
Near Perth Amboy it
appears as if most of the larger trees have been culled out of the
standing timber,
o
UNGLACIATED RED .Saxl)S'rOgE.
Passing southwest
of the moraine, wllich crosses from Fanwood through Metueben
to Perth Amboy, we enter immediately
an agricultural
district.
The change is sudden and striking.
The forest area suddenly drops from about 3° to io per cent. of
the total area, this consisting ahnost exclusively
of small woodlots attached to farms and husbanded
for fllel, fencing and other
domestic uses.. Much of this is fine timber--as
good as any in
northern
New Jersey.
East of ltonhamtown,
in the clay district, the timber is slnall,
appearing
as if the larger trees had been culled out.
Much of
it is 2 to 6 inches in diameter by to to 3° feet high, with a small
number of larger trees, up to 16 inches diameter.
Near
Piseataway
years or so, and the

there
young

has been much cutting
within
growth has started up too thick.

15
A

few large trees are left standing.
Stone timber is 6 to 24 inclles
dialneter
by 4° to 6o feet high.
Going toward Stelton, some
trees 36 inches in diameter
were noted.
Chestmlt
prevails,
with some oak and bickory.
A nmple tree near Piseataway
measures 42 inches diameter
and 5° feet high.
A chestnut near
Bonhamtown,
at 2 feet above
ground
measqres
54 by 9°
inches diameter and 5° feet high, with a spread of brauches of 5°
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fe,'t. .\n oak near

the sallle place measures,
at 2 feet above
ground, 5_ bv 66 inches diameter
and 60 feet lfigh.
In Piscataway
township many red cedars were noted standing
along fence lines or in old clearings.
The timber is all in snmll
clumps attached
to farms, and there is evidence that originally
it was heavy.
Many trees still standing
range up to I8 inches
diameter and 6o feet high.
There is much white oak, with all
_thL'r varieties
of oak, hickory,
gmn, beech, maple, etc., but
x L'ry little chestnut.
Mr. William McAdmn, living near
wLst of Mc'tuchcn, mentions a i6-aere
the swamp.
In it are trees that will
from the ground,
it consists of white
Some trees are 80 feet high.
One

the Dismal swamp, northtract of original timber in
square 6 inches at 6o feet
oak, pin oak and hickory.
white oak was cut which

mc,'usured 8 inches diameter
75 feet from the ground, and another
I6 inches at 56 feet high.
He says that through
that country
from 5° to lOO telegraph
poles per acre can be got, but this
leaves little cord-wood.
An acre will yield from 2o to 4° cords
of wood, and S4o per acre is a fair average value for timber.
ttc gets 3io each for telegraph
poles 6o feet long and 6 to 7
inches diameter
at top, and $4 apiece for poles 35 feet long,
dclivered on the cars.
tie also mentioned
a hickory tree which was 6 inches diameter 7o feet from the ground.
A piece of oak, 3o ),ears old,
which he pointed out, was from 4 to 7 inches in diameter.
He
says there is much vahmble timber in that part of Middlesex
county which does not appear good until closely examined,
because of the small gTowth about the edges of the woodland.
In Franklin
township, Somerset county, conditions arc similar
to those jnst described for Piscataway
township.
Near E,nst Millstone, a tract showed 21o trees per acre, measuring
6 to 24 inches
diameter
by 5° feet high.
Between Rock?" Hill, Griggstown
and Sand Hills, on the trap
and gravel, there are considerable
forest areas.
That on the
Sands Ilills is mostly chestmlt.
The various lots range in size
from 2 to 8 inches diameter,
and io to 3° feet high, up to 5
to 13 inches diameter,
and 25 to 5° feet high.
The
best
timber appears to be near Griggstown.
An oak trce, near Franklin
Park station, measured
52 inches
diameter,
and about 5° feet high.
Timber
near here ranged
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from 4 to 28 inches diameter,
and was about 5° feet high,
principally
of oak aud hickory, with a little cbestnut.
Near Fiuderue there are four chestuut
trees in a cluster, over
3o iucbes in diameter, and 4 ° feet high.
These are ou a gravel
terrace.
Chestnut is ahnost unknown on red-shale soil. Au oak
tree, uear tile above chestuuts,
nleasures
52 iucbes dialneter.
Another, fllrther south, is 66 iuches ill diameter, 55 feet high and
with a spread of limbs of 9° feet.
North of Hillsboro station a
wild cherry is 5z iuches diameter, and about 5o feet high.
On tbe plain between Millstone river and Sourland
mountain,
along tile Philadelphia
and Reading railroad, there is very little
forest.
The largest piece, southwest
of Millstone_ is about half
as large now as it is shown to be on tile topographical
map.
Tile
trees of tile various lots run in size from 2 to io iucbes diameter
up to 8 to 3° inches, aud are mainly white oak and hickory.
Southeast
of Somerville
is Pigeou swamp, a tract of origiual
forest, coutaining
about 25o acres, and tile heaviest
timber in
this section.
Ou tile end of Rock}' Hill, near Hopewell,
the timber is light,
3 to Io iuches diameter
aud 40 feet high.
It improves
going
eastward,
is good about Mt. Rose, but further east is again poor,
has all beeu cut over, and what is left ranges 3 to 14 inches
diameter and 3° to 45 feet high, appeariug
to be not very thrifty.
Although
cllestnut does not grow ou the surrounding
red shale,
it is prevalent
over this and tile other trap ridges.
The end of
the ridge just west of. Millstone
river has mauy trees which
average about 9 inches diameter by 45 to 5o feet high_ but there
is also a good deal of brush and young sprouts, or thin stands of
trees.
A small tract of original forest just west of Millstone river and
south of Rocky Hill village gave, by actual count, r63 trees per
acre, measuriug
to to 24 inches dimueter and 4° to 6o feet high.
One-twelfth
were chestuuts
and the rest oak.
Twin cllestnut
trees east of Cedar Grove, forked 3 feet above
grotmd,
oue was 36 and the other 33 inches ill diameter
and
both about 55 feet high.
Along Stony brook, about a mile above Moore's Station, is an
oak which is mentioned
in records dated i697.
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A beech near-by measures 36 inches diameter
at ground
and
29 inches IO feet above, is 4° feet high and has a spread of
branches of 75 feet.
Frmn Itopewell and l'ennington
southwest
to the Delaware,
the trees in s_,me lots run from 2 to 8 inches diameter
by 2o to
3° fcct high, :rod in _ther lots from 6 to 2o inches diameter and
4o to 6,1 feet high.
ber, but no ekarlng
From I'ennington

There has been considerable
catting of timof land for cultivation.
to Trenton
the tinlber does not differ from

that on the red sandstone
soil which we have previously
described, excepting
that it is perhaps
more thrifty.
Near the
State .\sylmn
arc trees measuring
from 6 to 48 inches in diameter and 65 feet high.
Good timber was also observed
near
Trenton
Jtmctilm.
East of Ewingville
is a tract comprising
some 4cx_ acres, principally
oak and chestnut, with some hickory,
beech and maple.
.\ part of this is fine timber, 6 to 36 inches
diameter
and 55 to 7° feet high.
The chestnuts
run up to a
good height without branching.
A count gave 255 of these trees
to the acre.
Large

trees

were

Somerset, on a hill,
high, with a spread

noted

in this

district

as follows:

East of

a hickory
4-2 inches diameter
and 7° feet
of branches
of 4° feet, the lowest branches

b_ing 9 feet from the ground ; near Hillcrest
station, an oak 36
inches diameter
and 5° feet high,, with a spread of ioo feet ;
north of the 4cx)-acre tract, near Ewingville,
a pin oak, 72 inches
diameter
two feet ahove ground, and 42 inches diameter near the
forks, 7 _-' feet up, with a height of 55 feet and a spread of 6o
feet ; and in front of the Presbyterian
parsonage,
at Lawrenceville, two oaks, the easterly one measuring
54 by 66 inches in
diameter
two feet from the ground
and the westerly
one 5 I
inches diameter.
These trees stand only one foot apart and
their lwanehcs spread from 4° to 6o feet.
The red-shale country, extending
from Somerville
and Flemington lmrthward
to Pcapack and the Highlands,
is deforested.
The small w.od-h_ts attached
to farms only represent
about 3
per cent. of the entire area.
There are scattering
trees, hedgerows, orchards, and strips of timber in the little ravines, however,
which to sonic extent make up for this lack of woodland.
The
timtn'r is mt_stly oak and hickory,
and there are nlanv large
trees, prol_ably of the original forest.
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the timber

_:ontains

some old trees up to 24 inches in diameter and 60 feet high, but
the most of it averages 8 inches in diameter.
South of the railroad is some heavy timber, from 18 to 42 inches diameter and
5° to 6o feet high, and a count gave 2o 4 trees per acre.
At the mouth of Middle brook, north of Burnt Mills, is the
1'dcDowell tract, from which the timber has recently been cut.
The trees ran from 8 to 36 inches in diameter, and a eotmt gave
95 oaks, 95 lfickories and 6 maples to the acre, i96 trees in all.
One tree was sold recently for $I6, at the rate of one and onehalf cents per foot, which would make the tree yield i,o66 feet
13.M. Two years ago the owner was offered 55oo for Io acres of
timber.
A piece south of river was sold for $t,ooo, and contained 2o acres.
Tracts north contain
some trees as large, but
they are not so nmnerous.
Red cedar trees are numerous
in this country, and especially
so east of Mechaniesville.
In nearly all cases no land lms been
permanently
cleared for cultivation,
and very little has been
entirely cut off. The larger timber is cut out as needed.
Serious wash or erosion of the soil was observed
between
Greater Crossroads and Lamington,
worse tlmn has been observed
elsewhere
in the State.
About a mile west of Readington
a
tract of 4 ° acres has been cut off and permanently
cleared up.
An oak stump here showed i9o rings and measured 3° iuches
diameter.
North of Barley Sheaf a count
uring from 6 to 24 inches diameter
of these were 14 to I8 inches in
tain lms not much heavy timber.
in diameter, and is chest*rot, oak

gave 38o trees per acre, measand 4° to 5° feet high.
Most
diameter.
Cushetunk
mounIt ranges from 4 to i6 inches
and hickory.

On Sourland mountain the area of forest is considerable,
aggregating
over m,ooo acres, but it is not heavy timber, perhaps
mostly from 6 to 15 indl'.es in diameter.
It is mostly oak, ldekory
and chestnut,
with some maple, beech and other varieties.
In tl?e valley northwest
of Sourland mountain,
from Flemington to Lambertville,
the red shale is deforested,
only wood-lots
remaining,
attached
cent. of the acreage.

to farms and representing
perhaps
5 per
The trees of the several parcels range from
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brush 2o or 3° feet high up to trees 8 to 3° inches in diameter
and 4° to 6o feet high.
The West tlunterdon
plateau has more forest ; about I2 per
cent. against 3 or 4 per cent. o11 the lower red-shale conntry.
The
timber is also better.
Near Sergeautsville
it runs from 4 to 16
inches in diameter
and 3o to 5° feet in height.
One and onequarter miles we.st there is original
forest, the oaks running up
to 24 inches in diameter.
This piece also has white pine and
common pine up to 2o inches in diameter.
It is good, heavy thnber.
A large piece, two and a half miles east of Locktown, is also
heavy.
It is owned by Mr. Bearder, who allows no cutting.
It
is principally
oak and hickory, 8 to 24 inches in diameter
and 4o
to 6o feet high.
A count showed I56 of these trees to the acre.
()ther pieces of oak and hickory near the above were 8 to 2o
inches in diameter and 4° to 55 feet high, counting
i36 trees to
the acre.
Much of the forest southwest
from Headquarters
is
original
fi_rest. The trees measure from 6 inches to 36 inches
in diameter
and 4° to 6o feet high.
There are many fine oaks
and chestnuts.
Northwest
of Raven Rock is some excellent
timber, from 8 to
28 inches in diameter and upwards of 5° feet in height.
Along
Lockatoug
creek some is also very good.
Southwest
of Flemington,
a piece of original forest contained
I6o trees per acre, measuring
from 8 to 36 inches in diameter
and from 4° to 7° feet high.
Some nm up 4° feet without
branching.
It is said that, 25 years ago, $1oo per acre was
offered fi_r this timber, but that now it is not worth over $4 ° per
acre.
It is oak, hickory,
chestnut,
maple, etc.
Near by is
another
tract of 3° acres, mostly hickory,
with SOllle oak and
chestnut,
which runs from 8 to 18 inches in diameter
by 2o to 55
feet high.
.\11 oak tree near by measures 6o inches in dianleter,
branches IO feet up, and has a spread of branches of 5° feet.
Along Wickeeheoke
creek, north of Locktown,
the trees are
6 to 24 inches in diameter,
mostly pin-oak.
One pin oak was
noted 36 inches in diameter
and 5° feet high.
South of Oak Grove there has been some clearing.
Timber is
good but thin.
At one place there were i36 trees per acre 8 to
20 inches diameter
by about 4° feet high.
Another
tract gave
2o 4 trees per acre 8 to 24 inches in diameter
by 3° to 5° feet
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local uses.
The sanle conditions
obtain near Ehner, Bridgeton
and eastward,
and especially
around
Rosenhayn.
Wherever
there is much clearing
most of the older tinlber has been cut
out, leaving brush from two to fifteen feet high.
From Wiiliamstown
to Ehner, however, there is nluch better
timber in the mixed belt, especially to the nortlleast
of a line
joining tllese two places, oak prevails, and there is a fair proportion of merchantable
timber.
About Janvier
there is the same
severe cutting that has been noted above.
Southeast
of Alloway, in Salem cotmty, and considerably
to
the westward of the general
limit of coniferous
forests, there is
an isolated tract of timber well mixed with coniferous
trees,
althougll oak preponderates.
There is a fair proportion
of merchantable
timber here, although
it is not so good as tlle exclusively deciduous
timber
wllich surromlds
it, tlle latter being
scattered
over a highly cultivated'
country, in small groves and
hedgerows.
Generally, in the foregoing description,
we lmve used tlle term
"oak"
as SVIIOllylI1OllS
with "decidllolls. '_ No real error Call
result from this, for it is true that oak largely outmmlbers
all
other kinds in tlle deciduous
forest.
Chestnut occurs also, however,.well scattered
througllout,
from Asbury Park to Delaware
bay.
A plantation
of grafted cllestnut trees was observed ,ill Canlden
county, just south of Point Pleasant and about three miles southeast of Spring Mills.
Among the coniferous trees a few scattering wllite pines were noted between
Asbury Park and New
Egypt.
Generally
speaking,
however, the coniferous trees consisted of
white cedar in the swamps and two varieties of pine on the
upland ; viz., tlle conunon pitch pine (P. rt2ida) prevailing everywhere, and the hemlock
pine (/_ z,irgquiana)
whicll was first
observed, when going southwest along tlle pine border, at a point
east of Pemberton
; also scattering
trees were seen about Tabernacle and Indian Mills.
At Cedar Grove, on the Cohansey_ this
species became
more numerous,
and between
Bridgeton
and
5lillville nearly all of the pines seen were of this kind.
It will be noted tlmt the map Plate III indicates
Mauriee
river as the western limit of the exclusively
coniferous forest in
7
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Cumberland
count?'.
Not only is there a liberal mixture
of
dtciduous
trees west of this limit, but new clearings
are more
muncrous
and P. rh:gin/ana
prevails instead of P. r_glda.
.\n imtuiry was btgun to deterufiue
the extent of clearing
within tht pine belt in order to establish present tendencies.
A
earefifl survtv of the clearings was made when the topographic
survtv was exccuttd.
In the pine belt tlfis was from 1883 to
ISS6, and most of the work was done in i884 and I885.
A
rt-survty
at tiffs time, therefore, will show the extent of clearing which has been done in the inte_,al.
Such a re-survey has
bern madt at Hammonton,
and a map showing the results has
bten prepared.
It shows tbat the forest area has been very
nmttrially
diminished.
The same is true of most of the couutry
along the New Jersey
Southern
Railroad
all the way from
ttammoaton
to Bridgeton,
especially at Carlnel, Vineland
and
Rosenhayn.
Along the lines of the Camden and Atlantic,
and
Atlantic City railroads, from ttammonton
to the coast, the same
conditions
prevail.
Other centers of clearing are Richland
and
Woodbine.
Most of the clearing is sonth of Mullica river--there
is little or none north.
A few clearings
have been allowed to
grow up again, but not enough
to incrcmst the cleared land.

to appreciably

affect the tendency

If prtsent tendencies
continue it seems plain that most of the
land west of the limit of exclusively
coniferous
forest will be
eltared

up, or at least

parcels.
Witlfin
extruding

the

forest will

be divided

up

into

sumll

the pine belt there will be a broad belt of cleared land
from Hammonton
to Absecon, another along the New

Jersey' Southern
Railroad,
southwest
of Hammonton,
and the
txttnsiou
of the large cleared area at Vineland and southerly
to
Woodbine
will leave the pines divided into two tracts, the one
lyiug in the Great Egg ttarbor water-shed
and the other north of
.Mnlllca riwr, extending
to Lakewood.
Within
the limits of
these arta__, there is no observable
tendency
to extensive
clearing.
thest

The fi)rtst is ahnost nnbroken.
It will be observed that
are also the tracts where the severest fires rage at present.

It may be suggested that these are proper fields for something like
svsttmatie
fi_restry, or at least for the inanguration
of permanent
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measures to prevent fires.
The remainder
of the pine district is
gradually but very steadily being ,broken up into snlall parcels
by clearings, in such a way that fires will, in time, cease to be of
very great inlportanee.
The tendency
to clear up and bring
under cultivation
the better soils of the pine belt must be
regarded as fortunate
from ever), point of view.
These better
soils will produce
more under cultivation
titan they possibly
could in forest, and the breaking-up
of this great belt of timber
into sections will make it easier to deal with fires.
There is an
unfortunate
prevalence of fres from carelessness
lugs, but there seems to be existing
legislation
with this' question if the laws are enforced.

about the clearenough
to deal

The importance
of preserving some belts of timber throughout
this grotmd that is being cleared up should be emphasized,
however.
The)' will be very valuable as wind-breaks,
and it is quite
possible that there will be a material
change in the nfildness of
the climate of tills section unless a reasouable amount of timber
is preserved.
The importance
of leaving a good belt of timber
along the streams is especially great.
This ueeds to be done )
especially in the ease of tbe Great Egg Harbor and Maurice
rivers, as it is on these water-sbeds
that most of the clearing is
being doue.
The better soils here are usually on the higher
ground, so that there should be little opposition
to preserving
the forests near the streams.
These streams are now developed
to an important
extent for water power, and are likely to be still
further developed
in this direction.
They have also a possible
fitture value for water-supply,
and the preservation
of such bordering belts of timber would be a vahmble safeguard
in maiutaiuing
their purity.
At least 75 per cent. of their water-sheds
can be cleared and brought under cultivation
without seriously
endangering
the streams, because of peculiarities
which were
pointed
out in tlle Report
on Water-Supply.
The primary
reason is tbat the rain falling upon the sand and g'ravel soil sinks
at once into the ground and theuee finds its way gradually to the
stream lines.
To appreciate
the great difference in this respect
from the red saudstone
or Highlands
district of northern
New
Jersey it is only necessary to compare the topographical
lnaps of
the two sections.
In the uorth there will be observed
a very
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large number of small tributaries,
and generally
one cannot go
far in any direction without coming to a running
brook, but in
the pine belt there are quite large areas of the lfigher ground
with m_ visible streams.

FIRES

IN

TIlE

PINE

FOREST.

\Ve have noted previouslythatsome danmge is done by fires
in the dceidn(ms fittest.
This dmnage isconfinedprincipallyto
Kittatinny,llearfort,
Green Pond and Copperas inonntainsand
the cxtrcme northern Highlands. The firesin tlm deciduous
forests
arcusuallyconfinedto _mall areas. In the pine forests
of Sm_thcrn
New Jersey, however, extensive
fires occur every
summer.
Any one who has witnessed a fire under flfll headway
in this country must have been impressed
with its grandeur,
its
irresistib'le
fllrv and its disastrous
effects.
A few notes of
remarkaMc
fires arc at hand.
In I866 a fire burned over io,ooo
acres, extending
seven nfiles inland fl'om Tuckerton
and \Vest
Creek.
In t87o and 187i nearly the wllole wooded portion of
Bass River township,
Burlington
county', was burned over.
In
INTI
two
fires
in
Ocean
count.v burned
over 30,ooo acres.
In
1872 a fire burned over fi-om 15 to 2o square miles_ worth before
the fire from Sm to $3o per acre, and after from $2 to $4.
In a
paper on fi)rest fires, by Mr. Ctmrles E. Elmer, in the Report of
State Board of Agriculture
for 1874 , he says of the year x872 :
" To assltnle
that ioo, ooo acres have been burned over, at a
lllOnev loss in timber of $i,ooo,ooo, would surely be witlfin the
bomnts of truth."
From the census of i88o we have for that
year au area bunled over of 7I,o74 acres, with an estimated
loss
of $252,2 _,o, which is certainly
a very, moderate
estimate,
and
can scarcely iuelude any allowance
for loss of cedar swamps.
In iSSS, when tim topographic
survey was in progress, some
very large fires occurred
in the pine district,
and the areas
covered were noted by the topographers.
One burned over an
area of 6o square miles, near Atsion, in Burlington
county;
another, near Friendship,
in the same county, covered m square
miles, and another, in Ocean county, burned over not less than
75 square miles north of Barnegat.
The total of these three
fires is, therefore,
145 square
riffles, but several
other fires
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occurred farther south in the State, the extent of which was not
observed.
It may be safely' estimated
that the whole area
burned over that ),ear reached
2oo square miles, or 128,ooo
acres.
A large amount of cedar swamp was destroyed by these
fires, and Sto per acre would not more than cover the direct
damage to timber, making
the loss for the ),ear $i,i28,ooo,
nearly equal to the total value of ttle ammal lumber production
of tile State.
In i895 Mr. Gifford reported 49 fires in this district, covering
about 6o,o00 acres, ant! he estimated
the average daumge at $io
per acre_ or $6oo,0oo for the 3.ear.
Indeed it seems that the
average loss for ninny )'ears past must have been in excess of
this figure, and it would appear to closely approximate
if not to
exceed the yearly increase of value due to the growth
of the
pine forest.
"File loss is much more than the mere value of the
wood.
T.he soil is so impoverished
by these periodical burnings,
which deprive it of all vegetable
matter, that those areas most
subject to fires are becoming
incapable
of producing
timber.
Considerable
damage
is also done to cranberry
bogs, cedar
swamps and other improved
property.
As to tile causes of these fires, it would seem from statistics
whicb have been gathered
that approximately
one-half are due
to sparks from locomotives,
about ten per cent. are incendiary
in origin and the relnaining
4° per cent. are accidental,
arising
largely" from tile carelessness
of lmnters_ charco{ll burners and
persons engaged in clearing land for cultivation.
In the following
22 pages
?,It. Gifford
Pinchot
gives tbe
results of some eareflll studies which he has made, first ,as to the effect of forest fires in general, and next as to the specific
effects upon tile wood production
of our pine forests.
Incidentally
Mr. Pinchot has given us in these pages a fair
representation
of tile present physical condition of much of the
pine belt.
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The Effects of Fire.
The

llarm

that forest fires do may be classified

as follows : ist,

damage to the standing timber ; 2d, destruction
of young growth ;
3d, destruction
of the forest floor ; 4th, depreciation
in the value
of forest property ; 5th, encouragemeut
of theft and disregard
of
the rights of property,
and discottragement
of thrift and foresight among the people where fires occur ; 6th, general impoverishment and degeneration
of tbe regions where they are conllnon.

DAs_IAGE

TO

STANDING

TREES.

The damage to the standing timber is dependent
on the kinds
of trees in the forest, on the character of the latter_ and on the
time of the ),ear when the fire burns.
Young hardwoods
suffer
severely, but are often comparatively
prompt in recover),.
Pine
forest is the prevailing
type in South Jersey, and its relation to
forest fires is of special interest.
One of the distinguishing
elmracteristics
of the Pitch Pine is its ability to resist fire and to
recover after severe injury.
The Shortleaf
Pine is also able to
withstaud
severe fires, but its recuperative
capacity is much less
than that of the Pitch Pine.
In each ease the trunk is covered
with a ttfick, cork)' bark_ wlfich is often burned till it is charred
without
apparent
injury to the living parts of the tree.
The
outer bark scales off after a time, and the signs of fire disappear,
except near the ground.
In old Piue forests a light surface-fire
usually does but little damage to the standing
timber.
Sometimes, however, if the forest is dense and there is a heavy nmtting
of litter on the ground, the fire burns so fiercely that the trunks
of the trees are seriously
damaged, and, in the case of small
timber, the trees may be killed.
The same is true where the
ground
is covered with underbrush,
which becomes
dry and
burns with iutense
beat.
If the fire rims over the ground in

(m3)
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spring 1)eft)re the sap begins to move, the damage is roach less
than after the season of vegetaion
has begun.
Decay frequently
creeps in at the butt of severely burned timber.

EV'V'ECT ox

CEDAR SWA._tPS.

White Cedar is extremely
sensitive, to fire and is easily killed,
especially
if the crown is affected.
As a rule, however, Cedar
swamps will not burn except in the earl)" summer, when it is
very dry, and offea they will not burn even then.
Wet swamps
burn only in extraordinarily
dry years, or when an unusually
hot fire is driven through the trees by a strong wind.
The trees
on the edges of swanips, however, are frequently
killed before
the fire is stopped bv the danlp sphagnum
moss.
Sometimes
the larger
trees art' not
beginniug
in the tops.

killed

outright,

but

did

gradually,

INJt'RV TO _;OVNG GROWTtL
The larger hardwood trees resist fires adnlirably, and are killed
only in the case of very severe fires.
Yolmg growth
is often
killed outright.
All young trees are more sensitive
to fire than
larger ones, because
the bark is thin and delicate,
mid also
because the branches being low what is a surface-fire is to them
a crown-fire,
killing
their tender shoots.
Young Pitch Pine,
however,
withstands
remarkably
severe burning.
Frequently
surface-fires burn ap to the crowns of small Pitch Pine, scorching the lower branches, but leaving
most of the crown intact,
and with it the lift" of tlle tree.

INJURY TO TIlE SOIL.
()he injuri(,us effect of forest fires which is apt to be neglected
or even disputed
is that which results from the destruction
of
the layer of vegetable waste
on the ground
in uudisturbed

mid mold which is ahvays fmmd
forests.
This forest floor, ,as it is

called, is made up of two parts : Ist, the upper wholly or partially decayed mass of leaves, twigs, and other vegetable material,
called litter ; and 2d, the thick, brownish, crunlbly mass of real
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bmnns, which finally is intimately
mixed with the mineral soil.
In New Jersey" the upper layer of litter, which becomes exceedingly dry and burns rapidly, is generally
looked upon as a positive evil, a danger to the welfare of the forest.
This has led
many owners of forest property' to burn their land every spring
before the dry' season commences,
and thus destroy, the litter.
Fires are in this way prevented from burning over the land later
in the seasou and injuring
the timber.
.Many people believe
that this is the only way to protect their land from fire. As
long as there is no organized
fire service, this ammal burning of
the laud and the consequent
deterioration
of the forest is certainly better than the destruction
of vahmble timber.
If, however, the danger from forest fires can be reduced, which is shown
elsewhere
to be entirely possible, this annual burning
becomes
mmeeessary.
Tllat it should cease is extremely
desirable
in
view of the fact that in the majority of cases it is an actual
injury to the forest.
An occasional
light surface-fire
cau do comparatively
little
harm to the forest aside from the injury to young g'rowth, for
oMy tbe upper layer of dried leaves is burned and the lower,
more vahmble humus remains.
Severe fires destroy the whole
of the forest floor, and a considerable
uumber of years must pass
before it can be formed again.
Contimml burning, if it does not
actually destroy, the layer of hunlllS, prevents
new lmmus from
forming, and what is left finally becomes disiutegrated,
and the
same result follows as thoogll it were destroyed at once.
Wirerever nmy be said of individual
fires, their effect as a whole in
South Jersey' is simply disastrous.
On tbe loose, porons, sandy soil of southern New Jersey wirerever tends to prevent the drying-out
of the surface is vahlable,
for without
moisture
in the soil all other factors are of little
consequence.
According to (;ennan
authorities,
humus formed
raider conifers is capable of holding four or five times its own
weight of water without losing a single drop, and it has besides
a remarkable
power of absorbing
watery vapor from the air.
A
layer of lmmus is a powerfitl factor in preventing
evaporation,
and in New Jersey' this drying-out
of the soil is one of the most
serious effects of the removing of the forest cover.
Prof. Ebermayer, of the University
of Munich, lms established
by actual
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experiments
that a forest soil with a good layer of Immus will
lose two and one-half times less water by evaporation
than forest
soil where tile humus is wanting.
HttIil_tS, by millgl{ll g intimately
with the mineral soil, adds to
it a proper consistency
; it makes binding soils more porous, and
loose soils more tenacious.
It moderates
the extremes
of telnperatnrc
in the soil, and this is of great importance
in sandy
regions.
Not only does huums
possess the power of absorbing
water, vapor and beat, but it has the ability to absorb some of
the most important
food materials
of plants as well.
Thus
nitrates,
phosphates,
ammonia,
&e., are held in solution read)"
for the use of the plants.
Witlmut
humus many of the most
important
mineral
materials would be washed away, especially
from the loose soil of South Jersey.
ttumus acts further
as a reservoir from which food nmterials
may 1__'obtained,
and by means of which they may be made
read)' fi_r the use of the tree in growth.
"Phe final products
of
the decmnposition
of the humus are the mineral ashes, carbonic
acid g_s, and water.
Through
the ashes of'the
leaves, twigs,
etc., a large anlonllt of the most important
materials used in the
manufacture
of wood are returned
to the soil, and tlmt in the
most usable form.
The carbonie acid gas acts powerflflly toward
the disintek, ration of the soil and in making the food constituents soluble, and in many sandy soils the value of its presence is
very great.
Thus the hmnus is really a manure to the forest.
If this layer of vegetable mold is destroyed tim soil is impoverished at once.
It loses one of the most powerfnl
agents in its
decomposition,
loses its activity also, and finally becomes practically dead.
In Europe
it has been long recognized
tlmt the
presence of lmmus is very beneficial to the forest, and its absence
disastrous.
This has led to laws forbidding tim removal of the
litter by peasants.
The experience
of tim Germans lms taught
them that when the litter is continually
taken away the forest
becomes lnore and nmre open_ the sun's rays and a freer circulation of air are admitted, the hulnus dlsappears, the soil dries out
and the trees become short, scrubby, and short-lived.
Furtller,
the soil eventually
becomes so impoverislmd
that trees wlfieh
were at first produced are replaced by less fastidious and usually
less valuable species.
Tlms in many parts of Germany,
where
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formerly hardwoods
thrived, now Pine is the o1113'species that
can be profitably grown.
It is not necessary,
however,
to.go to Germany
to see the
effect of the destruction
of hmuus oi1 the welfare of the forestAbundant
illnstration
is found in South Jersey.
The conditions
are somewhat different from those in Europe, for there the litter
is removed
from the forest by the peasants,
while here it is
burned
oll the ground.
The mineral
substances
remain, but
when the huums is destroyed they are probably, for the most
part, washed away in the deep porous sand.
The most serious injury from fire in New Jersey is its effect on
the reprodnetion
of the forest.
Hope is frequently
expressed
for
the flmtre of the Pine in New Jersey because the Pitch Pine
springs tip so persistently
after fire. It is true that throughont
the fire-scarred tracts small Pine appears in great profllsion after
fires, but a close examiuation
reveals the fact that in many cases
these are not seedlings, but sprouts from the stools of the trees
wlfich were apparently
killed.
It is true that seeds germinate
quickly on the sandy soils because of the capacity of the soil to
become readily heated.
But where the bare soil is exposed to
the scorching sun and wind, as on large stretches
of land in the
coastal regions of South Jersey, it is difficnlt for seedlings to survive.

.MORAL EFFECT OF FIRES ON POPULATION.
It is obvious that where the forest is constantly exposed to fire
and there is no adequate protection,
its value must be greatly
depreciated.
Ttie result is that the timber is often cut before
its maturity.
Landowners
believe that with proper protection
against fire the vahie of forest property will be greatly increased.
The fires have been so abundant that the people have come
to look upon ttlem as inevitable, and there is a deplorable lacl_
of real interest among land-owuers
in regard to any attempt
to
introduce
State protection.
Large tracts of laud are owned by
non-resideut
capitalists,
and timber-stealing
is very COUl1110n,
especially after fires.
When the timber is killed ulally persons
consider it better to use tbe dead trees for cordwood than to allow
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timber

o11 tracts

of Iand to which they have ilo right.
There
is 11o doubt that
torcst fires encourage
a spirit of lawlessness and a disregard of
property rights.
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Effect of Fire on the Forest Production.
All who are fanfiliar with the conditions of South Jersey know,
from their own observation
or from what has been written, that
forest fires are very eonunon and enormously
llarmflll.
But the
extent of the damage is not often fully compreheilded,
for the
devastated
lands are compared with the forests which are now in
existellce, and not with those which grew originally,
and which
might still be flourishing if the land had been protected.
It was
the imrpose in this investigation
to determine
by actual measurements
the condition
of the forest on burned areas, and to
compare it with forest which had been protected from fire. A
large number of sample plots, mostly of one acre each, were surveyed in different sections, the trees eareflflly measured, and notes
were made of the height,
age, density,
condition, etc.
From
these vahmtion
surveys, the results of which are stmunarized
below, an accurate picture of the forest under different conditions
can be obtained, and the deterioration
of the forest can be traced
step by step from the
wastes, with scattered
which are so abundant

THE

heavy timber 200 ?'ears old to the barren
fire-scarred Pine sprouts and scrnb Oaks,
in South Jersey.

ORIGINAL

TIMBER.

The knceater part of southeastern
New Jersey was originally
covered with a heavy growth of Pine.
The poorer soils were
probably occupied
by Pitch Pine, the medium and better soils
by Shortleaf Pine and hardwoods
and the deep swamps by Cedar.
From a study of scattered old timber, it is estinmted
that the
original mature Pine forest yielded o11an average from five to ten
thousand board feet per acre.
The tilnber was
?'ears old mid 15 to 20 inches in diameter, with
as large as 24, or even 3° inches.
The average
timber was 65 to 7o, hnd the maximum
80
(109)

about 15o to 200
occasional
trees
height of the old
to 90 feet. The
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forest wa_s open, with comparatively little undergrowth.
It
probably had a density of o.6 to o.8, if we consider that of a fldly
stocked stand to be I.O. The seventeen sample plots in the
smmuary, oll page 99, show the condition of the original forest.
SECONDGROWTH.
Wile,, this timber was cut off, a second growth of Oak and
Pine took its place on the better soils, while on poor soil Pitch
Pine was the principal species. The second growth was chiefly
of seedling origin.
From the time of the first heavy cutting, fires began to play
an increasingly important part in the development of the forest.
When the young trees were killed back by cutting or burning,
the stunlps, both of the hardwoods and the Pitch Pine, sent 111)
spnmts.
Where the hind was protected from fire, seedlings
returned and a thrifty second growth resulted, but when fires
contimled to run the few seedlings which crept in were in tnrn
killed back, and afterward sprouted again; many trees were
entirely killed; the fi,rcst became thinner and thimmr; the
ground clothed itself with a dense growth of huckleberries, scrub
Oaks and dry-land mona, or the soil was completely laid bare;
and land which once produced heavy timber was ,,lade ahnost
wortlll..'ss. It requires but a glance at tile surveys take,, on
badly burned land, i. ('., those of Table 3, to see, in the nnmber
of trees, the yield per acre, and the density, the deplorable con.dition of the forest.

CONCLVSIONS

I)ERIVED

FROM

THE

VALUATION

SURVEYS.

For the acres in Table 3 the density averages o.3, the number
of trees per acre I33, and the yield 2.9 cords. From the study
of sec(md-km)wth timber which has not been burned, it is clear
that the densk.v would be o. 7 to o.8 if the tract lind bee,, pro.
tectcd from fire. If we assume that the trees on ttle protected
tract were sprouts there would be about three times as nmch
wood per acre. If the trees were from the seed there would be,
at forty years of age, on land fully stocked, about 1,2oo trees and
not less than 20 cords per acre, or about six times as nmch as is
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Average
dtameter.

Avenge
diameter over
6 inches.

Inches

Inches

67
7o
78

....
....

5 ......
6 ......

II3
9z

....
....

m.o
:t2.o

......
.....
9 .....

65
71
68

..... . . .
....

86

i iiI

De/e-

FOa_ST.

ex ......
......
3 ......

4 ......

/he

of Fire.

1.

ORImNAL

per

Showl)tg

lhe Effecls

I3.9
]4.o
I3.o

Average
age.
Years.

Yield per
acre_,
Board Feet.

Io_-aoo
"
"

Dan/ity.

m,
I7o
9,925
8,94o

o[67
o.6

"
"

8,ooo
7,739

0.6
0.6

i3.o
I2.4
I2.5

""
"

7,52i
7,488
7,2o8
6, t34
5,76o
5,631
5,200
4.618
4,5oo
3.7oo
3,369

o6
o.6
o.6
0.7
0.6
o.5
0.6
0.55
0.6
o.7
0 55

6,63i

0.6

"

I0

.....

IO 4

....

II.2

"

H
12
13
14
IS
16
17

.........
......
......
......
......
.....
......

97
45
80
85
97
245
74

'*

....
....
....
....
....
....

I0.2
I3.I
IO.I
zI.o
m.7
9 .o
10.4

Average,

91

....

if. 7

8,s s

"
"

"
"'
"
"
. . .

.
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2.

Gr_OWTHON LAND PROa'EeT_D FROM F:RE.
i
uu

_. ,$

-3 _

Average age.

25;6 . . .
323 • - •

2o
21
22

36,
4_2
573

98
6.6
5 .2

• • •
• . .

5°
40-60
4° 60

- •
. .

48
34
2I

_3
24

27')
x,o:_'_

6.6
4.4

• •
. .

55 (est)
40 (est.)

. .
. .

20
20

o.8 Chiefly fromseed
0.7
'
0.8 i
]"
Seedling
°'7 ' l second growth.
0. 9
"

25
2t_
27
2N
29
3°

724
532
55u
4to
9521
'q'q

4.,_
5.3
4.8
5.3
33.97

.
.
.
•

40-6o
40-60
4o-6o
4o-6o
35-40
35-40

. .
. .
. .
• •
......

20
18
I6
14
I37

0.95 Chieflyfromseed.
0.75
o.S
o.7
Lo
Sprouts.
0.8

54 _

5"5

.
.
.
. .
. 8.8

8O
So

.....

7,397 i ' "
7,6O4 • •

.
.
.
.

7,500

Table

t 2f

I.O
I.o

J
Seedling
[ second growth

1_4
I9

Average

_.6
_;9

__

0.8

3.

SECO._D GROWa'rI Or_ [,_,SD _aDt,V _UR_D.

Pio'.
NO.

3:
32
33
34
35
36
37
3s
39

No. of
trees
_er acre,

lO3
33,_
9S
_89
19I
9'
I2I
22I
200

Average
d_ameter.
lnc,qes.

Average age.
Yeats.

7.0
4.7
6.4
4. 8
4.8
5"7
4.9
3._
3.6

30-4 ° (est.)
.
(est)
3°_'4°

Yield
per acre/
_ords.

Density.

20-3o
3o-4o

7.5
7
I
5
4.2 I
4.2
3A
2.8
2. 7
26

o.5
o.6
o2
°.3
0.2
O.2
O.2
o.I
0.4

Remarks.

,Chiefly

40

73

5,5

25-30

2. 3

o. I

4t
42
43

_77
_ _S
114

34
4.4
4-4

20-30
30"-40

2.2
2.2
2. i

o.I
o. 4
o. 3

44
45

l,)t
t)o

2. 9
4 5

2.1
I. 7

0.2
0.2

46
47
48
49

t35
4-"
26
t4

3 .2
5.5
4.2
5.5

1.6
1.3
0.4
0. 5

0. 3
0.2
o.I
o._

I

x33

4.8

2"9 ,

03

I

Average

20-30
30-40
3°
.......
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AREAS.

The following
detailed
descriptions
of the lneasurenlents
taken in differentparts
of South Jersey contain the essential facts
from which the conclusions
in tile preceding
sectious were
drawn.
They illustrate
the methods used in the investigation
and give some indication
of the localities studied and of the
amount of labor iltvolved.

()rzf_iJta/

Foresl at 14/[Jts/ow.

'

A satisfactory
understanding
of the loss occasioned
by forest
fires in South Jersey presupposed
a knowledge
of what the land
is capable of producing when uninjured
by burning.
To acquire
such knowledge
was not easy.
There are comparatively
few places where original
pine Call
still be found, and in these the soil is apparently
better tllau on
the fire-scarred areas now covered with straggling,
scrubby second
growth.
These places nlay, however, be used to illustrate
the
original
conditions,
for the soil on areas now fire-scarred
was
douhtless
more productive
wllen covered with a rich layer of
forest litter than it is now ; and while the original trees over tile
greater
part of South Jersey were probably for the most part
Pitch Pine, the yield per acre probably did not fall far short of
that of the Shortleaf (locally called Yellow) Pine now found on
the areas studied, the fertility of which was somewhat
ahove the
average.
One plot of old timber situated
near Winslow is owned by
Mr. J. H. Rosenthal,
of Philadell>hia.
The large Pine was
being cut for the inarket while this plot was being studied, and
the meastlrellleilts
were taken as the trees were sawed into logs.
hi this forest the Yellow Pine predominates,
but there are considerable munbers of l?itch Pine as well.
The Pine occurs both
itr patches arid scattered
over the area, and is associated
with
small Oaks and a few larger ones.
The trees reach a diameter of
two and a height of eighty-five
feet.
The larger Oaks, White
and Chestnut,
in some cases _each a dimneter of thirty inches,
while among the smaller trees Black and Post Oaks are found.
Tire soil is a white sand, with a slight admixture
of loam on the
8 POR
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better portions.
In this forest there were measured
twelve
sample acres, a sunnnary of which is given iu Table 5, below.
The following sample acre is given in full and flmlishes
a very
good mental picture of the average conditions in this forest.

Table
01tc .tcru

J[casured

4.

:\rear

l,PTuslow, .,Vew _ersey.

Pina
Diameter,
breast high.

including
stump_.

3 Inches ......
4 "
. .....
5
......
6
......
7 "
. .....
8 "
......
9 "
. .....

White
Oak.

Black
Oak.

26
_2
io
8
4
6
6

7
14
15
21
i2
3
I

4

I

2

.

I

2

I
z
2
2
6
2
4

IO

L_

•

II

"

......

• • .

° •

4

12

_'

......

14

1

....

I3

"

• .....

.5

i

, .

14

*l

......

8

I

.

I5

"

. .....

5

' •

4
,

"

......

2

.

•

17
I_

"
_l

.
•

6

.

.

19
20

'_
_

I

.

.

.....

,

,

•

Post
Oak.

....
4
2
2
i
I
I

Hickory.

2
!

I

.

16

.....
° *

Chestnut
Oak.

....

68

79

75

;5

;

4

Average height of Pine, 68 feet. Diameter of the average tree over ten
inches, i3. 7 inches Total volume, 2,i27 cubic feet. Total merchantable
volume over ten inches, 7,_o8 board feet. Yield of hardwoods, 7,0 cords
(est.).
Soil, dry sand. Flat. Undergrowth composed of young Oaks and a few
Pine seedlings, ttumus rather poor. Density, 0.6 of the normal.
The
studied

following
table gives a sumulary
at \Viuslow.
The mercbantable

of tim twelve acres
trees
are of various

ages, from I2O to coo years old.
It will be seen that there are
Oll all average about 45-50 trees per acre over io illcllcs_ with all
average yield of about 7,ooo board feet.
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Table
Summary

5.

of _easttrements
opt Twelve .dcres
H,[inslozv, !Vezo Jersey.

:.8.H

°'_
'

z2
3

z15

,

_._

of Old Pine

=°a

_,_

'Inch,,.!

_.

,_
Inches

Inches.

F ....

Cu. _.

Bd. ft.

13.9
I4.O
I 34
61
_z.o.I

I4.4.
2_
69.I
I6.2'
18
68.8
_4.81 z8 66._

2,882
Io,
z7o
2,917
9,926
_,8I_ 8940

86,
9_

i_.7
_z.o _1
I5

[3.9
134[ _ 2o
z8 69.7
68.I

2,548
_557

8768657I
9
zo _o4:
12 45 43

_2.a
[3.0
z2._
tt.z
z'_.i

I3.5
I
_4.3
z3.I' '
_2.6.
z4._

19
2_
19
z7
20

2,388
7,488 12o
7.0
2,228
I_I 6.8
2,z27 7.52I
7,208 I 174
5.7
2,048 6,_34 124 6.4
L6z3 _ 5,63_
6 6.3

_4
17

II.O_1
IO.4 II

z3A'
12.8

_69 56.8
56.8

85
74, 62
57

OrigDtal

66.3
67.5
68./
68.i
58.1

z,7o8
L275

"

Inches

671
70
781

,I
'1I
i
I

at -

I4o
96 _19
]37 5.6

6.8
5.5
5.5

8,828
5.9 [3.5
7.5
7,739 ' I6Z
z83 6.9

4,618'
3,369

9.0
8.
7.55
7.3
o.o

1471
_59 6.9
63 zLo
9.0

Forest at 2Vew Lisbon.

Another forest of old Pine was found at New Lisbon, on t'be
estate of Mr. Black.
Here, as at Winslow, the Piue was scattered
in patches, mixed with oaks, and as before, the Shortleaf
Pine
predoluinated.
The average yield of Pine on the five acres
measured was about 5,5oo board feet and the number of trees
per acre over ten inches in diameter
sample acre will serve to illustrate
This plot is fi_red
in Plate VII.

about rift)'.
The following
the forest in this section.
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( )m , h ;-, ,lit a.wtrcd
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6.
Near

Arew LT)bon,/\few

Jersey.

P_ne,
Diameter
_rea..t

including

high.

: Inch
2 Inches
3
4
5
6
7

stumps.

3
I
8
5
2
5
7
2
6
7
5

White

Black

Chestnut

Oak.

Oak.

Oak.

Oak.

5
19
24
26
24
6
8
• . .
. .
. ..

• •
2
./.

11
to
_:

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

I8
I8
13
I4
7
13
3
z
I
2
t

t2

......

17

]3

......

7

I4

......

4

Ifi

......

6

I

if+

......

I

I

17
IN
r9

........
........
......

2

7
I3
[3
in
io
IO
3

I

S,q

94

.

.

•

•

66

Post

[

i 12

4

Average height, about 65 feet.
Diameter of the average tree over ten
inches, za,S inches.
Yield of Pine over ten inches, 5 2oo board feet; of
small Pint, I._ cords; of Oaks, 3.5 cords
Soil, dry white sand.
Flat.
Burned over every spring, and underbrush
killed.
Density, 0.6 of the
llOrlllal.

Table
P/z'+" .qcrcs
N0,

No.

Pine

Pi_e

Plot inciudmg

over

NO.

>tump_.

z_ in.

5

Ave.
Diam.
breast

high.

Inches.

No.

Studied
Ave.

7.
at 2\rezv Lisbon.
l_|¢rch.

Ave.

Pine

Diam.

Pine.

Small

under

hrcasthigh.

Board

Pine+

No.

hreasthlgh,

Yield,

to in.

Inches.

feet.

Cords.

Oak,

Inchelt.

Cords,

i3o
233
276
383
I19

:t3

46

z5. i'

86

4-9

8,oo_

2.6

I I

t)7

64

I 1.8

5I

6.2

5,760

2.8

_3
I5
t6

8o
97
--43

52
53
37

12,8
12
12

39
44
2o8

4.7
5.2
3.4

5, 2oo
4,5 °o
3,7oo

L[
1.5
3.8
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3.0
3.9
38
40
3.I

i. 3
3.5
3.5
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I.o
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GROWTH.

\Vhen land of this character
by a growth of hardwoods
and

is cut over it is usually followed
Pine oll the medium and better

soils, and, oi1 the areas less adapted to hardwoods, by Pitch Pine,
Pine gradually
creeps back o11 the areas which have come up to
hardwoods
and in many eases crowds them out,
Often the Pine
seeds

an old field with

good

soil very abundantly,'mld

a pure

forest springs up.
Such a patch was found nearly flflly stocked
at Winslow, and two acres are given in detail on pages 52 and
53 of the Annual Report for i898.
This forest is a nearly even•

y

aged stand of Shortleaf (_ ellow) and Pitch Pine, the former predominating,
about eighty
years old, and gives an admirable
picture of what a normal
stand of Pine can produce.
A flfll
discussion of the tract is found with the surveys.
It is exceedingly interesting
to compare this stand with the old forest at
Winslow.
It will be seen that the yield in board feet is just as
large for trees over ten inches, and that the yield (over six
inches) is about twice as large, while the trees are only about
one-half as old.
Such stands as this are the great exception,
for the reproduc
tion of the forest has been left to take care of itself, the trees
have been cut with no regard whatever
to the next crop, and
fires have swept over the gromld repeatedly,
destroying
young
growth and thinning
the old timber, so tlmt ,as a rule the secondgrowth
forest is open and straggling.
The soil is abundantly
able, for the most part, to produce merchantable
timber, in spite
of repeated fires and bad cutting.
These latter, and not the soil
itself, are responsible for the present poor condition of the forest,
which needs only protection
value in the end.
Secoud

and judicious

Groa,l/z

cutting

to regain

its

al l.FTu_iJzZs.

A mmlber of acres of second growth
studied
near Whitings
are exceedingly
interesting,
both as to their origin and their
growth and development.
The surveys given below were taken
about two miles southeast
of Whitings,
on a private
tract of
about one thousand
acres.
The forest is a pole wood of high
density, containing
trees of two age classes, one about fifty to
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sixty', the other thirty to forty years old.
The larger trees have
every appearance
of being of seedling origin.
The smaller trees
seem like sprouts, for they are crooked
and contorted, and of
very slow growth.
There are, further,
ulauy small, twisted
trees, thirty" to fifty years old, and only one to two inches in
diameter, which spread out in umbrella
form at about six to
eight feet from the _.,_rollnd. It is reasonably
certain that these
are stunted 'sprouts, which manage to live in the shade of tile
pole woods and grow only enough to maintain their existence.
The humus is deep and the soil a dry white sand.
There has
been no fire for many years, the tract having" been successfully
protected by" careflfl watching.
The average
height of the

older

el,ass of trees

is 45, of the

younger
36 feet.
The rate of growth for the older trees is one
inch in diameter in fifteen years, of the smaller trees one inch in
twenty years.
Although
it is extremely
difficult
to determine
definitely
whether the older trees on this area are seedlings or sprouts, the
conclusion arrived at from study here and elsewhere is that they
are seedlings.
The old stumps probably have a limited capacity
for sprouting.
It is the roots of the second and third growth
and the succeeding
generations
that produce sprouts
freely.
The following
_mple acre will serve to illustrate
the character
of this second growth :
Table
OJtr .'1err _lfl'asur('d

8.

._,'car IV/H'/ing% New fersev.

Diameter
"ore_t high.

Pine.

I Inch ....................
2 Inches ..................
3
....................
4
....................
5
....................
6
...................
7
....................
,q
....................
t_

.

*

• • •

•

lo
I!

....................
....................

I2

,

.

,

.

,

.

18
3°
44
43
76
8o
30
4°
..............

2I

17
9
..............

2

4_o
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sand.
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Slope,

Ground
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14.o¢ords.(est.
). Average
diameter,
getltle
to northwest.
Undergrowth,

,5.3 inches.
Soil,
Huckleberries

Humus,

normal.

deep.

Density,

o 7 of the

Table
Si.vSurveys

Plot
No.

1I 9

9.

at 14:hl?iptgs, N. J.
Average
Maximum
diameter
dlameter
breast high. breast high.
laches.
Inches.

Vield.
Cot dr.

Yield
per acre.
Cords.

IZ

I7

34

z3

2I

2I

4.8

It

I0

20

5-3
4.8
5.3

12
12
I2

9
16
_4

I8
16
14

Noof
Pine.

Area.
Acres.

2t

241

_

6.6

22

573.

I

5.2

25

362

_

26
27
28

266
559
4to

½
i
t
Piue

white
and

Sprouts

at H:h#btgs.

In discussing the question of sprout Pine g'rowth it is instructire to study both verbal and visual'pictures
of an area which is
surely of this origin.
This forest is about one mile west of the
preceding
acre, and is probably of tbe same age as the smaller
trees on that plot.
The young pole-wood has a density nearly
normal
and the soil is a dry white sand.
There is an und_
growth of huckleberries
and Scrub and Post Oaks but the area
has not been burned over and the humus is excellent.

One-quarter

Acre
14:hz?iJ_gs, N. f.
2 Inches,

3
5
6
8
247
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rioration from the condition described above to the desolate
stretches of sand-barrens in some sections of Ocean county.
The first stages of deterioration of the forest may be illustrated by tlle valnation survey which was taken near West Creek,
Ocean county, New Jersey.
The soil is a fine white sand, with
a moderate layer of lmmus. The land has been burned a mmlber of times, but the fire has been chiefly confined to the surface.
The trees are very coarse and scrnbby, and that while fhere
is a fairly large nmnber per acre, the diameters are small and
the trees stand too far apart for good natural pruning to take
place. The gromld is covered with huckleberries and Scrub
Oaks between the Pines. Tbese trees are probably about thirty
to forty years old. In a normal stand of tbis age there should
be not less than nine lnmdred to one thousand stenls per acre.
Table 12.
Olle Acre 2kfeasztred _)t Second-Grozvlh

Pine 2Vear 141esl

Creek, Oceapl Comely, 2\_jr.
Diameter,

No. of trees.

2 Inches,
3
4
3

...................
...................
.............
...................

6

..........

7
8

...................
...................

_ .....
*

.

.......

22
56
88
72
60

33
8
339

Number
Number

of Pine under two inches,
of Oak under two inches,

73.
389 .

Average diameter of the Pine, ,*.7inches.
Vield of Pine estimated to be about seven cords.
The next stage in the decline of the forest is well illustrated
by tile vahmtion survey below, and by Plate VII. This survey
was taken near Ongs Hat, Burlington county.
The area has
been burned mm_y times, and tile trees are scrnbby and scattered.
There is but little undergrowth, and ahnost no thrums, and even
Scrub Oaks find difficulty ill growing.
The number of trees is
even less than before. The photograph is taken near Tuckerton,
but shows tile salne stage in tile deterioration of the forest as the
valuation survey.
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Oltc ,'tcr,

,lfcasttrcd

JERSEY.

13.

/;z ,S'Fcond-Growlh

]lur//;(g/on

NEW

Cottnl),,

PiJze dVcar

z\ze,zu Jerso,.
No. of
trees,

1)iameter.

.- Inches,. ..................
3
. • • • • • ...........
4

.............

6

.............
. • * ....

7

,

•

• •

* • •

....

• .

• • •

18

•
.......

• •

• •

23
[2

o
* •

,

• •

• •

35
7

•

...................
..............

9

O;z_rs Hat,

•

9
6

• *

.......

S
II8

Number of Pine under two inches, io8.
Number of Oak under two inches, x62.
Average diameter of the Pine. 3.7 inches.
Yield of Pine estimated to be about L6 cords.
Soil, gravelly sand. Flat. Density, o.4.

Table
A'inc

14.

°S'am_lc . tcrcs Shoa41(V

a Sl/ll

hl lll_' I)ch'rioraNon

of/he

P)trlhcr

v

.

T

Inches.

m5
98

34

I89

36
37
39
43
45
47

94
I21
2_o
H4
9°
4x

7.0
64
48
$7
49
36
4.4
4.5
5.5

I
......

_ .
k _

3r
33

S/qct"

]-))rest by Fire.

.....
J .

Advanced

Locality,

Inches

t4
13
8
12
9
9
8
8
IO

7.5
S.o
4.2
3A
28
2.6
2A
1.7
_3

74
68"
•
78
77
i39
36
t

H3
r
208
7o8
34
274
411

0.6
o.2
O.5
o.2
o.2
0.4
0.3
o,2
0.2
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Ongs Hat.
Ongs Hat.
Near East Plains.
Ongs Hat.
Near East Plains.
Spriug Hill.
,Tuekerton
,Near East Plains,
_Ongs Hat.
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The three sample acres in the next table
of a younger
forest, but one which llas
burned and is in a lower stage bf decline
acres.
The soil is dry and tile lluulus lms
destroyed.
The trees are all crooked and
Pitch Pine.
There are large numbers
of

show the condition
been more severely
than the preceding
been almost entirely
scrubby sprouts
of
Scrub Oaks on the

ground.
Table
Three

15.

Sample Acres ShowiJtff
a I/c O, Advanced
S/age
Delerzbralzbn
of the Fores! Through Fire.

Plot
No.

Pine
over att
in drameter.

Average
diameter
breast
hi h.
Inches.

Maximum
diameter
breast
high.
Inches.

Average
Oak
diameter
over a" breast
in di.
hi h.
ameter,
lne_es,

38

221

3.I

5

....

4x
45

I77
r35

3.4
3.2

6
5

....
83

in She

Pine
under
ael In
diameter.

Oak
under
_¢_in
diameter.

Denlity.

466

3_2

o.4

386
62

25o
147

o.I
o.3 Spring Hill

2.1

Locality.

Near East
Plains.

By such steps as tbese the forest has been reduced from a fine
old growth
of merchantable
timber
to a straggling,
scrubby
growth of sprouts.
The stage in deterioration
next to the last
is shown by four surveys taken on land near Tuckerton,
which
was burned ill I894 , and the trees of which had apparently
been
killed, but had began
to sprout again from the crown and the
base.
The dead trees, those sprouting
at the base and those
sprouting
in the crown, were all counted separately.
It is worth
while to note that tile larger trees are those which sprout in
the crown and that the small trees sprout at the base.
Table
Four

Plot
No.

Acres

Pine
iproutiug
in
crown.

l|,[casured

Average
dlarateter
breast high.
Inches.

1

16".

l\rear Tucker/on,
ht z894.
Pine
sprouting
at
stump,

Average
diameter
breast high.
lnehea

40

26

5-5

I21

4.8

48
49
56

73
14
7

4.2
5.5
6.o

I3O
....
....

i. 9

Ar J., Burned

Dead
Pine.

Average
diameter
breast high.
lnchea.

23

6.4

230
Not
counted
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The Plains.
The East or Lower Plains are situated for the most part in
Burlington coupty, between Tuekerton and the East Branch of
tile Wading river. The West or Upper Plains lie nearly north
of tile East Plains, and are separated from them by this stream.
Tile former cover 7,737 and the latter 6,662 acres.
The land is rolling, with high ridges and deep ravines. On
the ridges the soil is a coarse, gravelly sand; in the hollows
chiefly sand also, but rather fine in grain. The upper soil is
extremely dr),, and in places there is a hard subsoil at a depth
of one to two feet.
The Plains are for the nlost part covered with a small and
ragged growth of Pitch Pine, Scrub and Black Jack Oaks, Laurel, Bearberry and other small plants of t-he Heath family. The
Pine and Oak are of three descriptions : _st, a stunted, prostrate
k,rowth from two to four feet in height, which covers by far the
largest part of the Plains ; 2d, Pine from six to fourteen feet in
height, very stunted and branching nearly to the ground, with a
growth of Scrub Oak below. This growth covers a comparatively small part of the Plains.
Iu many cases fire has killed
the trees, and there is hut little young sprout growth coining up,
but where the land has not been .burned so severely young
shoots are abundant;
3d, the large Piue, from fourteen to
twenty-five feet in height, usually very crooked and scrubby,
with a thick growth of Scrub Oak underneath.
This growth is
rare, and is found only in deep ravines or on the edge of Cedar
swalllps.
In many cases the Plains are terminated abruptly by large
timber.
Often, however, the growth merges gradually into that
of the surrounding forest. In this case tile Pine becomes progresslvely more erect, the soil takes on a covering of dry-land
moss, humus, and shrubs, and the trees finally reach the size
characteristic of the surrounding country.
*This

descrlptloa

is from the Annual

Report

of the State

Geologist

for t898, aBd is by Gi_rd

(I25)
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Pine is chiefly

of coppice

sprouts from the stumps
which have been killed
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growth,
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is, it consists

of

or from the creeping branches of trees
back by fire. If the small specimens

arc carefully examiued,
however, it will be fonnd that, although
thev have tne appearance
of sprouts, they are in many cases
reaily seedlings, wkh stems and branches creeping on the ground.
Sprou{ing
stumps are fimnd which have been killed back but
once, ,_ well .as old gnarled
burls, veterans
of many burnings,
covered with knobs from which protrude
the charred
stubs of
dead branches
amt the new living shoots.
Sometimes
these
burls are compact, ahnost globular, but more often they take the
fornl of uulnerolls
creeping stenls_ radiating
fronl
a colnnlon
root
and sending out sprouts from the knobs of old scars at the cud.
I)cad stumps a*c
again and again,
dead.
The alge of
counted and found

common
until at
the main
to be as

at leant one hundred
Within the linlits
of Pine which

which, in times past, have sprouted
length they became exhausted
and
root of a number of such stmnps was
much as fort?', sixty, and in one case

?'ears.
of the Plains there

are erect and growing

they arc fonnd to be health.v
sheltered hollows.

are iudividual

thriftily.

seedlings,

On examination

standing

The roots of the Pine ou the Plains are often short
developed.
This is doubtless
the ha.d subsoil, which the

specimens
generally

in

and poorly

due to the lack of moisture aud to
roots apparently
find difficulty in

penetra'.ing.
AGE

OF

THI_:

PINE.

There is a prevailing
opinion that the Pine coppice on the
Plains is very old. The Plains are said to have been in their
present
condition
since the country was first settled, and the
collclusion is drawn that the trees are nearly two hundred
?'ears
of age.
It may be true that the barren stretches
had much the
same appcarauce
two centuries
ago that they now present, but
the sprouts now on the -_rouud are young.
Fifty-five stems were
cut ou the \Vest Plains and their age was eouuted, and fiftythree ou the East Plains.
These fignres are given iu the following tables

:
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Table
/lg_e (f Pi#e

Height.
Feet.

8
8
6
8
8
5
8. 5
6
6

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

S_ro2tls
oil lhe
Ion, Burh'ltglolz

Age.
Years.

Height.
Feet.

17
15
xi
IS
_4
i2
20
ii
9

5-5
6
7
8
8.5
9
6
8
3.5

of Larger

Height.
Feet.

Pine

Age,
Y_a_.

Age.
Years.

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

H
io
12
[I. 5
12

.......
.......
.......

20

13

17
16
io
14
I4
i6
I4
I3
I1

Height.
Feet,

4
5
3-5
6
2.5
4
65
7
2

7"tlckeJ:

Age.
Years,

.......
.....
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

16
". • 14
io
I4
12
13
i8
I9
9

lhe LflIH_s

of/he

Lower

Age.
Yea_,

Height.
Feet.

Age.
Yea_.

23
36
4o
27
38

17
17
I9
2L5
17

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

38
4I
43
4I
33

.......

3°
13
i6
I5
24

II
13
I3
12
12

.......

4°

I[,

5 .......

28

I0

.......

22

.......

24

21

.......

4°

I0.

5 .......

22

46
42

i8

.......

39

_3
Io

.......

2i .......
17. 5 .......

._ ......
.......
.......
......
.......

Plaz)ts AZear
Jesse),,.

18.

Groz_:e)(_
Wl?hin
Plal)ts.

Heighl.
Feet.

I2 7

17.

Loz¢:er or Eas!
Cototly,
New

Table

Zlee
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Table

. {_',

of l'[m

.h'_raltls

('haL_'a',ml]t,

Height.
lCeet

ou

Uibper

tile

.......
......
.......
.......
.......
s .......
:_._ .......
.......
2._ .......
4 .......
8 .......
5 .......
t, .......

Bttrliltgton

12
3[
a2
E6
_S
_3
15
_3
9
8
I6
13
15

3
2,5
4.5
5
5.5
4.5
6
3
3.5
6
7.5
4
5

• I;,t

of L<t*_,r

Age,
ye.lr_"

H,-ig:t.
['f.L-t,

15
lr
la
_4
Ii

......
.......
......
.....
.......

From
largest
growth

/gin'

39
a1
29
3°
35

these

or

Coltnly,

Age,
Yearj.

.......
.......

Height.
Ft_c/t,

measurements

l\rew

Near

Jersey.

Height.
Feet.

Age.
x.'ear$.

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

t7
7
9
lo.
tl
9
I5
tt
to
9
_5
io
I3

20.

Grozoi*zg
14/i/hiJz
( _)Oer l_lahzs.

r4
9
Io
I6
H
13

P/aiJts,

IVes[

tt
7
7
3
8 . 3.5
Jo
5
t6
4
t5
3.5
12
4.5
8
3.5
9
4.5
13 ) 3.5
i6 , 6
7
4
x2
5

.....
.......
......
.......
......
.......
.......
.......
......
......
.......

Table
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19.

Age.
Height
yex,lqJ. Feet.

1
3
7-5
¢_

NEW

z_ge.
'yeltl_,

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

/he

trees are under
fifty )'ears
averages
about
ten to fifteen

appears
of age,
years.

of/he

Height
Feet.

31
2_
22 , z3
22 ] 19
3°
I7
36
I4
3a

it

/=imz_s

that
and
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Age.
'_e_r i,

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

the
that

44
33
46
39
g7

oldest
the

and
snmI1
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CONDITION.

Many attempts ]lave been made to account for the present
condition of the Plains,but theseexplanationshave not been
altogethersatisfactory.
Some have attributedthe form of the
Pine to a lack of certainmineral constltuents
in the soilnecessaryto the growth of trees. This theory,however, isdisproved
by chemical analyses of the soil lnade by the Geological
Survey,
which show no greater poverty than is conmlon to tim surrounding region.
Tim theory that fire, combined with the effect of
very poor top-soil and a hard subsoil, is the efficient cause, has
also been advanced,
and certainly
fire has been a very large
factor in bringing
about the present condition
of these areas.
Sufficient eml)h.qsis , however, lms not been laid on tim fact that
the Pine is for the nmst part of sprout origin, and on the causes
of the prostrate form of young seedling trees.
If the Plaius lmve been in their preseut eonditiou
since tbe
%ountry was first settled, they were probably
first burned over
by the hldians, who were in the babit of camping in the neighborhood, as their shell-heaps
show.
We know tlmt the western
• forests are often bnrned by the Indians
to-day, and tlmre is
reason to believe that many even-aged
stands of Pine in the
Eastern States date tlleir origin from fires set by the Indians or
by ligllting.
It is not'unreasolmble,
therefore, to suppose tlmt
these high rolliug plains were originally stripped of their forest
cover in this way.
The Pines, wbich probably returned by seed
after tlle first fire, were burned over again and again, and their
stumps sent up sprouts which became more and lnor_ feeble
after successive fires.
Many old stumps, as already pointed out,
became exhausted
and died after repeated
sprouting.
Their
place was taken by seedlings, and in this way the ground renlained stocked with Pine.
This

doaes not

explain,

however,

the

prostrate

form

of the

young seedlings and ulany of the older trees.
This peculiarity
is not confined to the Plaius alone, for Pine seedlings
growing
on bare sand in exposed situations
in tlle neighborhood
of the
Plains show the same tendency.
These
seedlings
exhibit
a
reumrkable
similarity
to the forms assumed by trees near the
timber line on high nmuutains.
It is a fair inference tlmt the
9 FOR
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very harsh and windy situations
in which they grow has an
effect analogous
to that of great elevation.
Hence it is believed
that exposure
and poor soil are entirely sufficient
to explain
why the young trees arc prostrate.
.\ larg_, part of the Pine, however, is coppice growth
from
oM stmnps which have lost their vigor to a large extent, and
under the unfavorable
surrounding
are incapable of producing
anything
lint straggling
sprouts.
Furthermore,
the trees, which
grow very slowly on the poor soil of the Plains, are killed by
fire heft)re they imve time to reach a large size.
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C_[_

CE_,4R_

80Y'R$

Cedan*

Silvicultural Notes on the White
FORM

XVhite

Cedar

grows

AND

in very

D1,;VELOPMENT.

dense

stands

and

llas in conse-

quence a short, narrow crown and a long, clear, straight
bole.
Small pin branches are often scattered over the stem, but they
do not serlously affect the quality of the wood.
Tlle length of
the green crowo is as a rule one-fourth
to one-third
the total
length of.the tree.
'I'he oldest timber studied was about eighty
}'ears old, at which age it attains a lllaxinlalll
diameter of fifteen
inches and a height
of seventy
feet. One very old unsound
specimen was measured which had a diameter
of thirty il}ches
at breast-heigl_t
and was about sex'enty feet high.
In early
youth a tap-root
is developed,
but in later life the tree lms a
flat root system, with strong superficial lateral roots.

SITUATION

AND

SOIL.

q'he White Cedar is fastidious.
It is strictly a swamp tree,
and tile boundaries
of its distribution
usually coincide exactly
with the edges of swamps, although
a few short and scrubby
stragglers
are found on dr}' ground.
In some cases where a
Cedar swamp rmm into a Pine swamp the cedar mingles with
the Pine and finally runs out where the ground is too dr}" for it
to grow.
Cedar swamps are often classified as wet and dr}'. In the former
there is standing water, a very large amount of sphagnum
moss
and usaally little or no Pine.
As a rule the timber is less dense,
and it is said to attain smaller
dimensions
and to be poorer in
quality than that growing in dry swamps.
]n both cases there
is a nllld bottom, but in dr}" swamps interlacing
Cedar roots
cover it with a complete
crust.
The drier tile swamp
the
greater the proportion
of Pitch Pine.
A hard-bottom
swamp is
_' B'J (;iff_ _, Pi_l_t_I, t_m

_b._Anu_a[ R_I_t

of the State Geologist for L_ ft.

030
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situations the trees are apt to be shaky.
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It is said that

in such

REI'RODI'CTION.

After tile young trees _row large enough
for the crowns to
meet and fi_rln a continuous
canopy, no new seedlings spring up.
A certain amouut of light is required for tlle germination
of the
seed.
The trees arc, however, able to bear very considerable
shade, both front above and front the side.
This is shown by
tile very hmg life of suppressed
crowded character
of tile woods.

trees attd by tile extremely
When a Cedar forest is cut,

young seedlings
spring tip in great abuudanee
within
two or
three )ears.
This is, as a rule, a more complete reproduction
in
dry than wet swamps,
chiefly on account
of tile atnount
of
standing
water in the latter.
It has been observed
that on
badly-lmrned
areas, as a rule, no seedlings
spring up for a long
time, even thou_zh there are seed trees close at hand.
Froln this
we mll_t conclude
either that tile seed from which the usual
reproduction
springs lies dormant
nate as soou as there is sufficient

in the soil, waiting to germilight, or that the burning of

the spha_nun
makes an inhospitable
bed for the germination
of
the seed.
To sllow how nlany young plants COllie lip on a wellseeded area, two small plots were marked
off, one of twelve
square feet, where the ground was
other of one hundred
square feet,
stumps and the reproduction
was not
were flumd 968 plants, which would

completely
seeded, and the
where there were five old
so thick.
On the first plot
nmke 3,5 I3,840 young trees

per acre.
()u the other plot there were 3,2oo plauts, equivaleut
to 1,393,92o per acre.
The youngest tree found to be bearing seed was thirteen
3'ears
old.
GROWTH,

In view of the value of Cedar, it is important
to have some
definite figures concerning
its rate of growth
and its reproductive
and

capacity.
On account of the regular
growth
of the
the comparatively
even stands, a few measurements
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suffice to afford a basis for broad generalization.
During
hunbering operations
at Job's swamp, near Whitings,
and at Marigold swamp, near New Gretna,
eighteen
trees were carefidly
analyzed.
These measurenlents
are summarized
below.

Table

21.

Summary
of e\q'neleeJz Slem Analyses
cf H/hde Cedar, lakeu
al Job's Swamp,
17:urlittg/on Cbun/),, and Alartgold
S'gva,,,,tp,

Ocea*z

Con,'tly.

!

¢
"i
"

"i°,
_

i

"d

,_

_ .

_ .

.

_{

LocAt.tn-.

ii ° l
_a

2.3 ! o.s ! 39. 24.6

o.4t

.......

12
9
17

5.8 ' 1.o
3.9
I.o
49
79
6. I
0. 7 ' 66

58.7
4o.J
56.7

5.6
1.88
0.o

5.2
5.2

"I3
/3

2
2

. .
. .

Job's
Swamp.
Job's
Swamp.
Marigold
Swamp.

J68

6.6
6.6

57.2
58.o

7.8
7. I

6.5
6.7

_3

i2

L3

MarigoldSwamp
Swamp.
Job's

14
4

12 5
ILO
I2.6
_38.7
-8
12. 7
r4 .1
_2. 9
19.o
_8.6

11.7
I0.2
It.8
8.3
_3._
I2.o
I3.5
123
17.6
17.6

32
28
41
23
37
44 ]
50'
41 i
71
i 62 t

2 2.8 Marigold
Swamp.
2 2.2 Job's
Swamp.
x 2.0 Job's
Swanlp
2 I 1.8'Job's
MarigoldSwamp
.Swamp.
_ , 2 o Job s Swamp
I 3.0 Job's
Swamp.
o 2.8 Job's
Swamp.
O 1.6 Job's
Swamp.
] ,2.2
job's
Swamp.

2_.6

2°'3

, 67 i

I L

o0.76

65
79

_83
1
2
it
10
7

8.1
8.3
8.6
7.4
8.7
9.0
9.1
9.4
IO. 5
ao.8

o. 7
o.9
I.I
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.7
1.2
1.o I

66 ' 58.3
75
6i.o
77
62.5
77 ! 64,2
58.2
66
77
6o.1
75
57.7
8o
59 8
79
61.6
79
588

6

It.2

I.I

I 79

63.9

Job's Swamp.

7

Jobs

Swamp.

The rate of growth in diameter
and height was obtained in
the same way as that of the Pine, by plotting
the progress of
the growth of each tree on cross-section
paper and drawing
a
normal
curve through
tbe various
points.
The values from
these average curves are as follows :
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.........

.......
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22.

Diameter
l _¢h_m.

3n ...........
4o .......
3° ...........
.o ........
7<1 " "
{QI

NE\V

,'?+f(;roz, '//t ilz /)iame/cr
altd//@.,/l/It
A','z',l+'IccI,' I1 7u?c Cedars.

_* +
'+c.+r.
20

OF

.

,

2.2

3.7
5.4
7.1
S6
9.8
I0

9

<?/+

1lelaht.
Feet.
...........

I1

..........
..........
..........
........
...........

21
32
40.,5
48
,54.5

....

60

The Cedar appears, from this table, to require on an average
sixty years to reach a height of fifty feet and eighty years to
reach sixty.
It is interesting
to note tlmt when the forest is
thinned the trees grow more rapidly in diameter than when they
remain in crowded stands.
At Marigold
swanlp seven stunlps
wcrc measured 6f trees which had stood for some years on the
edge of a clcaring.
'Pllese trees were growing at the rate of 2.2
illehcs in diameter
in tell years, whereas
four trees measured
within the same stand showed an average rate of growth
of
alxmt LO5 inches in ten years, or a little less than half.

YII':LI),

Thcre are few trees, if all}', which grow in as dense masses as
\Vlfitc Cedar.
In order to show the nmnber
of trees per acre
and the amount of wood at different
ages, eight sanlple plots
wcre nlc,'k';urcd and the trees counted.
These vahlatioll surveys
are summarized
below.
At twenty }'ears of age there were over
ioj×_l trees per acre, at forty yeaFs about 3,5oo, and at eighty
years in one case still over hooo.
Special attention
is directed
to Plots Nos. 51 and 5 2. These plots were within a few hundred
yards .f each other and of al)out the santo age and height.
In
the first case, however, there are nearly two lmndred trees less
and a eorrespmldingI.v
larger diameter.
\Virile tim munber
of
cubic feet per acre is ncarl.v the same the number
of board feet
is very much larger in the frst plot, although
there is a smaller
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nmnber
of trees•
Plot No. 54 is of about the same age as
Plot No. 52 , but has only one-half as many trees.
These two
plots were also very near together, the former o11 the edge of a
swamp.
A lmmber of stumps of nearly as large diameter as the
trees within the stand were counted and the age found to be the
same as in Plot No. 52.
In Plot No. 54 there were over 1,ooo
more cubic feet and over io,ooo more board feet pcr acre, though
the munber
of trees was only about one-half as great.
From
these figures it follows : First, tlmt it requires about sixty )'ears
to produce lumber
in paying quantities;
second, tlmt it would
pay to tlfin the forest when it is about forty to sixty years old.

Table
Summary

of ._a,zple
II/hi/iJ(gs,

, _

i+
_

23.

Areas
SurvcI,ed
Dt Job's Si¢,amfl,
attd illari_o/d
,_n,a,l/5, near
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Forests and Water-Supply.
Owing to the importance of tile water-sul)ply qnestion in tile
State, we have given long and earefill study to tile effect of
forests upon the run-off of tile streams. As a result, we ha';'e
reached the following conclusions, resting upon reasons and data
which we give later on :
t. Forests have no important effect upon the total evaporation
from the stream catchment, consequently the total run-off from
forested catchments is not greater than from deforested or cultivated catchnlents.
2. The springs are better sustained in forested eoimtry, the
rain-fall being absorbed more readily by tile humus and soil of
the forest, and the flow of water over tile surface to the stream
channels being obstructed by roots and other inequalities, conseqnently forest streams have a more equable flow and are not
subject to such long periods of extreme low water.
3. Floods are less frequent on forested streams, owing partly
to the above causes and also to the slow melting of snow and
ice accumulating in the winter semson, but forested streams are
• nevertheless subject to occasional high freshets.
4. Forest streams carry less lllnd and silt in suspension.
The
most desirable conditions for water-supply are found when about
three-fourths of tile catchments, including the slopes and higher
gronnd, is covered with forests, while the remainder, near the
stream lines, is ill grass.
In those respects in which tlle above findings differ from
popular opinion they have been verified with great care. Such
opinion is largely to the effect that forests decrease evaporation,
and that consequently deforestation is responsible for the dryingup of streams. That popular impressions are not always a safe
guide is evidenced by tile fact that it is commonly alleged in
this State that the streams are falling off because of the cnttingoff of forests; but the facts, ascertained with ranch care, are that
(137)
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the area of fi_rests in all of northern

NE\V

JERSEY.

New Jersey

is as great

as it

was rift?" ?'ears ago, alad the quality
of the timber
has been
steadily improving
fi_r at least fort?" ?'ears.
It is therefore clear
that if the streams
are falling off it is not due to deforestation.
There is no ccmwctcnt'cvidencc,
tlmt there has hecn an3 important

based on earefld nleasttrement_
change in the streams, except-

ing what may be acct,m:ted
fi_r by artificial diversions
waters, or hv the fact shown by the rain-fall records
tracted
droughts
have bccn more fi'equent
during

of their
that prothe last

quartcr-c_ntury
than tficy were during the previous quarter.
While popular opinion is clearly wrong in this case, therefore
we Ix'licxc it is true that bv reason of deforestation
streams
become
extreme

m.rc
fluctuating
and subject
to longer
h_w water.
This would Ice quite sufficient

periods
of
to account

for a popular impression that there is a shrinkage
in the run-off.
It is quite imp.ssihlc
to determine,
except by exact measurenlellts, all?' change in the total fUll-Off of the streams during the
vear.
More protracted
periods of low water would be sufficient
to aeeollllt fi)r lllally of the phenomena,
such as the shrinkage
ill watt'r-power,
etc., which are so oftell adduced
as proof that
deforestati,ul
increases evaporation.
The large volume of water
which may lmve lr.'cn discharged
in floods during the wet season
hms been lost sight of, as it is of little use for power, and its
w_lumc caunot bc estimated
by the eye.
The e,umlusions which we lmve reached are generally
similar
to those which lmve been set forth by Antoine
C. Becquerel,
a
membv'r of the French Academy of Science, who devoted
most
of a long life-timc to the subject, and who had at his disposal the
best Elm_pean data.'
tte p_dnts out the injurious
effect upon springs and watereoltrs.'. Illlc to &fi_restati,m,
but says: "It eammt be said that
this dimimltion
is caused by a less ammal rain-fall or a greater
evai_orati,m of rain-water."
Ill his opinimL the real effect is due to a more irregular and
flashy discharge
of the stream
waters.
His conclusions
are
altogtther
st_ c_mservative
arid ell|body the results of so much
expcric_:ce and study of European
conditions,
that his paper is
especially commended
to the reader's attention.
- * .Mrm
perial,

ir_

15_ 7

u_or_ gor_t_

and

th'ir

A tall tran_!: ti_,n appear

mt m of A grieulture,
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EVAPORATION.

A study of this question is of the first importance
to the waterworks engineer, for it is clear that if evaporation
from forested
is so much less than from deforested
catchments,
the amount of
run-off which may be collected
and utilized
for public watersupply will be correspondingly
increased.
We usually estimate
that about 14 inches of rain-fall can be collected yearly in this
vicinity, and if forests cause an increase of from 5 to 6 inches in
tlfis amount_ as has been claimed, the difference in the amount
collectible
will be very' large.
It is because we believe tlmt this
is an error dangerous
to water-supply
calculations
that we have
given special study, to tiffs phase of the subject.
The data wllieh throw ligllt upon ttlis subject vary widely in
character.
First, we have the general facts as to distribution
of
forests and rain-fall.
In tlie United States it is fomld that forests
are ahnost invariably
abundant
where the rain-fall exceeds 32
inches per ammm, unless there is some peculiarity
of the soil
unfavorable
to tree growth.
When the ammal rain-fall becomes
less than 26 inches, forests ahnost disappear, but farm crops are
raised without irrigation
wtlere the annual rain-fall is less than 2o
inches.
We may infer from tlfis tlmt forests require for their
support a more abundant supply of water than farm crops.
We
lmve a verification
of these facts in New Jersey experience.
In
1881 and 1894 we had protracted
droughts,
during
wlfieh the
spring and summer
rain-fall
fell below the equivalent
of 32
inches per alllllllll.
Tlle actual figures were for northern
New
Jersey, in the spring and smnmer of 1881, i3. i6 inches, and for
1894 , 15.67 i11ches, whereas
the spring and summer
raln-fall in
Kansas, at points wllich have an annual rain-fall of 32 inches,
anlounts to 2o.2.
During i881 the drougllt causext the death of
numbers of forest trees, wlfile those which did not die had their
foliage browned as if by fire. The sanle conditions prevailed to
slightly less degree in 1894 , and from tllese lessons we nlay conchide that if tlm rain-fall in New Jersey should fall below 32
inches per amlum for a period of years, the forests wonld die.
We nlay conclude, tllerefore,
that in our latitude forests require
a rain-fall of more than 16 inches during the growing season.
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Froln a statement
made in the Strasburger
botany, as to the
quantity
of water required
by an oak tree, we must draw the
conclusion that a forest of such trees requires from r6 to 19 inches
of water during the growing season.
The researches of Burger
indicate that a mixed deciduous forest, wlfich will cut 4° cords
of wood per acre, will require
19 inches of water during
the
growing
season, agreeing
well with the above.
Von Pettenkofer has stated that during the growing season an oak tree may
require eight times the amount of rain falling upon it, and that
its roots will draw the required surplus from a great depth.
As to farm crops we have perhaps no.more reliable data than
the interesting
experiments
made by Professor
King, at the
University
of Wisconsin.*
Based upon these experiments
we
find that a crop of two tons of clover to tbe acre requires but m
inches of rain-fall.
This is heavier tlmn the normal field crop.
Taking
the normal field crop, his results iudieate
that during
the growing
season Indian corn requires 4.8 inches, barley 3.6
inches, oats 3.6 inches, wheat 4-5 inches, and potatoes about io
inches.
The average for these crops is 6 inches as against the
i6 to 19 inches above estimated
to be necessary for forests.
We
nmy state here that it is probably true that a very light crop
requires mucb more water per tou of dry matter produced than
a very heavy" crop, for the reason that with the light crop there
will be a larger amount
of water evaporated
directly from the
soil than is the ease with a heavy oue which keeps the ground
well sbaded.
Now as to fallow _oronnd we have the earefifl experiments
ot
Lawes
& Gilbert, at Rothamsted,
England,
which were conducted during a period of twenty years.
These show an annual
evaporation
froln soil kept hoed but uncropped
amounting
to
i6.68 inches, with 3o.29 inches rain-fall.
From April to September the evaporation
was Ii.46 inches, which may be compared with the above estinmtes
of the requirmnents
for forests,
wlfile the evaporation
from fallow earth during the growing
period for field crops was no less than the anmuut shown by
I)rof. King to be the requirement
of farm crops.
Taking
the ammal evaporation
from fallow soil, as above
determined
by Lawes and Gilbert, and comparing
it with the
*" Irrigation and Drainage,"

by F. H. King.
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evaporation
on the Lee and 'I'llames
rivers, and Wendover
springs, which data we give later in the table of stream measurements,
it is found that these three st_:eams give an average
evaporation
of 2o. 7 inches annually
froln catehnlents
covered
with the prevailing
vegetation
of Hertford
and Middlesex,
against
i6.68 from ground
without
vegetation.
We seem to
have here quite reliably
indicated
an excess of 4 inches in
annual evaporation
caused by vegetation.
Lawes and Gilbert
themselves
are of the opinion that from 3 to 4 inches represents a fair allowance
for the excess of evaporation
caused by
the ordinary vegetation
around London over evaporation
from
fallow soil kept hoed.
The experiments
of Charles Greaves at Lee Bridge, and of
Evans and Dickinson
at Nash Mills, appear to show an evaporation from fallow soil almost exactly equal to that shown by the
catchments
of the above rivers, and on the basis of these experiments there would be no increase of evaporation
due to vegetation, but we believe that the above estimate of 3 to 4 inches,
based oll the experiments
of Lawes and Gilbert, is fairly accurate.
In our Report
on Water-Supply,
of i894 , we estimated
from
the data flmlished
by the gaugings
of the Passaic that evaporation on tllat water-shed
was not increased
by the existing
vegetation
to a greater
anmunt
than 6 illclles per annnnl.*
This vegetation
is made up of 58 per cent. forests ; about 6 per
cent. wet meadow, which is in grass;
6 per cent. fallow land;
15 per cent. short grass, or pasturage,
and 15 per cent. under
cultivation.
After a recent
revision
of these estimates
our
opinion is that the effect of vegetation,
such as the above, is to
increase the evaporation
over wlmt would take place from the
same area with no vegetation
wlmtever
to the extent of not"
more tlmn 5 inches per annum.
Our own figures are therefore
in fair accord with the results of Lawes and Gilbert, and both
are based on data derived from conditions closely approximating
to those which we find in nature, and confirmed by other estimates which it is impossible to set forth in this paper.
We feel
justified, therefore, in concluding
tlmt the effect of vegetation
of
any and all kinds upon evaporation
has in nlany cases been
much over-rated,
and that s/lell vegetation
as occurs in the
• Report ou Water-Supply,

page 333.
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guudou
or llpOll
our
OXVll Passaic
waterincrease the annual evaporation
over
wllat
would
take place from fallow, tilled ground more than from 4 to 5 inches.
The experiments
of I,awes aud Gilbert
were upon soil kept
hoed.
Prof. King, in the Wisconsin
experiments,
shows the
effect of cultivatio||
in reducing evaporation.
Keeping
this fact
and the experimcnts
of Grcaves, and Evans and Dickinson
in
mind, it seems probable that evaporation
from barren soil, not
cultlx ated, is as great as from soil with vegetation.*
The above cited estimate of r6 to 19 inches, representing
the
req|iirements
of fi_rest growth, rests upon good authority,
but
we must not conclude
that this means 16 to 19 iuches more
evap_,ration
fwm a forested than from a fallow area.
Neither
must it be conch|ded
that the estimates
are reliable
for all
COlllltry
shed

surrollluliuK

does

climates,

not

for wc shall show iu olir discussion

of stream

measure-

mcnts that the evaporation
from a forested area varies from 20
to 3I iuches per ammIn iu the eastern United States, the actual
aumuut being determined
by the cliumte.
The sanle is true of
the experimems
of Professor King.
While they were carefldly
coudueted,
and m, doubt fairly accurate for the climate of the
place of observation,
it may be doubted if they will hold good
for places having a different climate.
Now, if we adopt the conclusion,
that the total effect of vegetation, such as that of the Passaic catchment,
is to increase the
anmml evaportion
less than five inches over what would take
place from the _rotmd,
without
vegetation,
it is plain that a
variation
in the amount of forest represented
in this vegetation
cannot poanibly produce au effect upon evaporation
so great as
five iuches.
Wc will not add to the above, as we have quoted what we
regard as the highest authorities,
or more satisfactory
data, in
each case.
A large llulnber
of earl?" observations
of evaporation
made in Europe were entirely unreliable,
as may be illustrated
by the fact that it was for a long time believed
iu France that
the total evaporation
from the land surface exceeded the amouut
of rain,fall thereon.
Experiments
umde on a small scale may
* ] h_ co_tto!:iog
_e_-n lh:tl
water

cau_J' of evaporation

Ihc w_tei" t_pir_d

"_h_c h, in the absence

by vegelation
of vegelation,

being

the capaciIy

go©$ to supply
would

be draw_

of the

air to absorb

Ibi_ demmnd,
direct

const'_uently

from the ealth
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diverge widely from conditions whicll obtain in nature and are
never safe guides until abundantly
verified.
A word may be said as to another
class of data which have
beea much quoted as proving increased evaporation
dim to deforestation.
I refer to records of river heights, such as those of Von
Wex on the Rhine or Berghaus on the Elbe.
According to Von
Wex the average
lmight of tim Rhine at Emmerieh
from i77o
to 178o was II Prussian feet 4. r inches, while from i825 to i835
it was only 6 feet 9.2 inches.
It will be seen that this is a very
!

great change
to take place in fifty" years from deforestation
alone, so great as to put us on our guard against accepting
it as
conclusive,
for_ if long continued,
it must result in the entire
disappearance
of the Rhine.
These figures and Von Wex conclusions
have been questioned
by European
attthorities.
\Ve
wish to call attention
to the fact that such a clmnge in the
average height of rivers is very often the result of a change in
the confornlatiou
of the river-bed,
which may take place at a
considerable
distance below the point of observation.
It may
also be due to erosion of the river-bed at tim point of observation,
but the fact has not been pointed out, to our knowledge,
that
precisely this effect would result in a change of the stream from
steady to ttashy conditions, such as we have indicated
to be the
real effect of deforestation.
Thns in our own experience,
in two
different
months
a certain
stream discharged
the same total
quantity
of water per month,
lint during
the first montll it
reached a depth of I6 feet only one day', and stood at four feet
during the remaining
thirty days, showing steady" conditions;
while during
the other nmnth it reached 16 feet on three day's
and stood at 4 feet on ten days, and about 18 inches on eighteen
days, showing
a flashy condition.
The average depth during
the period of steady" flow was 4.4 feet, while during
the flashy
month it was only 3.7 feet, although,
as we have said, the total
discharge
during each of the two periods was the same.
This
illustrates
the necessity of extreme
caution
in accepting
measurements
of river height alone as proving
a change
in the
volume discharged
by' the rivers.
Nothing can be accepted
as
conclusive
but actual measurements
of the total volume of discharge, which
rain-fall.

must

be accompanied

by" measurements
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of a stream

during a period ,,f >'cars, and contemporaneous
measurenlents
of
the run-off upon the catchment,
the difference
between
these
two may usually be depended
upon to represent
the total evaporation, inclading
the demands of vegetation.
The mean temperature of the atmosphere
should be recorded at the same time.
Such observations
have a scientific value far above the mere
determination
of the run-off for industrial
purposes.
The relation between rain-fall, run-off and evaporation
is one which needs
to be established
because of its bearing upon agriculture,
drainage, forestry, hygiene and other fields of science and economics.
The engqneer who gauges a stream should always endeavor to
have
COlltelllporaneons
measllrelllcnts
of rain-fall
alld temperature.
If we have such measurements
as above indicated
for a
deforested

catchment,

told also for a forested

catchment

under

similar climatic conditions,
it should be possible to determine
whether
fi,rests have any very appreciable
effect upon evaporation.
It may be insisted that it is difficult and ahnost impossible
to make such nleasurements
with accuracy,
but it should be
possible to make gauging with an error not exceeding
five per
cent., and if the rain-fall can be observed at a number of stations
upon the catchment,
this also may be closely approximated
to,
and certainly
the result should be sufficiently
accurate to show
any effect which has economic importance.
We have collected,
in the following
table, tile results of such measurements
for
thirty-four
catchments,
largely
in the eastern
United
States,
with some in the west and a few in England.
We have also
given the anthority
for these figures and data, which will enable
the reader to mlderstand
the care with which the compilation
has been made.
Vt'e do not claim accuracy for these data_ but
we will show, as we proceed witb the analysis,
tlmt there is
sufficient consistency
in the results to warrant
such conclusions
.as we lmve attempted
to draw from them.
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I
New England-Sudbury,
Merrimac .........

/Ven_

/

353'
353'
4.5oo_
Lo7 o

Hemlock
Lake,..
Skaneateles
Lake,.
New Jersey-Hackensaek, . . .
Pequannock,Passaie
Ramapo, ....... . . .
I':',
Musconeteong,
. _I_
Pequest,
. . . 21
PauHnsKill,
2
Raritan,
.....
' 4
Batsto .....
2
,
3 I
12 ,
i2
I2

.Other Slates-:
Potomac, Va,
. . 6
Savannah,
Ga.,
8
Muskingum,
O.,
_8
Desplaines,
I11., . _ 8
Kansas, Kan.,
Clear Creek, Col.,
Sweetwater,

Cal.,.

_.gland-River
....
Wandle,Lea . ....
Thames .....
Wendover
Springs.

t--

_

2_
lz
. . (

Great Egg Harbor,
Pe_tnsylvanta -Tohickon,.
....
Neshaminy,....
Perkiomen,.
....

.......

40
x4

44.664.6
48.' 68

z4 I
129144.i 9 i9.89124.3oi
Small.
z4 I
743.73
2o.n
23.62 Small.
_5 IO,_3444.4823.6I
I 2o.87_
53"

Yo_'k _

Croton (*) .....
Croton (2) .....
Upper Hudson,
Genessee, .....

T

4533
lo.3o
19.43;
751349.7122.57 ! 23.62

27

Cochituate,
. . .
Mystic,.
.....
Connecticut,
-,-

145

Io
20
7

48.
48.
44.5

68.
68.
65.8

J

48.38
44.73
43.73
4o.I6,

*3.51
,2._:
"
_2.54,
1_.95'

24.87
2_.6ol
2_ z9
27._11

_t

27'82i I3"Ia ,4.7oI
136.2oi z7"34 _8.86

II5

47.551 ca.941 24,6t'

3°
3°
80
_7

48.
68.
48.
68.
64.
4L8 I
45A 166"3

Large.
I2
60

45. 166.3
45. 165.4
48, 5' 69.

$66_
47'°915o.9oi
66.
I
48.I91 :327;I
_4.3z_ =4.oe3'38;_78587548.[68.546.
23.8
47. 167.
_5644.5 z 23.55' _°.97
47.566_
_5843.8723.33'
2o.54,
3_
48.5
15
I7546.4824.2822._o
27
49. i69 •
789 45.5 o' _I.75 _3.75
13
5o. ' 70.
7c 48.3920.4827.9_
88
5L 5 7L5
_i6 52.03 • 23Ao 28.93'
88
51.5 72,
I02 50.25 28.93, _I-3_
i3c_ 47.69 a3.33 24.36
'5_ 48.0723.85
_42_

ti,o42
7,a9 _
.
•[
. . .
,59,84I

436

',
'
43.51 _8.691 _4.8_,
52
54.04 a_.x9 3L85
65
39.99, I2.651 27.3_ Small.
32.37
7.371 25.o0 Small.
25.101

20.62

_8624.861

I 33 [I 6_
! . I _,aoo
4z '

24
6
25

_8'751,
38,8
27.63
a9.o4_

5 I.
52.
. 52.

7 I.
72,
7 _-

i 54.
; 6i.
52 .
47-

75.
77.
73.
7°.

Sm_l.
o.97!
Ve "
7"77 _4
I2.8 ]o
5 Wooded.'

52. ] 73
40. i

a.97

54.

_r.89

.

. -

li
6"9 I _9.3
_L8
Sma|l.
9.5
Small.
7-33 co.3
Small.
9.00 _ _o.o , Small
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3h_tl,a,,'--Reports
_,[MassachusettsBoard of Health, 1892to 1898,inelusive,
give the run-off.
Rain-fall and temperature
arc compiled
from records of U. S. Weather Service and New England
Weather
Service.
S.dbut_v, ('.J*itt_at, amt _l[ystic. From Nineteenth
Annual Report of the
Boston Water Board.
The Cochituate
record begins in I863. but the
varly years seem less reliable, so that I have used the record from
1875, making it cotemporaneous
with the Sudbury.
C,,nn, ct:,M--From
Results of Stream Measurements,
U. S. Geological
Survey, I_ 5. "Ihe year IS7z is incomplete
while I873, 1874 and i876
show run .ff frmn December to 3iay so largely it* excess of rain-fall
that I have rejected them in making up the averages.
Temperature
from l'. S. Weather Records.
The original
stream gaugings
were
made by the V. S. Engineer at Hartford
Croton ,t .--Originally
compiled for the Report on Water-Supply.
publisht-d by the Geological
Survey of New Jersey in I894. Run-off
from Reports of Department
of Public Works. of New York City.
Corrected for mnounts drawn from or supplied to storage.
Area of
catchment
353 square miles, from survey
made by the author, for
New Croton
Aqueduct
Commission,
which
survey is based on
accurate triangulation,
and area is computed
geodetically.
The area
long in use by I)epartment
of Public Works is 338 square miles
based on a traverse survey, necessarily
less accurate.
The use of the
correct area is important
in this connection,
as it makes the depth
of run-off4.4 per cent. less than that given in the department
estimates.
Croton (_'h These figures are taken from the Report of the Croton Aqueduct Commission,
1887-1895.
The depth of the run-off is corrected to
e_n form to the correct area, 353 square miles, as above described.
6}p • tlu&o..
From MS. furnisbed by Geo. W Rafter, C. E.
Gcmss,,.
From MS. furnished
by Geo. W. Rafter. C.E.
These and the
Upper I-luds,m records are the ones referred to by him in a paper
_m " Stream-flow
in Relation
to Forests."
Proceedings
American
F_,re_try" Association,
Vol. XII.
tit ml,,,k ].ak, .- Measurements
made by the Rochester Water Department
aml furnished by J Nels,m Tubbs C E.
_%'_.,._:?,!, _ / d.',. -Run-off
from records of the Syracuse
Water Departm_nt.
Rain-fall and temperature
from records of New York State
\Vl,athcr Servic_.
t/i,, _,, ,,_,*c'.- Run-,3!t" fr.m records of Hackensack
Water Co. Reorganized.
Chas. B. Bru<a, en_.'ineer.
P.t, ,._-, Run-off from records originally used for Report on Water-Supply,
(k,_logleal Survey of New Jersey, I89_, which have been re-computed
and checked.
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Pequannock.--Run-off
furnished
by Clemens Herschel,
C. E.. Supt. East
Jersey Water Company.
Rain-fall prepared from N. J. State Weather
Service records for Charlottesburg,
etc., as the Oak Ridge record
furnished
by Herschel
does not appear to he represeutative
of the
rain-fall on the water-shed.
Olher New Jersey Streams.--From
Report on Water-Supply.
Geological
Survey of New Jersey, z894. Temperature
revised to date from records of New Jersey State Weather Service.
Tohickon, Neshaminy, Perkiomen.- Annual Reports of Philadelphia
Water
Department,
also paper in Vol. XIV, Proceedings
of Engineers'
Club
of Philadelphia,
by John E. Codman.
Potomac.--The
Hydrography
of the Potomac
Basin, by Cyrus C, Babb,
Proc. Am Soe. C. E., Vol. XXVI.
Two years of this record show
such large discrepancies
in run-off as compared with the rain-fall that
they are rejected in making up the average.
Savannalt.--Resalts
of Stream Measurements,
U. S. Geological
Survey,
x89x. page i48. Instead of taking the rain-fall of Augusta alone I add
I9N, which is the average excess over Augusta
rain-fall shown by
five stations which fairly represent the entire water-shed.
ll[uskingum, Desi_lalnes.--" Stream-flow in Relation to Forests " Geo. W.
Rafter.
Proceedings American Forestry Association.
Vgl. XII.
t_;znsas.--Bulletin
I4o. U. S. Geological Survey, and rain-fall from U. S.
Weather Service Bulletins.
Clear Creek.--Vol.
XVII, Tenth Census, p. 52 (336)
Sweelwate_.--Bulletin
I4o, U. S. Geological Survey, p. 32z.
Lea--T_'ansaetions
American
Society
of Civil Engineers,
p. 297.
IVandle, Thames, IP'eudover Springs.--Proceedings
gineers, Vol. CV, p. 56, etc.

Institute

Vol.

XVIII,

of Civil

En-

A earefid examination of the foregoing table must convince
any candid observer that there are more potent agencies than
forests effecting tile evaporation ;thns the evaporation on several
streams, which have more than half the area of catehmeut
covered with forests, is as follows : Conneetient, 2o.87 ; Upper
Hndson, 21.19; Hackensack, 24.6i ; Passaic, 23.38 ; Great Egg
Harbor, 28.93 ; Potomac, 24.82 ; Savannah, 31.85 .
Here we have a range of ir inches in evaporation without a
corresponding range in forest conditions, and it will be found
that generally the larger evaporation corresponds with the
higher temperature.
While, in the State of New York, the
short three-year series on the Genessee rive_ appears to show
about 6 inches more evaporation than the figures for the Upper
Hudson ; ou the other hand, the deforested catchment of SkanNEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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eatelcs lake shows 2. 3 inches less than the forested Hudson ; and
the Connecticut,
with fifty-three
per cent. of forests, shows
larger evaporation
than the Merrimac,
with but forty per cent.;
while the highest evapc)ration in the table is shown by the well
forested Batsto, Great Egg ttarbor and Savannah
catehu|ents.
Indeed, the variation
in evaporation
can only be satisfactorily
accounted
fi)r by the differences
of rain-fall and temperature.
We have beeu able to determine
accurately
the effect of varying
rain-fall from the fact that this can be studied in the long records
of a single stream, such as the Sudbury,
Cocbituate,
Mystic,
Croton or Passaic.
Beginuing
with these streams and working
out to the others shown in the table, and also taking
into consideration
the well-kuown
law by which the capacity
of the
atmosphere
to retain moisture is determined
by tl|e temperature,
we have evolved the following
equation to express the relation
between evaporation
(E.), rain-fall (R.), and temperature:
E-'(H

M.

In this equation M is a factor depending
upon the mean
perature of the atmosphere.*
Now, if we take from the table of stream measurements

telnthe

given rain-fall
aud temperature
for each catchment,'and
by
means of this formula compute
the evaporation,
that computation will give us what the evaporation
sl|ould be if it is influenced
only by rain-fall and temperature.
If the observed evaporation
differs from this computed
evaporation,
the difference
may
possibly be acc()unted
for by the influence of forests, lmmidity,
wind, or difference in the distribution
of rain-fall through the
year. Wc might expect to find that humidity affects the evaporation to some extent in case this humidity is derived from the sea
or other
We arc
not some
that this
tion on
influence,
streams,

large water-surfaces
in the vicinity of the catchment.
not perl)arcd to say that under these conditions
it has
effect, hut the results of our studies giveu later indicate
effect is a minor one.
It is possible that the evaporasouthern
stream basins is somewhat
decreased
by this
while on the Kansas, Desplaines
and similar interior
it may be relatively
increased.

0 V_*IIACSOf _[ ['Jr glv©n t_r_pt:t_tutes
IDO-==O._,

41C-=_O, 7_.

4_°--z*o3,

$o°--z.o7,

Sg°_z*43

, 6o°--z.47J

4:

_OF_,

5z _--t.to,
6t_--|

$2 _I.z4,

0.t_ all follows

43c_.85,
St°_I.18,

:

41°====o._,
_4°_z._:l.

450-==o91)

460-'-0_,

55°--1._6,

S s.
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Wind iuereases evaporation,
but its influence to cause variation
between catehmellts
is limited because the variation in the total
amomit of wind through the year is limited.
If we had a catchment on which the wind blows all the time to compare with one
on which there is little or HO wi}ld, no doubt the differeiiee in
evaporation
would be appreciable.
In ease the summer
rain-fall is large, the evaporation
will be
greater
than that given by the formula, which is based upon
such rain-fall as that of the Eastern and Middle States, which is
quite evenly distributed
througll the )'ear.
This difference may
be taken into account by monthly or seasonal formula, but tllis
is a matter of too much detail for the purposes of this paper.
Such a computation
as we have iudicated
is made in the
following table.
The streams are grouped into deforested catchments, having less than 4 ° per cent. of the area in forests and
forested
Observed

catchments

having

more than

Evaporation
Comtfarecl
on the basis of Rain-fall
D]_FOR ESTED

Sudbury
...........
Cochituate,
.

Mystic, . ..........
Croton, ...........
Genessee, . .........
Skaneateles,.
........
Musconeteong,
. ......
Pequest ...........
Paullnskill, .........
Raritan ............
Tohickon, ..........
Neshanfiny, .........
Perk]omen ..........
l_Iuskingum .........
Desplaines, . ........
Kansas,
. .........
Sweetwater ..........
Lea ..............
Wandle ............
Thanles ............
Wendover Springs ......

Observtd

Of

_Ua[

Forest.

Evaporation.

]4
Small.

........

zvilk Eva)Oorallon
aud Temperature.

Com/Ouled

CATCHMENTS.

Per cent.
$'r rl IIAII,

this percentage.

Small.
3°
27
I2
39
iS
27
13
24
6
25
Small.
Snlall.
Small.
Small.
Small,
Small.
Small.
Small.

Computed
Al_wt11_]

Differ- Differ©nee,

e_ce.

Evaporation.

Inches.

23.6
24.3

24-4
23.8

-o.8
+0. 5

--3
+2

23.6
"24.9
27.2
18.9
2Lo
zo.5
22.2
23.7
21.3
24.4
24.2
27.3
25.o
24.]
2I. 9
21.8
29.3
20.3
2o.o

22.6
25.0
2o.6
I9.6
23.7
24.o
25-2
25.9
28.2
28.3
28.2
25,7
]9.8
20.5
22.2
21.3
24.5
2o.9
zI.4

o
---O.l
+6.6
"--o.7
--2. 7
--3.5
--3.0
--2.2
--6. 9
--3.9
--4.1
+1.6
+5.2
+3.6
--0. 3
+0.5
+4.8
---0.6
--I.4

o
O
+24
--4
--13
--I7
--x4
--S
--32
--i6
--17
+6
+2x
-vl5
--I
+2
+17
--3
--7
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Merrimac ...........
Connecticut,
.....
Upper Hudson ........
Hemlock Lake ........
Hackensack .........
Passaic, . ..........
Pequannock ........
Ramapo ...........
Batsto, . ..........
Great Egg Iiarbor ....
Potomac ...........
Savannah ..........
Clear Creek, . ..........

OF

NEW

JERSEY.

CATCHMENTS.

40
53
8o
Large.
6o
58
78
75
8S
88
52
65

19.4
20.9
21.2
I4.7
24 6
23.4
24 i
23.9
27.9
28.9
24.8
31,8
I2 9

20.3
2i. 5
I9.X
17.4
25.2
24.7
24,2
24.3
28.0
29.i
28 9
35.7
i3.i

"--o.9 --5
--o.6
--3
+2.1
+IO
--2. 7 --18
--0.6
--2
--0.7
--3
--'-0.I --0
-=-0.4 --2
---o.i
--o
----o.2 --t
--4-;
--17
--3,9
--13
--o 2 --2

Excepting
fi_r the Savannah, the mean temperature
is used in
all cases, but for that stream
the Shunner
temperature
is
decidedly lower, as compared with the mean for tile year, than
for other strcalns,
c_mseqnently
as the
sllnlnler
is the season
of
maxinmnl evaporation,
the evaporation
is estimated
on the basis
of tile Snllnner telnp_ratnrc.
Tile fifth eohmm of this table gives, ill inches, tile amonnt by
whicll tile measured
evalloratlon
is greater
or less than the
evaporation
comtmted
from rain-fall and temperature,
and the
last cohunn shows tile percentage
of tile measured
evaporation
which this discrepancy
represents.
It is not usually
to be
expected
that the mem_nrements
are correct
within five per
cent., considcrlng
possible errors in both raln-fall
and streanl
measnrementa;
thcrcfore, it is significant that 17 streams having
an average lellk_th of
k,iven by the fi,rnmla
I'.. per cent., while
)'cars, vary from 6 to

record of 12 years, differ from tile resnlts
less than 5 per cent., the mean being but
three more, with average
records of ii
,% per cent., the algebraic
mean being 3

per cent., and thL' remaining
14 streams,
which
differ more
widely, have an average length
of record of 6. 5 years only,
the average difference for these being 5 per cent.
As has been
previously
inthnated,
tF,ese larger differences
would, in many
eases, bc reduced by a more detailed computation,
which would
take into account the distribntion
of rain-fall by seasons.
The
burden

of

evidence

of

these

stream

gaugings,
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heavily
against
tile theory
that forests, or any other
cause
except rain-fall
and temperature,
affects evaporation
to any
important
extent.
The large excess of evaporation
o11 the Genessee is unaccountable.
No such excess appears o11 the Skaneateles,
wllich has a
similar elinlate, and is even more deforested, but the excess on
the Desplaines
and Kansas is fillly accounted
for by the large
excess of spring and stumner over fall and winter rain-fall.
The excess oll the \Vandle, in England,
is possibly attributable to escape of the water downward
into the chalk, but the
figures for the Lea, Thames
and Wendover
Springs agree quite
closely with our formula.
It is remarkable
that the Sudbury,
with _4 per cent., the Merrinlac, with 4° ; the Connecticut,
with
53 ; the Skaneateles,
with I2 ; the Raritan, with 13 ; the Hackensack, with 60 ; the Passaic, with 58 ; the Ramapo, with 75, and
the Egg Harbor and Batsto, with 88 per cent. of forest area, all
conform closely to the formula, showing that a range from 12 to
88 per cent. in forest area is not sufficient to materially
affect the
evaporation.
Allowing
for differences
due to seasonal distribution of rain-fall, it seems to be sufficientl.v clear that a formula
based only upon rain-fall
and temperature
call be nmde to
harmonize
tile results of stream
gaugings
as closely as tile
unavoidable
errors of gauging
and rain-fall
measurenlent
will
admit of. Indeed, if it seemed warrantable,
for the purposes of
this paper,
to introduce
extended
computations
by months
instead of by years, it could be shown that all influences, except
temperature
and rain-fall, are practically
negligible
in determining evaporation
and stream yield, so far as is shown by the best
records of nleasllrelnent
nov., available.
Consequently_
\ve COilelude that stream gaugings
show no decrease of evaporation
owing to ttle presence of forests upon the catchments.
Another
class of experiments
often quoted in this connection
has no bearing
at all upon .the relative evaporation
from a
wooded or an open country, so far as it affects the streams.
I
refer to those, such as Dr. Ebermayer's,
which show that the
evaporation
from a water-surface,
or from the soil beneath the
forest trees, or heneath the litter of the forest, is less tlmn in the
open.
This we readily concede to be true, but we must determine whether
or not this is off.set by the large volmne of water
taken up by the roots of the tree and transpired
from its leaves
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into the atmosphere
atx)ve the tree-tops.
Nor, again, can we
believe that it would not be found that evaporation
from beneath
the leaves of a heavy crop of Indian corn or clover would also
be less than in the open.
The same answer applies to the statemcnt that temperature
beneath the forest trees being less, on our
theo D" that evaporation
is so much affected by the temperature,
this would call fi>r a less evaporation
from forests.
What it does
call for is a less evaporation
beneath the leaves of the forest,
which we have aIready stated is undoubted!y
the fact, but it
cannot affect the evaporation
nleasured, as it nlust be, above the
level of the tree-top.
It ought not to be necessary to remind
scientific writers that it is not proper to measure evaporation
from crop areas so as to include water taken up by the plants,
and evaporation
from forests so as not to include water taken up
by the trees, and then atteulpt
to compare these two measurements in order to determine
relative evaporation
from forest and
from farm crops.
(See Proceedings
of the American
Forestry
Associatie,1, VoI. XII, page I57. )
EFFEC'F

While
equalizing
ulaximnnl

UP(IN

._IAXIMU?,I

we have pointed

AND

MINIMUM

out the beneficial

the flow of streams,
and nliniluulu
flow.

FLOW

OF

STREAMS.

effect of forests

in

this effect does not appear in the
q_'he reason is that the severest

floods occur under such conditions as that of a warm rain falling
suddenly upon a heavy accuumlation
of snow, or upon ground
frozen in such a manner that it cannot be absorbed.
Or if it is
in summer, the ground may already be so saturated
with water
as to prevent
fllrther
absorption.
Forests
are powerless
to
prcw'nt floods trader such extreme conditions as these, although
they do diminish the number of floods.
In the Sallle manner the extrenle
low point is reached when
the streams
have been for a long time drawing
upon their
springs a_:d have extracted
the water from the gromld
to a
considerahle
dtpth lx'low the surface.
Our investigations
show
that the Imve._t discharge
is usually
reached when the water
has been drained from the subsoil to an average depth of over
four feet.
It should be evident
that when the water which
feeds the stream is coming from points so far beneath
the surface, the hmnus or other surface peculiarities
of forests Call have
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The

of discharge

of catchlnellt

area

following

oll various

covered

with

forests

CATCHMENTS LESS THAN 200 SOUARE MILI!S.
FloodFlowiD
Catchmeats per cent. Cubit;Feet_t
inSquare of Areain
Secondper
Miles.
Forett.
SquareI_lile,
Sudbury, Mass., . ....
Croton,West
Branch, N.Y.,
Ramapo, N.J.,
.....
Wanaque, N.J.,
. ....
Wanaque,
N. J .......
Pcquannoek,
N.J.,
. .
South Branch, N. J., . .
Roekaway,
N. J ......
Musconetcong,
N.J.,
.
.
Paulins Kill, N.J.,
. .
"
. .
Swartswood
Lake, N. J.,
Pequest, N. J., ......
,,
. .....
"
• .....
"
Tohickon,
Pa , .....
Neshaminy,
Pa., .....
Perkiomen.
Pa., .....
Hackenssck,
N.J.,
. .

78
2o
i6o
lOX
73
48
67
119
13o
36
175
I26
15
I58
83
35
2
IOZ
I39
152
115

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

,

CATCHMENTS

OF

Concord, Mass., .....
Charles, Mass .......
Housatonic,
Conn.,
. . .
Croton. N. Y., ......
Passaic, N. J., . .....
......

Raritan, N. J., . .....
South Branch, N. J., . . .
Great Egg Harbor, N. J., .
Schuylkill,
Pa .......
Potomac, Md., ......
Greenbrier,
VR .......
Shenandoah,
Va.,
....
Neuse, N.C.,
......
• This

has

since

fallen

lower

becaute

200

14
56
,75
75
85
78
3°
82
3°
85
27
,27
22
i8
18
i8

41.4
54.4
66.i
48.9
99 .o
115.o
113.o
43.0
45 .o
64.0
26.o
54.0
65.8
13.o
9.6
I8.7
a5.3
55.3
41.4
34.9
. .

28
7
25
6o
TO

2,000

SQUARE

table
strealns
:

LowestFlowin
e,/.h/gFttt l_t
Secondper
SquareMite.
°.°36_
0.o2o
o.I4o
' " '
' " "
• • •
• • '
• • •
. • .
o, I3O
• •
. . •
o.17o
. •
• , •
o.ool
0.009
0.050
o.19 °

MILES,

36I
215
79°
339
797

- •
....

12.3

3o
59

74.9
24.2

°'17
0.20
°-I7
o.I5
°'19

822

58

22.2

O.I

879
276
216
1,8oo
920
870
77°
I,ooo
of the

I3
13
8S

68.0
Ioo.o
22.0

52
. ,
....
....

19. 5

conJtructlon

"

of artificial

reservolrs_

evaporatiotl.
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0.27
o.t7
0.02
o.12
o. 17
o.19
causing

increated
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_Ierrimac, I_Iass......
Connecticut Corm .....
Delaware N. J .......
Ohio, Pa ..........
Potomac, Va., ......
Kanawha. ra .......
James, Va ........

OVER

4.599
lO,234
6,79°
i9,9oo
4.640
8,9oo
6,8oo

Since the flood-flow is
large catchments
than
streams according
to the
that there is no relation

OF

2_000

NEW

SQUARE

• •
53
53
....
5a
, .
. .

JERSEY.

MILES.

ao.9
20.3
37.5

o.3 I
o.3I
o.17
o.ir
0.08
o.12
o.i 9

22.2
13.5

always at a less rate per square mile ou
on small ones, we have grouped
the
size of the catchment.
It will be seen
between the forest area and either the

greatest or least flow.
Iu February,
i896 , during the progress of these forest surveys,
floods of k,Teat severity occurred on all of the streams of Northern
New Jersey, and a good opportunity
was afforded to study the
relative rate of discharge
on forested and deforested
eatctnneuts.
Tllcse flo¢_(ls were caused by" a warm rain, amonnting
to about
3-7 inches, falling upon an accumulation
of from 6 to 7 inches of
snow, the ground being frozen ; and of the total amonnt of water
resulting, equivalent
to allont 45{ inches of rain, 2. 7 to 3.7 inches
was discharged
with g,'reat suddenness
into the streams.
Carerid studies were immediately
made of the rate of diselmrge and
the results are shown in the following table :
,l/a.r/*tz_tiJt Raec of Discharge,
CA'rClIMEN'rS,

Raritan ...........
Passaic ..........
I'ompton ..........
South Branch ........
Paulins KiI1.........
Ramapo
.........
Pcquest ...........
Musconeteong .......
Paulins Kill .........
Rockaway .........
Ramapo,. .........
Wanaque ..........
South Branch ........
t'equannock,
. ......
Whippany .........
._lusconetcong,
. .....
Dumont's Brook ......

Area [_
square miles,

Yebretarv

6, z896.

Percentage
of forest,

Cubic feet
per second
per square mlle.

879

13

68

822

58

22

285
a76
i75
16o

76
t3
a7
75
I8
3°
27
82
80
85
3°
78
36
85
5

I58

I3o
I26
118
86
73
67
48
38
36
io
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In this table, wherever
the flood has been held back by storage reservoirs, the nlaximmn
rate of flow is taken to be that of
that portion of the catchment
not affected bv such holding back.
Such correction
has been made on the Pompton
for tile storage
reservoirs
of the East Jersey' Water Company
and for Greenwood lake, but several other natural lakes upon tim catchment
have not been allowed
for, so t!mt the maximmn
rate for the
Pompton
is undoubtedly
still reduced
by these other lakes.
The maximum
rate on the Pequannock
is taken to pertain o,113'
to the portion of the catchment
below the East Jersey storage
reservoirs.
For tim Wanaque the catchment
has been reduced
by throwing
out the part controlled
by Greenwood
lake,
although
nothing is allowed for Sterling
lake.
The Musconetcong maximum
is also corrected by, throwing
out the portions of
catchment
controlled
by lake Hopatcong
and Stanlmpe reservoir.
The maxinmnl
rates of discharge
here given are consequently
sufficiently
accurate to admit of comparison.
The table is convenient for ready' reference and general comparison,
but without
allowing
for local peculiarities
no usefltl lesson can be learned
from it as to the effect of forests upon flood-flow.
The maximum rate of discharge measured in this way is effected by purely
local conditions,
mainly by the shape of the valley" at the point
where the measurement
is taken.
The velocity of disclmrge
down the valley is determined
by" the depth of the water and the
slope of the valley above the point of gauging.
It is also affected
to a less de_'ce by the capacity and slope of all tlle valleys of the
catchment.
Where these are flat, so that the water can spread,
no great depth can be attained,
and the rate of disclmrge
is
consequently
lower.
The retarding effect of forests, if any exist,
would be better slmwn by the rate at which the water comes in
to the valleys from the surrounding
slopes.
Thus, on the Raritan, we determine
by" taking the accunmlation
of water between
the dam below Bound Brook and the mouth of tim' Millstone,
that

for six hours

the water

w_

discharged

into this portion

of

the valley" at a rate which averaged
ahnost as high as tlm maximum recorded for a short time at the dam, and from this we
must infer that the maximum
rate of discharge
into the valley
above ttm dam was milch higher.
On two water-sheds
exactly
similar in topography,
the rate of disclmrge
will be greater
as
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the size of the _'ater-shed
is less.
This fact appears throughout
the table, and allowing
for this it is impossible
to detect any
relationship
between the maxinuun
rate of discharge
and the
percentage
of forest o11 tile eatehnmnt.
The relative height of
a flood, as generally"
understood,
and its destructiveness,
are
accurately
measured
by the maximum
discharge
above shown.
( _n two catchments
fairly similar in topography,
one of which is
largely" forest-clad and time other deforested, the forest-clad watershed shouht show a lower rate of flow if forests exert a controlling effect upon such extreme floods.
The Ramapo at Pompton
and the I'mflinskill
at Haiuesburg
seem to be fairly comparable.
The fi'rmer with 75 per cent. of forest shows a maxinmm
rate of
54, while the latter with 27 per cent. of forest shows a maximum
rate of but 26. 3_gain, the upper Ramapo with 8o per cent. of
fi_rest shows a maximum rate of 56, while the Wanaque with 85
per cent. of forest shows a rate of 99, and the Pequaunock,
with
78 per cent. of forest, a rate of 1i 5 . The Pequannock
shows
atxmt the same maximum
rate as the South Branch
at High
Bridge, although
the latter
h_ only 3° per cent. of forest.
There are enough of such instances
to entirely break the force
of the cases in the table which seem to show a higher rate for a
less percentage
of forest, such as the Pompton
and the south
branch of the Raritan, or the Whippany
and Upper Musconetcong, and the eonelusiou
is iuevitable
that anv effect which'
fore._t may have upon the maxinmnl
rate of discharge is entirely
sutxmliuate
to other controlling
influences which we have stated
to Ix' mainly topographic.
The destructive
character
of the flood under eousideration,
which in most places seems to have been higher than any
previously
recorded,
has, m_ usual, been freely, attributed
to
defi_rcstatiom
We repeat our caution that the mere fact that a
flood is higher at a given point than heretofore,
does not mean,
necessarily,
that its rate of discharge
was greater, but may mean
that the val!ev has been artificially
obstructed
during
recent
years b.v bridges, dams or embankulents.
Admitting,
however,
that this fl_*_d generally had a higher rate of discharge,
we nmst
bear in mind the ab,olute dearth of evidence either that the area
of fi_rest is less, or tlmt its condition
that of ISSo.

is in auy way inferior
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the

the

following

tile foregoing
discharge

one,

by forest,

table
data
if

it

:
Discharge

b), Periods,
IN INCHES

Fcbrumy

ON

eATCHIiIENT.

A_ iu PeT ee_t.
square
of
miles,
forest,

CATCHMSNT.

Passaic at Dundee ......
Raritau at dam, .......
Passaic at Two Bridges ....
Raritan at Bound Brook,
. •
Pompton ...........
Ramapo,
..........
Paulinskill,
. ........
Rockaway,
, ........
Ramapo ...........
South Branch ........
Pequannock,
........
Musconetcong ........
Lake Hopatcong .......

Perccltlage

822
879
773
879
330
]60
I26
IIS
86
67
63
37
22

of

38
_3
58
I3
76
75
27
82
80
3°
78
83
94

Total

l:lV CONSECUTIVE
Flt*t
l_ hours,

Passaic .........
Raritan,
........
Pompton .........
Ramapo,
. ......
Paulinskill,
......
Rockaway,
. ......
Ramapo,
. ......
South Branch,
. ....
Pequaunoek .......
Museonetcong ......
In the first of
Passaic
at Dundee

23
_3
23
s7
13
i8
18
36
4_
3°
fl_ese tables
and Raritan

restricted.
In the case of the
the operation
of the extensive

6, /896.

DIs_,arge
_
x*

o.m
o.41
o.6i
0.63
o.71
0.54
0.39
0.44
0.55
LI 3
1.42
1.12
• •

io giwt_ hrmrs from
beg{nning.---•
_4
48
7J

0.36
1.48
1.55
1.59
1.55
1-34
1.2o
1.21
1.32
1.73
2.45
2.27
2.37

I.I3
a.43
2.37
2.43
2.42
_.62
2.3_
2.o_
2.54
2.6o
3.22
3.53
3.oi

1.72
2-74
2.7_
2.73,
2.89
3.13
2.9t
2.5o
3.oi
3.22
3.53
3.73
• •

Discharge.
PERIODS.

Second
t2 hottrs.

34
35
29
26
28
30
26
I9
:_9
3_

First
_4 hout_.

57
58
54
43
4t
48
44
55
70
6_

the figures
at.the
danl

Second
24 boule.

• 30
31
3b
4I
38
35
40
28
22
34

Third
_4 honrs.

I3
II
I6
i6
at
17
26
17
8
5

first
given
for the
are for flow locally

Passaic
this comes about through
fiats and the restricted
outlet
at
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it is due to the

dam itself and other artificial obstnmtions.
In the figures next
given for the Passaic at Two Bridges and Raritan
at Bound
Brook, this is corrected, the t'_ssaic figures being also corrected
to allow for water stored in lakes and reservoirs,
and we have
the rate at which the water came in immediately
above tbe
point of restriction.
These two, together
with the Poinpton,
represent
catcbments
large enough
to be free from local and
accidental
features.
The discharge
by' periods does not show
any effect traceabIc
to forest conditions,
indeed, the rapidity' of
discharge
is somewhat
greater
on the well-forested
Pompton
catchment,
and the figure,_ are nowhere
higher tlmn for the
well-forested
I'equammck.
In general the discharge
in inches
of depth for the first da 3 will be greater
as the catchment
decreases.
Thi.: law is well exhibited
in the 24-hour period.
Taking
the whole 72 bours the volume of flood-discharge
is seen
to vary materially
on different catchments.
This may be due
to local differ_'uccs in the amount of rain or snow, or in the
absorbent power of the soil. It does not appear to be less on the
forested catchments.
In order to eliminate
the effect of differing volume of total discharge
the second table is made up to
show what percentage
of the total was discharged
during the
first and second I2-hour periods and during the three 24-hour
periods
from the beginning.
In these tables the agreement
between the forested Passaic and deforested
Raritan catchments
is striking.
The Pompton, being a smaller catchment,
naturally
shows a little higher rate for the first i2 hours.
But it is about
fi)ur per cent. less during the first 24 hours, this four per cent.
having tk'en carried over and discharged
during the third day.
Wc are of the opinion that this slight retardation
is attributable
to the lakes and ponds entirely'.
That it is not due to the high
perccutaKe
of fi_rest seems proven from the fact that on the
Ramat_o, oue of the l)ranches of the Pompton having about the
same percentage
of fi,rest, the retardation
is considerably
greater
than on the Pompton.
Lakes and ponds operate also in the case
of the Rockaway to produce a similar result.
The South Branch
of the Raritan shows a more rapid disctmrge than the foregoing
stream_, but less rapid than the much better forested Pequannook a'.nl Musconetcong,
showing clearly, that the difference
is
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chargeable mainly to the decreasing size of the catchment, and
not to deforestation.
There is nothing in the history of floods o11the rivers of the
State which call be accepted as proof that there has been all
increase in the height to whieb they rise, excepting
such
increase as ma.v be accounted for by the building of dams, railroad embanknlents and other artificial obstructions which interfere with the discharge.
On the Delaware we have records of a great flood in I692
which bad not been equaled up to 1765. (Smith's History,
Chap. XII.)
This is said to have been due to the melting of
snow. Another great flood occurred in 1786, the height of
wbieh is recorded, and of which we estimate the volume at
Lambertville to have been I75,ooo cubic feet per second. In
i8oz, 1836 attd I839 there were floods reaching front i4o,ooo to
t5o,ooo cubic feet per second. On Jmmary 8th, 1841, a disas• trous flood occurred whicb reached 255,ooo cubic feet per second.
June 8th, _$62, there was another of about 224,ooo cubic feet
per second. Other floods since 184_ have not reached as high a
point as that of i862. There is certainly nothing in these
records which clearly indicates any progressive increase in the
volume of floods, but it appears to be trite that the nunlher of
floods of from i5o,ooo to I75,ooo cnbic feet per second are more
frequent than they were formerly.
The history of this stream
is important, because deforestation on the large portious of the
catchment lying in Pennsyh,ania and New York continued
down to a more recent date than in New Jersey.
On the Raritan there have been four great floods dnring the
century, uamely, those of November 24th , ISIo, July _7th, I865,
September 24th , I882_ and February 6th, 1896. So near as we
have been able to ascertain, the flood of i8m and that of 1882
were of very nearly equal volume, while that of 1865 was a
little lower, attd that of I896 was considerably higher than any
of the others• Bearing in mind that deforestation was progressive on the Raritau up to about I86o, but has not increased
since that tittle, it is clear that here also there is no evidence
that deforestation has been accompanied by an increase ill the
height of floods. The same is true of the P,xssaic, ou which
there is no record of a hlgher flood than that of Set)tember , i882.
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We have investigated
also the lowest reported
Delaware
since I83I, and these seem to indicate
flow was recorded
hi September,
1881, but this is
by the fact that tlle droughts
occurring
in 188o

heights of the
that the least
accounted
for
and i881 were

the severest of wh{ch we have all)" record ill the rain-fall during
this period, but we are disposed to think that the evidence
poiuts to a greater prevalence of low stages during the last half
of the century.

KFFFCT

IN

I_:(.)I'AL1ZING

THE

DISCHARGE

OF

STREAMS.

hi the foregoing we have spoken of 'tile extreme stages of tile
rivers, and we have called atteution
to these because it may be
attempted
to show from suclm records tile effect of forests.
Our
experience
is that this cannot be done, but that the real benefit
appears
in tile shorter
periods of low water and tile sulaller
number of floods. Tllis is all effect of greater ecollolnic value,
because
tile extrelne
stages are not of frequent
occurrence.
Tbus on the Pas._aic river, during
seventeen
)'ears, a rate of 24
cubic feet per second per square mile was reached only ouee
and lasted only about three llours, while the lowest rate of flow
of .I 9 cubic feet per second per square nlile was reached ouly
two or three times for a few days in each case, whereas the
stream stood at stages between .4 aud L34 cubic feet per second
per square mile an average of 1t2 days yearly, and between L34
and 3.35 cubic feet also an average of 112 days during eacl(year.
It is evident, therefi_re, that wllat would be really of importance
on the Passaic would be a cause affecting these stages of the
river.
It is in th.se stages which prevail during six mouths of
an ordinary dr)." period that we believe the benefits are most felt.
The soil and sulvsoil of a catchment
hold in storage a large
amount of water, which is fed out to the streams in the form of
springs and seepage during dr)" periods.
1non observation
that at such tiUleS rivers

It is a matter of eomeontiuue to flow when

the rain-fall is very mucll less thau the evaporation,
and, indeed,
for many days when there
is no rain-fall
at all.
Anytlllng
which teuds to increase this amount of water lleld in the ground,
and to regulate
its discbargc
to tlle streanls, teuds to give a
larger dry-season
flow and to shorten the periods of very low
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water, and with this increased
capacity of the ground to absorb
rain comes also les_ frequent floods.
Hmnns in the forest forms
a great sponge and of itself holds a large amount of water, and,
together
with the inequalities
caused by tree-roots, etc., tends to
prevent the water flowing over the surface, while the roots of
the trees provide read)' channels
for percolation
into the subsoil.
Consequently,
forests will absorb a much larger anmunt
of rain tlmn either barren or cultivated
country.
Cultivation
undoubtedly
has a tendency to increase the capacity
of the ground to absorb water, because of constant
loosening of
the surface and the facilities provided for read?, drainage.
In this
way cultivation,
like foregts, tends to make floods less frequent ;
but the effect
of under-drainage
is that the grouud-water
absorbed is usually fed out nmre rapidly to the streams during
the earl), months of a dry season tlmn is the ease with forests,
consequently
the ground-water
is sooner exhausted
and the
duration of the low stages of the rivers is longer.
Barren watersheds offer the least capacity for the absorption.of
the rain-fall.
There is no hllnlUS
or otller matter on the snrfaee to retain the
water, and the ground becomes hard and
Tbe effect of cultivation
in increasing
been frequently
remarked
through
the
followed barren conditions.
We llave
State to the same effect where cultivation

resists free percolation.
the flow of springs lms
West, where tillage has
some testimony
in this
has succeeded
forests.

At a nleeting of the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture,
January
I7th , I9OO, the following
statement
w.'us made by Mr.
Emmor Roberts, of Moorestown, a member of the Board of Managers of the Geological
Survey, during a discussion of this subject : " In my earl?' boyhood I listened to old men talking abont
certain streams having been dry in )'ears past.
They told me
that some seventy-five
years ago they were all dr), in the summer time.
I thought about it, and I tlmught it was reasonable
tbat it should be so ; that the land was in timber then, while it
is all clear now. It looked to me reasonable that, the lands now
being tilled, the rain that falls goes through
the soil to the
under-drains
and into the streams, whicll run abundantly
the
whole },ear throngh.
I interviewed
all of the old mill-owners
and every one I ever knew and approached
on tbat subject
always said, _My stream is better now than it was when I was a
II

FOR
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boy.'
That was the uniform
answer
I got from every millowner I approached."
This seems to indicate that on the level,
sandy, or loamy lands of Southern
New Jersey cnltlvation
may
increase the flow of the springs.
We beliew' that the usual difference
between
forested and
cultivated

water-sheds

is very

well

ilhtstrated

by' the

Passaic

and Raritan respectively,
while some of our snmll red sandstone
water-sheds
are good types of barren country.
In the following
table we have contrmsted these three types, the data being taken
from the Report
on Water-Supply;
of 1894.
Tiffs table shows
in inches of rain-fall the amount of water which would drain
out of the ground to the several streams, from their water-sheds,
each month during a drougbt of snch a character that the rainfall is just equal to the evaporation,
so that the effect of both
rain-fail and evaporation
upon the streams is for tile time snspended.
Tbese figures are the result of a COml)utation
based upon
actual
gaugings.
The gaugings
themseh,es
show a similar
result, but camlot be so accurately
compared owing to variations
in the rain-fall on the different water-sheds.

Yield ,f Nprht.q,._ on l "arious Types
Droughl.
IN INCH_S

Duril<{,"

OF RAIN-FALL.

Radtan,
Passtie,
T.yp¢of highly
Type of f,lttsted
cultivated
water-shed,
water nhed.

I_IO_i'll.

Type of barret_
water thtd

First
month ......
Second mtmth ......

L J6
54

Third month .....
Fourth month,
Fifth month ....
Sixth month ......

4o
.33
32
31

45
.35
.3o
.27

.26
.2o
.14
,I2

.30

.25

.IO

29

.23

.oS

28

.22

.07

3 93

4 ;4

2.29

Seventh

month,

Eighth

Immth

.

.

.

....

Ninth month ......
Total ......
It will l,:
show

of _Valer-Sheds

nearly

.bserved
tht'

that

same

giv. s up tiffs watt r faster

total

while

1.43
.64

tbe

amount

Raritan

.94
.38+

and

of drainage,

in the tzarly months,
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exhausted

and

16 3

it runs

lower toward

tile

end of the drought.
The barren ground,
having
absorbed
much less water, has less flow from springs throughout.
How
important
this is upon the dry-season
flow of these streams
becomes apparent from the following table :

Computed

ldmt-off,

Dt GalloJts,

Daily

_er

tile Last Eight.A_ronlhs

April ............
May .........
June ................
July, .
........
August ...........
September .........
October ............
November, ...........

Sqt)are

Alile,

Durhzg

of 18001.

Pa_$alc.

Ralitau.

Forested.

Culticated,

597,ooo
297,ooo
z72,coo
207,000
I4o,oco
x39,ooo
129,ooo
127,ooo

754,ooo
325,ooo
272,ooo
_34,OOO
89,ooo
87 ooo
84 oco
93,0oo

Barr©n
Water-nheds.

63Looo
_45,ooo
x39,ooo
22,ooo
22,ooo
23,oco
22,ooo
23,ooo

The economic inlportance
of this effect lies in the greater
value of forested stremns for water-power,
and the smaller storage
reservoirs needed thereon to flmfish a given daily supply of water
to cities. Illustrative
of this, the Passaic will fimfish for 9 months
of the year, from too square miles of water-shed, 45 horse-power
on Io feet fall, whereas the Raritan will flmfish but 41 and the
barren water-shed
28 horse-power.
During the other 3 lnonths
the Passaic will flmfish an average of 36, the Raritan
32, and
the barren water-shed
20 lforse-power.
To collect 57o, ooo gallons of water daily on one square mile
of water-shed
we shall need storage reservoirs
of the follow.ing
capacity:
P.'_ssaic, 84,ooo, ooo ; Raritan, i _o,ooo,ooo, and barren
water-sheds,
r26,ooo,ooo gallons.
The difference in cost of collecting
a supply at the above rate
per square mile, therefore, upon the type of strealns selected to
represent
the forested and upon those representing
the barren
conditions, woukt be about $8,4oo per square mile.
Both the
Passaic and Raritan exceed 8oo squai'e nfiles in catchment.
For
such an area the saving would be $6,72o,ooo.
Taking
the same size of catchment
we find the excess of
water-power

on the

forested

streanl

would

be, for ioo feet fall,
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1.36,_ horse-power,
the value of which, at a rental of $35
horse-power
per amnuu, wonld be $4.7,6oo, or the interest
per cent. on $952,ooo.
"t\'e
do
not
advance
tllese figures as exact lneasures
of
value of forests, but they ulay be taken as indicative
of
possible financial
fronl dea)resting
cultivation.

per
at 5
the
the

loss which might result ill stream-flow alone
such of our water-sheds
as are not adapted for

It will also be seen how anlply

this effect of forests

ill increas-

ing the stream-flow for five or six months, during the latter part
_f a dry period, explains
popular
opinion as to a falling-off of
streams
when the forests are cut off. Such an effect is very
umch more likely to impress itself upon the popular mind than
an increase of evaporatiou,
which would tend to decrease the
t.tal run-off for tile year without being very apparent to ordinary
obscrvation.
Being a much ulore enduring
effect, it would also
be more noticeable than any" change in tile greatest or least rate
of discharge.
We may illustrate
the effect of the great absorptive
capacity
of forests in diminishing
floods by comparing
tile run-off of the
forested Passaic and deforested
Raritan during the dry, period in
iS92, during which period both streanls
This run-off, together
with the rain-fall
shown in the following table :

were being nleasured.
month by month,
is
_---Raritan,--

_--Pa_saic.-x_ ):_.

June

Rain.

..............

July,
. ..........
August, . ............
September,
. .......
October, ..............
November,
. .....
It will

be seen

the

rain-fall

Run off,

Ratn.

_

Run.off.

4 68

Lao

4.o6

i 6o

3.27
4.39
217
72
6 84

.Sa
.53
.40
.25
I 38

4.H
3 6I
2 75
.32
6.99

.57
.47
.3I
.24
a 18

conditions

were

ver b" similar;

during the dr}' months, from July to October, inehlsive, the
off on the P:kssaic was L7o inches, and on the Raritan
inches.
Wllile the run-off before August was greater
on
Raritan, during the following three nlonths it declined to a
siderably
on both

run_.59
the
con-

lower point.
During
November
rains were abmldant
catcbments,
and of these rains 1.38 inches ran off on

the Passaic,

and 2.I8 inches,

or nearly

6o per cent. more_ on the
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Raritan.
The same effect is noticed o11 several other streams,
and while it is not always easy to determine
whether
it is due
to the forests or to differences of soil and sub-soil, it appears to be
true that tlm forested catchments
generally show about tlle relative superiority
in absorptive
power over those largely deforested
that is shown by the Passaic over the Raritan.
Again, during
the four years from i89o to t893 , inclusive, there were on the
Raritan
thirteen
floods exceeding
8,ooo cubic feet per second,
one of which reached 23,746 cubie feet per second, while on the
Passaic during
the same time there were but five such floods,
and the highest reached only I 1,7ot cubic feet per second, while
the rain-fall on the two streams shows no corresponding
difference.
On the Delaware
the more frequent
occurrence
of floods
since i835 h_ been pointed out in a report by Professor Mansfield ,Merriman, printed
in Appendi×
U--XIX
of the Ammal
Report of the Chief Engineer,
U. S. Army, for t873.
(See, also,
Repo_zt oal Water-Supply,
I894. )

EFFECT

ON

THE

PURITY

It is not easy to prove by analysis
forests upon the quality of the water

OF

THE

WATER.

or statistics
any
in the streams.

effect of
It must

be borne in mind that extensive
forests are ahvays attended
by
a scanty population,
and for this reason the waters are usually
superior
in quality, but it is a matter of common observation
that the amount of sediment carried
stream tlmn when the catchment

is much less upon a forested
is under cultivation.
Tim

difference
in tiffs respect
on our red sandstone
streams
is
especially
noticeable.
011 the cultivated
portions the amount
of nnld carried in suspension is very large, but where the catchmerit is well protected
with forests it is much less.
The same fact may be observed
if we compare
the wellforested Highlands
streams, such as tlm Pequamlock,
Rockaway
and Ramapo, with those in the more cultivated
portions of the
Highlands,
such as the Museoneteong
and the head-waters
of
the Raritan.
From observation,
we are disposed to think that
water of the best quality is obtained when the slopes and the
higher lands of the catchment
are covered with forests, while
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from.co to 3° per cent. of the area in the valleys and along the
stream channels is cleared of trees and in grass.
The vegetable
matter in the water will be less for such conditions
than when
the entire catelmwnt
is covered
with forest.
Such are about
the eonditi_ms which obtain on the Northeastern
Highlands
streams already referred to.
For hygienic reasons, therefore, as well as in order to preserve
a steady" and uniform discharge,
it becomes very important
that
the forest c_vcr slmll be protected
and preserved upon the catchments which are to bccome gathering-gromlds
for the cities of
the State.
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Forests and Climate.
The influence
Of forests upon climate has been extensively
discussed, but it cannot be said that definite conclusions
have
been reached.
It appears to be true that aridity has resulted in
some cases from cutting
off the forests, but that this is not a
necessary result appears to be proven from experience
in England and Spain.
The former has only about 3 per cent. of its
area in forests, yet it continues
to be proverbially
fertile, and a
land of abundant
moisture
and luxuriant
vegetation.
Spain
also retains its moisture and fertility in spite of deforestation.
Perhaps it is safe to conclude .that where other strong influencing conditions
are absent, the effect of forests may be appreciable.
Thns it has been pointed out that the lower telnperature,
which solnetimes
prevails
over a forest, nlay cause greater condensation
and eonseqnently
increased
precipitation.
It seems_
however_ that this difference
of temperatnre
does not usually
exceed
two or three degrees_ and consequently
wonld
be
equaled in effect by a ridge about 6oo feet in height,
so that
where the topographic
relief is bold enough
its influence may
entirely
subordinate
any effect of forests upou the rain-fall or
temperature.
Iu like manner
the influence
of the sea. upon
temperature
and rain-fall may be so controlling
that the effect
of forests becomes of little account.
This is true in England,
and it appears to he also the case in this State.
It may be accepted as a fact that the temperature
immediately
over a forest is sometimes a few degrees cooler than over the open
country.
It is no doubt true that the temperature
beneath
trees is materially
less and the humidity somewhat
greater.
To determiue
what the effect of forests may be in our

the
own

State, we have compiled
the accompanying
charts of rain-fall
and temperature
from the records of New Jersey State Weather
Service, and from all other data accessible.
In making up these
charts all short-period
stations have had their record referred to,
(167)
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and compared with those of long periods in such a way that the
differences due to comparison of periods not contemporaueous
are
elinlinatcd
as far as possible.
Plate XI shows the mean temperature
for the ?'ear, and the
mean annual rain-fall.
This may be compared with Plate III,
showing the distribution
of forests.
At first sight it appears as
if the regions of heavy rain-fall coincide with those of abmldant
forests, while the deforested areas along the Delaware and in the
Raritau valley show a light rain-fall ; but on closer examination
we find that the raiu-fall in the pine forests varies from about 52
inches at Toms River to less than 4 ° inches at Cape May, without any corresponding
change in forest conditions.
Tlle variation in the cleared belt of the Cretaceous
fornlation
along the
Delaware
is nearly _ nmeh, or from about 4 2 inches at Salem
to over 5° inches in Monmouth
count?'.
In tile same way the
rain-fall of the Kittatinny
valley ranges from 4° inches to over
48 inches, the whole being deforested
to about the sanle extent,
while the Passaic valley, having over 4° per cent. of forest,
appears to have as small a rain-fall as the Raritan valley, where
there is less than 5 per cent. of forests.
A careflll study of the
anuual rain-fall indicates
that topographic
relief lms an effect
entirely superior
to that of the forests, and we are forced to the
conclusion
that it is impossible
to trace any effect either upon
rain-fall or temperature
due to the dis'cribution of the forests.
The temperature
seems to be influenced largely by the sea,
and to a still more marked exteut by the elevation ; and studying the
storms
abundant
ground,
Plate

rain-fall aud temPerature
together
it appears that the
which usually occur with easterly winds show a nlore
precipitation
as such winds approach
or cross high
and a lighter precipitation
in the valleys west.
XII shows tile suunner temperature,
and the mean rain-

fall from April to Septenlber
inclusive, these being the growing
lnonths for forests.
This plate is nlade up with a view to aseertaiuing
the influence
of forests when they are in leaf.
Here,
also, it is impossible to detect any difference in the distribution
of rain-fall which may be fairly attributed
to forests,
hi general
the same peculiarities
which we have pointed out in the amlual
rain-fall arc present here.
There is the same wide variation in
rain-fall

in belts of country

having

uniform

forest
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The light rain-fall of the Raritan valley is somewhat accentuated,
but iu the Highlands
it appears that the deforested
portions
have as much rain-fall as those more heavily
forested.
The
influence of the sea upon the temperature
in summer is marked,
while the variations
due to elevation,
in the northern
part of the
State, are luuch the same as shown iu Plate XI for the year.
Plate XIII
exhibits
the winter temperatnre
and the rain-fall
from October to March, inclusive.
In this case the rain-fall presents a distribution
a little different
from that of the growing
mouths, but, comparing
the two periods, there is nothing to warrant the inference that it is in anywise effected by forests.
The result of these studies must be regarded as demonstrating
that tlte records of rainfall and temperature
fail to show any difference in climate between forested and deforested portions of the
State which may with confidence
be ascribed to the influence of
the forests.
We have also aualyzed the longer rain-fall records of the State,
aud of New York and Philadell_hia , to see if there has been auy
change
in the rain-fall
which nmy be due to change in the
forests.
Plate XIV is a series of diagrams showing the rain-fall
at New York, Newark, New Brunswick,
Trenton
and Philadelphia.
The Trentou record is combined with one at Morrisville,
Pennsylvania,
just across the Delaware.
The Philadelphia
record
althongh
certain
)'ears.
The Newrecord,
York
goes back theto latter
1825, is
andmissing
so doesfor the
Morrisville-Trenton
record begins with I836 , that of Newark with 1843 , and that of
New Brunswick
with 1854. New York is so nmeh within the
influence of the ocean that it can scarcely be expected to show any
effect due to forests, but this fact makes the record vahmble for
comparison
with the stations more inland.
The diagrams show
that from i836 to about 1868 the rain-fall at New York was
steadily, increasing,
but; at the latter date it suddenly fell off and
remained below the average until i883, since which 3,ear it has
been fluctuating.
The Newark record is very similar to that of
New York, while the New Brunswick, Trenton
and Philadelphia
records vary in certain particulars
from the other two, principally' in showing larger rain-fall from t868 to I873.
It will be
seen that, as a rule, rain-fall was increasing at Newark mid New
York, while deforestation
was progressing
in the northern
part
of the State.
We have stated that this deforestation
was at a
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maxinmnl
front 185o to 186o, and while the rain-fall at Newark
and New Brunswick
may have been somewllat
below the average during
those years, it certainly
was not less in either the
New York, Philaddphia
or Morrisville
records
tlmn it was
earlier, and it wa_ more it* the Iqliladelphia
record than it was
front i825 to 1835.
On the other hand the period of dronghts
extending
from t869 to i883 at New York and Newark,
and from i87t to i885 at New Brunswick_ Trenton
and Philadelphia, occurred after the forests lind begun to grow again, and
had improved materially
in the northern
part of the State.
But
taking a rather wide radius around Philadelphia
there has bee**,
on the whole, progre.,_sive deforestation
at a slow rate up to the
present time ;tlmt is, the forest area has decreased.
The Philadelphia record for the entire period of seventy-five
),ears shows
lm corresponding
diminution
in the amount of rain-fall.
Indeed, it has lx'en pointed out in Bulletin
D, of the U. S.
Weather Bureau, that there has been a general tendency to increased rain-fall in New England from I834 up to the present time.
We have examined
the long record at 'I'roy, New York_ and
this shows the same characteristics
that we have pointed out in
the diagrams
of New York and Philadelphia
rain-fall, namely,
a progressive
increase of rain-fall from about i839 to about i87o ,
with wide fluctuations
since the latter date.
The following table shows the resnlt of gronping
and averaging the rain-fall
of New York, Newark,
New Brunswick,
Trenton-Morrisville
and Philadelphia,
by five-year periods :
Average Annual
Rain-fall.

Vears.
I%5-;8a

9 .................

37.5 a

t83o-JS34

................

4r.32

1835-I839,
I S4o-lSl4

. ..............
............

42.5o
44 3,3

;,q45-181,9 .................
185o-I834 .................

4a.78
46.o0

1_55-1859 ...............

44.53

IS6o-Ig64
1865-1869

...............
..........

45.8I
49A6

187o-I874
IS75-IS79

.................
..........

48 o3

18So-1884,

.

............

885- ] 889 ...........
189°-1'q94
1895-I899

.................
...............
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This table is believed to show quite accurately the changes of
rain-fall in New Jersey, taken as a whole, during the last seventyfive )'ears, and the tendency to progressive increase from 182.5 to
I869, with only minor fluctuations, is apparent.
It is also evident that the rain-fall is greater during the last half of this
period. Thus, during the qnarter century from I825 to t849 ,
the average is 41.69 inches, while for the next twenty-five )'ears,
to 1874, it is 46.71 inches, and for the last quarter century it is
45-42 inches. The showing of these records is clearly against
the hypothesis that deforestation is accompanied by a decrease
of rain-fall, because there was correspondingly greater deforestation during the quarter century from 1850 to t874 than daring
the previous quarter century, while the rain-fall was more than
five inches greater.
117the same way, taking tile State as a
whole, there was certainly as much forest during the last quarter
century, from i875 to i899 , as during tile previons one, although
the average rain-fall is i. 3 inches less. Tlie other rain-fall
records of the State are too short to enable ns to draw safe conclusions.
Turning to the temperature records, we find that the Philadelphia record goes back to I79o , and from this date up to 182o
the temperature is below the average, while it ranges somewhat
above from 182o to r83o. There is another low period from 183o to
_84o, after which time it continues generally above the average
until 1884, reaching another minimum in i885. During the
whole period there is undoubtedly an upward tendency in the
temperature of Philadelphia, but it is difficult to draw safe conclusions from a comparison of the earl)" and later records, owing
to a difference in instruments an&methods.
We do not find
in the records of temperature anything from which safe conclusions may be drawn as to the effect of deforestation in
the State.
Unquestionably the temperature of Southern New
Jersey is affected nlnch more by the sea than by the pine forests,
but our personal experience is to the effect that the mild and
salubrious winter climate of this region is to a great extent dne
to the presence of the pine forests and the sandy soil, which
together produce an unusually dr)' atmosphere for a climate
which is so much influenced by the sea. We believe that the
entire destruction of these pine forests would resnlt in a much
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less favorable winter climate, and would produce a desert of
drifting
sand, which would be shunned
by all.
There is no
difficulty
in noting
present
differences
of climate
in winter
between
the cleared and forested portions of Southern
Nexv
Jersey, and probably these differences are of a nature which affects
bodily eomfi)rt more than the records of the thermometer,
as
they are largely due to the wind and moisture in the air.
We
cannot doubt that if this sandy soil should be deprived of forest
cover it would quickly lose all vegetable
matter,
aud would
become extremely
hot in summer.
We refer especially
to
those portions which consist of silicious sands and are ulmdapted
for cultivation.
The point may Ix. raised that while the figures of ammal
and average rain-fall show nothing as to the effect of forests,
there may be a difference
of distribution,
so that the fluctuations may be greater and the droughts
111ore severe in a
fi_restcd country.
()f this we can find no evidence in the New
Jersey weather
records.
A carefld study of these records indicates that all parts of the State, whether forested or deforested,
are al_mt equally subject to periods of drought,
and ,that the
severity of the droughts, as measured by the raiu-fall during the
dry period, varies with the average rain-fall, or_ in other words,
those parts of the State which are shown on our charts to have
a large average
rain-fall have a correspondingly
larger dryperiod rain-fall.
The severity of the drought
as measured
by
its effect on vegetation,
however, is greater in those portions of
the State where temperature
and, consequently,
evaporation
are
greater.
Thus
the Highlands
and Kittatinny
valley do not
suffer so severely from drought as the more southerll
portions of
the State, principally
because evaporation
is less.
l'mluestionably,
fi)rests have a marked effect in retarding
the
melting of snow in the spriug, and on this accomlt it is possible
that owing to their presence the spring will be somewlmt later
and cooler in a forested country tlmn in the open.
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I. Existing
OBJEC'P

AND

Conditions.

SCOPI'_

OF

THIS

REPORT.

The problems
of plant distribution,
or, in other words, tile
reasons why certain classes, families, genera or species of plants
occupy certain regions, have long received attention
from those
who have observed the facts.
If the earth as a whole be viewed
m connection
with the entire vegetable
kingdom, it is at once
apparent that the most obvious factor in limiting distribution
is
climate, and that isothermal
lines are closely identified
with
lines of plant limitation.
If smaller
geographic
areas and
smaller
aggregations
of plants be studied_ however, it will at
Ia

FOR
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once be seen that climatic conditions alone are not sufficient to
account for all the facts of distribntion
and limitation
which
may be observed, and that local physiographic
and meteorologic
influences
must be con.qdered,
such ,as altitude,
lninor snrface
ineqnalitics
and configurations,
presence and absence of moisture
in the atmosphere,
presence
of or proximity
to water, &c.
Finally, if the investigations
be carried yet fnrther, it will be
appreciated
that soil characteristics,
both mechanical
and chemical, also play an important
part in the matter.
This source of
influence may be termed the geologic factor, for the reason that
the character
of the soil in any locality is directly
dependent
upon the character
of the geologic formation
from which it is
derived, and it i_ with this factor that this report is especially
concerned.

It is unfi_rtunate
that by far the greater
number
of areal
investigations
which
have been nndertaken
have necessarily
been restricted
hv artificial
boundaries, generally
political, such
as state ,r county lines, instead of having
been extended
to
their natural limits, either physiographic
or geologic, and nlanv
interesting
tm_blcms fi_r this reason have been only indicated or
partially solved.
The investigations
upon which this report is
based fall within the same category, and there is no donbt that
if these could be carried out beyond the state lines, whatever
value they may have would be enhanced
in proportion
to the
distance or area covered.
In the state _f New Jersey, for example, two broad, contrasting regions of forest conditions have long been recognized,
viz.,
Nc'r_

-
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the Deciduous
and the Coniferous;
and the contrast
between
the t_go is so obvious as to attract the attention of ever?., observer.*
Doubtless to nlally the fact that the former is roughly confined
to the hilly northern
part of the state and the latter to the
plain region further south, might seem sufficient to account for
the limitation of the two classes of vegetation
simply on climatic
and physiograpbie
conditions.
If, however, the line of demarkation between them be followed across the state, or better yet, if
it be t_ollowed beyond the confiiles of the state, it may be seen
that it does not coincide with any parallel or latitude
or any
isothermal
line, but crosses these in a northeast
and southwest
direction,
larities.

and

is more

or less independent

If, now, a geologic map
demarkation
may be seen
trend of the outcrops of the
becomes irresistible
that

of surface

irregu-

of the state be examined,
tbe line of
to parallel very closely the general
geologic formations, and the inference
these must be taken into accolmt in

any investigations
which concern the problem of forest distribution in the state.
Investigations
were therefore made from that
point of view, and as they proceeded
the fact became more aad
more apparent
that not onl)" were the two classes of vegetation
strongly
identified
with certain
geologic formations,,
but also
that th'e distribution
of several species in each of the classes were
similarly limited.
This line of investigation
is capable of exteusiou
so as to
include
a far larger, number
of species than
were actually
brought
under observation,
and there is no doubt that if the
entire flora of the state could be mapped, from the same standpoint, an exceedingly
interesting
contribution
would result.
If,
further
than this, the im'estigation
could be made to cover the
entire geographical
area comprised within tbe areas of distribution, the interest and possible value of the work wouhl be correspondingly
increased.
- Such an investigation
would, howex'er,
imply: many )'ears of carefifl study in the field, and all that can
be attempted
in this report is to outline the known facts of distributiou in regard to certain species of trees itt the state alld to
draw from those facts such conclusions
in regard to the probable
causes as may seem
to be warranted.
Jersey,"

i_troductory chapter,

Final R©pon State Geologist, Vol. If, 1889.
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The general facts as previously
indicated having been recognized, steps were taken towards
a detailed
investigatiou
by
traversing
the state in a series of routes more or less at right
angles to the trend of the geologic formations,
thus crossing the
outcrops
in succession and notin_ whatever changes in vegetation were :,pparcnt from place to place.
Several critical localities were also nladc the subjects of special investigation.
Following arc the routes traveled and special localities visited :
t. Jersey City to Dcckertown.
Triassic, Archman, Ordovician,
and Siluriim fi_rmathms, illcludillg
tile region covered more or
less with glacial drift.
2. Jersey City to Eastml, Pa.
Same formations
as in No. ],
but south of the Terminal
Moraine.
3' Jersey
No. t, with

City to Stroudsburg,
Devonian additional.

Pa.

4. Jersey City to Allamuchy,
via Sparta
formations
as in No. I, but fllrther south.

Same

formations

and Waterloo.

as in
Same

5. Moumouth
Junction,
begiunhlg
at Teu-M'ile
Rml, via
Jamesburg
and Freehold
to Farnfingdale.
Triassic, Cretaceous
and Tertiary
fimnations.
6. Lakewood
to South Amboy, via Farmingdale,
Eatontowu,
Red Bank and Matawan.
Tertiary
and Cretaceous
formations.
7. Point Pleasant
to Burlin.gton,
via Lakewood,
New Egypt
and Mount Holly.
Tertiary
and Cretaceous
formations;
complete section through the state.
S. t_ound Brook to Perth Amboy, via New Brunswick.
Triasb{c

and

Cretaceous

fi)rlllatiollS.

,:. Metuchcn to Perth Amboy.
Triassic
and Cretaceous
matimls, Terminal
Moraine and extra-morainic
drift.

for-

Ic_. Camden
to Cape ?day,
Cretaceous,
Tertiary
and PostT_rtiary
furmations.
A special object in visiting
tile latter
h,cality was to investigate
the report that l'iJHts Twda L. (oldfield Pine) had been fmmd there.
The result was that its occurrence there was verified and a new species was added to the
fl,ra of the state.
A full acco]mt of this discovery
was publishcd iu TJ_, P/ant ll'or/d, Vol. I, No. 2 (Nov., 1897), which
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was subsequently
republished
in The Foresler, Vol. III, No. I2
(Dec., 1897 ) .
i I. Matawan
to Old Bridge,
via Robertsville
and Texas.
Cretaceous clay marl and clay'. Distribution
of ]5?ms ech_)lata
Mill (Vellow Pine), and P. l/irginiana
Mill (Scrub Pine).
t2. Freehold
to Red Bank, via Scobeyville.
Cretaceous
and
Tertiary marls.
Occurrence
of Pimls Slrobus L. (White Pine).
13. Morristown
and vicinity.
Triassic
trap and sandstone,
Areh_an
and Terminal
Moraine.
t 4. Trenton
and vicinity.
Glacial and recent river gravels.
15. Holly Beach and Anglesea.
Sand dunes and salt marshes.
16. Asbury Park and vicinity.
Buried forests in recent seabeach deposits.
17. Belvidere
and vicinity.
Terminal
Moraine
and extramorainic drift.
i8. Delaware Water GaP to Bushkill.
Influence of the Delaware river in modi_'ing
or extending
the range of certain
species.
19. Newark
and vicinity.
Salt marshes, with special reference to the occurrence
of Ta.rodim*z d*?gz)hum (L.), L. C. Rich
(Bald Cypress).
This is apparently
tim only locality
in the
state where this tree is known to be in existence
independent
of cultivation.
The trees are few in number
and are accompanied by several specimens
of Chamwcyparis
/hl,oides (L.), B.
S. P. (White
Cedar).
I was, however,
unable
to determine
whether
they were native there or had been introduced.
The
trees appear to be about twenty or thirty ?'ears old and are growing in salt marsh--a
habitat such as they naturally
occupy further south.
Several
reports
have been nmde of old cypress
stumps having been found in swamps in other parts of the State,
but in no instance have I been able to veri_, them.
2o. Bridgetou.
Tertiary
(Miocene?)
sandstone
containing
fossil leaves.
The occurrence
of this fossil flora may' be found
discussed
in the chapter
on the historical
development
of the
flora of the state.
FACTS ASCERTAINED.
If an irregularlinebe drawn, extending fronla little
eastof
Metuchen to Trenton,and a similarone from Long Branch to
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Salem, the typical deciduous region or zone will be found to lie
north of the former and the typical coniferous zone south of file
latter, while bctween the two is an area about sixteen
riffles
wide which may be termed the "tension
zone," because it is
there that the two floras meet and overlap, producing
a constant
state of strain ur tension in the struggle for advantage. *

t

-J

2
;
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flora are always ready to seize upon any advantage
which will
give them a foothold further south, while the dements
in the
eoniferons flora are always read)" for an advance ill the opposite
direction.
The former may, therefore, be considered as a sonthward-moving
and the latter as a northward-movlng
flora.
In consequence
of these conditions
the vegetation
in the tension zone is in a state of unstable
equilibrium,
in which the
strain is constant, and any change in or interference
with the
conditions
releases the strain and causes a disturbance
of the
relations
between
the floras until new conditions
have become
established.
Each such disturbance
is nmrked, to a greater or
less extent, by changes of species, and lines or areas of limitation
and distribution
thus vary from time to time.
The influence of civilizatiou
has been }he most marked factor
in this com_ection in recent times.
Fire and cultivation
have
caused, directly
and indirectly,
great
chauges
in the interrelations
of species.
In places
certain
species
have
been
removed
for economic purposes aud others allowed to renmin,
which, of course, gives a direct advantage
to the latter in any
subsequent
struggle
for place.
In other localities
all species
have been removed and such a change made in the euvironment
that foreign species, better able to adapt themselves
to the uew
conditions,
become established
there.
One corollary
to the above
proposition
is that changes
wrought within the limits of the deciduous
or coniferous zones
would not normally lead to such extensive
subsequent
elmnges
in species as would be the case under similar
circumstances
within the limits of the tension zone.
In the deciduous
zone, for example,
where clearings
have
been umde, these are often occupied at once by pines and cedars,
which have been awaiting
the opportunity
to establish
themselves where they will be free fl'om competitiou.
The soil
favors their growth, but they are ahnost always crowded out
subsequently
when the angiosperms
regalu their foothold, and
the ultimate resnlt is practically
a return to the old conditious,
due to the higher and more aggressive type of life represented
by
the latter.
In the coniferons
zone also the same species would be likely
to re-appear after a tract has beeu cleared, for the reason that the
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spernls,
which type of plants
would only be represented
ill
consequence
by stunted weaklings.
In each of these cases the original species would also have
tile direct advantage
that their own relatives would be in tim
preponderance
in the immediate
neighborhood,
and therefore
be
tile first to reproduce their kind in any numbers.
In the case
of the tension zone, however, any change, llO nlatter how illsignificant, nlight afford just the advantage
which some opposing
species of either zmle reqnired for its establisllment
in neutral
territory'.
For this re,'k_on the former lines of specific limitation
in the
tension zone it is now impossible
to deternline.
In this zone
the changes have nmhmbtedly
been the greatest, as it is there
that cultivation
has been tllc most extensive,
and over miles of
the surface, in the marl belt especially', the original
forest lms
been comlfletely destroyed, while in the other zones the limits
and relative
proportions
of the species have probably, always
remained about tim same.
Another
corollary" to which it may be of interest to call attention is that where zones of vegetation
become established
by,
reason of tile conditions
being directly
favorable
in each, the
weaker
individnals
are necessarily
crowded to the front and
meet in the tension zone.
Where,
however,
a zone becomes
established,
not because the conditions are directly favorable for
the vegetation
which occupies it, but only indirectly
for tile
reason that it is nnfavorable
for any other, this condition
may
result in bringing
stronger individuals
to the front of the more
barren zone and into the tension zone.
Tiffs is wall exemplified
in the case of Pimps rz_¢'ida, which is
usually larger where it occurs in isolated groves in the better
soil of the tension or deciduons zones than in its normal location
in the sand barrens.
This fact, considered by' itself, would appear to give a decided
advantage
to tile coniferous vegetation,
bnt its lower position in
the biologic scale, :ks compared with the deciduous, is evidently
more than sufficient to oK_et this advantage.
In the following enumeration
an attempt
is made to give ml
idea of the general character of the forest in each zone, by listing
tile nlost conspiellons
and abundant
species in each.*
• The
States,

oomenc[.tture

Canada

and

adoI_tcd

thc British

is that of Britton

& Brown's

" lllustrated

F[ora

Pos_¢_sious."
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ZONE:

Gymnosperm:e:
Pimts
Slrobus L., Tsltga CanadeJtst?
(L.)
Carr., Jttltt'tfertts l,ffr_,/itiaJza L.
Angiosperm,'e
: JztglaJts uz_ra L., flt)orz_
oz'ala (Mill.) Britton, Hicoria .glabra (Mill.) Britton,
tIt?orla
alba (L.) Britton,
Carpz)tlts Caro/iJtiatm Walt., Bellt/a lenla L., FaUlts Americatta
Sweet, Caslaltea deula/a (Marsh.)
Borkh., Qztereus lVrintts L.,
Q. rubra L., Q. coect)tea Wang., Q. ve/uthm
Lain., Q. a/ha L.,
Ullnzts ztmert'caJla
L., Liriodendrolt
Tzt/t)St)Cera L., 191alaltzts
occHclzlah) L., Corpttts jqorida L._ A'hododendron
ma:rimttm
L.,
FraxiJttts .4uter&'alta L., F.. ])eltltsylzJaJtica Marsh., F. lanceolata
Borck.
Scattering
from the Coniferous Zone : C]tantcgc),13ar/s No,oides
(L.) 13. S. P., ])l)ltts rt_gida Mill., Diosp.l,ros l'icginiana
L., lle.r
opaca Ait.
CONIFF'ROUS

ZONE :

Gymnospenme
: P/itus rtg¢?la Mill., /v. ec/thzata .Mill, I j. l-7rA_btiaJza Mill., Chamcecv_aris
lh3,oides (L.) 13. S.P.
Angiosperm,'e:
Qttereus 1)hellos L., Q. JHg'ra L., Q. mhzor (Marsh.)
Sarg., Q. alba L., Q. cocchzea Wang., Q. z,ehtlbta Wang., ,llagJtoh)_ l,'irgblz_Ha L., C'ralwgtts uH_ora Ml.leneh., l"_rttmts marl
it)ha Wang., ]le:v @aca Ait., DiostSj,ros I/irginiapm
L.
Scattering
from the Deciduous Zone : ])iJttts Strobtts L., 7?uga
Caltadenst) (L.) Carr., Castalzea depzta/a (3Iarsh.) Borkh., lqicoria
alba (L.) Britton, Liriodcndro_t
Tuh)5()_era L.
SPECIES

MORE

OR

LESS

ABUNDANT

IN

BOTH

ZONES

:

]9OjOldlts

lrepnttloides
Michx.,
Sali.r
IH'gra Marsh.,
[¢t'ltt]a nfgra L.,
llelttla popttlifolla
Marsh.,
Al_Hts rugosa (Du Roi) K. Koch.,
Qttercus natm (Marsh.) Sarg., Sassafras
Sassafras
(L.) Karst.,
Liquidambar
Slyract)qzta
L., Prunus
serolt)ta
Ehrh.,
Acer
ivtbrztnt L., eVl,ssa s l,h,atfca Marsh.
it may" be noted that three species (Querats
alba, Q. coccinea
and Q. z,ehttbm) are listed as characteristic
trees in both zones.
This means that they are so abundant
in both that any deserilztion of the prevailing
vegetation
in either would be incomplete
unlesg they were mentioned.
On the other hand, the species
listed as abundant
in both zones are equally wide in their distribution, but none of them is so abundant
as to be characteristic,
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being mr,re or less scattered,
usually
following
minor surface
eonclitimls, such as water-courses,
swaulps_ fence llues_ _c.
Doubtless
in certain
seetimls other species tllan those above
listed w, mld appear equally important
as elements in the flora,
but tlmse enumerated
will give a fair idea of the arboreal
features _ a whole.
If a complete
census of all the species
which inhabit each z,me be made, and studied, it will be found
that the deciduous zune contains
the greater number and diversit5", and that, as a rule, they are well mixed ; no one species
forming the bulk of the forest over any considerable
area.
In
the cuniferous zone, on file contrary, the lUOtlotouous uniforufity
of the forests, due to extensive aggTegations
of a few predominant
species, is often conspicuous
over tmndreds
of square miles.
In
the latter zone, for example, Pt)zzts rig/da is not only the predominant
but ahnost the exchtsive
species, over large areas, but
no such exmnple can be quoted in regard to any one species in
the deeidllous zone.
This species also occurs in several scattered
groups northward
in the state, but not in sufficient numbers to
form fi_rests or to be classed as characteristic
of the deciduous
ZOlle.

If now the geology and topography
of each zone be considered
it may be seen that the southern
limit of the deciduous zone is
quite sharply coterminous
with the southern
edge of the Triassic
outcrop, and tlmt it extends unrestricted
in all other directions
up to and beyond the state line and that its geologic and topographic
features are exceedingly
varied.
The coniferous
zone,
on the contrary,
is coterminous
along its northern
border with
the northern
border of the Tertiary
sands and grffvels and presents lint little diversity
either in its geology or topography,
except fi_r the fringe of sand beaches and salt marshes at tidewater, bv which it is limited in the east and south.
Its area is
restricted
by these barriers
in these directions,
but it extends
beyond the bt_undary of the state southwestwardly.
The tension
zone, which includes practically
the whole of the Cretaceous
plastic clays and the Cretaceous
and Tertiary
clay marls and
marls, is intermediate,
geographically
and in its geologic and
topographic
features, between the other two.
The above-mentioned
facts may be observed to advantage
in a
nmnber of critical localities, as_ for example,
in the vicinity of
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Farmingdale.
Here there is an area of marl which is located
well within the borders of the sands and gravels.
If a line be
trave1_ed, starting
from the vicinity of Lakewood,
in the heart
of the coniferous zone, little else than l"z)zus rz[_ida, l_ ecJt[nala,
Q. alba, Q. velulina,
etc., are met with, until the border of the
marl are,'i is reached,
when the pines disappear
and in their
stead are deciduous
trees, amongst whicll nmy be noted Quercus
rubra, tl_z)oria a/ba, Ulmlts Americana,
I)(_ultts lremu/oidcs,
Caslanea denlala, Liqttidambar
Slyrac/jqtta,
Belttla ltt_ura , etc.
As soon as the opposite border of the area is crossed the conditions are reversed and pines are again predominant
until the
edge of the main nlarl belt is reached near Eatontown,
where
deciduous
trees again prevail.
The lines of demarkation
which
nmy be noticed in thus crossing from one formation
to another
are so slmrply defined by the character
of the vegetation
in each
as to be plainly apparent within a small fraction of a mile.
If the same area be crossed in a direction about at right angles
to the previously
mentioned
route, begim_ing in the deciduous
zone near Monmouth
Junction,
an equally significant
series of
facts may be noted.
In this vicinity the trees are ahnost wholly
deciduous, consisting largely of Qttercus rubra, Q. alba, Q. vehtl/ira, t:[[corta alba, 1_. glabra,
tJ. ovala, U/torts AmeriCana,
);)-trA:bltts sp?, Fagus MmericaHa,
Caslanea
denlala, Liriodendron 7"Mt_ifera, Ltquldambar
Slyraciflua,
Popuhts lremuloides,
CartSil/us CaroHt/iatla_
Plalanus
occidel/lal[s_
,'leer rttbrum,
Cornus jforida,
etc., with occasional
groups
or individuals
of
Jttnt)_erus
l/irghzlana
and l)iJttts Strobus, all of large size and
vigorous growth.
In traveling
across the clay belt toward Jamesburg
several of
tbe above-mentioned
species
may be noted as becoming
less
prominent
or as disappearing
entirely, while those which continue are noticeably smaller
in size.
Several new species also
make their appearance,
such as Diospylvs
1 7r¢iniana,
Quercus
ilictfolia,
Q. n@ra, Pinus /irffhtiana
altd P. r@ida, and tiffs
condition of the vegetation
prevails until well within the borders
of the marl belt near Englishtown,
when the trees again become
somewhat
larger in size. This variation in the size of the trees
was in most eases found to be coincident
with the presence or
absence of areas of sand or gravel--the
smaller
trees occurring
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were also coincident

with the distribution
of several of the species.
In one locality_
about a mile north _f Englishtown,
the road passes through
quite a deep cut, in a sand hill of considerable
extent
laterally
and vertically.
On this hill is a couspicuous
growth of Pinus
rt_gi,la and l)iospyros
.tmcricana,
although
they seem to be
entirely absent elsewhere in the inunedlate
vicinity.
Continuing
on towards Frechohl, some of the species which were but sparsely
represented
tx_'fi>rc 11lay be noted as becoming
more prominent,
and tben a marked change occurs as soon as tbe border of the
marl belt is crossed.
In place of an ahnost universal
deciduous
vegetation,
patches of ]'inns rz_gida become conspicuous
features
until the marl area at Farmingdale
is reached, when the pines
disappear and are not again met with until the area is crossed.
By this route it mav be seen that the entire width of the tension
zone

is cros,_ed, where

complicated.
Am,ther
interesting
where tbe Terminal
Triassic
border, and

the relations

of the

two

floras

are

nmst

locality is the vicinity of Perth Amboy,
Moraine
extends
southward
beyond the
encroaelles
for a short distance
onto the

Cretacetms
area.
The deciduous
flora_ which
elsewhere
is
coterminous
witb the Triassic border, is here carried beyond, to
the edge of the Moraine, where it is in sharp contrast with the
coniferous trees of the tension zone, which here find their most
nortbern
limit in the state.
.\t lnallv other localities
in or near the tension zone similar
facts may lx. noted, but the above instances
are probably' sufficient fi_r purposes of illustration.
.ks examples of the areal distribution
and limitation
of species
the folh)wing may be taken as specially interesting
:
7?_l(_.,,t_;_it,,,i, _t._,_. More or less abundant in tim deciduous
zone, espcciall.v in hilly regions along the borders of streams.
N_t recorded south of the tension zone, except indefinitely,
as
very rare, in Monmouth
and Ocean counties.
New Egypt,
Vincentown
and Burlington
are the only exact localities known
to me smith of the Triassic border, and these three localities are
all within the tension zone.":
I'll:us
"
_ov¢

" NoTv
cf

.'4[:'ohu._.
14

t!_iJly

STAT_
large

It_

Frequent

OgotOGl_T
C_al'les

in the deciduous

Repolted,
R,

below

Shatplown,

on

zone, often
Salem

l.ipplncott.
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ing good sized groves.
Represented
in the tension
zone by
scattered
individuals
or limited aggregations,
especially
along
water-courses.
Ahnost limited to scattered
i*_dividuals in the
coniferous
zone.
The probabilities
are that the species was formerly more abundant
in the tension zone tlmn the present
distribution
indicates.
It is the characteristic
pine of the
deciduous zone.
PDtus ri_ida.
Exceedingly
abundant
in the coniferous zone,
where it often forms the bulk of the arboreal
vegetation
over
large areas.
Less abundant
in the tension zone.
Represented
by scattered groves or individuals
in tbe deciduous zone.
It is
the characteristic
pine of the coniferous zone.
t#)uts l/irW'*dam_.
Abundant
in the tension zone, especially
in the clay belt.
Less abundant
in the coniferous zone, but frequently forming
small forests or groves.
Recorded
fi'om the
deciduous
zone only at widely separated loealities--Riegelsville,
Milford and New Brunswick.
l)imts ec/tiltala.
Most abundant
in the tension zone, particularly in the marl belt, often forming
groves of considerable
extent.
Less abundant
in the coniferous zone and not recorded
from any locality' within the deciduous zone.
This and the preceding species may be regarded as specially characteristic
of the
tension zone.
Chamwcvparis
lhyoides.
Forms the bulk of the vegetation
in the cedar swamps of the coniferous zone.
Rare in the tension
zone.
Locally in limited mmlbers in certain isolated swamps
in the deciduous zone : Secaucus_ New Durham, High Point, etc.
Rhodod_'ndrou
max._mtm.
Abundant
in the deciduous
zone,
often forafing dense thickets
along streams and lake borders.
Recorded
from but one locality in the tension
zone, m the
vicinity of Burlington
and Kinkora, and from but one m the
coniferous zone, at Sicklerville.
[le.r opaca.
water, in the
zone.
Reported
Carpentersville.

Common
coniferous

in wet woods, especially
near tidezone.
Less abundant
in the tellslon

from but one locality

in the deciduous

Quercus lVhellos.
More or less abundant in the southern
part
of the state in both the coniferous and tension zones.
Further
north,

especially

abundant

in the

clay belt

of the
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border,

but has

()m_,Hs ltl'_.ra,
l'ractically
the same range as the latter.
If the above defined areas of distribution
and liues of limitation be studied it will at once be apparent
that they are not due
to climatic conditions.
Iu the case of Clzamaeo,_artk
we have
a specic_ which exists as far uorth as Massaclmsetts
and as far
south as Florida, while Pinzts rl_¢'ida is known from Canada to
Geortgia--their
occurrence
north of the coniferous
zone being
apparently
largel.v due to locally favorable physiographic
conditimls.
C_m_idcring
other species we may even eliminate
physio-"
graphic conditions
as a cause of distribution,
as, for example,
C)tt, _,,,
/'It,/los and C). i/£_ra, which extend northward
in the
casttrn
part of the state as far as Perth Amboy, but in the
wcst,_:
part arc m_t known north of Trenton.
A line drawn
betwct n these two localities
defines their limit of distribution.
The t,,l_,_graphic features for a large part of the digtauee along
both ..idvs of this line arc practically
identical,
and y'et neither
of tht. _pccics cro>_ts it. The fact which is at once apparent,
lmwc_r,
is that thb. line is coincident
with. the line which
separates the Cretaceous
and Triassic outcrops, and the rational
inference is that thi_ fcature, the geologic, is the important
one
to bL. <!:died.
Ill lb.. instances quoted the coincidence
between the geologic
fcaturt,
and the areas of distribution
and lines of limitation
are
more striking than in most cases, as they were choseu specially
for that imrpc_se, hut there is no doubt that a careful tabulation
of si_uiiar facts i1', regard to other species would be exceedingly
mtcrt-tiug
and significant.

DISCUSSION

OF

THE

FACTS.

If the. fi_r_'goinR facts be carefully considered,
one feature in
'mm_cti,m with them will at once attract attention
by reason of
its constant reiteratiml.
This is the influence apparently
exerted
bv certain geologic
fi_rmations upon the distribution
of certain
.r species
i&'nce which

of trees, or, for the sake of ar_nnent,
the
apparently
exists between
certain
geologic
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formations
and certain
facts of plant distribution,
and from
whatever
point of view we may regard the matter it finally
resolves itself into an examination
of the soil conditions which
are directly dependent
upon the structure
and composition
of
the geologic
formations
from wlfich they were derived.
Soil
influence is indicated in all the before-mentioned
facts of plantdistribution
within tbe state as one of the most potent factors,
and in some instances
as practically
the only one to be taken
into consideration.
Here it seems pertinent
to remark_ lest the
fact should not be
geologic formation
nection.
The only
ters, mechanical
or
position.
A sandy

thought
of, that the mere name which any
may bear is of no consequeuce
in this conmatter of moment
is its lithologic
characchemical, irrespective
of age or stratigraphic
soil, whether
a recent dune deposit or one

derived from the disintegration
of Paheozoic sandstone
in place,
would be of equal importance
so far ,as sand-loving
plants are
concerned.
Similarly
a heavy soil, whether
of glacial till or
Cretaceous
marl, might
be equally
available
as a home for
species which must love such a mechanical
condition for their
proper growth, while those which
would be indifferent
as to whether
or Mesozoic trap.

merely require
a rock)' soil
the rock was Eozoic granite

This line of argument,
as may be readily seen, infers that
mechanical
structure
of the soil is of greater
importance
factor in plant distribution
than is its chemical composition,
this seems to be the fact.
The observations
made indicate

tim
as a
and
that

the former is the more powerflfl factor in determining
the original location and distribution
of species, while the latter more
largely influences their subsequent
growth.
Upon tlfis basis of reasoning we may in part account
for the
fact tllat species of the deciduous zone, where the soils are comparatively
rock?" or lmavy, are able to push their way southward
into the clays and marls of the tension zone, and we also note
the effect of the chemical
composition
of the soil on their
growth, as indicated by their decrease in size wherever
the same
species occur, on areas of sand or gravel within the zone.
By a
similar course of reasoning we may understand
the northward
extension
of species from the coniferous
zone, such as ]"buts
P?)g_/;l;ia;;a, on account of the sandy or gravelly
surface-soil
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which prevails
ovcr illoSt of tile tension zone, and its abropt
limitation
wh:'rc this ceases.
C)t/_'rczts l)hc/los and Q. nt.'{_ra are,
wlthL.nt do:_b'., limit.'d in their distribution
by the same cause,
a;i 1 wt' arc ju,tificd
in .'Lqsuming that if the soil conditi6ns, or,
what is the equivalent,
the geological
formation
in which they
_r,_w. ]lad a f_u'ther n_,rthward extension,
the species mentioned
_.v_ui,! lie f_,;l_ltl Ul)cnl it.
When the oh. mlcal characteristics
of the soil of each zone are
studi'd,
it b.c',:ncs
easy to understand
why tile vegetation
in
cach i.. so dilY_'rwnt.
Ill the deciduous
zone the rocks are partiallx wcathcr_'d and disintegrated
for a considerable
depth, and
thi_ ,lisintcgrati;m
is unceasingly
going on, constantly
adding
new material
to the soil from the variety" of the mineral
constitl_cnts in th,' rocks.
New soil is constantly" being made and
thw :,hl s_fil l_t-ing rt.nt)vatcd, so that plant food is in process of
manuf.wturc
all the time.
The mechanical
character
is also
such that

it is capable

of retainin._

moisture

for a considerable

pz.ri,,d, which is a valuable factor in periods of drought.
Ihl the other hand, in the coniferous
zone the rock has long
bccn ahnost completely
disintegrated,
and as it is practically
eOlllposcd tlf but one constituent,
quartz, which is of little or no
value fi_r plant food, any fllrther disintegration
is incapable of
yielding any other element, and but little is added to the soil
which could serve to support vegetation.
Further
than this, in
many places no rock disintegration
is going on, but, on the contrary, rLmk is in actual process of formation.
Sandstones
and
conglomerates
arc bein_z formed by cementation
with limonite,
and where this occurs a hard layer results which limits the
downward gr_,wth of roots, while if the conditions are such that
an ,,pen, por,,us sandy s_,il prevails, it becomes impossible
for
water to t_c rttain_d
in it, and an arid sand barren is the
rcsult.
¢h:c thin_. In,wcxcr, ;ts previously
hinted, should be borne ill
mi_;d in regard tt_ many typical or characteristic
species, which
is that they do m_t always exist ill a region by reason of the
envi_,mment
t_v.ing '_hc most favorable for them, but because the
• llI t_!_ collar
i, "'On

N. L, _itlon.
a

¢t_ _n t_

ta;;oveil2 g r_lc_'_gc_ ma_ _,C ['olin d O_[tll_l_$1

th_ _:xi_tel_cc
of a Peculiar Flora on the Kiltatinny Mouat&las of Northern
lquil,forrey Bot. Club. goL

XI

N_.w Jersey."

(_884},p, 1_6.

"PlantDistributlonasaFaclorinth_lnterpr_atlonofGeolo_i¢Phenome_a,&o."

lick.Trans.
N. Y.Acaa Sci.Vol XlI Ogg_l,p.
_g9.
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environnlent
nlay be unfavorable
for otller species.
Thus, to
again refer to the case of 12z)ttts rt_gida, while it exists in parts
of tile sand barrens of Ocean, Burlington
and Atlantic counties,
ahuost to tile exclusion of all other trees, it is stunted and con-picuously less vigorous in appearance
as a whole than where it
occurs as scattering
groves or individuals
in richer soil fllrther
north.
Tlle natural
inference
is that it would exist to better
advantage
ill a different
soil, but that other, nlore agressive
species, higher in tlle biologic scale, are able to seize upon and
hold such soils against it, and that it exists ill the pine barrens
largely by reason of freedom from competition.
This inference
is fllrther strengthened
if we consider its wide geographic
range,
as previously
noted, which includes a great diversity of soil and
climate.
The relation
wllich preceded

between
these existing
facts and tile events
them will be discussed ill the next section.

II.

Historical

Development.

PRELI.',I INA P.Y DISCUSSION.
In tracing the development
of plant life through geologic time
the fact is well recognized
that the flora of Eozoic and Pal,'eozoic
times is not related to our living flora by any closer ties than
those of sub-kingdoms
or classes.
In Mesozoic time generic relationships
may be traced, while in Neozoic time many species
identical with, or closely related to, living ones, may be identified.
It is also accepted, as a broad generalization,
that biologic
development
has been synchronous
with
the stratigraphic
sequence, or, in other words, that the older the geologic formation the lower in organization
are its accompanying
fossils, and
conversely that the nmre recent the geologic formatiou the higher
in the scale of life are its fossils.
hi pahqeobotany the facts in this latter connectiml
are particularly striking and provide us with excellent
data from which to
draw conclusions.
Plant life was evolved into its present status
largely, through
the influence of changes
in environment,
and
changes now under way are modifying it still further.
In order
i 3 _'OR
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therefi_re to understand
how any particular
living
flora has
reached its present condition it is necessary to know something
about the changes, in their proper sequence, which the region
has undergone
in the past.
Within
the boundaries
of the state are geologic
formations
representing
all the great
Mesozoic and Ne_,zoic, and

time divisions,
Eozoie, Palmozoic,
rocks of all the included
geologic

periods, with the exccptlon
of Carboniferous
for the pnrposcs of this report the vegetation
may be disregarded.
MESOZOIC

and Jurassic, but
of Palmzoic time

TIME.

Trias.,ic /'criod.
I)uring
this period the shore line of the
North Amcrican
continent,
so far as New Jersey is concerned,
extended irregularly
from about the vicinity of Mahwah to a few
nliles south of Phillipsburg.
Everything
indicates
that for a
long time the Atlantic border had been slowly sinking and that
the Triassic
deposits were laid down in estuaries
and lagoons
which were alternately
covered by the tides and exposed to the
air.
The rocks are largely conglomerate,
sandstone
or shales,
evidently
shore or shallow-water
deposits, often ripple-marked
or sun-cracked
and bearing
the footprints
of reptiles
or
amphibians.
The vegetation
of the period is but sparsely represented
in
the collections
which have been made in New Jersey, but by
comparing
these with similar collections
from other places it
may be seen that the vegetation
is fairly representative
of tile
period,
l)r. J. S. NewberB" has described
nine species from the
state,
.f which three are regarded
as pteridophytes,
and the
remainder
are apt;arently
all referable
to the g)'nlnosperms.
(_ne living gemls IEquL_cim_z) is recognized
in the former snbklugd_un.
Thus far, in any collection
of Triassic plants which has been
madc, n_)thing higher in biologic developnlent
than the monocot_Ied.ns
i_ even indicated, and we may regard the Triassic flora
a_ ()no ¢.:npeJ_.d ahnost wholly of ferns and their allies, cycads
and eonifcrs, with cycads as tile dominant
type.
** _c,_A; F_es
"¢.L_ey,'*

.ml

Ko_si; Plant_ of the Triassic

Rocks

or

New Jersey and the Connecticut

Mont,_.raphs ol the U. S. Geol. Survey, VOI. XIV.
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Jurass_)
.Perlbd.
Towards
the close of the Triassi6 period
great physical changes occurred, of which the extrusion
of trap
dykes was one of the prominent
features.
The indications are
that that portion of the continent
now represented
by New
Jersey and vicinity was raised to a higher level than farther
south, for the reasou that in this region we find no deposits
which can be recognized as Jurassic, while deposits which may be
provisionally considered as such occur in Maryland and southward.
In New Jersey, therefore, we have a break in the geologic sequence
at this point, and in consequence
a hiatus in the line of plant
development,
which, however, has been at least partially bridged ,
by Professor Win. M. Fontaine*
and Dr. Lester F. Ward, 1" in
their studies of the Potomac forumtiou of Maryland.
The exact
geologic age of the lower strata of this formation
has not been
definitely deternfined,
but the evidence
thus far adduced from
the fossil plants indicates a transition
from the Triassic
flora
below to the typical
Cretaceous
flora above.
In this transition
flora, accompanying
the numerous
pteridophytes
and gymnosperms, are many archaic
types, mostly of undoubted
angiosperms, in which generic
relationships
with liviug plants are
more or less definitely iudicated under such names as tqco_hyL
htm, Sapindopsis,
Salicz_hyllum,
Quercophyllum,
Ettcalj_ioyo'lh'tm,
&c.
A number of living genera are also recoguized,
such as Torreva,
SeqHoia, Arattcctria,
7"axod/ttm,
Sassafi'as,
Ficus, _|lyrica, Slercltlia,
&c. The number
of pteridophvtes
and gymuosperms,
compared
with the augiosperms,
is abot'lt 4
to r. The comparatively
limited number of modern elements
contained
in the flora renders any comparison
with
flora somewhat
hazardous,
so far as any couclusions

our living
as to the

probable climatic
conditions
are concerned,
but we may safely
say that in its general characters
tropical
or sub-tropical
conditions are iudicated.
Cre/aceous Period.
As previously stated, Jurassic
strata are
wantin_ in New Jersey, and we find that those which next succeed the Triassic are clays, sands and gravels of -Middle Cretaceous age.
This indicates
a later submergence
of the New
Jersey area, wheu the shore-line was approximately
where we
•" ThePotomac
t"

The

Potomac

or Younger
Formation.'"

l_Iesozole

Flora,"

z5th Ann.

Rept.

Monographs
U.

S. Geol,

of the
Survey,

U.S.

GeoI•

pp. 3o7-397,
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now find the northern
edge of the clay belt to be, extending
from Woodbridge
to Trcnton.
This was evidently
a period of
quietude
and slow subsidence, as the deposits indicate, during
which immense
quantities
of land vegetation
were entombed,
many of the specimens
so delicate that it is difficult to understand how they could have been preserved, affording additional
evidence
of the quiet conditions
which must have prevailed.
This flora has been described by Dr. Newberry,*
who recognized
in it 156 species, of which all but about 3o are angiosperms,
nearly all of them included under living genera.
Many of these are genera which now inhabit the region, such
a._ Dt'ospyros, Jlt_lans,
Lirz_Jdeltdrolz, lkfagnoh_, PotOuhts , &c.,
but others are of foreign or more southern indigenous
distribution, such as l?mthilHa, CDtnamommn,
EItcad)_llts_ Ficns, Laurtts, Passijlora,
_SS'quoia, &c.
No living species is recognized, although close specific relationship is indicated in one of the names adopted (A_ragnolia glattcoidcs) and is commented
upon in regard to others.
The most
significant
feature as a whole is the complete reversal of the proportions between the angiosperms
and gbTmmsperms
when compared with these proportions
in the preceding
formation,
the
angiosperms
being now overwhehningly
in the ascendant.
The
genera also indicate
a climate
less tropical
than that which
preceded it.
After the clays had been laid down, as estuary or brackish
water deposits, as indicated by the occurrence
of marine molluscs
in limited numbers,
the submergence
contimled,
and we next
find the clay marls, representing
a transition
to marine conditions,
hi these, as might be expected,
the renmins of land
vegetatiml
arc less abundant,
but apparently
the flora was not
m_tiecably different in its generic characters
from that of the
clays, although
a number of new species may be noted, t
The suhsidcnce
continued
and true marine conditions supervened.
The marls were deposited and in them nothing
but
marine organisms are preserved.
any record of the land vegetation
*" The Flora of the Amhoy Clayt."

Thus far we have not fotlnd
which occupied
the region

Monographs of the U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI.

i'See "The Cretaceous Clay Marl Exposure
Aead. S¢i. VoL XXI, p. xa4,

at Cliffwood, N.J."

Arthur Hollick.
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during the time when tlfis formation was being
in the West the conditions
were different and

laid down, but
the remains
of

Upper Cretaceous
plants are abundantly
preserved
in the Laramie and allied formations.
In these most of the Middle Cretaceous genera
continue,
but the species, in all except
a few
instances, are different.
A large immber of new genera make
their appearance,
including
one entirely new type of vegetation
--the
fan pahns--and
for the first time tlm monoeoty'ledons
assmne some pronfinence.
Generically" it w_* nmre closely related to the living flora of
the middle United
States than was ttmt wlfich preceded
it.
The nmnbcr
of living genera included
in it was actually and
relatively
greater and the species are of a more modern aspect,
but mine of the latter is apparently
identical with any now in
existence.
The ratios between
the pteridophytes,
gymnosperms
aud
angiosperms
were apparently
approximately
as we find them to
be tc_-day, and the climatic
condition
indicated
was warn>
temperate.

NEOZOIC

T, rliarv
indicatious

/','riod.
I)uring
the
are that while minor

TI.M E.

early part
oscillations

of tiffs period the
of level occurred,

the previous era of subsidence
continued
until the slmre-line
advanced inland beyond the old Cretaceous
border, covering tbe
entire coastal plain with tim deposits which we know in the
aggregate
as the Ydlow
Gravel
formation.
In places this is
undoubtedly
of marine origin, in others it is apparently
due to
floods of fresh water.
At role locai{ty only, in the vicinity of Bridgeton,
has the
vegetation
of any portion of tlfis period been fouud within the
borders of the state.
Fortunately
the remains
there preserved
were coI1t-eted in considerable
abundance
and in an excellent
state of preservation.
Probably
sented in the collections
which
angi,,._pcrms,

many

of them

about rift)" species are reprehave been made--all
of them

referable

to living

species
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species now growing
in the vicinity of
@aca, Nj,ssa sylvatial,
&c.*
tbis fossil flora and the living flora of
indicates
a close identity between
the
existence
at about tlle latitude of \;ir-

#nia.
In many of its elements
it is Imique and distinct from
that of any other American Tertiary
horizon.
The collections
of Eocene and Miocene plants which have been made in the
West contain different
species, and those from Bridgeton
are
either rare or entirely wanting
in them.
As a whole the flora
is more nearly comparable
with tbat of certain European
Upper
Miocene localities, and we may regard it as that which immediately preceded the close of the Tertiary period, and this conclusion is empbasized
by the well-recognized
fact that in Europe
biologic evolution
was in advance
of America,
so that the
European
Eocene flora is largely comparable
with the American
Miocene,
European
Miocene
with
American
Plioceae,
and
European
Pliocene with the American
living flora.
On the whole I am inclined to consider it as more recent in
age than that of any other recognized Tertiary
horizon in America, but final conclusions
in regard to it cannot be arrived at until
a number of species collected during the progress of this investigation have been more critically examined.
Qua/eruary
Period.
Towards the latter part of the Tertiary
period an era of elevation began, which raised the northern
part
of the North
American
continent
hundreds
of feet above its
former level, and extended
the shore-line
far out beyond
its
former or its present position, so that the edge of the continent
was about where we now find the ioo-fathom contour to be, forming a broad expanse of coastal plain, extending
out to this line.
It was apparently
the period of maximmn
land area for this
region.
Up to this time in the world's history we have reason to believe
"The results of preUminar'] st0dies of this flora may be found in _everal paperJ by the wriler, as
iollows :
z. "Palveobotany
of the Yellow Grsvel=t Bddgeton, N.J."
Bull. Tort©y Bot. Club, VoL XIX
(z892), p, 330.
=. " New Species of Leguminous Pods from the Yellow Gravel _.t Bndgecon. N.J."
Ibid. Vol.
XXIll (x896), p. 46.
3. " A New Fossil Monecolyledon from the Yellow Grovel =t Bfldgezou, N.J.'"
[bid, Vol. XXIV
(_7),
P. 3=9.
In the abow-quoted papers may also be found references to the work of olherl on the same suhjecL
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were 11osuch extremes

of climate

_99
between

the

poles

and the equator
as prevail to-day.
The temperature
of the
earth's surface had been more or less mfiform during the respectire periods, as evideuced
by tlle fact that rocks of the same age
the world over, wherever
they have been examined,
contain the
remains of vegetation
which are identical
generically
and even
specifically to a large extent.
The elevatiou which began iu the Tertiary period, however,
caused, or at least was coincident
with, the greatest
elmnges,
cliumtic and biologic, which are anywhere recorded in geologic
history.
The climate became gradually
more and more severe
at the north and finally cuhlfinated
in what we lmve come to
call tbe Ice Age or Glacial Epoch of the Quaternary
period.
The change must have been a gradual
one, extending
over a
long period of time, as we are justifed
in concluding
from the
fact that the vegetation
which was in existence at the time when
it was finally overwhehned
by the accumulation
of ice and snow,
which extended southward
in New Jersey as far as Perth Amboy
in the east and Belvidere in the west, was identical in all respects
with that of to-day.

In other words, the flora of the Tertiary

period

lind had opportunity
to become modified by the changing
conditions before its final externfination
by the ice sheet, which implies a long period of time.
Every species thus far discovered
in the bowlder
till, in the glacial sands or gravels, or in buried
swamp deposits, is identical with some living species.
Some of
the Tertiary
species were able to continue
their existence
by
nfigrating
southward,
and tbese are in existeuee to-day, but such
as were unable to migrate from the area of glaciatiou
were absolutely exterminated
and only such species as were able to exist
under the changed eonditioas southward
were able to re-establish
themselves after the final recession of the ice. I do not know of
remaius of the vegetation
of this period having been found in
New Jersey, and such as have been found elsewhere
are scanty
in amount, but all the species identified
are the same as those
now living.
CONCLUDING

The

final

recession

sidence of the
The shore-line

of the

RE.MARKS.

ice was

accompanied

by a sub-

land and a consequent
restriction
in its area.
advanced
iuland, and in places only the more
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the

morainal

debris

was heaped,
remained
above water.
Such
portions
of the
former plain region are now represented
b.v Long Island, Block
Island, Martha's Vineyard, Nantncket
and the lesser islands in
the vicinity.
Several minor oscillatious
of level occurred, and
finally the land assumed the contour and topography
of to-day.
At the present time, so far as New Jersey and vicinity are
concerned,
a slow subsidence
is recognized
as taking
place,
which amounts to about two feet in a century.
This rate of
subsidence,
while very slow compared
with the
lmman events, is probably but little different
from

activity
of
that which

produced
such far-reaching
cbanges
in the past.
Indeed, its
effects have been appreciable
within historic time, and we have
but to consider the cmuulative
effects which such a rate of suhsiderite
will canse in time in order to appreciate
that great
changes,
topographic
and biologic,
will be wrought
in the
fllture.
Surveys
have shown that the coast-line has advanced
inland lu:ndreds
of feet in many localities
since the land was
first occupied by the whites.
Old meadow-turf
and tree stumps
are to t__'seen in the oceau-bottom
far out beyond the present
shore, and what was once upland, capable of cultivation,
has
beconle converted into marshes.
Bearing all these facts in mind, it is certainly
to speculate
on what the ultimate result inay
present couditions
continue.
Manifestly
the
pies the coast region will continue to have its
more restricted
in area and will be driven

pertinent
for us
be, provided
the
flora which occuhabitat more and
more and more

towards the tension zoue, where the struggle
for existence
its more highly
organizett
neighbors
will be fiercer.
history of evolution
in the vegetable
kingdom has shown

with
The
con-

chlsively that tile gynlnosperms
represent
a waning
type and
that the angiosperm,;
have been steadily
crowding
them out.
The fimner have decreased
in Ilnmbers and ill size, and in any
competition
fi_r the occupancy of a region at all favorable
for
the angiosperms
thesc latter are sure to prevail.
The gt'neral trend of events may be foreshadowed
fl'om what
we have seen has takeu place in the past, in the gradual waning
of the Inore primitive
gynmnosperm
type and the coincident
ascension of the more highly organized
angiosperm
type.
The
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former now exists largely under barren-soil
conditions
towards
the south, or under severe climatic conditions
in the far north,
not apparently
bv reason of these conditions
being directly
favorable fi_r them, but, at least in part, for the reason that they
art' unfavorable
for the augiosperms,
which have crowded them
out from the most desirable locations.
The conclusion, therefore,
seems to be incvitahle
that the flora of the coniferous
zone is
destined to be ultimatel.v obliterated_ or only to exist over limited
areas, often fi_r the negative
reason that in such areas the conditions may not tm favorable for other types of vegetation.
The
influence of man may produce temporary
changes and give temporary
advantage
from time to time, but such changes
are
entirely artificial
and cannot prevail in the long run over the
constant and inevitable
progress of physical and organic evolution.
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The Role of Insects in the Forest.
By JOHN B. SMITH, S¢.D.

That a giant of the forest, one that has resisted the storms of
a century, should succumb to the attacks of an insect, countless
millions of which would be required
to equal it in bulk, seems
ahnost absurd ; yet it is nevertheless
true, though not, as a rule,
quite so literally, as it reads.
Most of our forest trees support
an immense
insect population
wittmut showing any ill effects.
Nearly, 5oo species are known to feed on the species of oak, and
nearly 2oo on the species of pine, in the United States.
Given
a perfectly, healthy
tree, it will bring to maturity
a host of
feeders upon its foliage, upon the sumller slmots, in the injured
or broken twigs or branches, in its fruit, and even in its woody
tissue.
Comparatively
few borers or other insects are able to
maintain
themselves
iu the growing wood of large healthy trees,
and when these occur in moderate
numbers
they' inflict only
such wounds
as are easily healed,
corresponding
to lnere
scratches
in the lmman
skin.
Under some conditions
these
insects

increase

abuorlnally,

and

then

thousands

of acres

of

timber
may be killed off. -As the bleeding
from many small
scratches
may drain the human
body of blood when they are
kept constantly
open, so the boring
of thousands
of beetles,
insignificant
individually,
may weaken
even the forest giant;
and when this oeellrs_ when there is no longer a healthy, resistant tissue, then another
host of other species steps in, adds to
the injury, and paves the way for yet further armies that complete the work_ leaviug
only a dead stick with bare branches,
sooner or later prostrated
by a storm, and then slowly reduced
to dust by yet other agencies,
insect, fimgous, or microbic
in
character.
Of the feeders upon foliage in its broad sense, some, like eaterpillars, feed openly and simply upon the leaf tissue, destroy' and
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convert a certain amount of it into caterpillar
tissue, and their
work is done.
Little impress is left upon the tree under ordinary
eonditi_ms, or unless
the feeding numbers
are excessive.
Even
if one of the large
except on conifers,
of this kind.

species
wbieh,

defoliates a branch, this is not serious
on the whole, suffer less from attacks

Tile Iarv:e .f saw-flies are also feeders

upon

forest-tree

foliage,

and these sometimes do local injury.
Saw-flies are Hymenoptera,
i. c., they beloug with tbe bees, wasps and ants in structure
; but
they differ by having the abdomen closely joined to the body, uot
connected with it by a slender waist.
Saw-fly larv,'e resemble
caterpillars
in slmpe and appearance
; hut have at least 18 legs,
instead of 16, as in true caterpillars.
They have a teudency
to
feed in c.lonies and often curl up the end of the body when feeding at the edge of a leaf.
A black-spotted
species
sometimes in such numbers ms to attract attention

occurs on pine,
and defoliate

even large branches.
Small or ornamental
trees iu parks are
sometimes killed or severely injured ; but on larger trees a dead
twig or snmll branch is the extent of the mischief caused.
Some of these larvm are covered with a white powdery bloom,
and at least one species, oceurriug
on willow,
siderable
size, reaching
an inch and a half
extended
at fllll length.
It is pale yellowish
with a whitish, small head aud a black stripe

becomes
of conin length when
in general
color,
down the back,

making
it easily recognizable
and a fair sample of this kind of
larva except in size.
On the hickory
aud butternut
other species occur that are
known as "woolly worms," because of the masses of fine waxen
threads that cover the body and give it a fluffy appearance.
Yet other species are gall-makers,
eausiug blister or marblelike cxercseenscs
on leaves, stems or twigs, in the center of which
thr larv:e feed.
Willows and poplars are especially subject to
thi_ kind of attack.
.\racing the caterpillars,
besides those that eat of the leaf-tissue
dlrcctly,
many are leaf miners, eating betweeu
the upper and
1,,wcr s_rfaces, sometimes irregular blotches, souletiules galleries
L_fdefinite fi,nn, each species having a constant
and characteri_tic type.
A few others make little cases or sacks, in which
they live and which the?" carry about with ttlelu.
Many are leaf-
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rollers, folding or rolling
the entire or part of a leaf into a
cylinder, in which they feed trader shelter.
Yet others live in
colonies and spin np a lmmber of leaves or even an entire branch.
The well known web-worms
and tent caterpillars
will readily
occur to all, and wide-spread
injury is sometimes done by one or
both.
The forest tent caterpillar
has defoliated
acres of forest
land in New York State during
the season of 1899, and has
opened the way for yet more serious injury in I9oo.
Less known
is another species that attacks young trees, often enveloping
one
of 4 or 5 feet completely.
When
this occurs the death of the
young tree often follows, the growth
being smothered
where
not actually eaten.

j

lrlgure

_!.--Elm
lar_a_

leaf

feeding

beetle

; typical

; ¢, adult

]s, i, details
•

of a destractivc

; all natural
of the

same

all ealarged

f_der

ea foliage

size : e. egg-too55
; j', pu!a_ ; _', beetle

: from

Div.

Eat.

: a_ _, egg

; /'_ sttrtace

U. $.

; l, surface
Dept•

patches

on

of the egg ; g', larva
of elytra

leaves

; /_.

;

;

AgL

Numerolls
"grubs,"
or beetle larv:c, live on the leaves of
forest trees, often in very large numbers, and these also may be
open feeders_ leaf miners or sac bearers ; bnt they rarely become
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Hymenopterous

larvm

Galls made by saw-/Iv larvae have been already
mentioned;
but they are in the minority when compared
with those made
by others of the same order Hymenoptera,
the Cy*uJ)idw or true
vail wasps.
These galls may appear on ahnost any part of the
tree when young ; but, when older, trunks and larger branches
are exempt : and they are as diverse as the places tile), attack.
Oaks arc favorite subjects, but other trees are by no means
free from thenl.
()n the leaves the galls are usually more or less spherical
or
marble-like,
hut the)" differ much in size and texture,
being
sometimes
quite solid with thick walls, sometimes
filled with

Figure

3.--A

spongy

oak gall:

from

Riley,

loose tissue and with a thin paper-like
covering.
Some are
snmll and some are large, but that fact does not indicate
the
size _lf the larva that canses the gall. Two of the largest species
occurring
on oak exceed an inch in diameter and are filled, in
the one case with a brown spongy mass, in the other with threadlike fibres radiatizlgfrom
the center in all directions
to the outer
wall.
()n the twigs and branches the galls may be also marble-like
in appearance
or they Ilia}" be ulere swellings or other protuberallees.
()lie of the largest and most eo111111o11forms occurs as a
potato-like

swelling

on the

trunks

and

branches
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twigs of older trees.
It is fully I 1_4 inches ill diameter as a rule,
and sometinms considerably
more.
Through the outer envelope
comes, in due time, a series of pointed processes which are, each
of them, larval cells : in other words, instead of tlle gall being
produced
by' and containing
only a single larva, SOlne 5° to ioo
have combined to form the larger swelling, in which each larva
has a separate cell.
In some cases the very tips of the shoots become swollen and
distorted, so that tile gall is really, a malformation
of tile shoot
itself; or there may be a cluster of soft ovoid growths so close
together as to press themselves
out of shape and produce a series
of irregular,
more or less transversely
flattened hlisters.
More rarely' galls occur
irregular,
lumpy swellings.

on the

roots, and

these

are

usually

But not the Hymenoptera
alone produce galls : quite a number of Diptera,
or flies, belonging
to the family Cecido,o,Mcc
produce abnormal
growths
on leaves or twigs.
One species
attacks the base of the leaves of pines and causes an abnormal
onion-like
swelling at that point; quite a number
are fonlld
making
galls on the !mckberry, while the willow is especially
favored by them : all sorts of abnormal growths being produced,
fi'om little swellings to small cabbage-heads.
A few of the beetles are gall-makers--some
on pine, like
Doda2Mon ga/licola,
others on deciduous
trees--and
these galls
are usually mere swellings
on the twigs or branches, in which
the larva feed.
Phyllo.z'era galls are common on hickories, and it is not an
uncommon
thing to see a young tree with the leaves covered
with the large blister-like
one of these galls be cut

galls which are open inferiorly.
If
open, the inner surface will be found

so crowded with the insects that
insert their beaks to obtain food.

they can scarcely,

find room to

Plant-lice, belonging
to the same order as the l)hvllo.rera,
also
produce more or less obvious gall-like growths, and tile elm is
a favorite tree for their attack.
Sometimes
there is a mere
curling
and distortion
of the leaf, like that caused by' Schizoneura americana,
but often a real swelling, like the cocks-comb
gall made by Colopha uhntk'ola, is produced.
It seems, thus, that most of the orders of insects outside of the
Neuropterous

series contain
14 FOR

gall-makers,

and all of them
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course, some sort of draft upon the tree.
The least drain, perhaps, is made by the gall wasps, or C),lu'pidce, where the larvae
seem to f,'cd chiefly upon a secretion
in the central cell and not
upon the gaI1 tissue itself.
Plant-lice
have been mentioned
as gall-makers,
but they occur
also in _rcat mmfllcrs, living freely upon the leaves or succulent
growing
shoots.
No kind of tree is free from one or more
species of these pests, and no sort of insect makes a more contiuuous drain upo.u the vitality of the attacked plaut,
lndividnally insignificant,
their mmlbers
make
them dangerous,
and
their habit of excreting
the plant juices in the form of " boneydew " gives them the power of disposing of their food material
more rapidly and in greater quantity
than any other kind of
insect.
And they attack all parts of a tree: not only are they
abundant
among
the foliage and branches,
but even nnder_rolllld alllong
the roots, and the latter are among the more
serious fi)rlns.
()f collrse, seasons affect the munber of species
mid specimens
of a species, to a very large extent.
In wet
seasons one set will become troublesome;
in a dry season
another will be in evidence while the former can scarcely mainrain itself.
And so of the treks:
in some seasons plant-lice
attack will be serious ; in the ensuing, scarcely a trace of aphid
injury may be found in the district.
Scale insects belong to the same general category as the plant
lice in so far ms they are suckers of the plant jniees, but they
are lllore dangerous
because their attack
is inore
COlltilltlOllS)
because they are less exposed
to adverse
climatic
conditions,
and, perhaps, because some, at least, do exercise a really poisonous influence
upon the plants.
Soft scales are comparatively
rare in the forest, and only the Tulip tree, Liriodeltdrou
7)tlt)6i/ira, is serionsly attacked in New Jersey.
Of the armored scales
the oyster-shell
bark-louse,
,][i,lilas_t)
species,
is sometimes
serionsly
destructive
in the more northern
sections
on the
walnut and butternut
trees.
Willow and poplar, which are also
attacked, seem to stand the injury better.
The mlt trees are of
comparatively
slow growth,
and when the twigs or smaller
branches become thoroughly
entrusted
with scales, death is only
a matter c)f time, usually a short time.
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Pine needles are attacked by a white scale, 3]yHlaspl)pln_olga,
that is responsible
for disfiguring and considerably
injuring trees
in some parts of South Jersey.
Tllere are, of course, nuulerous
species other tllan llave beeu
mentioued ; it is possible to indicate here o1113"some of the wincipal types that may be commonly fom_d feeding or living on
the foliage and more actively growing portions of trees.
But the real enemies of the forest are not usually those that
outwardly
attack a healthy tree, though these do their slmre of
tmnn;
but the forms that lie in wait for the weakling,
the
maimed
and the cripple,
depriving
thenl of the chance of
recover),.
This is especially true in a State like New Jersey, where the
forest areas frequently
suffer from fires, large or small, from
cattle, from careless cutting
and from Ulllllerous other causes
not found in priufitive
forest areas.
Send through a strip of woodland a fire that burns only the
leaves and undergrowth,
and does no more than scorch the
trunk or kill an occasional branch, and watch the result.
In a
few weeks or months thereafter,
according
to the season, the
undergrowth
is renewed, and, superficially,
the signs of injury
have disappeared.
Yet if we examine
the trees theulselves
more careflflly,
we read another
tale: wherever
the bark lms
been scorched and killed, wherever
a branch has been burnt,
wherever
twigs have been charred or deprived
of life, and, in
short, wherever
a womld of any kind lms beeu made, there we
find tlmt borers have entered.
Little piles of sawdust at the
base of the tree attract our attention,
and if we trace them to
their source we find little round boles, the size of a pin-head or
thereabouts.
These go through
the bark and either into the
solid wood or into the bast or sal>wood.
The culprits are "shot-hole
borers," "bark-beetles,"
or Scolyrids--little
cylindrical
beetles varying
fi'om less than one-sixteenth
to an eighth of an inch in diameter
and from onesixteenth
to three-sixteeuths
of an inch in leugth.
Their work
below the bark and into the wood gives entrance
to moisture
and germs of decay that weaken a larger area, in wlfich the
next brood finds a congenial
home; and, comiug out in uumbers that cannot all find entirely snitable areas, they attack and
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enter healthy wood, in which, while they may not be able to
breed, they may be able tt_ set up a condition of affairs that will
afford a proper home for a subsequent
horde.
Meanwhile,
further
from the injury, but affected by it because of a lessening
or interruption
of the flow of sap, flatbeaded
b.rers
have gained
a foot-hold.
They
lmve begun
to form shallow chambers
in the sap wood, in which they live
one, two or three ?'ears, constantly
enlarging
their
field of
opcrations
and driving galleries
that fllrther interrupt
the flow
of sap until they are read?" to pupate.
Tben they bore a short
distance
into the trunk, lie dormant
in the pupal stage for a
shorter or longer period and finally emerge as adults, ready to
reproduce
their kind, preferring
the tree they tllemselves
fed
upon fi_r purposes of oviposition,
if it is at all suitable.
As a
result dozens of galleries
replace the few, water gains fnrther
entrance
here and there and cavities beneath the bark beeollle
obvions.
These afford shelter to a large series of species that do
not directly injure the tree, but by bringing in excrementitious
matter
favor the development
of decay germs.
Fermentation
sets in, and a host of flies and sap beetles are on band at once to
further the disintegration
of wood fibre.
Finally a sheet of bark
becomes lo_scned and falls; then come another
lot of borers
into the heart-wo_,d : Scolytids or shot-bole borers, round-headed
borers, boring caterpillars,
goat-moths
or Sessiids, and in some
instances
ants or Termites,
though
these usually come when
the fate of the tree is finally sealed.
()f course, the progress of the insect attack is slow or rapid,
in proportion
to the extent of the original injury.
If the injury
was at all extensive,
,as a scorching of one side for several feet,
two or three years will suffice to doom the tree and place it in
control of the scavengers
whose duty it is to reduce it to dust.
If it was limitcd, several ?'cars may be required, assuming tlmt
the tree does not succeed iu scarring over the original wo_.lnd.
As the trunk becomes the object of primary attack when the
injury starts there, tbe effect on the crown may not be immediately noticcable,
llut an?' serious interruption
to the flow of sap
is b_mnd to have an effect on the area tbat should be supplied
through
the injured
tract, and at once the insects mark the
weakness.
Twig borers enter at the tips and kill tbe young
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first effort ; but failure is not infrequent,
and as many as four
such boles may be drilled into a small tree from different sides
before the grub is finally landed.
A tree so treated
is spoiled
for all purposes save the wood-pile.
It may recover, yet it will
never completely
outgrow tile injury done--not
by the larva,
but by the bird.
The _ goat moth," by the by, deserves more than a mere passing notice, because
of the real injury done, not so umch to the
tree, as such, as to the timber
that it should
make.
The
insect derives
its popular
name fi'om its peculiarly
pungent
and unpleasant
odor, which is most intense in the pupal stage,
and is, perlmps, protective.
The moths are large, expanding
from two to four inches, the wings more parchment-like
in
appearance
than usual in this order, and the body in form somewhat like the hawk lnoths.
They do not feed, fly chiefly at dusk
or in the night, and are rarely seen even when the larv,'e
are abmidant.
Eggs are laid in some wound, preferably the very
spot where a moth has already emerged, and the young eaterpillars start from tlmt point.
A tree once infested, therefore_
is likely to remain so, and at the point of entrance
quite a
decided swelling usually forms, in which is a more or less obvious scarred opening.
The caterpillars
are white or with a pinkish tinge, just a little flattened,
with rather
prominent
black
warts or tubercles, each of which bear stiff, bristly hairs.
The
head is large, brown, and with prominent
jaws.
\Vhen filllgrown they are fldly two inches in length, and earl?" in the third
3"ear the pupa is formed in the gallery, near the surface, and
preferably
at just about the point where the entrance
was
effected.
The borer is no great feeder, considering
its size and
length of life; its burrow rarely exceeding
six or eight inches
in length, of equal diameter
throughout,
so that the larva may
move from one part to the other at all thnes.
A yomlg borer
entering
one of these old burrows may continue it upwardly,
or
nmy start a lateral from it, curviug
upward soon after he gets
well away from the old one, and so a series of galleries
may start
from the one point of entrance, each )'ear adding a little to the
sum of injury and detracting
as much from the value of the
timber.
Since they do not really interfere
with the nourishment of the tree, they are not likely at any time to cause its
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death, and I have seen examples
where all external
were b_alcd over years since, yet whose history of prior
tion was plainly to be read when the trunk was split,
burrows
found and the gnarled and twisted tissue of

wounds
infestathe old
the old

entrance
laid bare.
These defects are never repaired,
and a
burrow once made in the heart-wood
of oak is there for all time.
Trees of this kind should be selected for firewood or for such
purpo_cs

as they are

suitable,

and

the

sections

containing

the

%
]_lgure

O.--Goat moths : female above, male below, an(] larva : from Riley.

larv:_' should be u_cd not later tlmn June ISt, to prevent the
emergence of the moths.
The cutting should be done, of course,
in winter.
Scrub laud is peculiarly subject to insect injury when even a
small fire has been througll it. Tbere are hundreds of acres of
oak brush in South Jersey, and each 3"ear some portions are
more or less scorched.
The season following, ahnost every one
of the shoots or saplings will be infested by round-headed
borers
of tbe gullus .P.'laib/l/dz))n, COllunonly
known as "oak-pruners."
Their normal habit as to bore into oak twigs or branches until
they arc flfil-grown, then to cut the twig from the inside until it
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is held by a mere fihn of bark that will break in the first high
wind, carrying the borer to the ground in a shelter that remains
unchanged, during the remainder of its larval and pupal life.
In the injured oak-shoots the larvm find ideal conditions for
their develol)ment , and they seem to realize that here there is
no necessity for girdling, because they make not the least attempt
in that direction.
These borers remain in the trees one vear
only, and after that the wood is no longer in the right condition
for them ; they leave it for others that delight in dead wood, and
of these there is no lack. There is another consequence, however : where so many beetles develop they are hard put to it to
find a place to breed, therefore they attack many trees that would,
raider ordinary circumstances, escape. Hence apple trees are
frequently attacked and sometimes seriously injured, and large
shade trees in parks and gardens are subjected to a merciless
priming.
I think I lmve indicated sufficiently that the natural tendency
under normal forest condition is to eliminate the weakling and
the cripple, and that insects are among the chief agencies by
means of which this is accomplished.
The hosts of species that
feed upon or in the foliage are comparatively of little importance
unless they strip the trees. This sometimes happens, and then
the proper conditions may be induced that result in a successfilI
borer attack.
These borers are of three kinds, the bark or shot-hole.borers,
Scolytids ; tbe flat and the round-headed borers, Buprestids and
Cerambycids respectively ; all of which have been alreadv mentioned.
The Seolytids are generally divisible into those tlmt make galleries under the bark and those that work in the solid wood.
The work of the former is most obvious, and their galleries,
radiating from a single central channel, are obvious when a flake
of bark is removed. Their metlmd of causing injury is equally
obvious; boring as they do between bark and wood, and partly
in each, they interrupt the flow of sap, and when many of them
are present, in effect, girdle the tree. These borers rarely attack
healthy trees; but it does not need much to give them a foothold. Trees in parks, without proper supply of nourishment or
in sod, on land too well drained, are often attacked and killed
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when to all appearance
they are sound as a dollar ; and this may
be so, too, where' woodland ha- been too thoroughly
opened up or
where natural water-courses
have been diverted
and the usual
supply

of moisture

has been either

decreased

or added to abnor-

mallv.
\Vhcn once these bettles
have secured
the tree is &mined, and good forestry practice
and use it up immt'diatelv.

a good foothold
is to take it out

Ahnost every species _f bark-beetle
makes a gallery peculiar
to it, so that to one familiar with their habits a look at their
work tells the species even if no adult insect is available
for
examination.
Yet there arc certain
features that most of tbem
have in common ; usually the female parent bores into a proper
tree, through the [)ark to the sap wood, and in the layer between
bark and trunk, though
m(_stly in the bark, a vertical
channel
or burrow is made.
.\ series of small chambers are nicked out at
each side of this chmmel
"ffhe larva, when hatched,

and in each of them an egg is laid.
at once starts a channel or burrow of

its own, narrow amt thread-like
at first, but becoming
larger as
the grubs increase in size and each chmmel diverging
from all
the others so that they rarely cross.
The pupa is formed at the
end of this htrval gallery in a little cell eaten out for that purpose, and the adults come out through
little round holes bored
by them when flllly matured.
In some ca__es the central gallery is even throllgbolrt
; sometimes there is an enlargcment
or an oblique spur at one or both
ends, or a chamber somewhere
in its course in which tlle parent
can ttlrll around if it so dcsires.
()f this type is the Itickory
bark-beetle
that at Glen Ridge,
New Jersey, killed off so many trees a few ?'ears ago.
(See
Figure 4. I
The Sc.1}tids
b_ring
sitar-hole t}_rcrs, b.'canse

in the solid wood are usually called
,}f the size of the hole and because the

edges are ,dent'rally blackened
beetles is m_t s_ _bviou_, nor

as by fire. The work of these
is their ill effect so imlnediately

visible as in the case of the previous tyt)e , yet they are always
ready to d_ their share when the proper conditions arrive.
The t? l'ical sitar-hole borers differ altogether
in many respects
from the bark-boring
type.
Their
galleries
go variable
distances in the solid xw_od, then laterals no larger or longer tlmn the
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beetle itself are driven, and in these the larvae develop. They
do not lay so many eggs as the bark borers, but multiply rapidly

_lgurc

7.--Round-headed
apple borer : a, puncture in which egg is lald ; b, same in section ; ¢, hale
from which beetle has emerged ; _, same in |eolian ; _. pupa in place.
From Div. Eat., U. S. Dept. Agl.

V
IF|gure

8.--Giant

borers, Prionu,_ species ; larva, pupa and adult

natural giz_
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enough
for practical
purposes.
A very striking
character
in
some species is that, while they really bore into the wood, yet
the Iarv:e have to be fed by a peculiar
flmgous growth
known
as. tmbrosim
All the real boring is done by the adults, and the
gallt'rie> oucc seeded dowu to Ambrosia
are inhabited
by successive broods of species, the dark staining
iu the wood resulting
as much from the flmgus as from the work of the beetles.
On
small tree_ a munhcr of these beetles workiug
at or near the
same place may so weaken the trunk that it will break in the
first high wind that comes aloug.
Other species seem to prefer the very ceuter of twigs, boring
out the mimltc core in oaks and using the galleries
thus made
as a winter sh_'lter.
The round-headed
borers are nlore or less cylindrical,
white
or yellowish grubs, the segments usually very well marked, and
the
"head,"
or anterior
portiou,
considerably
enlarged
or
swolleu.
These forms frequently attack
living wood, and bore,
usually, in the solid tissue, though some may burrow, for a time
at least, beneath the bark or in the bast.
To this series belong
the "oak pruners,"
the " twig girdlers,"
the "bark
slippers"
(concerning
which more will be said hereafter),
the "giant rootborers,"
aud a variety of other pests.
The adults are Longicorns, or long-horned
beetles, and all are feeders in wood}, or
stem tissue in the larval stage.
As adults they are not injurious,
and arc apt to be found on flowers, though some species are distiuctlv rare even when their larvm are Hot unco111111ou, re]IllS
oak sprouts are attacked
at the base by a borer which kills a
large percentage
of them each }'ear, and this borer is not at all
rare; but the beetle, (;ors leSse/lalus, may be sought for years
befi)re even a single example will be captured.
.ks an example of the iujury done by these longicorn
borers,
that attacking
the locust may be cited.
There
is scarcely a
locality in the State where these trees are not rendered
utterly
worthles_
by the attacks of these insects, and, while the trees
mav live mnler the attack for years, they are never good for anything.
And this leads me to call attention
to another
point:
the hmgicoru
borers arc mostly wood feeders, aud when they
attack healthy trees, as mauy of them do, they bore at once into
the trunk or the body of the branch.
If they work in the bast
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or sap-wood at all, it is for a short time only in the early stages
of growth.
The tree derives its chief supply' of uourishment
through this bast and sap-wood, which is scarcely" at all injured
by these larvae, hence they may work for many )'ears without
eausiug
fatal results, if they are alone in their attacks.
The
Scolytid
borers working
the sap-wood or bast iuterfere
at once
with the nourishment
of the tree, and the results are immediately noticeable.
The result of this difference
from a practical
standpoint
is that a tree killed by' Scolytids may make fair timber ; one that has been loug infested by longieoru
borers will lye
worth little or nothing, though the insects may not have killed
the tree.
The function of other of these borers attacking
dead
or dying wood will be again referred to.
Flat-headed
borers resemble the round-headed
forms in general
shape, but are compressed
and flattened, the " head " segments
comparatively
broader and the body, somewhat
longer, so that
they have been called "bammer
heads2'
These borers in the
maiu attack weak, sickly or dead trees, though one group, the
Agrilids, forms an important
exception.
They live chiefly just
under the bark or in the sap-wood, forming irregular
shallow
chambers commeted by short, irregular galleries.
Some of them
live two or three years in the larval stage, and, before trausforming, bore a short distance
into the wood to form a pupal
chamber,
i_uing
later through
a hole iu the bark, as do the
lougieorus.
It is easy to deterudue
at all times whether a tree
has been infested
instance the exit

by' round or flat-headed
borers, for in the first
hole is as round ms if it had been bored by an

attger, while iu the latter it is regularly oval.
borers come with or after the Seolytids, rarely

The flat-headed
before, and when

the two are together
present the flat-headed
grubs often extend
their chambers
throughout
an entire gallery s.vstem of a bark
beetle, destroying
everything
in their way.
The adults of these borers are ]]@l"esgHa', for whom there is
no satisfactory
COUlUlOUuanle.
They are long and narrow, somewhat flattened,
tapering
posteriorly,
very hard in texture
and
generally metallic in color.
Some of them are bright green, or
brilliantly copper gilt, but most of them are more soberly bronzed
or have a metallic greeu or blue reflectiou.
The species of A grihts are the smallest of the series, rarely'
more thau one-quarter
of an inch long, very slender and always
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bronzed.
Their larv:c are similar to those already described, but
attack ht alth? plants, and, instead of excavating
chambers, make
long winding burrows, often completely
girdling small branches
and causing injury altogether
out of proportion
to their size.
This reference t,_ size also brings to mind the fllrther fact that
the larva in this ease is excessively
large in proportion
to the
size of thc adult, an il_ch and a-lmlf borer making a one<luarter inch beetle:
They art called sinuate borers, fi'om the character
of their burrows, and chcbtlluts
arc frequent victilns, some forms
also attacking
orchard and small fruits.
Bcsldt-s tl:c C_,leopterous borers just described, there are several
boring eatcrpillars
tIIat may be always distinguished
by having
eight pair> of more or less developed
legs.
They bore in the
solid w,.,l _ a rule, and rarely' in sufficient
nunlbers
to cause
actual injury.
Their chief danger lies in the fact that they open
the wa_, fi_r the other species tlmt endanger
the tree itself.
The goat moth, craning of the largest of these caterpillars,
has
been already mentioned.
The others belong chiefly to the clearwinged m_ths uf the family ,%siida'.
The caterpillars
are more
cylindrical
than those of the larger species, and the head is usually' black ; otherwise they are very similar.
'Fhe pupa is quite
.generally provided with a more or less developed chisel-like
process to the head, by means of which it cuts its way through
the
bark.
It wriggles through the opening so made until it projects
half its length beyond the tree, being held in place by the rings
of spinnlcs and pointed processes with which the segments
are
set.
The moths arc usually black, marked with yellow, more or
less resembling
a wasp or hornet, and the wings are also narrow
and transparent,
to heighten
the illusion.
"Phese borers are in
man.v of the fi_rest trees and occur in all parts--quite
as often in
the root_ as elsewhere.
In stone cases city shade trees become
the victims and the maple is particularly
susceptible
Iterctc_fi,rc
I have spoken
of the species that

to attack.
attack
the

hcalth._, sickly or ir,jured tree to cause its death, and this is one
important
way in which injury is caused to forests.
Another
kind of injury comes in when for any reason timber is killed
purpose!?, or dies standing, before being made into lnmber.
A
dead tree is a carcass to be removed, and dozens of species and
thousands

of specimens

begin

work at once, the borers of course
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had bored out almost the entire center of each board, leaving
o111)"a mere shell
Of course the whole work had to be removed,
and I secured some specimens,
intending
to raise the species to
maturity;
but, in October,
I899, the larva are yet unchanged
and manifest
no apparent
desire to get into the pupal stage.
This case demonstrates
both the longevity of the insects and the
damage caused by them.
A somewhat different case occurred in Jersey City, where lardwood timber had been made into paneling.
The wood seeuad
in fair condition ; part of it was veneered and all of it was filled,
heavily
varnished
and polished.
In tim spring
of 1898 the
owner
was astonished
to find the little powder
post beetle,
Lycl2ts striatm,
emerging
in great mmlbers, leaving their small
exit boles everywhere
in such quantity
as to utterly ruin the
appearance
of his trilmning.
The larva, in their earl), stages,
had not been noticed when the lnaterial
was worked up, and
tad developed normally after the woodwork
was finally in place.
It is difficult to cover wood so as to prevent beetles from coming
oul, but as a rule the insects need a recognizable
surface for
entrance
and will rarely elller a _arnished
or painted board or
post.
Indeed, even lime will answer as an ontdoor preservative,
very few insects caring to bite iuto or eveu to come to rest on it.
The latter, however, may be due to the fact that they are too
conspienous
on snch a white surface for their own safety.
A fallen tree or log left to lie in the forest first becomes a prey
to bark slippers, as. in the case of the cord-wood ; but the bark
remains in place and flmdshes shelter to the host tllat is working beneath
wire-worms,
These make
giant borers,

it. Click-beetles,
and tlair larva, the wood-feeding
come in, as do also the grnbs of some of the weevils.
surface burrows only, but in the her/rt-wood are the
both round and flat head, that make galleries nearly

one-quarter
of an inch in diameter.
These attain a length of
from 2 to 3 inches, and tla resulting adults are the largest of
their kind.
Tbe round-headed
borer makes a species of fOriomts,
a stout black, long-horned
beetle about i_ inches long and half
an inch in width across the shoulders.
It is one of the species
of slow growth and requires
three years to come to nmturity.
Examples
are most frequent
in pine logs, living in the " fat,"
which without their assistance would resist decay indefiuiiely.
15
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The wire-worms
do not, as a rule, enter a tree or log until
germs of deea.v are present, and they are not borers in the real
sense of the w_,rd, except in soft or dry rot.
The smaller species
as a rnIe remaiu close under the bark and do not get into the
body of the true at all; but the larger species may be found
wherever
the tissue is soft enough to be penetrated
by them.
Thc largest ,_f all is about I _A inches long and produces what
is known _s the eyed Elater, .4latls octtlalus.
It is over an inch
long, loose jointed,
gray and black speckled, the tlmrax with
two vet 7, large me-like
black spots, one on each side, which
attract attention
wheucver
the insect is seen and make it easily
recognizable.
Tilt hammcrdlt'ads
make a species of Chalc@hora
abont an
inch in length,
n,,t over one-fourth
of an inch broad at the
shoulders,
tapering
posteriorly',
somewhat
flatteued
above and
nlore or less bronzed ill color.
Tllese borers are not so'long
lived as the hmgieorn larvm, and I know of no instance of their
remaining
in the larval state so many years under adverse conditions.
When
water enters and decay has actually
begin b another
series of larv_t' comes in--the
"white grubs."
White grubs are
cylindrical,
fat creatnres,
almost always curled
up in a ring,
with yellow or brown bead, large, powerflll jaws or mandibles,
six welMeveloped
brown legs and a very bhmt
posterior
extremity.
The ereatnres
are clmnsy in appearance
and helpless when taken
out of their burrows,
their small fore body
being incapable
of properly
supporting
and balancing
the
clmnsy, fi_od-distended
hind body'.
From the largest of these
white grubs, distin_lished
by its ivory-like
color and texture,
conies oar stag beetle, ].ttcant_s dama, also known ,as the "pinching ling," because of the prmninent
mandibles
of the male.
Gnawing at the roots of the stmnps are others of these large
grubs, from which come the "Rhinoceros
beetles,"
so called
because of the hmg horn on the front of the head, and others
witllo'at a comnnm name, species of Stratefflts,
with horn-like
processes on the thorax--formidable
creatures
all of ttmm, in
appearance,
but actually
harmless.
It is not often that these
insects arc seen by the uninitiated,
but they are, nevertheless,
present,
and arc sometimes
quite
numerous
in the Pines.
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Exactly how much harm they do is perhaps a question.
Their
life history is not well known, and just how much living tissue
the larva requires to bring it to tim pupal stage is yet to be
ascertained.
It is reasonably
certain, however, that they require
two or more ?'ears to reach maturity,
and that their presence
alone does not indicate auy serious danger to the trees.
There are other of these large grubs, feeding in decaying
stumps, like the species of Osmoderma,
black or brown ill color,
broad and a little flattened, with a peculiar, somewhat
leathery
odor, only a feeble indication
of the intensely
disagreeable
effluvia of the giant Dynasles
of the nmre southern
States,
which appears in New Jersey only as a very occasional visitor.
Smaller
white grubs are nibbling
away' at the edges, so to
speak, near the exposed
ends of the log or trunk, leaving
a
little dry crust between themselves
and the outer air.
These
are species of f.'alglls and allies, which, though they be common
enough,
are rarely seen except
by the entomologist.
When
decay lms proceeded well along, and the log has become unfit
for most other species, the larva of Dassahts comes along and
does the finishing work.
This is also a white grub, grows to be al.most two inches long,
and differs from the others by lmving four legs only.
The
beetle is oblong, black, an inch and a quarter or more in length,
somewhat
flattened and with a little curved lmrn on the bead,
whence it derives its specific name, cornums.
When this insect
gets through
with a log or stmnp, it can be kicked to pieces
witbout much effort, and of real wood fibre little is left beside
the shell.
Stnmps are in the same category with fallen trees and logs.
tile stone general types of insects attackiug
them and causing
their reduction
to dust.
Stumps,
lmwever, are more likely to
be invaded by Termites, and when these take possession nothing
else will be found.
Ants, particularly
the black and brown carpenter ants, are found in logs before they" are nmeh advanced
in
decay.
In this superficial
sketch ouly the more prominent
types of
insects concerned
in forest injury or in reducing
a dead tree to
vegetable
mould have been mentioned,
those forms chiefly that
any one with a little ability, in observing can find without much
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trouble.
The nmnerous
types of Rove beetles,
sap beetles,
fuugus lx'etles, &e., that are always found on dead and dying
wood have not been even mentioned.
A fallen tree in the second season o11 the gronnd
will occupy
an entomologist
an entire day in its exploration,
and insects in
some stage will be found in all parts of it ; and each },ear brings
different
forms, adapted
to live under the changed
conditions
until, when the woody mass can be crmnbled
between
the
fingers, the minute
out over a cloth.
There

is another

little

_'o'dma'm'ds

set of insects

and Pselaphids
tlmt may have

the

are sifted
effect

of

crippling
or distorting
a tree, as, for instance, the white pine
weevil.
This attacks the leading shoots of pine, fir and sprnce,
the larva boring into them aud forming large cavities.
When,
as is usually" the case, a nmnber of the grubs are found in oue
shoot, it withers up and dies, leaving the plant to send out a uew
leader
from another
point.
That,
of course, destroys
the
symmetry
of the tree, and a cripple results, of no value for
ornamental
purposes in a park and of little use for timber, should
that stage be ever reached, for, once the victim of an attack of
this kind, the tree seems predisposed
to further
injury of the
stone character,
so that several
leaders may be killed and the
tree transformed
into a mass of forks.
Another weevil larva attacks willow in nmch the sanle way,
save that the infestation
is nmre geueral, uo " leading"
shoots
occurring
in this tree.
In fact, quite a nmuber of weevil larv,'e
bore into twigs or branches or live beneath
bark, causing local
trouble, rather thau general effect on the plant attacked.
The larvae of weevils are somewhat like whitegrubs
in shape,
but much smaller, not so much curved, without the peculiarly
rounded anal segnncnt and without
legs.
The grubs found in
chestnuts,
hickory nuts and acorns belong to this tribe, and give
a good idea of the general appearance
of curculio larvae.
It cannot bc insist_,d tt_o strongly that there is an insect host
constantly
on the watch to reduce to dust ever}, tree that shows
the least trace of flagging vitality, just as there is always read}' a
group of seedlings ready to take part in the struggle for the place
vacated by' a dead tree.
It is indeed a continuous battle, not only
between plant and plant, but between
plant and insect, and, in
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the long run, under normal couditions, both thrive.
Both have
their hard times and seasons of distress, and when one is up the
other is down ; but both maintai]l themselves.
The object of the
forester is to give his trees a little the advantage, to enable even
the one low in vitality to make good its position, and to keep the
wood product at the best and highest market value. To go into
details is obviously impossible here, but some few snggestions
can be given that will be usefifi where any attention at all is
paid to woodland.
The first and most important feature is what corresponds to
clean culture in the orchard and field ; L e., the removal of all
undergrowth and other material that would in an)' way interfere
with the growth of the trees. This is often a matter of considerable importance where the soil is poor and the trees need all
the advantage that they can get in the way of securing nourishment. It gives a better, healthier growth, offering no encouragement to insect attack, while the removal of the undergrowth
deprives ninny forms of a shelter from which they await their
chance to get at the trees.
It has a further direct advantage in that it removes altogether
certain forms that attack the forest trees in one stage only.
Thus a species of Ptinid beetle lives in the larval state in the
roots of green or cat brier or in dead grape, the adults boring
into the twigs of trees to obtain food and for shelter.
The
destruction of these briers removes one source of injury.
Freedom from undergrowth will facilitate other operations,
in case of an}, unusual insect attack on the foliage. Complete
defoliation by insects should be prevented at any reasonable
cost, and it is rarely indeed that in our latitude this is threatened.
Complete defoliation at any time means ahnost certain death to
conifers; deciduous trees are not nmch injured by it, provided
the terlninal buds are not destroyed.
They may be somewhat
checked in growth and anay in case of a drought ripen up prematurely, and have but a weakly growth the ),ear following ;
but under ordinary circumstances,
if defoliation takes place
before midsummer, a new crop of leaves is produced in a short
time.
Under the same general head of clean culture comes also the
removal of dead and dying trees, and this is another very import-
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ant measure.
It has been already shown how great an attraction
is a dying tree to boring insects, hence, as soon as it is discovered that a tree has become thoroughly
infegted, that tree
should be at once cut out, removed and used up in some way, or
if it cannot be at once used the bark shonld be stripped so as to
expose the wood to the weather.
This method
will kill all
insects which do not flourish in dry wood, and will, of course,
prevent filrther breeding.
The importance
of this is uot in the
mere destruction
of the insects in the one tree, but in the prevention of attack on the others.
If a tree so infested be allowed
to mature the larv;e iu it, the resulting
adults are apt to try
other trees not naturally
read)' for them.
So a tree killed by girdling,
by fire or in any other way,
should be cut out as soon as may be to save the lumber in the
best condition;
the longer it stands the more holes there will
be, and, of course, the less it will be in value.
Cord-wood
made from live trees, in winter, should not be
allowed to remain in the wood during
the following
summer,
because in it so many insects will breed that may, when pressed,
attack standing timber.
In fact, the rule should be, broadly, to
allow no dead or dying wood to stand or lie anywhere
about,
rout the cleaning-up
is best done in the earl), part of July, when
the bulk of the wood borers are in the young larval stage.
It is _Z,_od practice, also, to girdle a poor tree now and then,
to attract what insects there may be about, serving thus as a trap
and a protection
to the other trees.
This girdling
should be
done in winter for one set of insects, and in spring, after the
trees are in full leaf, for another.
Two trees thus treated will
protect a considerable
area of forest, and they should be cut out
and destro) ed the winter following.
Where a fire has been through
any part of the wood, every
tree, 11o nlatter
how large or how small, that has been at all
scorched, should be cut out.
Such
trees are ahnost certain to
attract borers, and there is no greater all)" or provider
fi,od than this same fire.
No shoot is so small that

of insect
it emmot

n,mrish some species, and to the entomologist
and collector
there is no richer ground
for variety of species or number
of
specimens than a field of sprout-land
through which a fire has run
the )'ear t)efore,
ttence such land should always be completely
clcared for the protection
of parts yet uniujured.
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In general, birds are the foresters' friends, and should be
encouraged ; but I am not so sure about tim woodpeckers.
If
there be 11o dead or dying trees 1lo woodpeckers are needed to
destroy larv.'e, and on the other hand there is little likelihood
that any will remain about where 11o chance for food-supply
exists.
Frogs, toads, lizards and snakes are great entomologists, and
destroy vast quantities of insects witbout in turn causing iujury.
Lizhrds, especially, destroy large numbers of wood-feeders, and
should be encouraged.
Sometimes bigh winds, lightning or other causes injure or
kill a branch or break it without harming the main tree, but
leaving perhaps a ragged stump in ease of breakage.
All dead
wood of this kiud should be cut out, and all ragged stumps due
to breakage should be properly trimmed off.
Direct insecticide applications are rarely practical in forest
work, though in parks, where the trees have an ornamental
value, they may become desirable.
Against borers 11oapplications can be made. The preventive measures already mentioned
will suffice for tl:em. The pruners or girdlers may be eheel_ed
by systematically gathering and burning all the fallen branches
in winter. This is really necessary on park land only, for the
pruning done in the forest under xlormal conditions amounts to
nothing, and natural enemies prevent too great an increase in
the species. Isolated trees scattered in open groves are much
more severely injured, and in such cases the gathering and burning of the pruued branches is indicated.
Where leaf feeders really endanger the tree or its foliage,
particularly conifers, arseuate of lead will prove the best insecticide for general use, because of its harmlessness to foliage of all
kinds.
Arsenate of lead is made by dissolving in water, in separate
vessels, 4 ounces arsenate of soda and i i ounces acetate of lead.
The amount of water is immaterial, so it is sufficient to completely dissolve the chemicals.
When the solutions are complete, combine the two and add water to nmke 8o gallons. This
will kill most leaf-feeders in their early stages ; but if the larv.'e
are well gvown, or if adult beetles are to be dealt with, 4°
gallons will be enough to use.
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As to spraying
machinery,
pmnps, nozzles, &c., that branch
of the subject will t_: fimnd treated in the reports and bulletins
of the Agricnltural
C_llege Experiment
Station.
A very important
method in European
forest culture is baudiug with " Raupeuleim
" or similar stick)" mixture impassible to
caterpillars.
This is employed
chiefly against the larv,'e of the
Gypsy m.th affd the browu-tail
moth, both of which now occur
iu the United
States, but have not yet been found in New
Jersey.
At the present time there is no species against which
such a method could be profitably employed
in our forests, aud
it, as well as the allied method of trapping
nnder cloth bauds,
requires
re.re or less continuous
attention.
On a limitecl area
of a park-like
character burlap bands, such as are in use by the
Massachusetts
Gypsy Moth Committee,
may prove usefld ,_
traps to many kinds of leaf-feediug
forms that resort to it for
conceahneut
or fi_r the purpose of pupation.
Such bands to be of any practical
use must be examined
at
least one.. a week for the purpose of destroying
what insects
may be hidden
there;
hence their use presupposes
a tract
sufficiently valuable
to jnsti_" the employment
of some person
sufficiently
intelligent
to exercise
some discrimination
in
killing.
Finally, it may not be amiss to say that not one-fourth
the
dmnage actually
caused b 3 insects in our New Jersey forests
could occur did m_t fires, great or small, first pave the way.
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Foresta! Conditions and Silvicultural Prospects of the Coastal Plain.
I. General Description.
Although small in area, the State of New Jersey is very varied
in nature.*
In the north there are rough, wooded lnouutaiuous
regions ; in the central portions rich farm lands, and in the south
vast stretches of sandy pine-lands.
The average value of improved laud in New Jersey is higher than that of any other State
in the Union. The State is without a rival in reference to location and transportation facilities.
If forestry cannot be practised
with profit in this region, there is little hope for it elsewhere in
eastern Anlerica.
The region to which this title refers is located in the southeastern portion of the State, less than one hour's ride by train
from New York and Philadelphia.J"
It is irregularly triangular
in shape, aud is iuehtded between latitudes 4°0 20' and 380 55',
and longitudes 74° and 75° 3o'._ It is the northern extremity of
the Atlantic Coastal Plain, which extends southward in vast
stretches of sandy pine aud swamp-lands_ to the cocoanut groves
and pine-apple fields of Florida.
The Coastal Plain of New
Jersey is bounded "on the southeast by the Atlantic Ocean, on
the southwest by Delaware Bay, and on the northwest by a comparatively thickly populated and productive agricultural region.
The area of this territory is about 2,5oo square miles, at least
• The area of New Jersey is 8,2=4 square miles, with a population in ]895 of r,67_,94_- The ar_ of the
G_nd Duch7 of Baden, an important Iorest state of the German Empire, is $,8_r square miles, with a
population of :,657,867. It is considerably smaller than the Kingdom of Belgium, which eoncains zx,373
square miles, with a population of 6,195,3S $,
tThe

combined population of adjacent cities amouuts to more than five millions I

+This region lies in about the latitud_ of Naples, Constantinople and Northenl Japan.
South Jersey has the temperature of Northwestern Europe, B enjoys the sunshine ol Italy.
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seventy-five
per cent. of which is woods.*
It is slightly rolling
in nature, sehtom exceeding
two tmndred feet above the level of
the sea, and is traversed
by several navigable
rivers'_ besides
ninny
small streams.
The climate of this region, although close to the ocean, is, in
comparison
with that of Western Europe and tbe Pacific coast,
dry.
Our prevailing
winds wlfich come from the west are dry.
I)uring the hot, dr)" days of midsummer
even wild bushes often
die. On the other hand, the destructive
effects of strong winds,
frost and snow press are very slight.
The East American
life zones, each clmracterized
by certain
forms of lift', extend westward
with exceedingly
irregular
and
broken borders.
There is a transition
belt in which the North
and the South more or less overlap.
This is the trne agricnItnral
part of Eastern
North America,
where apples, white
potatoes, barlc.v and oats attain their lfighest development.
It
is where the oak, hickory,
chestnut,
llquidamber,
white cedar,
etc., of the sonth, meet the white pine, nmple, beech, birch, hemlock, tmnarack
and arbor-vitae
of the north.
South
of this
transition
lx'lt begins the first of the true Southern
zones, the
Carolinian,
to wtfieh the Coastal Plain of New Jersey belongs.+
A very large percentage
of tbe Carolinian
life zone is forestal.
()wing to its immense size and to the nature of the agricnltural
crops which it produces, and for wlfich there is only a limited
demand, a large proportion
of this zone is destined to remain in
forest fi_r ninny )'ears to come.
The Boreal and Austral
zones
are forcstal, the Transition
zone agricultural.
The eastern part
of the Transition
zone, from the Dakotas to the sea, although
at
* The lerm " fore*t " Is seldom used by woodmen.
Good or bad, big trees or bushes, it is =d[called
" woods," which is a good generic name for such nondescript lands. The word " forst," trom which
come2t "lort_t_" is a pur_ Germanic word
From the earliest times it has been applied however to woods
wh!¢h ,_ave been prn_ ted and regulated.
f It is e_._y to leetzr_ au abundance of water in this region, which is a very imporw.nt [eatme from a
on;rural standpoint,
l n addido:_ to many streams, a natural copious flow may be obtained from artesian
wel:s, so that in places trrigation is easy and practical.
The Co_t;ll Plain oi New Jersey is a northern extension of the Carolinian belt into the Transiriou
I_no,
lt is in re.dity a palt of the South ln the North, andasProf.
Merriamsays:
"WhenJuchfarms
oe_npy stdtahle _oi]_ in thickly inhabited region3_ so their products may be conveniently marketed, they
:_reof mort tl_m ordinary _alue, for the greater the distance from its area of principal production a crop
c:_n be made to succeed, the higher price it will command.
Hence, farms favorably Situ_tted In northern
pro.nngatlons or i_hnds of southern tones, or vice versa, should be worth considerably more per acre
than those situated within t]ormal parts of the _me zones. The obvious reason is that by gro,_lng part!cular _'op_ at points remote from the nsnal _tourocs ol snpplyj and at the same tlme conveniently near
a market, the cost of transportation is greatly reduced and the profit correspondingly increased "
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present agricultural,
was formerly the great white-pine
region
of North America.
The white pine of the Transition
zone and
the short-leaf
pine of the Carolinian
zone meet o11 the edge of
the Coastal Plain of New Jersey'.
The Carolinian
zone is characterized
by the short-leaf
pine
(PDuts echbtala), sassafras,
persimmou,
liquidamber,
magnolia,
white cedar (Chamcecyparis
thyoides), cardinal
bird, opossmn,*
grape, English
walnut,t
sweet potato, etc.
On its southern
borders the long-leaf
pine (P. palus/ris),
the old-field pine
(P. lwda),_
the bald eypress (Taxodium
distfikffm)
and the
southern
nmgnolias
appear.
In this zone§ the white cedar
(C. thyoides)
and short-leaf
pine
(P. echbmm)
reaeh
their
optimum. II
Throughout
the entire mainland
of the Coastal Plain of New
Jersey" very' light sandy soils predominate,
although
there are
many beds of heavy clay, and ridges of roadN1:avel , also sand
and clay" loams and vast stretches
of mucky swamp-lauds.
The
higher portions of the upland are usually gravelly, the intermediate sandy, and the lower, loamy and clayey.
The farther
south the richer the soil and of course the thriftier
the forest
growth.
quartz

The

gravel

is yellow

pebbles

mixed

with

and consists

sand and clay.

of small
When

water-worn

of the proper

* The oppossum (Oldel_A]_ virgffniana h about which so much has been written because of Its marsupial pouch and peculiar habit of feigning death, is arboreal in habil, with hand-like feet and prehensile
tail, and is fond of the fruits of the persimmon trea, the seeds of which it is instrumental in distrlbutlag.
ft is highly e_teemed as food, especia[l F by the negroes of the South.
f East of the Rocky mountains the Persian walnut has heen most successful in a limited area aloug
the Atlantic coast from New "fork southward through Mew Jersey, southeastern Pennsylvania, central
Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia.
Farther south it does not suoceed, owing mainly to the depre.
datioas of mlcxolcopie worms, which cause a disease commonly known as _(root-knot."
_One specimen of Plnw: t_da was discovered by Mr. Piachot, and another by Mr. Ar,hur Molliek,
in Southern New Je_ey.
The region of the Pokomnke river, on the peninsula between the Delawame
and Chesapeake. is, as far as I have been able to observe, the most northern limit of the natural growth
of the bald cypress.
According to the investigations of the O. S. Biological Survey (see q Laws of Temperature Control
of the Geographic Distribution of Terrestrial Animals and Plant_," National Geographic Magazine, Vol.
VI, December, 1894), the northward distribution of terrestrial animals and plants is governed by the sum
of the positive temperatures for the entire season of growth and reproduction, and that the southward
dlstribntlc)nls governed by the mean temperature of a brief period during the hottest part of the year.
According to Prof. Merriam the species of the Carolinian belt require a total quantity of heat of at least
6,40o0 C. or xx,5oo° F., hut apparently cannot endure a summer temperature the mean of which Ior the
o
o
sixhottestconsecutlveweeksexceodsa6
C. or78.$ F. Thanortheru
houndaryofthLsz0ne,
theretore,
ht m_rked by the lsotherm showing a sum of normal positive temperatur_
of 6,4:o o C. or H,5_ o F,
while its southern boundary agrees very closely with the isotherm of a6o C. or 78.8° F. for the six hottest
weeks. The minimum tcmperature was assumed to ha 6 ° C. or 43° F., that is, the point wher_ mesa.
bolic proccsscs are just possible.
By optimum Is meant thecombination

of conditions that produee_ the best average re.suit,
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mixture and consistency,
it is an excellent
and inexpensive
road
materiah
The abundance
of such gravel in a eonntry
where
the natural
roads are bad is a fortunate
coincidence.
When
sand and gravel arc cemented together
by eompomlds of iron, as
is often tht' case, a durable conglomerate
is formed, which is the
principal bnilding-sWne
of the region.
The sources of the rivers of the Coastal
Plain are on its
northwestern
edge.
The land slopes gradually
to the sea, and
is so level that
tide-water
penetrates
far into the interior.
Drainage
is therefore
good, and stagnation
of standing
water
only occurs here and there in places which are underlaiu
with
an impermeable
hardpan.
The Plains" arc extensive,
practically
treeless regions
in the
northern
part .f the Coastal Plain.
The region called the East
Plains contains
6,662 acres, and the West Plains 7,737 acres.
There arc nthcr areas of the sallle nature, so that 2o, ooo acres
is a conservativc
estimate
of the 111110111112
of land of this kind.
These Plains arc hilly, about one hundred
feet in height, and
with gentle slopes.
The surface soil is usually' a bleached sand.
Often there is a subsoil of clayey loam and gravel at varying
depths.
()ften the subsoil is hard-pan, and in places there are
beds of conglomerate
and strata of clay.
There. is practically
no physical difference
between the soil of the
soil of dmusands
of acres in the neighborhood

Plains and the
on which trees

of goo:l dimensions
are growing.
Owing to the hilliness of the
regiou in comparison
with tim surrounding
com_try, and owing
to the lack of a more extensive cover, the soil has been subjected
to the leaching and beating of rain and the scorching and drying
effects of the sun and wind.
One would expect to find it, therefore, exceedingly
poor in quality, with a dearth of plant food,
which might, at least in part, account for the absence of a more
* The term " plain

" i. u.,_uaiiy applied

Owing to the tact that vast treeless
a_soctated
with th_ word " PlaiD."
called

*' The

ltpply

the term

Pla

n_,"

to ;evel

although
_gions

to broad

_tretehe_

of eoultry

which

areas
in the West ar_ called
'* Th6 Plains,"
For thi_ reason_ no doubt,
certalu treeless
they

=re hi!tier than

regardles_

ol

their cover

the

surrouudlug

are

country.

; for instance,

level

or undulathlg.

trqelessl,ess
is popularly
regious in New Jersey
are
Geogr.Lphers.

" the Atlantlo

Comttal

however.
Pl,_dn."

it

Is worthy of note ill this connection
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extensive growth.
A ellemical examinatiou disappoints one in
this respect.
Very little dependence, however, can be put in
the analysis of a soil. Although the essential ingredieuts may
be present in sufficient quantity, they may not be in available
form. A soil may be physically and chenfically good, but if
moisture is insufficient, the forest will be light and commercially
of little importance.
The Plains are covered with a low busby growth of several
species. The highest tree (a sassafras) measured in this whole
region was fifteen feet (four and one-half metres).
The most
peculiar feature of this area is the fact that a large part of the
growth is a coppice of pine. By the natives these short, stunted
pines are called "she-pines." * They are tlle stump-shoots of
Pinus rtgida, commonly called the rough-bark or piteh-piue.
When this pine is cut many shoots sprout from the stuinp, but
since insects soon attack and devour it, the young shoots usually
die in consequence while still small and tender.
There is a
strong tendency in the pitch-pine, Pimts rt_glda, to send out
shoots, especially when growing under adverse conditions. Soon
after a fire, with the foliage eompletely bttrued, and the bole
girdled, many dormant buds in the crown and on the trunk
develop into shoots, which soon, however, wither and die.
Even logs which have been cut and hauled to the mill send
out sinfilar shoots. These, of course, wither aud die just as
soon as the starchy materials and moisture in the trunk are
exhausted.
The poorer the soil, and more adverse the conditions, the stronger seems the tendency to sprout froin the
stump.
Sprouting in this way is rare among the conifers, and,
although of interest botauically, is commercially of no significance whatever.
Ordinarily a pine coppice is short-lived, but
on the Plains it has persisted for ulany years. Fire sweeps over
this region frequently and burns the shoots while still only a
few feet high, but the stump, _mrled, charred and fifll of pitch,
continues to live. Some of tl_e stmnps appear to be more than
• Th© term "she-pine," or "she-pitch-plne,"
is also applied to Pd,*ug _tltro_hylla,
which grows in
the region of the Gull of Mexico.
In the language of the natives, the prefix ""she" indicates not sex hut
i_feri_i_y _d iml_it_tlo_.
P. I_*ttro_CAylta h_._ bett_ _ega_dtd h¥ th_ I_m_trmet_ as _ t_e_ _f _ew/
inlerlor quality and ¢1 little value in comparison to the true sDuthern pitch-pine, P l_alu$lri_.
In the
same way the term '_5he balsim-fir" is applied to Abies fra=eri, a *mall, short-llved tree which inhabits
only the high slopes of the Alleghany Mountains in Carolina and Tennessee.
For the tame reason the
_d_tcfi'_t_"ba_targ," is r_ltt tt al_*_d :<_tre_.

k.______
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a hundred years old and are not more than five or six inches in
diameter.
Hard and prickly cones are produced in large zmmbets with infpcrfeetly formed seeds.
Qitercus pumila,* the
scrub or hear-oak, and the Jersey laurel'_ (A;ahnia lal_dza), are
abundant.
There are also many interesting herbaceous plants
or low shrubby plants, such as the pyxie, the bearberry and the
trailing arbutus.
The only tradition attached to these wind-swept, sun-scorched"
plah_s is that the}" have always been treeless. They are often
drea D' and black from the effects of fire, but soon Nature covers
them with a hlankct 9f green, and they glow in season with the
bhvom of wiht flowers. It is always, however, a lonely place,
aud is seldom visited save by natives, who come to gather the
stumps of the pines, which are fidl of pitch and excellent for
fuel.
The Plains's eondition is mainly due to fires, which are very
common, and which have doubtless burned for inany years,
probably since the days of the Indian who often passed that way
en route to the sea-shore. In the Coastal Plain, all gradations
from a healthy pine forest to the scrubby plains may be seen•
In fact, through the effects of fire other regions are rapidly
becoming plain_like in character•
This particular region has
first become plains, because it is hilly and higher in altitude.
It suffers more from drought, and in consequence has been more
easily changed by fire. It is not mflikely on the other hand
that the I'lains have never beez_ forested and that for ages
Nature has been striving to cover them with trees, but fails
owing to fires and the dryne_ of the soil. The plains region

•

• The scrub or bear oak {Quercu*l_umila
tormerly Q. ilicifMia) is very common but never reaches
the dlm ¢.rJ_io_ of a tzee
I t endue es extreme[y adverse conditions and bears immens¢ qttaufiflea ol small
:Lc:or_. It is an excellent protection to the _oil which would be otberwise bare, although it furnishes
Iced for fires, Its ma_t is relished by swine and other animals.
It is sometimes Cut for umbrella handles
•_nd cau_s• Many of these scr_b.oak reglon_ are excellent places for phe/L_nttEes,
l_oth
the
p_rtri_ge
(C/inax
ir#fni_n_f)
:rod the pheasant IBonaJa um_ellu_) arc tond of its acornl
The Heath or
the l'ra!d¢ Hen (fkt,:_zuchu*
on#ida), which is now extinct except on Martba'l Vineyard lslaod,
rahab•ted. Lti, _dd. the Plains of New Jersey up to t86s. Although not introduced for forcJtry putpost.s, the _b-oak
ill quite ¢or_mon in p_,.rIS of lerfirlCe.
eTba bmrel !s a beantdut evergreen, siow-gcowing shrub, which thrlves on barren land In spite of
tire. The _ch _•hite and pink co_ymbe of this plant mixed with its coriae_ons t_ave* are abundant a_d
attractive.
In rich damp woods it often reaches th¢ dimensions of a small tree, nod its wood, as with
the crooked limbs _f th_ red ¢_dar_ is extensively uled in the eoostrued_n of "turtle work," a term
applied to fences, pavllio_s and garden furniture made of the cr_oked limbs and root* o| several specie*
of tree_ and shrub_.
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w,'_s referred to by earl)' travelers, and appears to llave changed
very little in apt)earance
in the course of time.
The easiest way to visit the Plains is from Chatsworth,
fornierly Old Stlamong,*
o11 the New Jersey Southern
Railroad,
which traverses the pineries for many miles.
Surrounding
the Plains on all sides and extending
far to tlie
southward
is an innnense tract of land called the Pine Barrens.
The term is usually applied to the sandy regions of New Jersey
which are covered with a sparse growth of pine, under which,
as a rule, there is a scrubby
growth
of oaks and ericaeeous
plants.
The physiognomy
of this region is mainly due to fires
and careless cutting.
In a few places which have been protected
there are magnificent
forests of smooth-bark
pine and even merchantable
oak, in spite of the sandy nature of the soil.
In a few
of these forests affected only by surface fires, which born quickly
over the thin-covered
soil, the ground is white and clean.
In
other instances where there have been no fires at all, although
these spots are few and far between,
tbere is a stand of tall,
clean, smooth-bark
pine (P. echina/a), with a good mixture
of
deciduous
trees.
In the spring, when there is a richness of bloom and beauty,
and during the Indian summer,
when the woods are gorgeous
with autumnal
tints and enlivened
by the chatter of birds feeding upon the tmrvest of berries, fi-uits and seeds, the atmosphere
of the Pine Barrens is bahuy and fragrant.
The winter also is
pleasant, owing to the freshness of the evergreens
and the dryness of the soil, but in summer the sand is hot and dr)" and the
air is fifll of pestiferous flies and mosquitos and lily with smoke
from forest fires.
In earl)' times settlers cleared the land along certain thoroughfares, irrespective
of its quality.
Soon many of their farms
became barren, and, with a change of industries,
they changed
their homes and abandoned
their fields.
When a sandy field in
the Jersey pine land is abandoned
to Nature, she clothes it at
first with a sparse covering of lichens, Indian grass, briars and
other pioneer herbaceous
and shrubby plants.
Soon scattered
*The habit of changing the n_.me_ of towns in Southern New Jersey simply because the old names
sound inelegaat is a great pity The word Shamong is an old Indian name. Oe_d old-time names.
e_pecially those o1 indian origin and those with local ca_lor, should never be Changed. Such names as
Tar-Kiln-Neck,
Blue Anchor, Double-Trouble,
Long Coming, Pe_ny Pot, Old M_lha,
Calico, etc.,
_tc., are far more approprlate to the region than Cologne. Pal_.dena, lona, Malaga, ere., ere.
I6

FOR
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red cedar I./ltm'_crus
z'ir_iniana)
and holly (/lex opaca) appear
as fi_rerunuers, the seeds of which have been dropped by passing
tfirds.
The persimmon
and sassafras,
hardy oaks, and wildcherry (l)rn*ms s,'ro/ina) also spring up, and near the sites of
old dwellings
are clumps of the tree-of-heaven
(Ailanll*us
.g/andukJsus) k,Towing with tropical
rankness,
root suckers from the
old trees which were once in favor for shade and ornament ;
now and then also an old sycamore
with serpent-like
limbs;
here and there
pines
appear,
the edges gradually
close in
on the field, the solitary
forerutmers
become surrounded
by
their progeny,
the gaps are slowly filled by whatever
may
chance to fall by the many natural means of seed distribution.
Thus, in time, the whole becomes
a mixed forest of many
species and of all age elates : here a thicket, there a pole-wood
consisting of softwood and hardwood,
evergreen
and deciduous
sorts, mauy sickly suppressed
trees and many much branched,
rough and knotty
trees which were the forerunners,
holding
their own in the struggle
for life even against
their own
progeny.
Soon come axe and fire; the weaker kinds perish,
the best are used, and a few pines and a coppice of hardy oak
ahme remain.
Sometimes,
if surrotinded
by pine, tbese old
fields come up in a growth of pine as thick and green as a field
of _rain. _'
The forests of the eastern
United
States are possessed of
marvelous
regenerative
power.
Among the hundreds of native
species there are many capable of great endurance,
and, indeed,
in the regions east of the western prairies there are few spots so
sterile and inhospitable
that one or more of tbese species cannot
survive.
There
is abundant
material
for the development
of
new and elaborate
systems of silviculture
suited to the conditions and needs which exist.
.k very large part of the Pine-Barren
district is oak coppice.
The area in pine, however, is constantly
decreasing,
the area in
oak increasing.
Oak of some kind ahnost
invariably
follows
**Ou¢

must

{1". _i,qda).
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pmc
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z_ more
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scattered

here

and

there suppressed oaks, the seeds of which may have been dropped
by jays or chickarees.
Just as soon as the pines are cut, these
oaks, owing to increase
of light and room, grow quickly.
In
spite of the poverty of the soil and the inroads of insects, and
although
burnt and cut again and again, they show remarkable
vigor.*
Even scientific men have advanced the theory that one species
of tree follows another because the first exhausts
certain ingredients in the soil which it. nlnst have and which another species
may not need.
Such statements
are rarely founded Oil facts.
The reason one species follows another may be easily determined
in ahnost every case with a little observ_.tiou and study.
Trees
do not generally
exhaust
the soil, but, by bringing
inorganic
materials from deep layers of the soil and depositing
these in the
form of litter on the surface, and by protecting
it from the beating and leaching of rain and scorching effects of wind and sun,
improve its quality.
In nloist pine regions which have been burnt
over several times and on which everything
is killed, birch often
springs up in an ahnost magical way.
This is due to the facts
that the seeds of the birch are quickly distribnted
by the wind
and quickly germinate,
and that the birch is capable of living on
extremely
poor soil.
Many dry leaves cling to the small oak trees until the following spring

;t the limbs reach

close to the ground,

fore, in the late winter or early, spring, before
in the wood, kills them, although
the stumps

and fire, there-

there is much sap
live on, and with

great persistency
produce a fresh growth.
In the struggle
for
existence
the scrub oak and the black jack (Q. marilandl?a)
usually survive.
Although these two oaks are of slight economic
importance,
it is due to their pertinacity
that in many places
the soil has been prevented
from shifting.
The species which
form this coppice are, post oak (Q. mz)wr), black oak (Q. veluthin), white oak (Q. alba), chestnut
oak (Q. prbuts),
Spanish
oak (Q. d(gilala),
red oak (Q. rubra), black jack (Q. marl
* h is well known', however, that oaks, chestnuts, and t lmilar trcel, lose their vitalhy when a_exuMly
reproduced _ora great levgth of dma.
_'it has been suggested by botanists that these clinging leaves indlcate a tendency or are a step
toward the eves'green state. The mag_olla glauea Is alm_t evergreen in Sombern New Jersey.
When
leaves cling i_ this way it is au indieatdon that the species is frost-tender and that the !eavel were injured
by frost before the oormal corky layer was formed at the base of the petiole,
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lalldi_ah and scarlet oak (@ coccbn'a).
Hybrids
and irregular
forms are common.
The coppice is usually cut as pole-wood for
filel, and has little value.
()wing to careless cutting the stomps
are apt tc_ bc partly decayed.
This decay spreads to the tree.
It also invites
the inroads of insects, the mlmber
of which
injurious to these oaks is leffion.
The wtmderful
rapidity" of tree growth
in this sandy soil is
often reumrked
with surprise.
Bleached
wtfite as snow, and,
apparently,
absolutely
destitute
of plant food, it is nevertheless
capable of supportin_z a thrifty arboreal growth.
Tbe young tree
starts with the ffreatest diflSculty and languishes
throughout
the
early part of its lift', but as soon as its roots have reached the
deeper and richer layers of the soil it starts afresh and grows
thenceforth
with astonishing
rapidity.
The soil is porous, and
although wcI1 drained, is moist a short distance below the surface,
The lay of the land and the nature of the soil is such that the
roots c_f trees can in the majority of cases penetrate
to where
there is constantly
sufficient
moisture.
From the Plains, the
highest part of the Coastal Plain, there are naturally
all degrees
of soil-moisture
conditions,
through
the Pine Barrens to the
Sv.'alUp lauds.
A swamp is usually defined as a tract of land with or without
trees, lower than the surrotmding
country, and so saturated with
water :__sto be unfit for cultivation.
This definition,

however,

is insuffacient.

When

one speaks

of

a swamp in Southern
New Jersey, or in any part of the Southe_.stcrn States, a wooded region is usually meant.
A swanlp,
also, is not always unfit for cultivation.
Some of the best farm
land in America is on swamp bottom.
Neither is it ahvays lower
titan the snrronnding
country.
Elevated swamps are common,
and the I)ismal Swamp of Virginia and North Carolina, which
is like a Jersey swamp iu many respects, is several feet higher
than the summnding
country, with a lake in the center frolu
which water runs in all directions.
The

alllollnt

of water

in a swamp

is an important

the temperature
of the water.
It varies in amount
of mere moistness to the condition of the Cypress
south,

which

g.od-sized

arc at times navigable
scows.

Along

the

matter,

froln
a degree
swamps of the

for canoes, bateaux

Mississippi

river
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region
called the River-swanlp,
which
is seldom completely
flooded.
Here, several of the trees which grow in southern New
Jersey reach their optinuun.
Many trees which thrive in water
in tile south cannot live in the swamp-lands
in the north, because
of tbeir coldness, but thrive on the upland.
By the term swamp
is nlerely meant a wet, nmddy region, covered with a wild growtll
of trees and bushes.
To wet, ahnost treeless or treeless areas, tile terms savanna_
morass, bog, slongh
and lnarsh
are applicable.
The ternl
savamla is usually applied to lowlands covered with grasses and
other herbaceous
plants ; the ternls morass and bog, to extremely
spongy,
sphagnaceous
lands; and the term marsh, to the soft,
muddy deposits around and along bodies of both salt and fresh
water.
Some are inclined
to restrict the term marsh to those
areas formed in salt water.
There is little reason for this, since
salt and fresh marshes
are essentially
alike in formation.
All
these terms are, unfortunately,
exceedingly
elastic in meaning.
A cedar swanlp, for instance, is a swamp while covered witb
trees, but when cut over, cleared and planted with cranberries,
it becomes a bog.
Much of the swamp-land
in the Coastal Plain of New Jersey,
although
merely
moist and extremely
fertile, will probably
remain in woods for nlany years to come, because of tlle difficult), in clearing
it.
A swamp bottom consists of the forest
detritus of ages, and is a matted nlass of roots, stunlps and tree
trunks.
The swamp-land
may, for the sake of convenience,
be divided
into cedar swamps and deciduous or hardwood swamps.
The white cedar (Chamwcy/)ari_
@,oz_les),* the finest soft
wood of the region, grows in dense pure forests.
The tree is
tall, straight and sharp-pointed.
The bases of the crowns meet
to form a solid canopy.
Tlle trees grow so close that one supports another, and wben a few are cut, or felled by storm, others
in the neighborhood,
deprived
of their support,
fall in every
direction.
The limbs are often festooned with a gray lichen
(Usnea barbala), the pendant tufts of which are favorite nesting
places of the Parula warbler (ComflsolhO_sis
americana).
These
a,rhi_
dentalh).

tree should not be confounded

with the wh_te cedar or a*bor vita= of the north (7"huya oc¢i-
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swaulps are warm and protected
in winter, and harbor, therefore, many birds.
They arc cool in sunmler and fragrant with
the odor of clethra ((" ahz_)ha)
and magnolia
(11_ g/attca).
A
cedar-swaulp
bottom seldom freezes.
This may be partly due to
the fact that cedar swamps are usually located in regions of
springs.
The forest floor is usually covered with a thick mat of spongy
sphatznmn
moss.
The streams in passing through
the swamps
often separate
into several streamlets,
which meander
through
the mass of moss and submerged
tree trunks and roots.
The
water of these in dark places is black as ink, but in the light
and in shallows
is thc color of mahogany
or amber, owing to
impregnations
from the hunnls.
Nothing is more characteristic
of the Coastal Plain of New Jersey" than these swamps of cedar.
Although
practically" the northern
limit of this excellent species,
it is perfectly at home in South Jersey'.
Free from disease, and
always a fresh rich green, cedar swamps form the most striking
feature
of the landscape.
It is a common
saying
in South
Jersey" that a cedar swamp attracts
a shouter.
It seems to be
often the case that a thunder
storm follows a branch or stream
until it reaches a nmss of swamp, and there drops its rain.
(lwing
to the excellence
of the wood, these swmnps are
dewmred
with avidity by lumbermen.
The bottom when not
too difficult to clear, and when properly" located, is in demand
for cranlverry bogs. _ When a cedar swmnp is cut or burnt, if
certain conditions
prevail, it may come again in cedar, usually,
however,
deciduous
swamp trees, inferior in nature_ usurp its
place.
* The
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The swamp
lands* being moist, have naturally
not suffered
from fire as nluch as the uplands.
They often consist, therefore,
not only of a great mixture
of species, but are a semi-tropical
tangle of wild grapes, and other vines and bushes.
The deciduous or hardwood
swamps
usually contain
a mixtnre
of the
following trees of more or less importance:
Accr rubrum, red
or swamp
maple;
Liquidamber
sO,rac/f*m , sweet gum
or
bilsted;
.,Vyssa svlzJal/ca, black or sour gum, and Jfa.gno/ia
.fflattca, or brewster, are the comnfonest.
Ill SOUleswanlps
there
are beeches (Fagus la/ifolia),
tulip trees (Liriodeadron
/ulipi.
fera), swamp white oak (Quercus pla/anoides),
willow oak (Q.
phellos), holly (]le.r opaca), sassafras (S. sassafras), and now and
then a pitcb-pine
(lS)uts r@_ta), a smootb-bark
pine (Pimls
echiltala), a white cedar (Chemwo,parzk
lhyoz_fes) or even a white
pine.Y
Fire and the axe have converted
many of these swamps into
sorry looking thickets and cripples, + which are little more than
tangles of saplings, Imsbes and vines.
It is easy to imagine how,
in the course of time, fire, burning over land of heavy nature or
laud wlfich is usually moist, will gradually kill even swamp trees
and shrubs, until notbing renmius but herbaceous
plants among
charred stumps.
These swamps often become very dry in SUlUmer, and the natives, to improve the quality of the berries (or
very rarely the pasturage), set fires. Tlfis must be done, however,
* It is in these swamps where the ani_ais of the woods take refuge, especially the deer, which, at a
,certain time of the year when the law allows, are remorselessly chard by pachs of hounds.
Tho extinction of this animal [n New J ¢i'_:y is only a matter of time unless the use ol dogs is ablolutely prohibited
at all seasonl.
It Is the prevltiling opinion In the Adlrondaeks that thct wisest move In th_ protection of
deer was the prevention of houudin[[ by law. The meat of a hounded animal is poor in quality, to say
nothinl of the cruelty which the nagging of dogs occasions.
Hunting at best is an immoral sport, and in
America is overybody'm privilege_
In every backwOOds town there aro local social k'ypsies or pothunters
who love 5port and hate work, who spend their days wandering in the woods with dog and gun, and their
eveningsin the¢ountry storcor tavern relating their ¢xpori_c©s.
Several animals In South jersey are
hunted not for their pelts or fo_ Inod hut for the bounty which the tow_hips very foofishly pay/or the
heods of certain so.callod" depredatory animals," among the worst of which the fox Is classed.
t The whho pine was at one time quite abundant In }.Ianahawken Bwamp_ These pines towered high
above the cedars of the swamp.
This suggests the possibility of growing the white pine In such districts
either alone or mined with whh¢ cedar. The choppers whom I consulted at the time of my visit called
the white pine " wh{t¢ wood."
_Theterm
"cripplo"
is a locallsm uled in South Jerley and on the Chesapoahe peninsula,
his
_tpplled to a thlcket or hushland.
It is interesting to note that the Germans use the word in the same
senge. For Inst_tnce, a stand of tr©¢s which has been abused by careless cutting, etc., is called n " Kruppeibostand."
Underbrush is lometimes _a[led _' Kruppelbolz."
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whln the soil is not too dry'. '_ In this way moist swamps become
meadows.
This land, if left to itself and protected
from fires,
soon recovers, but there is another
kind of grassy land, llalIlely
" Savanna,"
which is of little worth in New Jersey at present,
and destined to renmin unchanged
for many )'ears to come.
The formation of such grass land in New Jersey is usually due
to a hard-pan which is often only a few inches below the surface.
Hard-pan
is the name applied to a dense, ahnost impenetrable
stratum of compacted material.
It is generally
soil in the process of becoming
rock.
In these savanna
lands'[ it is bog-ore
anti organic materiaI_, cementing
the particles
of sand.
It is
cox'crtd hv scx'tral inches of hunms, which is satnrated
wkh
water and is sm:r in consequence.
Here and there on knolls in
these sloughs, a pitch-pine
grows, but topples over in the course
of time, owing to the slight hold which it has upon the soil.
The hard-pan is similar to the "ortstein"
of Northern
Europe and
the "alios"
of the French
Landes.
This stratum exists in all
degrees of hardness, and often in sufficient quantities
to prevent
the growth of trees on considerable
areas of land, but in a region
where even good wood-land
has little value, the comparatively
slnall area of savanna is not worthy of much consideration,
because the cost of drainage and preparation
would amount to more
than the land is likely to be worth for some time to come.
Stretching
along the coast of Southern
New Jersey and along
the Delaware river, fringing the nminland and bays, and extending along the rivers far inland, are many miles of .salt marshes.
They are of course treeless._
In former times these lands were
banked and cultivated
much more extensively
than at present.
Owing to the difficulty of keeping, the banks in order, they have
in large part bt'en abandoned.
The nmrshes, endless to the eye,
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are intersected by many bays, salt ponds, thoroughfares and
winding creeks. They yield thousands of tons of salt hay
(StOarNna jltucii), and black grass (JftuCuS
,ugrardi),
which are
extensively used for fodder and packing.
It is transported on
flat-boats or scows up the many rivers to the interior, and is also
baled and shipped to the neighboring sea-shore resorts and cities.
Owing to the fact that these anarshes already yield a good
income, that is, a fair rate of interest on the amomlt invested,
and probably more than cultivated fields would pay, by producing
)'ear after ),ear a good grade of hay without any labor except
the reaping, and a little di[ching now and then, it would be a
precarious investment to bank and drain them as has been done
with similar land in Holland, except in the northeastern part
of the state, where proximity to cities makes land more valuable than in the southern part. These banked lands, although
fertile, are mlsatisfactory to till ; the dykes are* a constant care
and anxiety, and storms and high tides, besides other serious
dangers, often cause irreparable damages.
The reasons for mentioning these marshes in this comleetion
are, firstly, they yield an abundance of fodder and litter, and
secondly, the mud is an extremely rich fertilizer, consisting
mainly of hmmls, but containing also lime, and the decomposed
bodies of both macroscopic and microscopic organisms.
It is an
inexhaus.tible store of fertility.
In it are the materials which
the sandy soil of the interior needs most. By applying this mud
in the fall, so that the frost will pulverize and mellow it, and,
the following sulnlner, sowing a leguminous crop for green
manure, the sandiest field is rendered so fertile that with
intensive culture, including a regular supply of water and intelligent labor, it will produce fruits and vegetables of the finest
*The
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quality.
This litter and mud are abundant and available to all
those who have enterprise
and energy enough to utilize them.
Tile mainland
and marine marshes
are protected
from the
action of the ocean waves by a line of barrier beaches or sea
islands.
These beaches, oll which are located
many famons
resorts, are separated
from oue another by inlets through which
the tide sweeps swiftly.
Strictly speaking, a beach is that part
of a shore between high and low water, but in New Jersey the
term is applied
to what arc really sea-islands.
These islands
consist of a fine white sand which in places is mobile.
When
the tide falls, the sand of the beach proper, dried by the sun
and wind, is blown either inland or into the ocean.
Tile prevailing winds blow toward tile sea, and the sand as it dries flies
back into the water to be whirled again on the beach by the
waves.
If the wind continues
for some time from the sea, saudhills are formed.
Any small obstacle sufficient
to diminish the
energy of the wind may cause the commencenlent
of a dnne.
.ks soon as a little hill is formed, it is easy to see how it may
continue to fi)rm while the conditions
remain the same.
Soon
a strong west wind, however, may hurl it back into the sea, or
an eastern gale fliug it iuland on the marshes.
And so it goes,
forming and re-forming,
changing
in fact with every caprice of
the wind, gentle and almost unnoticeable
during
a light seabreeze, but a stinging,
blinding sand-blast
in times of gale.
In
c,q-se of an obstruction,
whicll interferes
with tbe action of
the wind, a duue forms equal ill height to the obstacle.
A
great deal of the land on these islands is now occupied
by
resorts;
it is all in fact owned by private
parties, and is in
places extremely
valuable.
But here and there are tracts of
wild, shifting dunes.
At Avalon tbere is a huge dnne, caused
by a dense forest which is being slowly but surely engulfed.
The dune begins just above high-water
mark, and then extends
inland, gradually
increasing
in height until its sunmfit is even
with the fifiiage of the trees.
It is a peculiar scene froln the
top of this dune ; on the land side there is a dense mass of dark
green foliage, beyond which there is the broad expanse of green
salt marshes with their bays and thoroughfares.*
On the ocean
side, sloping to the breakers, there is a huge nmss of fine sea*A

war er_y

feom one bay to anotbar i_ called a "thoroughfare

"" along the Jersey coast.
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sand, out of which
project the jagged
trunks
and limbs of
smothered
trees.
The fine sand sifts iuto shoes, pockets, clothing and hair.
It comes fresh from the great ocean-mill, ascends
the surface of tile dune, and falls over its crest into the forest.
When a stiff breeze is blowing it skims along like drifting snow,
and shoots from the suumfit of the dune, trimming
the tops of
the trees as flat as though shorn with shears.*
If these forests are what cause the dunes, by preventing
the west wind from blowiug back the sand, how did the forests
form ? Single trees here and there, or groups of trees, which
are clean underneath,
so that the west wind sweeps through
without serious interruption,
do not cause the formation of dunes.
In the course of time, however,
a thicket
forms under these
trees.
The)" become covered with grape vines, Virginia-creepers
and green-briars.
The birds aud winds scatter
the seeds of
mauy sorts of shrubs and bushes, such as Prffutts marilDua,
sweet-gale, Bacclmris
/mlim_olia,
etc., etc., uutil a dense forest
is formed throngh
which the west wind cauuot penetrate,
the
consequence
of which, in the course of time, is a dune, which in
turn finally engulfs and kills the forest that had caused it.]"
It is a mistake to suppose that this sand is sterile because it
appears barren.
True, it consists ulainly of granules
of quartz,
but these are extrelnely
fine, the interstices
are small, and the
capillarity
great in consequence ; mixed with it are particles of
shells and other materials, orgauie and inorganic,
which are in
the ocean, working
dowu the coast until washed ashore and
shifted with the sand.
The forest at Avalon is so dense that mauy birds seek shelter
there.
Tile principal
trees of these beaches are the holly ([h:v
@aca), tile red-cedar (fitu_o'us
vb_giiziatta), the sour or blackgum
(iVyssa sylvalica),
magnolia
(21/. glanca),
wild-cherry
(lvrztuzts serolDta),
hackberry
(Cellis occidculalis),
sassafras,
swamp-maple
(Acer rubrum),
and a few oaks, and pitch-pines
aud eveu red-mulberry.
The commonest,
and by far the most
characteristic,
trees of the beaches
are the holly and red* I am of the opinion that the shapel of trees along our ¢oaAt is due more to the saod-hialt thau to the
direr action of the wind.
This also limits the numhex of species.
Those plants with foliage best able to
wlthstagd this sand*blast are the ones which grow nearest the sea.
_"By clearing away the underbrush and trimming the trees to let the west wind through, it might be
possible in several places along the coast to dispel the dunes and prevent their iuture formation.
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cedar.
The holh, thrives here, reaching
a much larger size
thau on the mainland,
apparently
enjoying
the moist, salt
atu]nsphere
and loose sand.
It is a dune-tree
par excellence.
Its limbs are close and jagged,
in striking
contrast
to the
pyramidal,
symmetrical
holly trees of the inland open feld.
Its
prickly fi_liage is dense and dark green, and its crown is flat.
It produces
rich red berries in profllsion, aud its bole is bright
gray in c_)lor, rugged and sturdy.
It is not tmcommon to find
two hollies grown t,_gether, or the limb of one tree growing
iuto another tree, or a limb bending down and uniting with the
trunk, fi)rmin_Z what the natives call "jug-hmldles."
Those who
are familiar with the region will never forget these groups of
hollies, nl_r the masses of aronmtie
red cedars with limbs festooned with gray lichens.
¢See plates XXI, XXII and XXIII.)
There is hut little danger lurkiug in these sand-hills.
They
are, in this respect, unlike
the dunes of Gascony, wllich, if
robN:d of their forests, would bury villages.
The Jersey dunes
are so wild and picturesque
that many prefer to let them have
their way; but the scenes ou these beaches, so attractive
and
peculiar
to-day, are destined
to lose much of their charm by
being transformed
into resorts for recreation
and pleasure.
How lacking
in shade and attractiveness
are our Amerieau
sea-shore resorts in comparison
with those of the Old World !
Look at Arcachon
(see plate XXVIII),
for instance,
with its
summer village by the shore and its winter village of beautifltl
villas in the midst of a magnificent
pine forest ; or at the famous
Dutch resort, Schcveningen,
with its beautiflllly shaded avenues ;
or Domberg (see plate XXV), or auywhere,
in fact, in the lee of
the draw, which protects
the farm-land
wl|ere the industrious
I)utch have beautifld
villas in the midst of the woods.
Sandbars and nmd-flats should never be despised, and a country close
to the sea euj_,.es many advantages
of which its people are not
ahvays

el _usci(

als.

The utilization
of the forests of America
began with the
Indian.
The C_,astal Plaiu of New Jersey, however, was very
sparsely inha]dtcd
befi_re Europeaus
landed.
Here and there
ahmg the rivers may he seen the vestiges of Indian villages, pot*One
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sherds, broken shells, bones and bits of jasper.
At certain times
of the ),ear large numbers crossed the State to enjoy for a time
the bathing and fruits of the sea, but the permanent
populatiola
was never large.
The Indian of New Jersey domesticated
11o
animals
and cultivated
only a few plants.
His clumsy stone
implements
were so unwieldy and inlpotent
that be was unable
to exterminate
animals
or cut down forests.*
He depended
mainly upon the fruits and animals of the woods.
He needed
only wood for tirol, which was everywhere
plentifid, and whitecedar logs, out of which to shape his canoes.
The rivers were
his highways,
the canoe his conveyance.
Fires, no doubt, were
set both accidentally
and purposely
by the Indian, but in Southern New Jersey tile)' were probably infrequent,
and did comparatively little damage.
Indians in parts of Western America still
fire the bush]" to facilitate
bunting.
They desire open prairies
and intervales for their game.
In many places east of the Mississippi river, after the Indians departed,
prairie fires which they
had purposely
set ever)' )'ear, became less frequent,
and forest
vegetation
in consequence
began to appear in the open land.
He has left his impress upon the country however, and Indian
words are indelibly attached to many localities, and to the names
of many plants and animals, such as l)crsimmon, chinkapin,
hickor)', tamarack,
mahogany,
pecan, etc.
Although
the Algonquin
Indian of New Jersey was dependent
upon the forest and still in a wimitive
state, he cultivated
small
patches of maize and perhaps other vegetables,
and was familiar
with the edible wild plants.
Fronl the Indian the whites learned
of a tree (Acer sacdtarum)
s,'
make
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in the nortbcrn
mountains.
The settler_ in times of famine,
often appeakd
to the Indian, and many of the fruits and vegetables upon which hc fed have been since neglected.
The Indianclub and the Indian-fig,
for iustance, two of his important
foodplants, are perhaps worth?" of cultivation
and bnprovement.*
The Indian of New Jersey was soon superseded
by the settler,
who, provided with two powerful
implements--the
axe and the
_m--cleared
small patches of laud, and built cabins along the
rivers.
Trapping
was the settler's first occupation
and peltry'_
w_s one of the' first and most important
prodncts of the virgin
forest.
Huuting
and trapping
in early times were hazardous,
but often lucrative occupations.
The forest was difficult to clear,
and just as the young poplars to-day harass the New England
farmer, by invading his pastures, and the mink and fox rob the
hennery, so in early times a hundred-fold
more bothersome
were
the suckers and seedlings, and aniumls from the woods between
the clearings.
Fire was freely used, and fronl the ashes potash
was extracted
by leaching.
This lixivium,
by mixiug
with
grease produced soft-soap, which is still nmnnfactured
by country
people.
In ninny places to-day wood is extensively
burnt for its
ashes and used m_ a fertilizer.
Soon shipbuilding
developed into an important
industry.
Oak
and pine of the fiuest kinds were plentifill.
Saw-mills
were
built along the streams, and hunber was shipped even to the
West Indies in exchange
for rum, sugar and molasses.
The
construction
of schooners
continued
until recent times to be an
important
industry.
Now, ouly small sloops, scows and bateaux
are built.
Ships of iron, propelled
by steam, have superseded
the clipper.
* It may often be the humblest and least conspicuous pinnU which yield the richest food materia]s,
and not always the ma_or forest products which, considering labor and time, yield the largest returns.
The sa_ep of Turkey a_d the truffles of France are excellent examples,
fia]ep is a farinaoeotts food
obtained from the tabors of wild orchids. It contains a substance called bossorine, which is very multitLons. Over $3#.©,r_
worth of trail:los are exported annually from France.
They oome m_tly from
Peflgord, and grow in Iim_tone reginn_ on the roots of oaks.
_Severa] wild animal_ have, and perhaps others might be, profitably bred for their pelts, The
skunk (M¢#h_ti* mepkitica),
one of the commonest and most disagreeabin of all the animals of Eastern
America, produces a sa]abte fur called "Alaska $ahin," and in spite of the facts that it emits a nauseating
odor and that a kind of hydrophobia results from its bite, has been kept in confinement and bred for its
_kin, The mink has been lamed and tearod in minkeries in New York filate.
It hall heen sa]d that _*
mink iz a5 profiuthle as a cow
Coue_, in his " Fur-bearing Animals of North America," says : "Wet_
not fashion io nototinusly capricious, mink pa]ts would maintain a conspicuous place in the fur.nmrts of
the world ; certainly few surpass them in richness of color, gloss and fineness "
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Scattered
here and there throughout
the Pines are tile remains
of what were once ceuters
of a flourishing
industry'.
This
was the manufacture
of iron from bog ore (limouite).
In some
places the fnrnaees and forges have been completely
obliterated
and forgotten;
in others
only
bits of black
slag
remain,
while in others the .ruins are still standing.
These
centers
of industry,
usually
located ill the neighborhood
of streams
and bogs, were connected
by stage routes, along xvhich here
and there were clearings
and taverns,
hnmense
quantities
of
charcoal were consumed by these forges and furnaces, the owners
of which usually possessed the land for several miles ill every
direction.
Wood in those days was in demand, and comings were
frequent.
Even after tile iron industry in the Pines suecufi_bed,
charcoal
was shipped to the cities by schooners
in large quantities.
Owing to the abundauce of other forms of coal, the demand
for charcoal has gradually
decreased.
Along the rivers there
were many depots to which the charcoal was carted, which are
still in evidence, owing to the great masses of coal-dust which
accumulated
there.
Coal and iron were worked side by side
in the neighboring
State of Pemlsylvania,
transportation
by
rail increased
the competition
; the iron industry in the Pines
was unable to survive, and with it faded the nmnufacture
of
charcoal,* and the value of coal-wood.
The ruins of furnaces,
the large dilapidated
houses, the overgrown
roads, the wharves,
the piers, the old ship-yards, and the masses of coal-dirt on the
landings are evidences of wlmt the country was when iron was
made from bog-ore_ and when schooners were built to trade to
foreign lands.
The woods were full of men hewing
timbers,
cutting coal-wood_ working
in the comings, raising bog-ore and
carting materials from place to place.
The death of these industries_ however, is only the result of progress.
In the development of the whole of a country,
certain
parts, although
they
]nay have once played an important
r61e, t]tust suffer.
[n the
course of its development
almost every, country is subjected to a
series of industrial
ups and downs.
Another
peculiar old-time industry was the mining of cedar.
The bed of a cedar swamp is a mass of forest detritus, several
* I_ is unfortunate

that so little charcoal

is used in the Americaa

household,

The fi_e flavor of

Freuch cookery is partly due to the use of an excelleut qualhy of cMtrcl:_I. Other kinds of co_| and wood
troll gases in the pro_ess of combustion which talr_t food more or less, and for sueceslful hroillog charcoal
_ttld the brazier tire neceisltD'.
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feet in depth, in which there arc logs of white-cedar
perfectly
preserved and excellent
in quality.
The white-cedar,
like the
cypress of the South, reaches a ripe old age.
Over one thousand ammal ring_ have been counted in buried stumps six feet in
diameter,
and, judging
from fallen thinks,
the age of these
swmnps is many centuries.
It establishes
the fact beyond a
doubt that the white-cedar
has bee|| growing
in South Jersey
fi)r ages, and that it is pcrfcctly at home there in every sense of
the w_lrd. Thc wood of many of these buried logs is sound and
light.
These were dug out, sawn into billets, and split by hand
into wlmt were called "mud-shingles,"
which
last for many
?'ears.
It seems

strange

that

thc

mining

of cedar,

wllen

wood was

plentifl|l, should be more profitable than at present, when whitecedar is scarce and poorer in quality.
Lumber
is cheaper in
parts of Fa__tern America to-day, however, than it was a quarter
of a century ago.
This is due to the fact tlmt a mucb wider
field has been brought
into competition
by tbe development
of
railroads,
and special long-distance
freight rates from regions
where timber is still plentiflfl, and where very complete,
laborsaving, wholesalc methods of working it are in practice.
The production
of tar was not very extensively
developed,
and lasted only fi)r a short time.
The existence
of the industry
wm_ due to the peculiar exigencies
of the times.
During the
Civil War the North was deprived of necessary naval stores, for
which the ship-chandlers
were willing
to pay enormous
prices.
The natives
of southern
New Jersey took advantage
of this
opportunit?
and collected
large quantities
of " fat-pine knots,"
out of which they manufactured
tar.
At one time the splitting
of hoop-poles for barrel-hoops
was
an important
industry.
Coppice oak was used for the purpose.
* In '* mining"
tree_

ce_Ltr iogn a great

in the _w_mp

_ollnd5

wee

._-orthles_

the swamp-bottom

,ength

With

able to tell,

"with an

a sharp

e_peclally

spade

and

pletely

axe

by the _mell,

beiDg

it off at both
lc_se_ed,

lighter

and fresher

rested

mau!¢ y©ars,

cedar

in the *w_mp*

that

it is no longer

ends.

it rises

The

X,Vhen

he

finds

and better.

he has

lengths,
but

secure

into

and,

robed

shingles,

in quality,

of the
first

lt$ position,

also,

at

out of the

There
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along
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ground.

same
where

no doubt,
labor

a_d
he is

its length,

after the Log has been

it requires

profitable.

size

of it, from which

or bro ken offabove

it tur_ts over

It is then

split
fine

a chip

many

Iog|_ thetetore,

he digs a trench

with water,

buoyant,

underside.
and

to

Of course,

of shingle

log_ he notes

by the wind

dug soon fills

although

a solid

If satisfactory,

surprisingly

on the

In search

to it, in order

it was uprooted

being

was required.

person

_ounder

iron proper
Jersey,

The

whether

tu appearance

of _outh

and experience

fell.

he cuts down

hole

;rod fIoxts,

11 _awn

of skill

they

iroB rod.

In the first Case it is apt to be much
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Owing to the substitution
of bags for barrels and iron for wooden
hoops, there is practical])' at present 11o demand
for hoop-poles.
At one time nlany people fonnd enlploylnent
in gathering
tile
leaves of the upland sumac.*
These were ground
at the mill_
alld were used for tanning.
The principal
industries
of the present
are the cutting
of
wood for fuel and the working
of timber
for constructive
purposes.
Several minor products
of more or less importance
are
also collected.
Wood for fuel may be divided into i.wo classes--pole-wood
and cord-wood.
"_Vhen snmll-sized
trees are cut in the pole
stage, such as oak coppice, they are merely stripped
of their
branches, and are not divided into regular lengths, and are sold
as pole-wood, which is consumed
locally and bought and sold
by the one-horse or two-horse wagon-load.
This wood is abundant and has little worth.
If killed by fire, as is Often the case,
it is not seriously
injured
for fuel, although
slightly charred,
and often disagreeable
to handle.
Large quantities
of this wood
nmy be had for the asking.
The person who sells pole-wood
usually receives little more than his labor is worth in cutting
and delivering
it to the purchaser.
Cord-wood _"is cut into sticks four feet long, and split once.
It is usually either pure pine or oak, sometimes nfixed.
If located
near a railroad or along a good wagon-road,
there is a slight
margin
of profit in this wood.
In many parts of the Coastal
Plain of New Jersey it has no worth, because the cost of cutting
and transportation
is equal to or even more than the market
price.
Often, however, if the owner lms teams of lfis own, he
cuts the wood when slack of other work and transports
it in
order to filrnish himself with labor.
His wood-land
really has
* Tb*z chestnut oak [Ouercu* OriBugJ lurnlshes the b_t tanning material of ealtern trees. It is
hardly tare to recommend the pla[tring ot tr_$ for tan-bark owing to the fact that other me*_,l_of tatlDittg
are in proces3 of development, and new and perhaps better methods are fltble to replace the old. "l'herc
are s _ew people, however, tvho believe that oak bark will be worth more a few years hence. The use of
quebracho, from South America, has bird an important effect ¢m thls indttst_, but quebntrho woed and
hemlock will not last forever. The chcsmut-oak it common in South Jersey, and o_e should have no
h_tltadon inplalating it. it grows fairly well in the shade of piton trees. In spite nt the use of many other
tantting materiab b the choicest leather is "oak-tanlted."
A cord, in Jersey, is four feet wide, four feet high and eight feet long,
or ode hunthed and twenty-eight cubic leer,or 3.fi2 cubic meters.

It contains

17 FOR
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little intrinsic valne.'
It is merely a means to an end. It
pays, however, to convert tile straight limbs and tops of trees,
from which saw-lo_.m have been cut, into cord-wood.
Smkh
" Jersey has to compete in the production of cord-wood with the
woodland along the rivers of the neighboring States of Delaware,
Maryland and Virginia, where a large negro population exists,
which is skillful with the axe and willing to work for small
wages.
The production of fnel-wood in South Jersey, lmwever, will
always take care of itself. Woods slmuld be managed, therefore,
with saw-stuff in view. Good hunber]- is scarce and high in
price, while fnel-wood$ h_ practically no value whatever.
Much could be said of elmpping in general, and the implements and methods in use of felling and converting trees. The
American axe, the most perfect and nsefld of ordinary iu|plerecurs, is worthy of a dmpter in itself. Intelligent chopping
should be classed as skilled labor ; in fact, by a judicious use of
the axe in the hands of a person with an exact knowledge of the
conditions which obtain, it is often possible to bring order out
of chaos and correct the work of careless slashers.
It requires only a short space to describe the handling of timber in South Jersey.
There is no rafting, no skidways, no hnnher camps. All this belongs to the past, when ship-building
*A few years
TheTe

ago wotad was _aid in Philadelphia

not *:list
litSouth Jersey as well _s elsewhere.
which

thert

York

L_ no markel,

.and Pennsylvania,

and which
and

_- The terms "timber"
stuffin merchan_hle form.
to _ome authorities,

pat WDbroker s.

applied

to a fogest
or dressed

rots

South

Jersey

There

for the prodtlct

are

many

is constantly

of dry distillation.
thisindustry could

use the rough wood, inr

dry dlstlfiadon

plants

in New

on the increase.

and "lumber"
are used in a peculiar
way in America.
Lumber mea_s sawn
It mean_, also disused articlesordlscarded goods o{any kb_d, and, according

_Mthoogh
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for the purpose

I failto see why

It is an Industry which would
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fa_tott_
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from
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d_ig_ted
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a_e "' me_.s
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largo
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enough

the
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having
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been,
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Such
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a eh opr.cr
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should

lets the water

in open place_

and burnt

te_t the young
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which the future forest
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was an important industry.
The writer can just remember the
long line of mule teams, bound to the shipyards on the shore,
with long straight stems of the oak and smooth-bark pine. The
logs are now_ usually_ short and small_ the roads are good and
level, so tbat with the belp of a couple of skids, cant-hooks and
parbuckles tbe handling of logs is a simple" operation.
The saw-mills are simple in nature and only work lumber for
local demands, finding, however, in the resorts along the stlore a
good market for buildlug materials.
The income from the gathering of wild fruits is probably
equal to, if not more than the yield froln fire-wood. Tbe most
importaut of these are the cranberry, huckleberry and blueberry.
The cranberry (Oxycoccus macrocari_on*) is now extensively
cultivated.
It keeps well throughout the winter, and forms a
rich crimson sauce, wllieh is relished with turkey.
Large
quantities of these berries are exported to other States, and
even to foreign countries.
The high-bush blueberry'_ (Vaccinimlt corymbosum), which
reaches perfection in the swamps of South Jersey, has never
been cultivated.
It is preferred by ninny to all other wild fruits.
It reaches the dimensions of a large sllrub, if not a sumll tree,
on rich, moist, loose soil. The quality of the berries can be
easily improved by trimming.
The natives know this and
accomplish it in a drastic, wholesale fashion by firing the woods.
The youug shoots wllieh spring up after a fire bear large luscious
berries.
The wild grapes are also abmldant.
The fox grape (l.'7tis
labrusca), is plentififl in the swamps, the vines of wtfieh often
form luxuriaut tangles in the tops of the trees. The fruit is
dark purple or amber in color, with a tough pulp, but delicious
musky aroma, and famous for jelly.
The persimmon tree (Dtb@,ros vil_g_inialm) bears an ablmdance of rich fruit. The improvement of this fruit by grafting
has begun.
At present, when a little green, the fruit is puckery ;
when ripe, too soft ; it is also too small and has too many seeds.
• The
the genu_
White
sweet

and

term 'j crnnberry
Guy[tlsslLcia,
r_d
or pink
worthy

'* is properly restricted
to the genus Oxy coccus,
the term _, blueberry
'1 tO the gellms Vaccinium,

varieties

are

got

uneommon_

which

_re

simply

cases

the term

af albiBi_m.

of prol_gation.
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It

contains, however, a larger alllOtUlt of nutritive
matter than
other fruits, and is excellent
for pies and puddings.*
The beacll-plum
(Przzmzs marilima)
grows in sea-sand, close
to the ocean, and in the driest, most inhospitable
places, and at
the same time bears a large crop of plmns, which are excellent
in flavor.
It is only h shrub, but well worth planting
in sandy
regilms.
In addition to the above fruits there are many others
of lllorL' or Ie._s ilIlportanee
for food, flavors and wines.
The floor of a cedar swamp is usually covered witl| a mass of
sphagmml-moss.
This is collected,
baled in lmy presses, and
.sold to mlr.serymen
for packing
purposes.
This material
is
remarkable
for its ability to retain moisture and is extensively
used in the shipment
of plants.
Large quantities
of holly, mistletoe,
cedar, etc., are sold in
the cities.
Many thousands
of the 1host beautifld
and symmetrical
young conifers are sacrificed
annually
for Christmas
trees.
If the trecs were raised for this purpose
it would be a
legithnate
business, but the Christmas-tree
gatherer,
in order to
secure extra fine specimens, cuts the tops out of large-sized
redcedar trees, just as fishermen peel the inner bark from the butts
of the white-cedar
for fish-strings.
Many flowers, cspeeially
those of Magnolia
glauca, are collected in large quantities
and sold.
The cultivation
of the willow for basket work is in its infancy
in New

Jersey.

The

wood

of the

white-oak

(Q.

alba),

when

split into thin slivers, is an excellent
basket material.'_
These
baskets are strong and durable.
The common American marketb_ket
is not woven.
It is extremely
cheap and simple, and
goes with the contents.
There are many plants of more or less vahte medicinally.
Perhaps
the most important,
which is common throughout
the
*The pe_Immou grows luxuriaatly in the old fields ol South JerSey, where anlmMs have carried the
secda, It is posrihle to bud or graR these trees with choice varieties of the persimmon, which produce,
*_'hen in the proper stage o| ripeness, a very delicious and salable fruit.
_'Tbo basket-tree of the South, however, h Quercus mlchauxii,
the basket or swamp-white-eak.
Thil tree is very closely related to Ouercus.hlatanoides,
if not a southern fo_a of the same.
It grows
in the swamps of South Jersey, but is not abundant.
It is one of the molt maflnlflceut trees of the oak
l,xrailp. A few y_a_ ago it _ _ plenriful on rich southern swamp bottoms.
It] woed il of very £ae
quality for oo_truetive purpo_es, and possesses a peco.liarlty which especially fits it for basketry.
Each
annual ring m;ty be easily I_epar_ted in the form of a thin flexible strip of great pliability and strength.
The tbomnda
of baskets used in the cotton Selda of the South were woven from ttbbo_
o1[this weod.
This, together with the facL_ that it requires rich land, and does not reproduce itself
Cause its extermim_tlon.
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woods of the E. Carolinian
Zone, but rare in New Jersey, is the
witch-hazel
(Hamamelis
vt_giniana),
a fluid extract of the twigs,
etc., of this plant is a fanlons lotion for allaying inflammations.
It is used by everybody for the ills of both man and beast.
It
is a pecnllar
shrub, with several
branching
crooked
trunks,
about ten feet in height.
Its pale yellow flowers bloonl late in
autumn
when the leaves are falling, and the woody capsule,
which explodes and scatters its two black shining seeds, nmtnres
the following
gravelly soil.
Acorns are

stuumer.
al_undant

It grows
and

are

well

on the

poorest

fed to swine.

There

kind

of

is a fair

crop ahnost ever). ),ear, and an immense
crop every now and
then.
Turkeys
which thrive o11 dr3' , sandy soil, feed on the
acorns.
Black walnnts contain rich food material and are used
by confectioners.
escaped in several

Hazel-nnts
grow well in the swamps, having
places from cultivation.
The wild chestnut

thrives
in the moist sand of South Jersey, and altbough
the
nuts are usually snmll, they are very sweet and abundant.
In
addition, the collection
and carefitl preparation
of the seeds of
important
forest trees would yield ever-iucreasiug
returns.
I bave yet to mention forest litter, especially the collection of
"pine-chats"
* or leaves, which in ninny pine regions
plays a
ve_' important
and peculiar role.
Forest litter is extensively
collected
in southern
New Jersey
for the bedding of auinmls and as fertilizer for sweet potatoes ;1in fact, fair crops of tbis staple food material
lnay be raised on
extremely
sandy soil, without other manure.
It is, however, south of New Jersey, on the peninsula
between
the Chesapeake
and Delaware, where the litter is most assiduously collected and used.
Tbe conditions which exist there are
peculiar and instrnctive
to those interested
ifi the amelioration
of pine-lands.
In fact, it is the demmld for forest litter which in
a great measure
has prevented
forest
the natives the value of their forests.
• In provincial
meaus little cat.
twigs and the m
t The
mainly

Oermau

English

the term " chat '* means

oatkin_

There may be some ¢onneetian
between
of the word pin¢-¢laat in the South.
litentturc

in its nitrogen

on

oonteats.

furnishing
about 2o pounds
than 3 potmd$ phosphorio

this subject
From

of tlitrogen,
acid.

is quite

or a twig

lime,

and impressed

for Itir_dllttg.

the old Etlglish

exhaustive.

one acre there
t2 pounds

fires

The

The

applIcatian

manuzial

may

be had

annually

3_

pounds

potash.

3_
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Almost every farm has its pine forest. These, of course, are
of all sizes and ages, varying from fields as thick and dense as
grain to forests fit for large-size timber.
There are few signs of
forest fires.
The soil is ligbt and sandy, dune-like in nature, along the
shore, to whieb the pines grow close, although a few have been
killed here and there by shifting sand. The natives recognize
the value of the forest in holding the soil in place, and iu protecting their truck-patches from the force of the wind, which
would naturally at times sweep over this narrow peninsula.
On entering one of these forests, one observes at once that
although there arc mauy small trees of holly, and bnshes of
sweet-gait, the ground is free from litter and brush. If one
happens to visit the region at the proper season he will see men
and women raking up the forest litter.
Ver b' earl)" in the spring
or late iu winter one can see field after field covered with pinechats, to be plowed trader just as soon as the weather permi.ts.
In fact, the fields are laid out in squares_ by means of the plow_
in order that the pine-chats may be easily measured and thus
evenly distributed.
Just as soou as a field becomes worn out it
is abandmled ; the adjoining woods fimlish the seed, the wind
sows it, and soon a fresh growth of pines appears.
Here and
there throughout the forests there are avenues, which, although
coustructed to facilitate the collection of pine-chats, serve at the
same time the purpose of fire-lanes.
Because of the value of the pine-chats the forest floor is free
from inflammable materials just at a time when fires are most
likely to occnr. The removal of this debris is contrary to the
principles of German forest nmnagement, beefinse it naturally
impoveri._hes the forest soil. In the course of time, however,
nmuy of these pot'ato-fields are allowed to come up in pines, and
fresb fichts are cleared when the pines have been cut.*
* Unlike
allowed
matter_.
surface
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Anotller point of great advantage
is, that the forest is not con'tinuous, but cut into parcels, with farm lauds and glades inter_,eniug.
In fact it is a land of thrifty forests wlthout foresters,
and practically
without the need of forest laws.
For private holdings of pine lands, I am inclined to favor this
method of nmnagement,
under the peculiar conditions existing
in certain parts of America.
In this way the forest constantly
yields, indirectly,
an important
iucome.
It is simply a rotation
of crops, of which the pine is the most important,
producing
throughout
its whole life a material which, to the farmer of the
eastern shore of Virginia,
is of more value than wood.*
It is easily seen, from the condition
of the forest iudustries
which trove just been described, that the Coastal Plain of New
Jersey tins passed through
the first and most lucrative
stage of
its existence.
The time is at band for the establishment
of
industries with permanency
in view.
The most important
step
in the right direction would be the protection
of its woodlauds,
.game, fish, oysters aud clams, which were once so abundant.
* By this
run

|ystem

in the forest

che surface

oi culture

in this

region,

and by covering

the
and

_he seed_
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as damage

Large
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II. Forest

Policy and Silvicultural

Suggestions.

FOREST POLICV.
As hasbeenexplainedalready,
thereexistsinSouthernNew
Jerseya vastareaof landwhich isina deplorably
unproductive
state.Itissufficient
tosaythatinthehandsofprivate
owners,
underthecircunmtanees
which atpresentexist,
the futureof a
largepartof thislandisnotbright.A changeofsome kindis
uecessary, and this must come either iu the form of a change
of ownership or of.the circumstances which fetter ownership.
The only way in wlfich the ownership umy be quickly and
materially changed would be by State purchase.
It is questionable whether under the circumstauees State ownership would
be justifiable, and whether, even if it could be easily accomplished,
it would improve the situation.
The State ownership of forest
land in New Jersey is only justifiable on the ground that the
preseuce of forests is necessary for purposes of protection
against the destructive forces of nature, for pleasure parks or
for the purpose of preserving the beauty of certain uuusually
beautifid or wonderfid localities, such as the Palisades.
It is generally conceded iu this country that State ownership
of forest laud for revenue is unnecessary.
The Amerieau people,
in fact the Anglo-Saxon race as a whole, has a wholesome aversiou to the participation of the State in industries for the purpose of revelule.
Many claim that even in eases where the forest exerts no very
marked influence in a prQteetive way against the destructive
forces of nature, that thd State ownership of forests is justifiable on the grounds that it requires so long for trees to mature
that private individuals are unable to grow aud handle them
satisfactorily to themselvhs or to their uelgbbors.
This argument, however, does not always hold good. Were
a man to plant the seed and theu wait for the forest to mature,
even the most ardent forester would become impatient.
Were
(265)
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he to begin, however, with a forest such as exists even in New
Jersey, he could, even frnnl the beginniug, reap something ever)"
)'ear, and his forest would, at the same time, improve in quality
and productiveness.
It is quite possible for a private individual
to sow the seed and reap at least three or eveu four crops of salable materials in a lifetime.
It is worthy of note that some of
the finest, that is the most productive, forests of Demnark are
under private control
A private forest does not always mean a
neglected forest and a short rotation.
Many rich families i_.
Europe gladly avail themselves of this sure and permanent way
of investing their fortunes, which pass from father to son, as do
tbe date-groves of the East. In America the railroads, express,
telegraph and telephone are private.
The finest institutions in
America are due to private enterprise.
Great public reforms are
usually brought about by the energy and influence of a few pnblic-spirited people. After all, what is the st,'ite in America ? It
is simply an organized eomnmnity, the ruling powers of which
are only persons which the people have chosen temporarily from
their midst. The purelmse of forest land, the nmnagement of
forest land, or the sale of forest land, depends upon what the
majority of legislators nmy think best, and they in turn are supposed to comply with the wishes of the nmjority of their constitueuts.
The personnel of the legislature is constantly changing, so tlmt the management of forest lands owned by the state
would be subject to many vicissitudes unless placed permanently
and absolutely under the care of one of our best educational
institutions or in the hands of other permanent and reliable
trustees.
Since, then, the state control of forest lands is not
justifiable on the grounds that large timber cmmot be raised
from the seed in an ordinary lifetime, let us consider briefly the
question of protection which it affords in South Jersey against
the destructive forces of nature.
The effect of the fi)rest on the climate of South Jersey, except
in so far as it breaks the force of the wind, is probably slight.
Owing to its insular t)ositiou the effect on the precipitation of
moisture is probably not considerable..
The effect of the forest
in these respects is in general disputed and not proven. The
effects of the forest on the run-off of water is also of small
moment because the conntry is so flat and the soil is so porous
tlmt floods never have and probably never will occur.
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The great fnnetion of the forest oll tbe sandy soils of Southern
New Jersey is the beneficial
influence
which it exerts o11 the
quality of tile soil, both physically and chemically.
The forest
fixes the soil, preventing
it from shifting.
Tim winds would
blow it from place to place were it absolutely
bare.
Tim forest
brings from the subsoils inorganic
materials
wlfich it deposits
oll the surface in the leaves and wood.
The soil is enriched and
protected
from the beating and leaching force of the rain and tim
drying effects of both sun and wind.
The granules of silica are
gradually
comminuted
by the ehenfical action of decomposing
organic matter so that the influence of tim forest on a coarse,
sandy soil tends to render it more and more of the nature of
loam, and finally, in the course of ages, fertile and able to support not only a dense forest growth, such as Fontainblean,
but
even in time fit it for agricultural
purposes.
In fact, tiffs is the
only rational form of treatment
for such soils, and although
they
may become fit for agricultural
purposes in the course of time,
the forest slmuld be one of a series of crops.
In tllis system of
rotation
the interval
from the time tim forest is cut until the
land is allowed

to come again in forest should

be slmrt.

In rocky regions the soil is constantly
fed by disintegrating
'stones on the snrfaee and in time recuperates,
but with sandy
soil the only natural
fertilization
is by' means of the forest,
which
returns,
in part at least, the materials
which
lmve
leached into the deeper layers of the soil while the land was
under cultivation.
Since, then, considering
all things, the State is not justified
in purchasing
and managing
these pine lands, and since it is
extremely
doubtflfl whether their condition would be materially
changed by State ownership,
it is important
to consider
the
circumstances
which fetter private
ownership.
It is safe to
assnme, withont
fl_rther discussion,
that the woods of South
Jersey, for a long time to conle at least, are destined to remain
in the bands of private parties.
They must be regarded, therefore, as busiltess and not flrolec/ia,e forests, although
they may
of course perform both flmetions
at the sanle tinm.
The possibilities of successflll
forest management
from a business standpoint are dependent
upon
certain
fnndamental
conditions.
These

forests

nmst

be regarded

in the light of s*_ppl), foresls
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materials
needed for local consumption
and for export to neighboring
cities.
We must consider,
therefore,
the following
conditions :
(I) The
property.

ability

of the

State

to afford

protection

to private

(2) The geographic
position
of the region in reference
markets and in refereucc to means of transportation.
{3) The value of laud and the cost of labor.

to

(4) The quantity
aud quality of the materials
the region
capable of producing.
15) The ability' to use the materials in local industries.
(6) Fair taxation.
Let us consider, first, fire :

is

This is the kerud
of the whole questiou.
Although
no end
of legislation
has been passed on the subject, nothing
has been
accomplished.
Not to mention
forest mauagement,
the State
has failed up to the present time to protect the property' of its
citizens.
Until this is accomplished
but little progress is possible.
The "fire season " iu New Jersey begins about the nfiddle of
March, and continues
with umre or less fierceness until the end
of October.
Sometimes
only the thin leaf-covering
of the soil
is burnt, and little dmnage is done ; sometimes
the deep, dry
muck of the swamps burns for nlauy day's, and sometimes
the
fire sweeps through the crowns, but often the surface, crown and
ground fires are one, roaring and rushing irresistibly
with the
wind, with miles of front, until stopped
by a lack of food
material, a fall of rain or a stremu of considerable
dimensions.
About fifty" per cent. of the fires of the Coastal Plain of New
Jersey are caused by sparks from locomotives,
ten per cent. are
set by ineeudiaries
for evil purposes, ten per cent: are set purposely to improve
the berry crop or pasturage, aud the rest are
accidentally
and carelessly set.
The effects of fire arc practically'
the same all over the world :
impoverishmcut
of soil, destruction
of game and its food supply,
unhcalthfl_hmss,
iucrease of insect pests, in additiou to the loss
of wood and other property and injuries to industries
which use
wot)d.
For the prcvcntiou
of fire, the punislmmnt
of fire-setters and
the construction
of wide fire-lanes along all public wagon-roads
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and railroads,
are necessary. Railroad companies should be
required to construct lanes, broad and clean enough along their
tracks, to eliminate
all danger fronl flying sparks, to ditch all
swamp-lands
to water or sand oll the outer edge of the lane, and
to constantly use efficient spark-arresters
oll their engines.
Tim
townships
should be.required
to construct
similar
lanes along
all public roads.
In this way, what are now points of danger,
from wbieh the majority of fires start, would become avenues
for the preventiou
of its spread, and wonld serve at the same
time as vantage
points in combatting
it. Whenever
possible
these fire-lanes sllonld be kept under cultivation,
in other places
the brush * should be cut, and all combastible
materials
burned
at a time when there is no danger of setting fire to the adjoining
woods.
The usual method of 'extinguishing
extensive
fires is
by "back-firing"
or "counter-firing."
This is, however,
dangerous work, and should not be attempted
save by those who
are experienced
and capable.
Very often the back-fires, set by
inexperienced,
excited perso]m, have not only resnlted
in disastrous conflagrations,
but have rendered the skillflfl work of others
of no avail.
For the extinguishment
of surface-fires,
shovels,
sand and hard work are usually sufficient.
Fortunately,
sand is
everywhere
plentifill, except in swamps.
It is often possible to
beat ont surface-fires with a green bough or bush.
In the extinguislnnent
of ground-fires,
or those which burn in the peat of
swamps, it is necessary to confine them within certain limits by
digging deep trenches.
Formerly
charcoal burners set fire to the forest in order to be
able to purchase
it cheaply, by rendering
it unfit for any other
purpose than coal wood. The charcoal i_idustry is done, but the
natives still fire the huckleberry-bush
to produce fresh shoots oll
wbich the finer berries grow.
Berry-picking
is an important
industry, and the occurrence of such fires is eolunlon.
The main
differences
between the
Jersey and the peninsula
• The
which

are

extremely
blows.
that

"Etterel," a region of France hot far from Cannes, isfamous
in force

they

there.

luseeptible
I visited

fire-lan_,

conditions
existing
in Southern
New
between the Chesapeake
and the Dela-

the
burn

to

It is a mountainous
fire,

which

causes

It a few year5 ago and
removal
over

of

patches

underbrush,
of the

district,

gre_t

havoc

was surprised
every

pveveming
the growth
of weeds and underbrush
I fitle the whole area is burned over in this way.

when

to find

ohscrvation
surface

thinly

posts,
the

the

with

very

December

accumulation

of comb_tihle

cork-oak
called

formation

organized

February
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ware arc, that the forest-land
there is cut into many smalI
blocks, between which is farm-land, and that the proper senti-.
ment exists in the minds of tile ilatives, a sentiment
due to the
value of the pine-chats.
The divislon of large tracts of land into parcels is of advantage
economically
and socially, provided tbey are of a size sufficient
to support a family of ordinary intelligence.
Such a farm should
consist of at lcast thirty-five acres of cleared land and slxty-five
acres of woodland.
The sale of city lots in the woods, or even
five or ten-acre plots, is rarely fruitflfl of good, and is, on the
whole, detrimental
in the end to the purchaser
and community
in general.
Where fire constantly
burns the litter from the surface and
prevents
the formation
of young forests, the soil constantly
deteriorates
and finally becomes sterile
and lifeless--literally
lifeless--because
the organisms
in the soil wlfieh cause the
decomposition
of hllnlUs and the conservation
of nitrogen
are
killed.
The prevention
of fire, therefore, is of course the first
and most important
step.
Further
discussion
in reference
to tbe prevention'
of fire on
lands owned by private parties seems like threshing
old straw,
but since it is hardly likely under the circumstances
that the
State woukt buy and properly care for this vast tract of sandy
land, or would fiwce private parties to institute
efficient measures ill this linc, as is common in Europe,
it is necessary to
devise other schcmes
which might accomplish
this end and
which fit thc peculiar conditions,
political, social and economical, which cxist.
It is gcnerall.v r_wognizcd thronghout
Europe that the construeti,m
of suitable fire-lanes throughout
the forest conduces
morc to the prew.ntiou
of great conflagrations
than any other
institnti,m.
The recent fires in the Landes of France were due,
it is claimed,

to the

neglect

of fire-lanes.

These

serve

as van-

tage points in thc fighting of fire, and often in themselves
are
sufficient
to prew'nt
its spread.
By means of fire-lanes
the
country is cut into parcels and the danger of great conflagrations
very materially
reduced.
These
fire-lanes,
in order
to be
efficient, must be wide, clean and well cared for, for otherwise
they arc of little

use.

Now the great

question
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lish a complete system of fire-lanes for those regions of Southern
New Jersey
wlfieh, from the sandy nature of their soils, are
destined for nlany )'ears to come to remain in forest.
The scheme which I have to suggest is that these fire-lanes be
constructed
and kept in order in a way similar to the construetion of State roads, which have been so popular
of late.
In
this way no terrible
burden of expense
rests upon anybody.
The individual
benefited thereby pays part, the eoummnity
pays
another
part and the State pays the other part.
Woodland
owners who would be benefited
thereby would not hesitate to
donate land for the purpose, while the snmll quantity of land
required of those who may be foolish enough to object should be
summarily
condemned
and appropriated
by the State.
One
would expect
very slight opposition
to a system of fire-lanes
from those persons whom the protection it affords benefits, except
perhaps from those who call themselves
"land-poor,"
that is,
persons who own so much unproductive
land that they cannot
pay their taxes.*
Such people would not object to the reliuquishment of small strips of unproductive
land, but would hesitate
with the fear that it lnight increase their burden of taxation.
But the difficulties of this kind would be no greater than those
which have been met and overconle in the construction
of roads.
As with all progressive
movements
of this kind the oppositioli
fades away and the strongest
opponents are often the loudest of
praisers in the end.
The owner of the land would be benefited and encouraged
and
the payment of a slight increase in tax would be a great and
permanent
investment.
Lands which are now a burden to him
would
therein

become more valuable
and the capital which is buried
would increase and, if need be, become available.
The

money which the count)" and State would expend would return
a hundred fold in increased resources and prosperity,
and would
benefit those who are most in need of it.
The State or county
or township
ownership,
or combined
ownership,
of a system of fire-lanes, in no way savors of paternalism, and should be as palatable to the American
taste as the
* Fire-lanes may be cbnstru¢Ied at slight expense in Southern New Jersey.
Alter Lhe wood is cat It
is necessary to plough three or four furrows along tbo edges and then to burn over the lane at times when
there is no danger of 3etting fire to the neighboring woods. A lade fifty feet in wEdth would be quhe
e_eient.
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State ownership
of roads.
In fact these lanes may serve at any
time as roads, or may be converted into such oi1 short notice at
ahnost any time.
Fortunately
gravel is ahuost always near at
baud, so that in the course of time the whole fire-lane system
umy be converted
into a great road system, wlfich would add
much to the value of the laud and increase
the value of the
wood, owing to tfie east' with which
After visiting
most of the forests on
havln14 lived a nmnber of )'ears in the
I am couvinced
that it is foolish to
silvicultural
methods until fires are

it conld be transported.
sandy soil in Europe, and
pine-lands of South Jersey,
talk of forest culture
and
reduced
iu number.
For

this purpose fire-lanes are essential, and this is the only scheme
I kuow of which seems practical and possible.
Once institute
a
perfect system of fire-lanes under combined
State and local control and the nmnber and severity of the fires will be reduced to
such an extent tbat the evil will, I am certain, gradually
fade
away, and modern systems of silviculture
as the value of wood and land increases.

will gradually
creep in
The people of the State

are perfectly familiar with the nlodus operandi of the
and the same general principles
applied to fire-lanes
no I_reat and startling
innovation,
fraught
with beneficial
results.

road law,
would be

but would, I am certain, be
It is the only system which

appears
to be perfectly
adapted
to the peculiar
conditions
which exist in Southern
New Jersey.
Such an institution
would have also a great educational
effect.
Many people who had never thought
of such things
before
would be impressed by the object-lesson.
The constant presence
of such reminders would impress upon certain classes of people
the facts that fires are not necessary, that the useless destruction
of wood is wasteflfl, and tlmt the absence of wood in a country
wlfieh is fitted only for its production
means a lack of work for
woodsmen,
teams and sawmills.
In addition to tficse fire-lanes let all the existing roads of the
southern
converted

part of the State become a part of this system hy being
into fire-lanes, that is, widened
and cleared of COln-

bustible materials
along their edges.
The remotest portions of
these vast piuc.v-Iands will in this way become accessible, and the
large ran(rant wbich
is actually
invested
in woodland
and
eranberr.v-tx)gs
will be reudered
safer, with surer yields.
A
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is lost in fire-fighting

will

be

Just as there was opposition in the begimfiug
to the new road
law, so there will be opposition
to such a scheme ; but let the
State inaugurate
it in a trial district and soon others will follow.
It will
reduce

not, of course, stop all forest fires, but it will certainly
their size, stop their filry and save the loss of much

valuable
material.
The new State road from Atlantic
City to
Camdeu is a fair sample of what is needed.
It serves at the
same time the purpose of fire-lane and thoroughfare.
Formerly
it was a bed of hot, dusty sand.
Many new buildings have been
constructed
along the road, and owing to the e_e of commuuication and transportation
it has brought
the people along it
closer together and has instilled
into the old residents a certain
amount
of life and spirit which they never would otherwise
have obtained.
If cleared of brush along their sides, many of
the gravel roads of South Jersey, which are often now the points
from which fires start, would serve as fire-lanes in preventing
the spread of fire and as vantage grounds in combatting
it. The
local officials who have charge of these roads and lanes could, if
required, extinguish
many fires in their incipient
stages.
The consideration
of these fire-lanes as future roads leads to
the second important
condition--markets
and transportation.
This question needs but little consideration.
A glance at the
ump is sufficient
to convince
anyone that no region could be
more auspiciously
located in this respect.
With plenty of good
gravel with which to construct roads, with many railroads, with
many navigable rivers and with two of the largest cities of this
country near at hand, but little more in this respect could be
desired.
At the same time, however, we must not fail to consider the fact that other great wood-producing
regions are near
at hand and that in Pennsylvania
there are immense quantities
of coal.
This state of affairs naturally
suggests that the production of wood for tirol, as is now generally
the case, is the
least profitable of the forest industries
which may be practised
in South Jersey.
The third condition
relates to land and labor.
This question
also needs little consideration.
There are thousands
of acres
which

may be had
IS

at a ridicuously

low figure,

FOR
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location, and everyoue fanfiliar with the region knows that there
are lmudreds of woodsmen who are stagnating
and degenerating
in consequence
of a lack of work.
The fourth condition relates to the quantity and quality of tile
materials
the region is capable of producing,
and since I shall
refer to this later under the head of Silvicultural
Suggestions,
it
is sufficient to say in this connection
that owing to its peculiar
soil and climate
South Jersey has and is still able to produce
just flmse kinds of forest produce which are nmst in denmnd.
The fifth condition relates to the possibility of the establisfimeut of local industries
wllieh may consume
tim products of
the forest or which may convert these products
into less bulky
and more salable form.
When certain
industries
may be established
within a region
it is, of course, a k,Teat advantage
in many ways.
It increases
the working
population,
the value of property
and improves
the standard of lift'.
Labor is at the base of pleasure and intellectual development.
At present large quantities
of wood are supplied to glass and
brick factories throughout
South Jersey.
The fiwl question,
however,
is of little importanc%
and will always take care of
itself in this country.
In fact, even the woodsman, when he can
afford it_ will burn coal because of its convenience.
The first industry which would
saw-stuffwould
be the saw-mill.

flourish oat the production
And if only the increment

of
is

cnt, as should always be tim case, many small mills, instead of
a few large ones, would result.
The condition might be similar
to that of parts of (;erluany
where many small n/ills are constantlx at work year after year cutting
the well-earned
increment.
The bi_g mill with its elaborate,
costly" eqtlipment,
working with feverish excitement
half the time and idle the rest,
(lid m,t (tt.veh)p however in this eotultl 3' uutil after the timber
resourees of Smith Jersey" were practically, exlmusted.
Even in
the great lumber
districts
the large mill, when our lumber
resources
have been exhausted
to such an extent
tlmt these
voraehms
monsters
eammt be fed, will be replaced
by smaller
establishments
which will for some time to come operate on tim
leavings
and the young timber as rapidly as it becomes merchantable.
The time is not far distant when the great huuber
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industry which has shot across this country with meteoric fierce-'
hess will have speut its power. It has been digging its own grave.
In the meantime the tide of feeling in reference to' the establishment of more rational methods of forest treatment has been
steadily rising. This country, although so large, is so closely
knitted together by a network of railroads, which favor the distaut parts by special long-dlstance freight rates, that a stringency of even so important and bulky an article as lumber will
not be seriously felt until the crop is exhausted, even in the
renlotest corners of this land, if not this continent.
There is
nothing surprising in the fact that a man in New Jersey may
use in the construction of his house white-piue from the far
North, cypress and yellow-pine from the far South and redwood shingles from the far West, and buy it all from the stock
of one lumber dealer in Philadelphia or New York.
Besides the development of the saw-mill industry in Southern
Jersey, when tile woods are properly protected aud managed
there will arise, no doubt, many other iudustries, such as box,
stave and market-basket manufacture.
It is, of course, impossible to predict the many industries which
may be operated in a country where such a nseflfl nmterial as
even the poorest grade of wood is produced.
In the Spessart, in Germany, for instance, years ago immense
quantities of beech were planted, to supply the glass factories
with filel. The glass works have ceased to exist and the beech
is subjected to a process of dry distillation which yields several
valuable products. Hardwoods, by this process, will yield charcoal, pyroligneous acid, an inflammable gas which may be used
for illuminating purposes, besides other products. Some day we
uiay export charcoal to tile tropical regions of the globe, where
it is the most satisfactory fileI because it emits no smoke, and
braziers can be used instead of stoves.
Then there is the possibility of produciug wood for pulp and
cellulose. Spruce is the principal source of supply at present,
but even if spruce cannot be produced suceessfiflly, in South
Jersey, which is, however, a question, there are other trees which
are and no doubt many which ulay be used for that purpose. In
fact it would be impossible to predict the fllture of this industry,
which, although in its infancy, is already immense.
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It is safe to assumc that ill case the forests of South Jersey
ar_' protected
and allowed
to grow other industries
will form
amt grow with them.
The sixth e.ndition
is fair
is a knotty qucstion and one
cumstance',,
to fairly adjnst.
require consid_'rablc
time to
the' cl_ments and disease the

taxation.
All are agreed that this
difficult even under favorable cirIt seems to me that sluice forests
grow, since owing to the force of
growth of )'ears is liable to be sud-

denly sp.ilcd
and shattered,
since forests are not insurable, and
,,i_tc_ the man who produces
a forest is the benefactor
of his
neighbor.',, the State can well afford to tax lightly slleh land.*
In fact, the man wllo starts and properly
cares for a forest
deserves to be cxcnlpted
fronl taxation,
or at least exempted
until the crop is cut.
Several have suggested
that the tax
slmnld be levied only on the aniomit cut.
Tills plan, of course,
has some disadvantages,',and
may ,lot be practical.
At any rate
a fair re-adjustment
would tend to improve the condition which
t.xists.
I have faith enough ill the good sense of the American
pcoplc to be!i_ve that with proper
protection
by the State
a_zainst fire and thieves, with fair taxation,
with sufficient roads
and wlth proper guidance, there will develop even under private
control
a system of forestry which, although
perhaps
not as
_.7,_tcmaticall_
regulated
as in Europe, will be as good as tile
pccnliar ceononlie conditions of tbe region will warrant.

SII.VIC['I.TURAI. SUGGESTIONS,
It secnls to the writer that, notwithstanding
the complexities
of European
silvicultural
systenls with their mauifold modifications and combinations,
the nlethods of forest treatnlent
niay be
divided
into flmr systems which are more or less applicable
the world oct r, none of which are unconditionally
good or bad,
and the merits of which depend upon tlle circmnstanees
of each
ca._c. Each ._)'stem has its advalitages
and disadvantages,
aIld
must be adapted to the conditions which exist ill ever 5"instance,
aml its MIcct'._._.,abovt., all, is dependent
upon tile knowledge
and
• hn auorno_ott_
rt-_pottdl_lgly

lltdh t.l_

cnndit:0tx
ill otdt.r

qomctim_s
to cottvirt¢¢

exists

where

prosDective

a speculator

desires

b*ayer_ o[ the great

a high
worth
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These

adapted

s)'stems

to uneven-

II. The system of clear cutting
and then regenerating
by
planting with young trees or by sowing the seed, or by waiting
until the wind sows it from an adjoining
forest.
III. The system of regenerating
pure even-aged forests naturall)' by uniformly
and gradually
thimfing
throughout,
and
admitting
the light so that the seeds will germinate
and the
yomlg growth properly develop.*
IV. The coppice system, where
which will sprout from the stmnp

the forest consists
or the root.

There will probably be opportunity
of these systems in Southern
Jersey.
way of classifying
these systems :

of species

for the application
of all
The following is a brief

•
(Selective-cuttingsystem
at_Dhca/ . Regeneration effected rregularly
.' ""
/tnrougnout
the forest bv the rebetopureor
m_xed
forests of in- __ nloval
• -or small
•
of
single
trees
even age.
I
k.groups ot trees.
Clear-cutting system, applicable _ Regen ration by means of plantto pure or mixed forests of even or ,_ mg :young plants or cuttings or by
[ sowing by hand or by natural sowuneven age.
king from adjoining woods
.
ff Regeneration effeeted uniformly
Successive-cutting system, appli- _ throughout the forest by successive
cable to pure woods of even age
| thinnings and final complete removal of mother trees.
•
,
Copptce s)sten.

_ Regeneration eflected by stump), shoots and root suckers.

If a party possesses woodland, even if sparsely stocked with
inferior kinds, and cannot afford or may not desire to plant afresh
with better species, but wishes to gradually
improve it, the best
system to apply is the selection method.'_
There are many large
forest-owners
in South Jersey who are able to employ a forester
but who cannot afford the cost of extensive
plantings.
These
*As e_rly as x736 this system had developed so far in Germany that three distinct cuttings were prescribed: First, when the seed had fallen and germivated; second, when the young trees reached the
height of a man's kne_, and third, the mother trees were completely removed when Ihe young trees had
reached tha height of a man.
_"Irregular forests to which this system is applied naturally suffer more from fire than regular forests.
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largc land-holders
employ managers
who are practical
men but
with little knowled/e
of forestry.
The selection
method
is
usually the best for a new country where the demands for wood
are less than the supply, and where a system to be popular must
yield enough constantly
to pay all expenses, taxes, and a little
besides.
It is an excellent
system for co-operative
associations
and corporations
which have other objects in view, such as the
protection
of game or water supply.
It is extensively
practiced
iu India, wherc it is usually known by its French name, "jardinagt:."
It is not confined
to new
countries,
however, and is
even the favorite method of many European
foresters of treating
protcction
forests.
To apply this system it requires
more skill, experience
intclligcnce
than the majority of land-holders
or managers
sess.
It is, however, an elastic system, and in its simplest
is practical for land on which
naule
of forest.
It

is about

the

reverse

there

is any growth

of what

and
posform

worthy

is ordinarily

of the

practiced

in

America.
In New Jersey one man nmy buy all the merchantable oak on a certain piece of land, another all tbe cedar, etc.
Any diseased trees or kinds without value are left standing,
not
for soil protection,
but because the)" are not worth cutting.
These arc stimulated
by the increase of space and ligbt, produce
large quantities
of seed, and
the soil.
In other instances

soon trove complete
the land is t)ought

possession of
with all tlmt

covers it and stripped of what is merchantable.
Covered witb
slashiugs,"
it is left to be swept by fire or abandoned
to the
weeds,+ or is sold to land-agents
who divide it into many small
*The
here and

first 5tops toward
there

_'A weed

ofa

forestry

detir*ble

Is shnply

in Germany

were

the

removal

a plant

out

of place.

Treesp

under

certain

fact, the common
custom of cuffing
the best from the forest
table_ and frui_ of a garden
wlthout disturbing
the weeds.
In the swamps
plete possession
of course, their

of South

is a shrub,
whlch

and
prickly

tMzomea

Clot hlng and
left alone,
to get

often

otherwise
of Itec_,

they

hay©

a tree,

gained

soon

teach

the tops

is to cut

bit by bh and

and

worthless

in effect

briars

them

down

of seed-trees

may

be

weedJ.

to harvesting

and

bushes

often

In

the vegehave

com-

only

causes

they

become

a bush-hook
until

canslng
feature

soil, it il well-algh

burning

their

which firmly
clasps
the roots,
sumac (Rhus
vemtnacal,
which

of extremely

provoking

to which

with
year,

poisonous,

class

most

of the

them,

ol _rees,

is also

Another
The

possesslon

year alter

and

illness.

of the g_nnl t Smilax.

once

vines

is abundant,

by _erlons

skin are torn in handling

rld of them

heir rhlzomes,

clambering

circumstances,

is similar

with the poison ivy (Rhus
toxi¢_tndron)
and is poisonous
to the touch.
The swamp

aimn_t

briars

and the leaving

The various species of gr_pe which mingle with the branches
of trees hinder,
owin_
to their beauty and the value of their fruit, their presence is nol so

is ofte n ;lecompanled

climbing,
their

Jersey,

of the soil.
growth,
but

odious.
It is quite
trunks and branches

of slash

spooies.

them

of these
impossible

to sprout

inextricably

or machete,

extermination

a distressing
disagreeable

and

weeds

with

then
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farms, which they sell to all sorts of new-comers.
Sometimes it
falls into the b,'inds of specnlators, who hold it indefinitely, with
various purposes in view.' In consequence of this mode of treatment, uplands which once produced pine fit for ship timbers are
now only bush-lands; swamp-lands which have yielded choice
white-cedar are now cripples. The only suggestion of silviculture is the custom of leaving a seed-tree here and there.
Many of these seed-trees were left, however, not for the purpose
of seeding the ground, but as line-trees, to nmrk the borders of
properties.
The aim of the selection method is the constant betterment of
soil and forest. It prescribes that the soil must be kept covered,
and that the most valuable species nmst always be encouraged.
• The dead aud diseased trees" must be removed, also all inferior
kinds which are a hindrance to a young, more promising growth.
Many minor poiuts the owner or person in charge must settle.
The axe must be cautiously used, and ahvays with a purpose
beyond the immediate reaping of a wood crop, and the operator
must be perfectly familiar with the peculiarities of the species
with which tie is dealing.
Caution in cutting, and the sowing
of seed, or the planting here and there of desirable kinds, will,
in the course of time, bring order out of chaos.
On large areas of Southern New Jersey where there is little
more than bushes it will be necessary to plant afresh.
In lnanv
instances where the forest is very thin and of poor species it will
pay in the end to cut clean and establish a new forest by either
planting or sowing. The system of clean cutting and planting
has many advantages and disadvautages.
One can work in a
systematic and regular manner and can start the kind of forest
lie prefers. It is, however, usually expensive, the young plants
are in greater danger of frost, drought, weeds and disease, and
the fertility of the soil is impaired by being bared to the action
of the elements for a considerable period of time.
If one has a pure, even-aged forest, the third system is probably the best. This is the systen_ which is so successfidly applied
to the spruce forests of Europe, and is au excellent way of
regenerating white-pine in this country, and also, perhaps, whitecedar in South Jersey. In this system regeneration occurs uniformly over the whole area under treatment.
When the trees
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have reached
maturity
regeueration
is effeeted by a series of
uni fi_rm successive thinnings.
The nuulber of tlfinnings depends
'ap_m the circumstances
of the case.
Success in the method
dcpvnds primarily upon two conditions : First, the trees must be
in c(mdition
to produce a good crop of seeds ; and, second, the
fi_rcst floor umst la' a favorable bed for germination.
From that
t_me on the fi)rest must be gradually thimmd and finally removed
as rapidly as tla condition
of the young growth will permit,
which varies with the species, climate, soil, etc.
This svstcm is only applicable
to pure, even-aged
forests.
This is a disadvantage,
however, because for several reasons the
tendency
at present
is decidedly
in favor of mixed growths.
Pure growths, especially
of conifers, are much more seriously
injured by' the destructive
forces of uature, such as winds and .
insects, than mixed fi)rests.
An excellent
form of forest from a
silvicultural
standpoint
consists of a growth of conifers with an
underwood
of sonic kind of shade-enduring
deciduous
trees.
The
overwood
is healthier
and the soil is protected
and
enriched by the mlderwood.
To produce this kind of wood it
is necessary usually to resort to the elean-entting
system with
rcgeueration
t)y planting or sowing.
The fourth system, coppice, is so simple that little explanation
is necessary.
The crop is simply cut clean year after )'ear, and
the new crop is formed either from stnmp-shoots
or root-suckers.
Care should always be exercised
in cutting the stump close to
the ground, with a clean sloping top, so that there will not be
the slightest
opportunity
for rot and so that tim young shoots
will he health)" and sound.
In the choice of species for planting and for favoring in mixed
grmvth we shouht m)t fail always to consider
tim silvicultural
qualities as wclI as usefulness for lumber.
Fashion often guides
us in our choice (,f kinds, and we should not fail to bear in mind
that modern devices of treating wood may completely
change
its appearance
and durability.
Tim spt.cics of trees wbich may be successfldly
grown
in
southern
New Jersey
I have divided
into two groups--first,
those which require good soils, and, seem)d, those which will
thrive on the poor sandy soils and swamp-lands
of the Coastal
Plain; and since the latter are the lands to which the forest will
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28i
those species of

To the first class belong such trees as the white-pine,
white-oak,
the swamp-white-oak
(Querclts
platanol?tes),
beech, the chestnut (E'aslaltea denlafa),*
the black-wahmt,

the
the
th_

shagbark-hickory,
the tulip tree, the white-ash,
the sugar-maple,
the basswood, the Douglas-spruce
(Pseudo/suga
¢a.rifohh), aud
the Norway-spruce
(Picea e.rcelsa).
To the second class helong
such as the following : the short-leaf-pine
(/)inns echina/a), the
red-cedar (/ultt'_erzfs virginialfa),
the white-cedar ( Chamcrcv_aris
thyoides), the locust ( Robinia pseudacacia),
the cottonwood
(PopMtts delloz?tes), etc.
Others which may be classed as subsidiary sorts, aud which,
lll_der certain cireunlstauces,
are worthy of eueollragelnellt_
are
chestnut-oak
(Querczfs
prlnzfs),
sassafras,
holly (lle.r @aca),
bilsted (Liquidamber
slyraci/hta),
brewster (3lagnolia
g,'lauca),
red-maple (Aeer r¢tbrttm), and wild-cherry
( Prunus serotina).
Pitltts ec]thtala, formerly P. mitt), is the most important
pine
of Southern
New Jersey.
It is usually .associated with the
pitch-pine
(Piptus r@ida), with here and there patches of the
scrub-pine (Pinus z/ip:ghtiana or btops).
Several foresters have encouraged
the planting of pitch-pine
in New Jersey, hecause it grows on extremely
poor soil, and
endures a great deal of fire. This tree is not the equal of Pl)tfts
z,irghtiana
and inferior in ahnost every respect to Pinus eehiaala.
It is a mistake to encourage
the propagation
of inferior
species, such as the pitch-piue,
in regions where l _.echt)tata and
several other excellent
trees grow equally as well.
Pitch-pines
are, of course, better than nothiug,
but when they are mixed
with 1_ echlnala, as is often the case in Southern
New Jersey,
the latter should be favored.
In spite of fires, and the great
demand
for its wood in early times for ship construction,
owiug
to its marvelous
reproductive
ability, the smooth-bark-pine
has
held its own.
*lnaway,
the cht_tnutis without arlval.
It is a rapid grower, f0rmlng a vigorous coppice, producing a valuable nut, and yielding a wood which is highly prized for fuel, fence-polls, fence-rails, ties,
telegraph poles and interior house*finish.
For the latter purpose i_ has become of late very fashi0nable
and is equal in beauty to other hard woods which are worked with much more difficulty. The chestnut
should bc grown wbezevcr the soil Is able to support it. Like the black-walnut the chestnut is able to
grow on soils which may be classed as medium in quality, and (in places where there 11sufficient moistute) even Ou very sandy soil.
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In the " Timber Pines of the South,"
Dr. Chas. Mohr, in the
chapter on this species, says : "When
maintenance
of forest, and
pr.duetion
of timber under a rational
systeln of forestry is to
become the rule, this species, above all others of southerly
distribution, will claim attention,
for it can be safely asserted that of
th_ conif_.rou_, trees adapted to the climatic
conditions
of the
Southern
Atlantic
forest, no other
can be fomld of better
promise, fi_r the production
of vahmble
timber in the shortest
time."
In another place he savs: "Among the coniferolls trees
of Eastern North America, the short-leaf-pine
stands next to the
long-leaf-pine
(1: fla/Hslrz_'), in importance
to the lumber industry and in the _alue of its timber.
Freer from resinous nmtter,
softer, more easily worked, not less susceptible
of a good finish,
the lmnber of the short-leaf-pine
is often preferred by the cabinetmaker and the house-carpenter
to that of the long-leaf-pine.
Less tenacious and of less power of resistance
under strain, it is
principally
used for the lighter
frame-work
in buildings,
for
weather-boarding,
flooring, ceiling, wainscoting,
.cases for windows and doors, for frames and sashes of all kinds, and for
shingles.
Most of the dwellings
located within
the districts
where this tree prevails are built ahnost entirely of short-leafpine luml)er, which bears ample testimony to its wide nsefiflness.
It is also extensively
employed
in car-building,
for cross-ties,
and in the manufacture
of flmfiture."
In another
place he
says: "No other timber tree found in the southern
portion of
the Atlantic
fi_rest region is lnore easy of natural
reproduction
than this, thronghout
the wide range of its distribution.
This
is readily aecotmted
for by its great fecundity,
the seeds produced in great abundance
ahnost
without
failure every )'ear
being pr.fllsely
spread
far and wide, and germinating
easily
whL'never
the proper soil and a chance are offered for their
reception.
F;y their thrifty growth the seedlings soon gain the
upper-hand
over the contemporary
growth of other species."
Sudworth,
in a paper on the " Forest 'l'rees of Tennessee,"
saw,: "As is well known this pine ([J. echinala, short-leaf-pine)
ranks in colil111ercial importance
next to the falnons
long-leaf.
The adaptation
of the pine to the poor, dry hills and other sloping lands of East Tennessee
is truly remarkable
as seen in some
localities.
Theories
that great care and mtrsing are necessary
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to re-establish
a pine forest on entirely denuded
land are easily
controverted
by tlle thousands
of young sllort-leaf-pines
taking
possession
readily,
and in dense stands of old pasture
and
abandoned
bills, and entirely without
the nursing
influence of
broad-leafed
kinds.
Even
under
tlle danlaging
influence
of
trmnping
stock and invading
fire, this young
growth
lms
gradually
advanced, and solid phalanxes
of saplil_,os and middlesized polewood
now form a large part of the second-growth
woodlands attaclled to farms, together
with oaks and other bardwoods.
There appears, therefore, to be no more useflfi and valuable concomitant
in the flltnre forestry of East Tennessee
than
this willingly self-propagated
short-leaf-pine."
Now and then a beautifnl seedling forest, naturally regenerated
from adjoining woods, may be seen in New Jersey, and, as in the
eastern peninsula
of Virginia,
if this species is favored, in the
course of time it will be the nile and not the exception.
It is
not diffienlt, however, to secure a good stand by' sowing tim seed,
provided the seed is fresh and fertile.
The easiest and cheapest
way is to plant the seed mixed with dirt in rows, or in narrow
strips, across the field, fonr or five feet apart.*
The best way to
prepare this seed-bed, in case the land is not too stumpy, is to
rill1
a
narrow, one-horse scratch-harrow
over it, and
ttlell_
after
file seed is sown, nm the barrow over the same strip again, in
order to cover the seed.
If one man strikes out the strips with
tlle tlarrow, wllile anotller
sows tile seed, a large area can be
covered in a short time.
Vehere a horse and barrow cmmot be
used, it is best to work in the seed with a rake.
Throughout
the south swine prepare ttfis seed-bed.
After the seed has been
sown, if the soil is very dr)' and sandy and liable to slfift, the
strips mnst be covered with pine-chats
and brush, on which a
little sand may be thrown to hold them down.
As soon as the
young pines form a closed canopy thinning
should begin, and
continue throughout
the whole period of their life, so that the
trees may have sufficient space and ligbt and yet free themseh'es
of limbs.
The removal of litter and the time of cutting depend
entirely upon circumstances.
If the owner needs the litter it is
proper to remove it ; if he wants poles or small pilings there is
nothing

to binder

* A good _land of lhe
attached
over the land

lfim from cutting
shotl.leaf-pine

has

been

secured

his forest
by spreading

in tile pole-stage.
the
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Red-cedar (Jmt@'rlts
virginialla)
is an excellent
tree for the
dr?" sandy upland.
No American
tree has a more interesting
and instructive
_ecology.*
It ranges froln Cape Cod to Vancouver's Island, from Canada to Florida.
In the north it inhabits
dr}', rock?" uplands ; in the south it grows iu swamps, which are
often covered with water ; in the rich bottom-lands
of the Mississippi Valley it is a lofty and noble tree; iu tbe limestone
regions of northern
Alabama it is ahnost a bush ; and along the
shores of New Jersey it is flat-crowned
and irregular, but a beautifld tree in spite of shifting sand and salt sea breezes.
The
quality of the wood also depends upon the region in which it
_zrows. In lnany places it is of little worth ; in others it is excellent in quality, strongly aroluatie, rich red in color and famous
the world over fi_r pencils.
_It is one of the commonest
trees in
Southern
New Jersey, qnickly producing
a highly prized wood
on soil the surface of which at least is sterile.
Its fruits are
devoured by birds which scatter its seeds. When growing alone
it is pyramidal
in shape, with many branches.
Sometimes
the
twigs and leaves are stiff and prickly ; sometimes soft and pendulous.
The wood of these knotty
trees is extrelnely
beautifld,
and the limbs are of use for boat knees, rustic fences, etc.
It is
also an excellent
wind-break,
although
subject to a flmgons disease which infests the apple and quinee._
*The basis of silviculture is o_cology or the science o1 trees in relation to their environment, many
of the most important polaris of which in reference to American species axe unknown.
Much may be
learned of the hablts of trees by studyittg them in regions ia which they ate not indigenous.
More is
known of the silvicultural peculiarities of several American trees in Europe thag in America.
A careful
*mdy ol the tropical forest will throw light upon many ph)_iologlcal
problems, especially those wMch
have to do with climatic conditions (see Ha_trlandt's
Tro_enrefse).
It behooves th© Americans to
emulate the Dutch in Java and the English in Indla, and establish in their new possessions experiment
st arionl, schoal$ and labora_rles where northern students may study plant physiolog)', the slmt qua not*
of agriculture and $ilvicnlture.
t" The codar-appia (Gym_*osporanglum
macrof_za) is common throughout the State, and is of special
merest because it leads a dual Uia, one phase of which is on the rod-cedar (.[uni_erus vlrginiana),
and
the other has the cultivated quince, apple and their allies for its host plants. On the twigs of the cedar
it oauscs brown, Irregularly lobed excrescences, as large as chestnuts, over the snrlace of which there are
slight indentations or oenters In which the teleutospoves are located.
These spores are thiak-walled_
brown, two-celled bodie_, which in warm, moist spring weather, germiaate, that is, the cell-wall breaks,
and there protrudes from each cell of the teleutospore a hypha or tube on the end of which several
smallsporesor sporidla
arcformed. Allthegerminaltubesfrom one centeradhere together,
formingan
orange-colored, gelatinus, tentacle-l[ke growth. Several of these gelatinous masses, distributed over the
surface of the whole excrescence, glee it the appearanoe of a crysanthemum a short distance from the
tree. Very often many hundreds of these may be seen on a single tree, and when they are in the height
of their germination are peculiarly striking. The sporidia are horne long distances by the wind to the
young, tender leave_ of the apple and quiac% on which, if the conditians are right, they soon germinate,,
and produce the other stage of this peculiar diseasep whiohj on its orchard hosts, causes the well-known
"rust."
Although this fut_gus does practically no ivjury to the cedar, " the rust" is a very serious
disease, e_pecially in the sonth. It is more dangerous to quiaees than to apples.
The spores can be
carried by the wind several miles. Although not wise to plant orchards in the neighborhood of red.
cedars, or vlce-_er*a, this disease is not of sufficient seriousness to discourage the propagation ol the
red-cedar in South Jersey, heeaus© the apple industry is there of little impot tahoe.
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The young, red-cedar trees are difficult to transplant
in dry
sandy soil, and the seeds, although ablmdant and easily collected,
rarely germinate
evenly.
I have been told that mlrserymen
bury them in a "rot-heap"
for two winters and a sulnmer, and
sow tllem the following spring.
(The same is true of the holly
[l/e.r @aca].)
The wood of tile cedar, even when knotty, is in
demmld for posts ; the quality produced in Soutllern New.Jersey
is excellent
and there is little land too dr?" and sandy to support
it.
Of the hardwood trees, the most valuable for the dry uplands
_of New Jersey is the A'obinia pseztdacacla.*
In the Region of
Bordeaux, where the soil is similar to that of the Coastal Plain
of South Jersey, extensive
private
plantations
may be seen.
For this pllrpose, especially on small farms where fencing is an
important
item, tile locust h_ no equal in spite of the depredations of the borer.
In California, I have been told, the borer
does not exist, and that in twenty
5'ears a locust tree in the
open attains
a diameter
of as many inches.
It is claimed by
some that the injury caused by this insect is less if other trees
are planted with the locust.
It is excellent
for planting in open
places in the forest in the form of hursts, here and there, or as a
fringe to pine plantations
especially along railroads because it is
not inflammable.
The locust grows rapidly on poor soil, produces an extremely
usefill and durable wood and an ash richer
in inorganic
constituents
than the majority of hardwoods.
As
*A great disadvantage of the [ocust is the fact that it is seriously lafesled in this country hF the
loCusl.lmrer ( Cylle_e J'_iM_).
It was indeed fortunate foe Europe that when the locust waa introduced
this pestiferous insect was not imported with it. In Europe. it is a beautiful shade and ornamental tree ;
in its native land. owing In the depredations of this lasoct it is usaally unsightly.
The trdnks
and limbs are sometimes completely honeycombed by this insect,
II the trees are watched in
August aed Sept©tabor, one is likely to find handsome brown and yellow banded, wasp-like beetles,
laying oval_ dull white eggs in wounds and crevices of the bark,
In about ten days these eggs hatch and
the lalwa_ bore into Ibe tree. ]'hey are still small h y winter, during which time they lie dormant in the
wood. In the spring they begin to bore. until about August, when Ihey stop leedlag and emee the pupa
stagep and a week or so later appear as full-si_ed beetles.
These beetles live upon the p01ieD of the
golden-rod.
The outermolt trees ate nsually completely riddled, while thole in the center of a group
may escape altogether.
It seems to suffer less also wh©n mixed with other trees. Although these
insects are very abundant and seriously i_jure the wood and impair the vitality of the tree, it i5 still fit for
fence posts, for which it Is almost exclusively used. This insect infests healthy trees, growing on rich
soil, hut the proportion of trees iu a plantation which is thus seriously injured Is not sufficient to discourage the propagation of this unique and extremely useful tree, Owing to the depledations of the
locust.borer it is always best to mix another sp_ivs with the locust. For this purpose Proteus ltrati_ca
and the Amerieim oheslnut are excenent,
The wild.cherry (P, s#rati_)
is worthy of more encourage,
ment than it has heretolare received,
It grows on poor Ioil, is easily propagated, ylalds an excellent
wood, and attracts birds which are fond of its fruits. Mr, J. H. Schober_ the pioneer of heath planting
in Holland, who is experimenting with many specl¢_ ol foreign trce.s on his planl_tl0n at Sohovenhorst.
_as loud in his praises of this tree and pronounced it one of the most promising of his vast collection.
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with other legmninous
plants, bacteroids_
which reside in a
symhiotic state iu tubercles on its roots, are able in some mysterious way to accunnflate
nitrogen.
The litter, which is rich
but thin, quickly
decays.
Once established,
the locust hurst
will never need renewal;
hundreds
of stool-shoots
and rootsuek_rs are present to take the places of felled trees on the
admission of light.
Besides a tap-root the locust has an extensive horlzoutal
root system by which the soil is held in place.
It is fi,r this reason used on railroad embankments
and dr)" soils
subject to shifting.
The wood is useflfl for posts and other pnrposes, even wh_'n young, and is therefore
of great value for
private planting,
lloth red cedar and black locust may be sown
in the same Way that I have indicated
for the pine.
The seeds
of the locust, if planted in the spring, should be soaked in warm
water for three days before planting.
The white-cedar
(Cltama'o_arls
/]o,oides ) is the choicest
of
the soft woods of Eastern America.
Not even inferior to the
fmnous pumpkin-wbite-pine.
In fact, for boat and tank construction
it has no equal.
The wood is light, soft, clean, easily
seasoned, and remarkable
for its durability.*
It neither warps
nor checks under the most trying circumstances.
It is extensively used for bridge-plank,
shingles,
weather-boards,
interior
finish, and in the constrnetion
of fences either in the form of
rails _:" palings.
It lms a pleasant
cedar)" aroma, and when
expost' 1 to the weather
becomes a beautiful steel or lichen-gray
color.
The white-cedar
should
be grown
in the form of a pure
crowded wood, on wet mucky or wet sandy soil.
The canopy
shonht be uninterrupted,
and the lower limbs should interlace.
If the fi,rcst is to_ thin, irregular,
with all age classes aud here
and there other species, the trees are easily uprooted
by the
wind, owing to the slight hold whieb they have upon the soft
mucky st_il. The stand should be so thick and the lower limhs
interlace
to _,nch an exteut that the tree will free itself from
branch,'s, produce clean boles and prevent the growth of underbrush.
()wing to its sharp, conical top it endures
close plant* The '_ark of the white-cedar _ Ioogh _nd fibrous and similar to ¢olr in _ture.
Many tre¢_ of tb[s
species in South [er_©y have b_B ruined by the £shermen, who use strips of the _ough bark on which to
st_ng _c_r _sh. In Ru._i_ the manufacture of mats, rope, etc., from bark is an importaut iaduslry, an_
In New Je_ey the whlte.c©_r bark might be used for slmUar purposes.
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lug, although
regular thimfings are necessary ahnost throughout
tile whole period of its life.
Ila this way, even ill America, the forest will yield a small but
constant
income, since there is some demaud
for cedar poles.
When sawed in half, barked and soaked in preservatives,
these
poles, eveu when very small, are of use in the constructiou
of
fences.
In spite of the common use of wire, there is still in
America great demand for good fence material.
Tbese saplings
are useflfl for vine-props,
masts for small boats, handles
for
rakes, boat-hooks and the like, racks for wagons and stalls, flagpoles, plaster-laths,
fence-palings,
and even shingles.
In fact,
from the time the tree reaches a diameter of three inches it is
useflfl.
If a cedar tree becomes covered
the case, it indicates slow growth,
able enviromnent.

with gray lichens, as is often
unhealthfiflness
and unsuit-

The cedar is a great seed-producer,
even when quite young.
The seeds are formed in small cones and are easily collected.
A pure stand of cedar may be secured in three ways.
If one has
a mixed deciduous
swamp, with here and there a cedar, as is
eommou, the easiest way to convert it into a pure stand of cedar
is to cut mad kee l) down all trees except the cedar.
These seedtrees, with the admission
of light and air, will produce
an
abundance
of seed.
A stand of cedar produced
in this way
may be irregular
and uncertain.
Perhaps
the easiest
and
quickest
way to secure a stand of this tree is to plaut it.
Young
cedars are constantly
invadiug
cranberry
bogs where
they are very unwelcome.
These can be easily secured in large
mmlbers, and are better for planting than the spindling
specimens from the woods.
Another way is to sow the seed.
After
removiug
all tbe trees and brush from the place where a cedar
stand is desired, when not too dr)', it is best to burn over the
surface, and then sow the seed mixed with dirt.
Among those species whicb
even on poor soils, and which
cottonwood
or Carolina-poplar
place.
Iu speaking
of this tree in
poplars,

Prof.

Bailey

says:

grow with surprising
rapidity,
may be easily propagated,
the
(l)oibulus delloMes) deserves first
his

"Taking

bulletin

on

all things
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atitm, the c.ttomw)od
is probably
the best of the poplars
for
gt 1era, ornamental
planting.
It grows rapidly and in almost
exerv _oil, and yet it possesses an air of strength
and durability
which most of the poplars
lack.
Its foliage is always bright
and _h)ssv and the constant movenlent
of tim broad, rich green
Ieavcs gives it :m lair of cheeriness
which few trees possess.
Tlle tree has been lllllcll used upon the western
prairies and in
western towns llltlch
too atmndantly
for good landscape
effects.
The rapbI grmvth of the tree gives a feeling of luxuriance
to
plant:ttitms,
even when most other trees appear to be weak or
starved.
The cottonwood
grows best upon rather
low lands,
and
ar_.

)t't

it is gL'nerally

an admirable

tree

upon

lfigh

and

dry

_qs,

The

so-called

ollly a very
the h,cust,

Carolina-poplar,

according

to Prof.

Bailey,

luxuriant
cultivated
form of the cottonwood.
the cottonwood
has an extensive
root-system,

is

Like
and

reproduces
itself profllscly by means of root suckers.
It is, therefort., L.xcellent fi_r holding tbe soil in place.
Thc wood of this tree is extensively
used in the mamffaeture
of paper, and there is no reason for supposing tlmt the demand
will not increase.
Tbis tree grows perfectly on the moist pinebarren land of Southern
New Jersey, and I can see no reason
wh) its cultivation
should not be encouraged.
Throughout
smlthern
Europe
the poplars
planted
by tbe owners of small holdings.
trees form a characteristic
feature of the

are

These
French

extensively
tall straight
and Italian

landscape.
They prefer poplar, because the trees are easily produced from cuttings,
because they soon grow to a size fit for
boards, because they yield the peasant loppings
for tirol, atld
bceaust' they throw so little shade that grass and other crops
w'_: gq'_ betwtt.n the rows.
Plate XXIV shows a pedant bindin_ p.plar
h_plfings in fagots for fuel, and a peasant sawing
boards hv hand from poplar logs which he has probably raised
fn,m cuttings of his own planting.
Tiff., lead_ u_ to the consideration
of those persons who possess
• _,naA tracts of land in South Jersey out of which they must earn
a livelihood.
The land lms been undergoing
such a process ot
di_ishm of late that the average land-bolder
probably owns little
m_,r_ than a lmndrcd acres.
The day of the large farm in New
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Jersey
is past.
Owing
to its nearness
to excellent
markets,
general fanning
is being replaced by a more intmlsive form of
agricultur%
and old-fashioned
crops are being replaced
hy
specialties.
Hnndreds
of mmdacated
emigrants
have invaded the Pines_
owing to the cheapness of the soil and proxinlity to large cities.
Few of these have brought with them European
forestry ideas,
and many of the nmst disastrous
fires arc those which they carelessly set in clearing their farms.
Throughout
this region there
are German,
Italian, Russian and other foreign colonies.
By
thrift and frugality ninny of these have produced
fruitfitl farms
on soil that was formerly waste-land,
indeed it is claimed that
owing to tile warmth of this silicious soil_ the fruits arc earlier
and sweeter.*
It may be easily worked with one horse and few
implements
at any time when not frozen, and when abundantly
fertilized
and watered produces a superior grade of fruits and
vegetables.
What the small farmers have already accomplished
in thia
region demonstrates,
without a doubt, that there are mauv latent
possibilities
ii1 the pine-lauds
of New Jersey.
Owing to tile
development
of rapid transit and the cheapening
of transportation rates, a migration
from the cities into the neighboring
eonntry
has begun.
A large proportion
of cnltivatable
laud,
therefore,
is destined
to be cleared and farlned, and to these
prospective
farmers I would suggest a "forest farm."
Suppose a person possesses one hnndred
acres of woodland,
•out of which he wishes to make a conlbination
forest and farm.
The first step is to clear a fire-lane around the whole of it, at
least two hundred
feet in width.
This lane should eoustitute
the cultivated
portion of the farm.
On this no inflammable
crop should be planted.
Even
tile sandiest,
driest
land, when
fertilized
with tile
quickly disintegratiug
pine-chats, produces a fine grade of sweetpotatoes, which are richer than the white-potato,
and together
• It is very

di_cult

be urtfit lot tree1 aod
choice
choicest
ItaJiang
centare

grades
peaches

to say just
_ic¢ _r*a

of grapes,
are

berries

produced

ileal

lands

Even

the

and
on what

have Ihrifiy lrult.farms
o_
of the be3t land in Southern

lo clear was oleared
liue wnste.lands.

what

regm-dl_s

sweet

are unfit
" Plaina
potatccs,

is apparently

for cultivatioD.
'* of New
add

Jerley

p©rhaps

the roughest

Good
would,
other
Imd

agricultural
if_top_rt¥

fruits.
most

ioil

1_ North

i_hospltable

extremely
sandy soll in the southerD
part of thv filate.
New Jer_y
is still in forint,
in fact, ia early time_ the
of the qu_l[ty

of the

soil,

and

many

ol our

finest
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with game, fish and berries often constitute
the whole food of
the natives.
If the one hundred
acres referred to is perfectly square, a firelane two hundred
feet wide around it would contain
about
thirty-five
acres--as
much as one man can couffortably
till.
There would be left in the center a forest containing
about
sixty-five acres to which the principles
of silviculture
I lmve
already mentioned
may be applied.
If the whole area of woodland in Southern
Jersey were treated
ill this way, slxty-five
per cent. would be left in wood, and the
whole would be cat up in sneh a way tlmt extensive fires would
bc impossible.
The sixty-five acres of forest should be divided
into about four blocks of fifteen acres each, by lanes or avenues
wide enough

to permit

a wagon

to pass.

These

lanes sllould

be

kept clear of litter during the fire season.
If part of the land is
swamp-t_ttom
tile owner is fortunate.
He call easily lmve a
white-cedar
hurst, a cranl)erry-bog
and an osier-holt, which will
add materially
to the profits of his farm.
Owing to the fact tlmt these swamp-lands
shrink and become
lower and dmnper on being tilled, unless assiduously
drained it
is better to plant crops which need little or no cultivation,
such
as forest crops, willows for baskets, the lfigh-busll-blueberry
and
the cranberry.
Willow culture is destined to become an important
industry
in this region.
The first to begin it on damp pine-barren
land
was tile Baron de Itirseh
Colony of Russian refllgees.
The
willow llas heen righty called the Cinderella
of trees.
It will
gruw on land which for other purposes is ahnost bopeless.
Its
pliant twigs are excellent
for trunks, boxes, crates, etc, besides
baskets.
It fllrnishcs work at a season of tile ?'ear when tllere
is little else to do. It is a good plan, as is common ill Enrope,
for one member
of tile family to learn tlm trade of basketmakinl4.
In this way a local industry is produced.
In addition
to these indnstries'_ if progressive,
the owner of
the " fi_rcst-farm " could keep both bees and poultry with profit,
cw'n in the in.st remote and barren part of this whole region.*
* Eve W enterprising farmer should have th the corner oI his garden a permanent seed.bed.
It
should be boxed on tbe sldes and end3 with wide strong boards and covered with fine poultry netting
wh ich shoaId be _ailed to a frame so that it can be easily removed.
The soil of the bed should be a soft,
rlch, _kfted Io.[m. z,'Khenevcr the farmer in his travels finds _eds of trees which are detirable he should
sow them in this bed. While the trees are still small he should transplant them to his wood-lot.
In this
way, little by littlep and with the expense of only a little labor t he can supply himself with se_dliDgs aug
gradually improve the ¢oudision of his forint.
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Apiculture,
altllough'it
requires considerable
skill in mallipulation, should be a subsidiary
forest occupation.
This has been
strongly
recommended
to the forestry
people
throughout
Europe who have their homes in the forest.
In South Jersey
there is abundant
bee pasturage.
The locust, the linden, the
catalpa, the chestnut,
the red-maple, the hazel, laurel, huckle
and t)hte-berries,
grape vines, willows, holly_ persiutmou,
magnolia and a host of other plants, yield boney, or pollen.
From
pollen bee-bread is manufactured
on which the larvre are fed.
From buds, etc., the bees collect a viscid glue, or propolis, with
which they strengthen
their cells, and fill up the cracks in their
hives as a protection
agaiust cold.
In order to secure a fine type of bee it is necessary to supplant the uative
queen with one of a better variety,
either
Italian or Carniolan.*
Besides gathering
large quantities
of honey, bees materially
increase the fruit and seed crops by fertilizing the flowers.
Poultry-raising
is also an important
subsidiary
occupation.
In the dry soil and mild climate of the Pines chickens and turkeys, and along the rivers water-fowl, thrive, securing throughout a large portion of the )'ear their own livelihood, and at the
same time do incalculable
service to the forest farmer in restraining i_tsects.t
It is, in short, through a combination
of several of these iudustries, which are minor only in name, that forestry and farming
nlay become profitable OH soiI which is not naturally
fertile and
where many people own only small areas.
The destruction
of vast areas of forest without
regard to the
future has a deleterious
sociological
effect upon the standard of
life and character
of the people of such regions.
In South
* The domestic bee _n America (A2_is sn¢lli/Tca) was introduced by early settlers from Europe. They
have multtpled and become common. The Cyprian race from the Island of Cyprus has produced the
largest
yieldol honey o_ recordfora singlecolonyin America. They are themost asriduou#
of bees,
but are very senaldve _nd require great care in manipulation.
The Italian variety Ii also famous and
easier to handle, The gentlest of bees, however, is the gray race of the Mountalns of Caralola {Krain,
near the Adriatic) iu Austria,
This bee is steadily growing In lavor in America. See"The
Honey
Bee." by Frank Benton t publicatioael
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
] While vizltlng the Dunes of Holland 1 was told that hens were successfully used to combat an
in_et which de_romed the sedge which held the sand.
They Were kept on the dune_ in large quantifies
and as eal'ly al three o'clock in the moralng were actively at work. I was also told by several willow.
growers tn Europe that when their plantatic*ns become infested with inseets they simply let in their
chickens,
which soon devourthehugs. One of the most beneficial
fowlsin thisrelpectistheturkey.
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Jersey, fi_r instance, owing to the exhaustion
of saw-stuffs there
are many deserted hamlets and silent sawmills.
It is true that
o11 the whole the population
is oll the increase, but this is due
to another
class who have come from elsewhere
with other
abilities and other objects in view.
Many of the natives, however, who were born and bred in the forest and earned their
livelihood
in the woods have been forced to leave for other
regions and engage
who have remained

at a disadvantage
in other work.
The
of this class are ina state of stagnation,

in many instmiees, were it not for the
in the woods, would die of starvation.

few
and

berry crop and the game
Owing to the fact that

they are idle a large part of the 5'ear, that they are far from
neighbors
except of their own class, that they are often i11suifieiently
fed and clothed, there is little wonder
that many are
outlaws.
The backwoodsman
without
work is the man who
sells his vote.
The common schools of America arc endeavoring
to educate such people, but much of the good influence is offset
by the industrial
depression
which follows the wastefld destruction of wood in a country where the majority of the people are
woodsmen.
Just a.s reckless deforestation
inevitably
leads to
idleness, want and moral degeneration
among those dependent
upon the woods, so does afforestation
have the opposite effect in
the stone if not greater proportion.
Then, too, the value of forests from a hygienic standpoint
on
swampy soils has been underrated.
I believe the malarial condition of onr South is due to the ill-treatment
of forest lands and
the formation
worthy
Carolina

of stagnant

marshes

fact that the Dismal
is free from malaria

in consequence.

It is a note-

Swamp of Virginia
and North
and perfectly healthy, while the

adjacent
fire-swept pine-lands
are famous for their unllealthflllness.
Just as the Landes of France were rendered llealthy by
tree-growth
and drainage,
so is it possible
to improve
the
sauitary condition of the Atlantic Coast Region.
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UI. Parts of Europe Similar to Southern
New Jersey.
In Europe there are still immense tracts of waste-land, a large
proportion
of which has been robbed for centuries, until much
of it is now in a state of extreme
poverty.
The majority of
this land is worse, although
similar, to the Plains of South
Jersey.
The system
of removing
not only the turf but the
surface soil from these wild-lands is ultimately
worse than the
effects of forest fires.
A forest fire in sweeping
over a country
leaves something
behind it. The inorganic materials which the
plant took from the soil are returned
to it in the form of ashes,
• and Mthough a part of them may wash away_ something
is left ;
but in the beathlands
of northwestern
Europe the very surface
of the earth is scraped together, so tlmt in the course of time the
soil becomes bare and sterile.
We usually think of Europe, and
especially Belgium and Holland,
as the places of all the world
where every spadefld of earth has been turned over hundreds of
times, and where every effort has been exerted to provide room
for its swarms of people.
One is surprised,
therefore, to see a
new settlement
called "America"
in the midst of a great unsettled plain in Holland.
There are, in fact, in this little country,
from four to five lmndred
thousand
hectares*
of waste-land,
which consists of heath, moorland
and morass,
q'he Dutch
prefer,

and

perhaps

wisely,

to grapple

with

the

mud and water

along their shores.
They would rather farm into the jaws of
the sea tlmn work on their dreary heathlands.
Mr. Schober, at
Schovenhorst,
has been striving for years, at great expense and
with great perseverance,
to show what is possible on the heathlands of Holland
by careful cultivation
and improved
methods.
But just as the Swiss loves the steep mountain
sides, so does the
* Centare
• .a.47, acres.

(t sq.

meter)

-z,5So

sq. iv. Ate

(aeo _q. meter_

, -_9.6

_q. yds.
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although

difficult

and expeusive
to reclaim, when once in shape is ahnost inexhaustibly f_'rtile.
The fine sandy land of Holland has also been
carcflflly cultivated,
aud the dunes along the shore have been
carcflflly watched and patched here and there because they serve
as dykes along the sea. One of the most attractive
regions of
the Low Countries is in the lee of the Dutch dunes, where there
art' many beautiful villas and gardens.
AlthouRh
umch lms been done toward the reclamation
waste-lands,
the common notion that every inch of territory

of
in

Europe is used to good advantage
is a nfistake.
In fact, Europeans could learn much in reference to land reclamation
even in
the I'nited States, where good laud is still cheap and abundant.
Much has been done, for instance, in this line in the ballked
lauds of the Mississippi Valley and the irrigated
deserts of the
Far \Vest.
There is little that one can learn in Southern
Europe
outside of France
and Italy, except the disastrous
effects of
deforestation.
.\lthough
much that has been doue in Europe is
highly commendable
exist there, it would

and suited to the peculiar conditions which
be difficult to say just how much of it is

applicable
to America.
There
is one important
difference
bctweeu the New and Old Worlds which should not be overlooked in all considerations
and calculations.
It is the fact that
in general in Europe labor is cheap
America
the reverse is the case.

and materials expensive
Much of the detailed

; in
and

extremely
careful work which is devoted
to small and unimportant
things
may pay in Europe
but not in this country.
One cannot help admiring
the pains and patience of these peo.
pie, but at the same time iu another country, under different
conditions,
they would
themselves
do otherwise.
Carefldly
saving and binding together small sticks into bundles for fuel is
all right for the places where fllel is scarce and expensive,
but
would be decidedly out of place in America.
European
sawyers
are horrified
at the sight of a circular
saw with wide kerr
huzzi_g at a rapid rate and wasting a large proportion of the log,
but it saxcs time, and time has been up to the present
more
precious titan wood.
Eurolleans
arc generally
conservative,
especially the peasants,
pr¢'ferring to (to as their fathers did, working ofteu to great dis-
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advantage
with implenmnts
which are decidedly, ehlnlSy.
And
then, too, all sorts of traditions
and customs, rights and servitudes have been handed down from generation
to generation.
The poor peasant is often fettered
by these inheritances,
wtlieh
he joyflflly leaves behind him when lie miters a new and fresh
land.
In parts of France forest fires are still quite common, even on
land which has been reforested, while in otber parts wood is too
precious to burn even for fuel.
In Italy lumber is one of the
scarcest of materials, although
there are vast areas of waste-land
where wood could be raised to advantage,
especially
on the
bare mountain
peaks.
It is a land of few wood-workers
and
ulany masons, where even the vine-props are often gTanite.*
The
supply and demand are nlore local in Europe, and transportation
stiflers from all sorts of hindrances.
A board would
pass
tllrough more vicissitudes
in going fronl Germany
to Italy" than
a bundle of shingles would in reaclling New York from Oregon.
This is not so of water transportation,
which is of course less
lmmpered
by" governmental
interferences.
In many districts in Europe the inhabitants
depend upon turf
for fuel, which exists in ahnost exhaustless
quantities
in the
heathlands
of the north, and even in Germany
it is uot uncommon to see peasants drying cow-dung for the purpose.
In parts of the Plain of northwestern
Europe, under the peat,
have been found pine stmnps and the stone iml)lements
of the
aborigines.
Anottler
page in its history is illustrated
by oak
stumps, among whicll have been found bronze axes and other
implements.
Here and there are beds of peat buried under the
sand, indicating
that the soil has been shifted hither and thither
by tim wind.
It is generally
believed, however, that the great
heathlands
of northwestern
Europe were never densely forested,
and that the trees existed in the form of groups here and there.
Such places were well suited
to the nomadic pastoral
stage
of man's existence.
Thls, to a certain extent, still lingers in
the form of tim shepherd
tending his "snueken
" or little black
sheep on these broad heath-covered
plains.
There,
too, one
often sees a bee-keeper
surrounded
by many hives of little black
bees, which lie nmves fronl place to place for fresh pastures.
i ,_ For©stiere"

in I talian

means

a stinger--that

is, a pers0n

from

the forest.
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The Belgian Campine.
The first region that I shall refer to is the Belgian Campine,
a large tract of sandy land in the vicinity of Antwerp.
In
wandering over this region one sees much that reminds him of
the plains and barrens of Southern New Jersey.
The bushy
oaks, the scrubby pines, sandy or gravelly soil, and many plants
of the heath famih' which cover the surface, are strikingly
similar to those of Jersey.
Here and there in tlfis region are
small houses of the Flemish farmers who often have a hard
struggle in squeeziug a livelihood out of the soil. Most of these
peasants plant forests of pine with short rotation from which
they get lmums fur their compost heaps and fllel-wood. It is
llt)t uncoullllOU to see a WOluan and a dog iu harness tugging
together at a load of manure, or a mau in the field plowing
with a cow which is nsually at the same time milked. The
house and barn of the peasant are combined, and the nmuurepile, which is close to the door, is his most precious possession. Now aud then green manuring is practiced, and a field
of yellow lupine* is quite _ beautiful as a field of crimsou
clover.
Much that I have to say here in reference to the Belgian
Campine was suggested by a little book entitled " La Culture
du Pin Sylvestre en Campiue," by L' Abb_ G. Smets, professor
of agriculture at Hm_selt, in Belgimn.
To this I have added
my own impressions mad have compared the two wherever possible. A large number of the Belgian Scotch-pine (Dt)tus O,Ir cs/rt)) plantations leave nmch to be desired. The trees are
stunted and grow to a height of only a few meters. The volume
growth rapidly attains its maximuni, and even at the age of
twenty ?'ears some of the forests begin to die. Parasites are
abmldant.v
There are few old trees; the quality of the wood
is poor and the best stands, according to Smets, yield snmll profits.
* 1 have
latld,

ende:_wred

but it lalled

OUr p_rl)le

lupine

and tanaels
districts,
hark
ven_

the

of felled

forests

_fnil_trdo
along

floor

tree-s, and
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on

good

2_¢ren_is)

of Northern
attack_

the medullary

for_t

the spread

hath

(L_t_i_2_t
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M. Houba says, however, " that oue must not expect too much
of plantings oll waste-land,
and that tile revenues from the poorlands of the Campine and Ardmmes are equal to five per cent.
o11 the capital invested."
(If American
capitalists
could make
sure of five per cent. there would be large investments
in forest
land.)
Heathlands,
which have not been exhausted
by, the removal
of tim hmnus, have produced
satisfactory, forests.
" Nothing is
sadder,"
says Verstappen,
"than
to pass over certain
wooded
zones of the Campine, to-day offering a spectacle of decay" which
seems without
a remedy.
Where
thirty }'ears ago one saw
superb pine groves yielding ,as mucll as tim best wheat-lauds
of
Hesbaye,
now one sees only rare groves of third and fourth
grade, wtfile tile greater
part of the surface is covered with a
growth not exceeding
three to five meters in height."
Levasseur
says that a good plantation
of pine properly
maaaged,
well
located, should yield, at the end of eighty years, 27,i75 francs
per hectare.
That is, according to our system of measurenmnt,
$2,i74 per acre, or $27.17 per acre per year!
Prof. Smets estimates a yield of from 1,5oo to 4,oo0 francs per hectare in a
period of 3° to 4o }'ears for the Belgian
Campine.
That is
about a yield of $4 per year per acre for this poor lmatlfland !
If these figures are correct, the wonder is why ever}, inch of that
land has not been reclaimed.
The Scotch-pine
will grow under a great variety of conditions.
It is not very' sensitive
to frost and accommodates
itself to low and damp places.
It is a tree of the vmqt plains with
silicious bottom and deep soil. It is a species easy to satisfy, and
has been saccessflllly
transported
to many countries
into maily
soils.
It is probably the most widely spread of all the pines.
It
is like the red-cedar of America in respect to endurmme, grow- .
ing in wet and dry locations, in hot and cold, on momltains
and
in the lowlands.
Very, rarely, however, does it reproduce
itself
naturally.
Here and there, at a certain depth, a bed of impermeable
clay'
or heath-humus
buried under eolian sand arrests the growth of
tlm trees.
These beds do not exist everywhere
and their bad
effects may be overcome by thoroughly
working
and softening
the soil. This all teads to prolong the life and vigor of the tree
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of tile soil, but

even plantations
the soils of which have been carefully
prepared before planting, produce results wbich are far from satisfactory'.
" The poverty of the soil," says Smets, "is the general
cause of the failure of the piue in the Campine."
The idea has
prevailed
that the Scotch-pine
can succeed everywhere,
that it
only demands a trace of mltritive elemeuts,
that every soil suits
it. Although
the denmnds on the soil by this pine may be less
than other forestaI
species, nevertheless
a soil nlav reach an
ahnost
hopeless
sterile stage after {'ears of cropping
by the
removal of wood and the surface hmnus and soil.
It is well
known,

too, that

trees

on such

soil are more

subject

to disease

and quickly succumb.
They are simply stuuted
by starvation.
Young trees en masse are, it is said as exacting
in their demands
upon the soil as a crop of rye.*
AlthouglL as I have already
said in the previous chapter
of this report, very little reliance
can be placed in the chemical examination
of a soil, the absence
of one essential
ingredient
may compromise
the whole crop.
When a tree grows rapidly and reproduces
itself abundantly,
as
occurs in the pine-lands
of South Jersey, it is evidence enough,
without cbemical
examinations,
that the soil is in good condition, no matter how barren it may appear.
In the Plains of
South Jersey, which are treeless, only one essential may be lacking or the difficulty
may be a physical
oue.
According
to
Schiitze, piueries nmy be classified as follows :
Phosphoric Acid,
Per cent.

Pinery, ist class,
"
2d "
,,
3d 4th "
,,
5th ,,
(_th "

. ......
. ......
.......
• ......
. ......
. ......

o.o5ot
o.o569
o.o388
o.o299
o.o236
o.o236

Potash,
Per cent.

0.0457
o.o632
o.122i
0.0392
o.o24t
o-o2r 5

The Expt. Station
Record gives tables which,
show the limits assigned to rich and to poor soils.
follows :

Lime {Chaux),
Per cent.

1.8876
o.1622
o.1224
o'0963
o.o27o
0.o458
in general,
They are as

_The
sands of the Golden Gate Park were so p_or in nature that harley sown on its surface after
being ploughed and cultivated in a favorable seatoa with plenty of moisture, grew only abou't six inches
in height and failed to perfect its seed. After planting sea grass to fix the sand at_d lupittes to enrich the
soil, the trees which were planted only grew to a height of ten feet, owing to the lack of nutriment in the
amiL See the Reclamation of Ddfdng Sand Dunes, in the Forester, for October, 1599,
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Nitrogen.

Phos. Acid.

0.o 5 _

o.ot

Poor soils
........
Medium,
........
Rich,
..........

o o5-o,1o
o._o
o.lo-o.2o

_¢'ery rich,

0.20 up

"Very poor

s'_ils,

.

....

. .......

_

Potash.

Lime.

o.o 5 _

o. Io

o.oi-o.o 5
0.05-0.:o
o, Io-o.2o

o.o5-o.:o
o. lo-o.2o
0.20-0.30

. .
i.oo
. .

0.20 up

0.30 up

2.oo

.
.

According
to this the treeless Plains, as far as the soll is con.cerned chenfieally, except in the quantity of lime, if these analyses are correct, have a first-class pine soil.
The soil of the Jersey
Plains contains the following iugredients
:
Nitrogen
................
Fhosphoric
acid ...........

Potash, . ..............
Lime, . ...............
Silica, insol ..............
Alumina, . .............
Ferric oxide .............
Ferrous oxide,
...........
Magnes:a, ..............

Sample I.

Sample IL

0,06
0.o 7

o.03
o.o65

o.o5
0.06
96.40
:.15
0.40
i .26
0.04

o o2
0.02
96.95
o.28
0.20
i.o6
o o2

According
to Smets, the soils of the Campine
lowing proportions
of ingredients
:

IPhosphoricAcid. ,

Potash.

Azote. I SoL
it*H eh
Iaso]. : Sol

Pine

land.

.Pineland
Cult'v'dsoil,

' i 0.o6

,

[ o.o: 3 . .

.

o.o13

contain

Lime (Chaux). !

the fol-

Magnesia.

lnsol,

Sol.

lasol, i

Sol.

0.648

o.ooa

o,959 ] o,o231

Insol.

o.26o

0.040 o.o12 . . .

0.032 2.o26 o.o55, o950! o.o33 :.291

o. I22

o.o% 0459

0.034 o oio

oo27

0.624 o.oH

o.o52

According
to these analyses, even the Plains of South Jersey,
if ploughed
and worked, then planted with a leguminous
crop,
then ploughed
again and limed and then planted
with pines,
would probably produce a good crop, provided
the soil is not
too dr3'. Very often a legunfinot:s
crop, such as cow-peas, may
not take the first trial owing to the absence of bacteroids in the
soil so that several attempts
may be necessary.
This probably
would no't pay, bnt it would be an interesting
experiment.
It
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o11 soils which

have

been cultivated
fi_r a time.
The soll is mellowed by the process
of cultivation,
and the inorganic materials whicb have leached
through the surface during the process of cultivation
are reached
by the roots of the trees.
Pilles which spring
np in old
abandoned
fiL'lds are very vigorous, and in Virginia signs of the
old corl_-rows may be seen in forests on land which produced
cotton and coru up to the time of the Civil War.
At the same
time the materials which have escaped the field crop by leaching
are brought
again to the surface by the tree so that the soil is
being rendered
fit again for agricultural
purposes.
The forest
is thus an importaut
factor in the rotation
of crops, as I lmve
already explained
in the first chapter
in comlectlon
with the
eastern shore of Virginia.
.klthough
tbe farmers in that region
remove the litter, they wisely allow old fields to come again in
pines and clear fresh pine forest.
By making
the rotation of
the pine short, the growing of pines in the sand-lands
of the
South nmy in timt' play an important
agricultural
r61e, and may,
as one in the series of several crops, be necessa_" to lnaintain
the productiveness
of the soil.
It must not be forgotteu
also that the roots of trees corrode
even the silicates, and coarse sandy soil, under the influence
of
vegetation,
becomes
gradnally
loam-like
in nature, although
clay may tx, lacking.
For this pnrpose pines have great advantages in t!mt they are adapted
soon rot after the tree is cut.

to sandy soils and that the stumps
It is not a difficult task to clear

a pine forest for agricultural
purposes.
In planting
old fields
the surface sbonld be plowed under in order to bring fresh soil
to the top.
The young crop demands a rich surface-soil ; later,
when the roots penetrate
into the subsoil npon wlfich the tree
feeds, it can take care of itself.
Smets recomnlends,
therefore,
the growing of young plants in nurseries in good soil first, and
claims that thL" s_'alled
hardening
of plants by growing
tbem
nnd_.r adverse conditions is a mistake.
This is, of course, expensixe, and is not necessary in a country
wllere a good crop is
nsnally prodnct-d naturally or may be easily produced by sowing.
Th_'r_' is fi,rmed iu the heathlauds
powdery
dry light-brown
or black
with difl_,culty and collects in thick

of the
humus
beds.

Campine a peculiar
which decomposes.
It is formed nminly
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by the stems and roots of heather.
It is acid or sonr ill nature
and sufficient alkali to nentralize
it is lacking in the soil.
It is_
in fact, antiseptic
in nature.
This kind of peat does not form
in Southern
cmmtries
except in mmmtainous
regions.
The
peat which is formed in the swamp-lands
of New Jersey is of a
very different

nature,

decomposing

quickly,

being

comparatively

mild or easil)' converted
into a good fertile condition
by drainage and cultivation.
This mucky land is one of the hest forest
soils in New Jersey, being the home of the white-cedar
(Chalm'i'cyparls lkyoides), our choicest soft-wood.
According
to Smets the r(,lc of the pinery should be to prepare anew the soil which has been exhausted
on the surface by
agriculture
or by the removal of hmnus.
Smets concludes
that if the heathlands
of the Campine are
cultivated
for a time, enriched
by lupines and lime, and then
planted with pine, they will produce fair forests, provided
the
humus aud litter are not removed.
In Hungary
the pineries
are limed.
In reading the government
reports in reference
to the Calllpine I have concluded
that what is accomplished
in Belgium in
this line is accomplished
under diPfieulties.
The struggles
we
are having in America are no greater
than those of other ¢ouutries.
There
has been commission
after commission,
report
after report, with all sorts of recommendations.
In i898 there
were still i73,oco
hectares of unreclailned
heathland
in the
Campine.
As an illustration
of the peculiar difficulties
encountered
I
shall mentim_ '_bud-stealing,"
which, althongh
recent, is serious
in its consequences.
These pine buds, which are used in liquors
and medicinal
preparations,
are collected
and sold by the
peasants.
Whole families work at this industry_ silently
in
the night, in young forests, in the springtime.
The tree, when
robbed of its terminal bud, grows crooked, and if the process is
repeated stops growing and finally dies.
i shall conclude
this section with the statements
that with
the exception
of the Plains the whole of South Jersey is quite
equal in timber-producing
qualities to the better portions of the
Campiue.
Sonm of the finest forests of the world, in fact, are
on soil no worse than the Jersey sauds.
The magnificent
forest
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of Fontainchlean
( _o,ooo acres), for instance, is o11 a bed of dry
sand.
Remove thi_ fi_rest, and 98 per cent. of it would 1)eeome
a desert of drifting sand.
It should always be borne in mind
that sandy soils iu regimls in which there are sufficient warmth
and humidity,
if lcft to nature and freed from the pernicious
interference
of the hmnan species, fires aud browsing
animals,
will in the ct,nrse of ages become forest-clad
and fertile.
By
forest-clad I do llot mean a meagre growth
of trees and bushes,
but a rich, dense fi_rest, with a soil which, under the influence
of leaf-mohl, will ever improve in quality, both physically
mid
chemically.
Ily the application
of skill and knowledge
this
proce._ may be, t,f course, hastened.
There are French foresters
who have said that were it not for the camels and Arabs of the
Sahara tbc oa_e_ of vegetation
would have gradually
spread and
covered a large proportion
of that barren waste.
On tlm other
hand a magmificent forest on fertile, sand)" soil can be qnickly
com'crted
int- a sterile desert by the reckless removal of fertility from the surface.
Those lands in Southern
New Jersey
which
arc lying subjected
to the same or similar processes
through which the Campine
of Belgium
has passed belong to
the Beacon Hill Formation,
which is mapped and described in
the Annual Report of the State Geologist for r898.
In referring tu this rcgiou, Mr. Knapp says : " In the vicinity
of ttammCmton
mauy cleariugs
lmve been made on this formation and have been fmmd to be profitable for the cultivation
of
t×,rries.
It is po_ible
that considerable
tracts elsewhere might
be used in the same way, bnt at preseut a very small proportion
.
only of this fi,rmatiml
is in cultivation.
The formation
as a
whole s.etms t_ invite forest culture
rather than the ordinary
form of agricnlture."
tie also _ssures us that although
the soil
is coarse, I.o_c and white, its snrface appearance
is worse than
its real character.

The
In thi- chapter
of (/ascony,
reclamatiml
land.

Dunes

and Landes of Gascony.

I shall refer mainly

to the

Dunes

and Laudes

ol_e of the stereotyped
examples
of the complete
of an almost uuinbabitable
and unproductive
waste-

The twc_ principal

works

I have consulted
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are "Les Landes de Gascogne,"
by M. Chambrelent,
and " Les
Landes et Les Dunes de Gascogne,"
by M. Grandjean.
In the early part of this century (before 1857 ) the condition of
this fiat triangular
plain, known as tile Landes, whicll is roughly
bounded
by tile Bay of Biscay, tim river Adonr, and the river
Garonne
and the Medoe, was, ill brief, as follows : Tllere were
miles of marshy, almost treeless wastes, covered mainly with a
low, dense growth
of herbage.
It was wet, unhealthy
and
sparsely inhabited.
The few people who lived there depended
upon their flocks.
Tlm accompanying
picture shows a native of
the Landes standing
upon stilts watching
his flock.
(See Plate
XXVI.)
He is dressed in a heavy sheepskin
paletot.
By standing on stilts these shepherds
can easily see their sheep in the
herbage
and can e_ily
follow then1 through
wet and marshy
regions.
Their spare time is spent in knitting
stockings.
The
condition
of tile Landes was due to the immense
sand dunes
wlliell arrayed tllemselves along the shore of the Bay of Biscay.
They moved inland, covered villages and occluded inlets.
The
damage done by these moving sands so increased that the government officials studied the work and devised and executed
plans,
and now, thanks to de Villers, Chambrelent
and Bremontier,
the
pioneer workers, the Dunes and Landes are covered with a beautiful growth of the maritime@ne.
The region is now a fmnous
health
resort, combining
tile beauties and llleasures of the seastlore with those of a well-managed
pine forest which extends
ahnost to the edge of the ocean.
There are evidences that the Dunes were naturally
originally
fixed by forests.
These forests were destroyed
by vandals and
all attempts
failed to stop these menacing
momltains
of saud.
In 1778 a talented engineer, Baron Charlevoix de \tillers, was sent
to Areachon
for the purpose of forming a military
post.
He
saw at once the necessity of fixing tlle sand, and w_, according
to Grandjean,
tile first to establish the fact that the way to fix
the dunes is by the means of plantations
of pine.
He met with
troubles in his work and was finally sent back to the lsland of
San Domingo.
hi i7S 4 Bremmltier
began the work mid, it is said, by using
the result of deVillers'
labors, finally succeeded
in fixing the
moving sand. *
• Brtmontier

t©ll_ cf a dune

which

advanced,

in

a violent

tempos

b at

hours.
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which

was buried

by

dunes

may be briefly

,\ littoral {hme was constructed
straight along the shore from
the mouth of the {;ironde to Bayonne.
This dune was the secret
of the success in the fixation of these shifting sands.
It is simply
a bank of sand of certain dimensions,
with a certain slope snited
to the condition
{}f affairs.
This protective,
or littoral, dune
is formed as follows: a double fence is constructed
of brush,*
or of palisades
driven in the sand.
This stops the sand which
comes from the ocean.
Soon a ridge of sand forms, equal in
height to the fence.
A double fence is used, as it gives breadth
to the dune, and stops the sand which blows through the fence
ou the ocean side.
As soon as a ridge of sand is formed as high
as the fence, the old fence is pulled up, or a new one built on
top; and so on, until a dune of the height desired is formed
artificially.
The proper height of a protective
dune is 33 feet.
It should slope 25 ' towards the sea, and may be 6o ° on the land
side.
The dune nmst be at lea.st 3oo feet from high-water
mark.
After the dune has reached the proper size, it is kept in shape
by the sea marram (l_amma
arcnaria)._
This peculiar
plant,
called
,#Ol/l'ht'/in
France, is exclusively
used for fixing the sand
on the littoral dune.
It has long, much-divided
rhizomes, and
will grow well only when covered with fresh sand.
The dmle
nmst alwa_s Ix. kept in shape.
If sand aecunmlates
in any one
spot in undue amount, a draft is formed, which may end in a
breach of the littoral dune.
(;ardes caJzlonnlers
are statioued
along th_ dune, to watch it closely, and here and there on this
long, straight sand-bank gl'Ollps of men and women nlay be seen
digging
up the" ,;,ozrrbt t in places whe_'e it is too thick, and
planting it where needed.
Constantly
the dtme is watched and
mended ; the fi,rest, villages mad fields in its lee are dependent
upon it, and it in tnrn is dependeut
upon the humble, but persistent, .goarN I.
After the fornmtion of the littoral
dune comes the work of
* This

system

©f makiug

,_ Og,j_,_tts*rg O_, _*/_tO_[_/d
binding

grasses.

¢_" Agricultor©

ISee
)

a fcnce

of brush

ar¢/_ar_,

gand-binding

I t i_ common

on the

is c_llcd

_ach

Gr_sses,
Atlantic

Clayanag¢.

oF _ar_

hy

_rg_5

F. Lamson-Scrlbner,

coaat of both

Europe

is I_l_ bll$[ kno'lllll
in year
and

book

America.
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planting
in its lee. The surface of the sand is covered with
brush arranged
like the slates oll a roof, with a shovelful of sand
here and there to hold it down..
Then the seeds of Piuus marllima are sown, with seeds of other plants to shade the yonng
pines.
The pines usually come up well, and grow quickly,
altlmugh
close to the littoral dune they are gnarled and stunted
b.v the salt winds.
'rims the sands are fixed, and, although
the
forests do not yield a large interest
in cash, they are of incalculable value to a large proportion of the people of Gascony--in
fact, indirectly,
to the whole of France.
Fire-lanes
have been
constructed
acro_ the duues, and, thanks to the watehfuhmss
of
the guards and the rigid elfforeemeut
of laws, fires are not frequent.
Owing to a lack of roads and means of transportation
on these dunes, only the most valuable
timber is marketed
after
being tapped for resin.
If it is desirable to remove a tree, it is
bled to death before being cut.
The fixation of the I)unes rendered
possible the work of M.
Clmmbrelent,
which was the reclamation
of tim Landes
by
drainage
and plantings.
It is a unique example
of personal
initiative.
M. Chambrelent,
a young engineer
in the Department of Bridges and Roads, in I837 was sent to Gironde
to
study the drainage
of 8oo,ooo hectares
of land in the districts
of Gascony and the Landes.
His conclusions
were not accepted,
so he bought some land and put into effect tim measures
he
advocated.
In I855 the results of his expeffments
were submitted to an international
jury.
The jury was so favorably
impressed that it recommended
the application
of Ctmmbrelent's
plans to the entire region, and in 1857 a law was passed requiring the Communes to do this work.
The Communes
paid for it
by selling a part of tbis land which increased in value after the
completion
of the work.
Tlfis region was one lmndrcd
meters
above sea level, flat and sandy.
It was underlain
with a bardpan called "alios."
In summer it was a bed of bunting sand, in
winter constant
inundation,
and between the two a period of
pestilence.
The country was characterized
by its sterility and
insalubrity.
A complete system of drain-ditches
was dug and the seeds of
Piuus marilima
sown.
In I865 all works of drainage
were
complete.
The pines grew with extraordinary
rapidity.
The
20 FOR
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"alios," which formerly arrested vegetation,
in zlo way impeded
growth.
It is a sandstone, not entirely impervious_ and served
to hold the moisture
during
the dryness
of smnmer.
It was
feared that the inability of the tap-root to penetrate
this hardpan would arrest the growth of the tree, "but,"
says Chambrelent, "the uselessness of the tap-root * has already been demonstrated.
It extends
to inert soil which receives no atmospheric
influences.
It really plays only a mechanical
r61e for holding
the tree in place, but in close growth
is not necessary, because
the trees support each other."
He als. notes the fact tlmt in spite of very' rapid growth the
wood is of superior
quality.
In another place lie says that
owing to its elasticity, the poles are in great demand in England
fi_r mine props, also that because of its rapid growth, the absorption of copper sulphate
is facilitated,
which renders it durable
and valuable fi_r telegraph
poles.
In speaking
of the sanitary
effects of the forest lie says that "the Landes, which in t865
were pestilential,
are now as free from fever as tbe most favored
regions.
The presence
of so nmch wood enables eve_' household to have generous supplies for heating
mid d_'ing
in cold
and ,vet seasons.
An investigation
of the causes of agricultural
depression
in other parts of France only too clearly indicates the
inestimable
benefit of large wood-supplies
for domestic
purposes. '_
During
the Civil War in America,
France enjoyed a broad
market
for her naval stores at three times the normal price.
()wing to the cheapness of the inferior American
product, gemmac,' or tapping for resin is not very profitable.
Such was the work started by Chmubrelent.
By allowing
a
revolution
of thirty years to the pine crops it nmy go on forever,
provided forest fires mid insect pests are kept in check.
Plantations of coniferous
specics in all d_" countries
are always in
danger of fire, and fi_rests of one species only are often completely devastated
by iusects.
By the fixation of the I)unes 65o,o0o hectares
of laud were
made productive.
Formerly
if one "wished to buy land, lie
mounted a hill and called in a loud voice ; the laud over which
his voice carried w.'t,_worth twenty-five
francs.
• Gardeners

often

remove

the

Lip-root

o5 trees

in order

to stimulate

the

to faeflit.Lt© tr _spl._,ntin_*.
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sand for a debt.
He became a millionaire
later by selling it in
small parcels."
The first SUlmner the visitors lived in the resin
cabins ; now every luxury is afforded to the two tmndred thousand tourists who conle there ever), ),ear.
To-day it is a health resort.
It is covered with pines and is
prosperous.
Although
a few severe fires* occur now and then,
and owing to a lack of roads or otber sufficient means of transportation
all the wood is not sold, nowhere
in tbe world,
however, are the following industries more extensively
and scientifically developed : Collection aud nmnufaeture
of naval stores,
the impregnation
of wood with preservatives,
and oyster culture.
They have also demonstrated
that there is no better way of
fixing shifting sands, of draining
swamps and removing
pestilence than by forest-planting.
Destroy completely
the forest which covers the Coastal Plain
of Eastern America and it will become a bed of shiftiug barren
sand, in places swampy,
pestilential,
unproductive,
unsightly
and unfit for habitation,
although
capable of producing
under
forest management
an abundance
of excellent
timber and naval
stores forever.
Large areas of the Coastal Plain of America are
rapidly
approaching
the former
condition
of the Landes of
Gascony.
The eastern coast o.f America, under proper nmnagement,
is
in this respect at least, capable of ahnost limitless
prospects.
The timber of the short-leaf, long-leaf, old-field and Cuban-pines
finds a market even in Europe.
Now that yellow-pine
(or what
they call pitch-pine
in Europe)
has won a reputation
in other
countries,
it is only good business to see that the supply may not
ruu short, but be more than sufl]cient
for all possible fimlre
demands.
Besides, there is and, perlmps, always will be more
wood used per capita in America than elsewhere in the world.
Just as Italy is the land of masons, America is the land of wood• Alter several fires in the Montagne Noir comes the aonouncement of fire in the Landes, sprcadlng
trom the region of Labarheyre and Pare_tis-en-Born to Mimizag over thousauds of hectares of pine-lands
An i_uceent man amused hbaselt hurnlng the herbage in the midst of a country torrified by the heat of
dog-days n_r forests of pioe. Hatred and ill-win incited criminal hauds to imitate this example.
The
fire traversed thousands of hectares of forest, as in 2'_merlca, destroying everything in its way.
at is
astonksh[ng, considering the Might altettt_on accorded to the laws or restrl¢live regulations, that such
disasters should not have occurred earlier, during lhe grest heat of Aug'ust. At last it ralos 1--Rtv_e des
Eaux tt Forett.
(September, x898,)
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Although
the Landes are in the latitude of Nova Scotia, the
climate is mihlcr than that of Southern
Jersey', so that the resin
industry" is possible.
Arcacbon
is the combined
Lakewood
and
Atlantic City _f France.
The largest city in the vicinity is 13ordeaux.
Just north of llordeaux,
between the Gironde and the
Bay of Biscay', is the Medoc, famous the world over for its wines.
The soil of this region is, I believe, not unlike that of the Cape
May fi_rmation of South Jersey'.
At Verdon, on the point across
from the seashore resort of Royan, is a beautifld
forest of pine
aud locust on the dune sand, which was planted by" Bremontier.
In the forest of La Teste, near Arcachon,
is a red nmrble nlonllment in honor of this famous eugineer--a
fitting memorial to the
man who fixed the sand of these shifting dunes.
In the Landes, in addition to naval stores and tiulber, oyster
culture and apieultnre
arc important
industries.
Small quantities of cork are ab,o produced.
Sheep raisiug is also an important occupation,
and the mules and horses which are produced
there, although
snmll iu size and tough, are gentle and excellent
in quality.
Here and there meu and women may be seen spreading boughs
and twigs in the ruts of the roads and in the pathways
to
improve their coudition.
The population of this part of France has rapidly increased.
Just as reckless deforestation
iuevitably
leads to idleuess, want
and uloral degeneration
alnong those dependent upon the woods,
so does afforestation
have the opposite effect in the same if uot
greater
proportion.
In the Landes,
for instauce,
before the
planting of fi_rests a man could buy a farm for a few francs, it
required over two acres to support one sheep.
In less thau a
century the population
sextupled,
while that of a large part of
the rest of the country either remained stationary
or decreased.
A few miserable shepherds were replaced by' wood-workers,
resin
collectors,
workers
in establishments
for refining
the product
and fi_r impregnatiug
wood, pleasure and health seekers,
others who were attracted to do other busiuess produced
ehauge of conditions.
increases in proportion

besides
by" the

The population
of a country
generally
to its natural resources.
Tbe fecundity
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of the' French in places where there is plenty of room and opportunity is proverbial
as in Canada.
It is even so in the Landes,
which, on being reclaimed, was equivalent
to the addition of a
new province or colony.

The

Banat

Sand-Desert

of Southern

Hungary.

Joseph Wessely, in his book entitled " Der Enropifische
Flugsand und Seine Kultur,"
gives an interesting
description
of the
Banat Sand-Desert
in Southern
Hungary.
This region is north
of the city of Beegrade,
which is on the opposite side of the
river Danube, in Servia.
This great sand-plain was once a lakebottom before the Danuhe had worn a deep passage, called the
Iron Gate, through
the Transylvanian
Alps.
Even in historic
times these shifting sands were covered with forests.
In addition to such records there are other evidences
which indicate
that

the region

was once forested.

These

are in t;he nature

of

buried beds of humus, lime caves, caused by lime-water
settling
in cavities of rotted tree-roots,
and the names of places, as is
often the case in treeless regions, indicate
its former wooded
nature.
The Magyars,
for instance,
called
this sand
plain
"Nyir"
in their names, which signifies "beech."
The soil was not sterile in the sense of lacking
inorganic
ingredients,*
but was of such fine, soft, sandy nature that on
being divested of its vegetal covering was easily shifted hither
and thither by the wind.
Reckless cutting
for fuel, the collection of sumac for tanning,
and the browsing
of many herds
belonging to nomads soon despoiled
even the few oases of vegetation which existed
within recent times.
In spite of many
efforts to reforest this region, 30,ooo of the 70,66o jochen t were
bare desert.
The greatest
evil of all was the flocks and herds
which wandered over this region eating the herbage, loosening
the soil and exposing
the sand to the action of the wind.
In
addition to these difficulties,
there was a revolution
in 1848 ,
* The

sand

Philadelphia,

of the fertile

The

wind picks

very

Injurioul

up the fine firains
to fielder of young,

t"Joch"isanold
amount

marl

region

from the Pennlyivania

of land

and

of oxen

¢outd

it may

leaves

tender

Europeantand
a yoke

of New

shore,

Jersey

Is snhjeet

he seen

the coarse

moviug
particles

to drifting

here

and

there,

fiouth

of

in ¢loufls

ov©r the fields in New JerSey.

behind.

This

sand

blast is. o1 course,

clops.
measure.

plough

It is the
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as *'yoke,"

in a day.
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which interfered
with the work of reforestation.
Wessely concludes by" saying that little had been acconq>lished
because of a
lack of knowledge
of sand culture and a lack of courageous and
unselfish devotion
to snch work in spite of opposition and difficulties. •
This book appeared in 1873.
Since that
great progress.
The w.rk in this peculiar
is of great interest
to Americans
because
under ffreat dit_culties,
and because it was

time there has been
and secluded
region
it was accomplished
our own locust tree

which was m_st sucecssfiflly
and extensively
planted.
In his
book Wcssely mentions that the Canadian poplar and the locust
seemed at that time to be the most promising
trees for the
region, and that the Hungarian
foresters often remarked
that
" Die Akazic
sei in Nord-Amerika
fiir die Ungarisehe
Ebene
elgens cffundeu worden." "_
There has recently" appeared
an article on the locust by" the
Hungarian
Forester
Bund in the ZeilschriJ? flit- Fors! triad
fag'da',scJt.
The sueeessfifl use of the locust on sandy land in
the Rhine Province led him to inquire into the experiences
with
this tree in the Hungarian
desert.
This tree was at first only
used in gardens and along avenues, bnt soon its good qualities
were recognized
as a supremely
nsefifi cover for sand surfaces.
It is t_r-day principally' the locust which relieves the ulonotony
of the Hungarian
steppes.
In all there are at least 7o,ooo hectares .r about 17a,97 o acres of pure locust stands in that country.
It is, in his opinhm,
the tree of the fim2re for desert sandy
regions.
The government
is enconraging
the planting of tiffs
tree by furnishing
gratis every year from the State nurseries
from five to six million young locust plants.
The chief claims for the use of the tree in Hungary
are that
its demands on the soil are slight, that it is easily propagated,
and that .wing to its extensive
root-systen|
and root-suckers
it
holds the soil in place.
He recommends
that the soil shonld be
worked first, on which a crop of rye or legnmes may be grown,
and cautions oI_c not to sow seeds which have been scalded or
* it II worthy
few perslstel_t
l"" The
" acagla

taI uote _ow

+ enthusiastic
le_aust

_as

b_eu

" i_ used throughout

_rOm which

comt_

that

iu grit

reforms

much
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especially

for
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steamed unless tile soil is wet. He says ttlat in Hungary the
wood is highly prized for many purposes, that the flowers
furnish bee food, and that tile tree suffers little from disease.
Throughout the Rhine regions the locust is grown as a coppice, witll a x5-year rotation.
The poles are iu great deumnd
for vine-props, and the net return is 8o marks a 5'ear for one
tlectare--a yield scarcely equalled by any other species of tree.
The Minister of Agriculture has directed that the locust be
planted on land which has been heretofore oeenpied by coppice
oak, since the tan-bark industry is uo louger profitable.
The
Anlericau govermnent should offer a high prize to the entonlologist who devises a uleaus of externfinatiug
the locust-borer.
Were it not for the depredations of this insect the locust would
be oue of the most profitable and usefill of trees for planting on
tile Jersey sands. It is specially fitted for the purpose because
of its s!ight inflammability.

The Luneburg and other Adjacent Heath and Moor Lands.
Our prevailiug winds are from the land, and in spite of the
fact that South Jersey is close to the ocean, tile climate is dr)"
in comparisou with the plains of Northern Europe.
Ahnost
every suunner we have a period of extreme drought which is
very trying to all plants, the roots of which do not penetrate
to where there is a constant supply of moisture.
Several
species of Americau trees, such as the red-oak and locust, appear
to do better in Western Europe than ill their uative laud, wlfile
Sali.r amjTdalt)m and Saliv viminalis the great European
basket willows, which are grown in fields by' tim side of wheat
and rye, fail in tile E_teru United States because of the late
snnnner drought.
Throughout a large part of Southern New Jersey, in those
portions which are at a low-level and in which tile water-table
is close to the surface, there is usually a luxurim_t growth of
vegetation, although the soil may be coarse and sandy. Regions
of a higher altitude, such ,as tile Plaius, suffer most from a lack
of nloisture
and also froul
fire
ill eonsequeuee.
Throughout the Saud-lands of Northern Europe there is little
variety in the nature of the forest. Wherever there is a ehmlp
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of woods on upland or lowland it consists of Scotch-pine.
Sometimes it is in straight and thrifty condition,
but mostly crooked
and stunted in natnrc.
There is lacking that variety which one
meets with even in the Jersey pine regions, and while there
exists a general
resemblance
between
the two regions, closer
examination
soon shows that in reality they are very unlike.
The soil, the climate, the flora, the political, social and economical conditions
are all so different
that it would be unfair to
place the Jersey
pine-lands
in the same category
with these
immense
tracts of heath and morass which exist throughont
Northern
Europe.
We should m_t always as._nme, however, that because a soil is
sandy vcgLtatiml
will suffcr from dryness
more than on other
soils.
This depends altogether
on the capillarity*
of the soil
and the proximity of tile water-table
to tile surface.
Owing to
the cold and a _rcat almndance of moisture peat acetnnu_ates
in
immense beds in Northern
Europe.
Just to the west of the Eros
is the Fhmrtanger
Moor, over five lmndred square miles in area,
on the boundary
between
Holland
and Germany.
Here and
there in this mora_s are firm patches on which the houses of tile
natives arc located, but the most of it is a quaking,
treacherons
mas_ of semi-decomposed
vegetable
matter.
The inhabitants
crossed this bog-land with leaping-poles.
A board was attached
to the end of each pole and both people and horses wore wooden
" mud-shoes,"
such ,as are used on the oyster-beds of France and
on tile salt marshes of New Jersey.
These moors were often so
extensive that they served to separate tribes.
The surface of these moorlands
was burnt at certain times of
the year in order to render them fit for cultivation.
The peatsmoke _r "moor-ranch,"
in May, 1857 , drifted as far as Vienna,
and in July, I_q63, to Geneva.
In recent times more economical
meth_,ds have been practiced, and canals have been dug for both
drainage
and transp_rtation
purposes.
Wherever
the land is
imperfectly
drained in this region, immense masses of "torf"
or
•[u thes_nd&!lls
of Nehraska:rodKansas,even afterlong periods
el drought_onlythefew inches
of _iaee.soll
become dry A thort distance under the suriace the soil is moist to the touch.
•' In tic¢ dl_r_esof Algeri_ water is so abundant th_.t wegs are cpnstal_riy dug io them at high points
o_ the tr ,41rfac¢. They :,T'es'dnk at ;t depth of three or four meters only, and the water rises in them to a
height of a meter."--L.aurent,
.lltr_oir* sur le Sal_ra.
"The Dunes of the Sahara in some places
mupply pasturage for the e__r;tvan_."--Pomel,
L'A_net Geogra#M¢.
The city of Amatory'am is supplied with water from the Coast Dunes of Holland.
This is simply
rainwater, which so:&_ Lnto the _xnd. The Hague also is similarly supplied.
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peat accnnnllate.
Here and there are
which the Scotch-pine
has been planted.
Tile Scotch-pine
is a wonderfill
tree
ance.
It grows iu the wet cold bogs
Because of the relnarkable
endurance

313.

dune-like

formations

on

in respect to its endnrand on the dry upland.
of this tree it has been

planted ill our arid West.
The plantations
are still yonng_ hnt
ill a thrifty and prolnising
condition.
Large portions of the heathland
of Northwestern
Europe is
called "geest,"
wllich is high and dr)', sandy or gravelly land.
The geest which I have seen is gravelly, compact, and covered
with a sparse growth
of heathplants_
and in appearance
even
more bare and sterile
than the Plains of South Jersey.
Ill
general
appearance
it is not unlike the Plains, and ] have no
doubt bnt that trees would grow ill this region were we to apply
the same principles
of culture which are applied on tbe geest
lmlds of Holland and Gernlany.
The heathlands
of Europe have been subjected in tilnes past,
and even in places to-day, to all sorts of abusive practices.
They
have been pastured, or better, overpastured,
fronl tilne inmlenlorial, and the top-soil has been nlany times removed by tile peasants for litter_ as in the Belgian Canlpine.
The best example of reelanlation
nlay be seen at Schovenhorst,
near Putten, in Holland, on tlle Sehober estate.*
I was most
cordially received
by Mr. Schober,
and he explained
how that
by thoroughly
loosening
the soil by deep plowing
or spading
and then applying
the proper kind of fertilizer
the abuse of
years eonld be overeolne and pine forests once luore established,
as was evidenced
by the beautifill
groves consisting
of many
exotic and native conifers which formed an oasis in the midst of a
desert.
There are conifers from ahnost ever)'
in healthy condition, forining one of the most
gardens I have ever seen, denlonstrating
well
by perseverance
and skill even where lmture
gifts.
Perhaps
the largest and wildest of these
Liineburger
Heath.]"
It is near the city of
the Elbe, in the province of Hanover.
The
* See " Pinetum Sehoberianum,"
t See Kuhut

der Haideflaehem

by G. A. Kuyk.

corner of the earth
relnarkable
botanic
what nlav be done
is stingy witll her
lleathlands
is the
Hanlburg,
sontll of
general
surface is

R_print from Tydschrlft

Sal[dd.
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undulating,
but the uorthern
edge sinks down abruptly so that
when viewed from afar it resembles
a range of low hills.
This
is a part of the great North (;erman Plain, which extends
from
the l'ral momltains
to the coast, consisting mainly of heath and
moor, plauted in places with Scotch-pine.
It cousists of loam,
sand, ela?, gravel and marl.
Here and there are erratic boulders
which have beeu deposited, no donbt, by glaciers.
Where the
soil is l_)amv and marly the beech is abundant.
"The sand,"
says Salfeld, " forms scattered
bills or great sandy plains from
which the clav h;L_been washed by the rains."
In ninny places the primeval forest consisted of oak and pine.
In other regions beds of "ortstein,"
a saudstoue
similar to tbe
"alios"
(,f the Landcs, prevents drainage and the growth of trees.
On such places the heather holds full sway.
These are natural
steppes and probably bare never been covered with trees.
In thL Liineburger
Heath
there are many small streams,
although
the region is at times quite dr?' and parched.
The
water quickly runs away and the region is exposed to the drying effects of the winds.
"A trip across tbis heath in winter,"
says Salfeld,
"is dreary enough."
One meets here and there
natives digging up the sods for litter.
This exposes the soil to
the wind so that it shifts more or less from place to place.
Here
and there are bee-stands which are used only in blossoming time
when the keeper moves froul place to place with his hives in search
of fresh pastures.
Here and there are sheep corrals.
The shepherd eveu in winter may be seen alone with bis flock of hardy,
small black sheep called "0snucken."
As with the shepherds of
the Landes he knits while his sheep crop the scanty herbage.
These sheep live out of doors in winter, even in the snow, and
wheu the lambs come many are killed by the shepherd, because
one laml) mnbt suck several mothers on account of the scarcity
of fi)od.
ttere and there arc streams
with irrigated
and fertilized
meadows.
Along their banks are alders and on the ridges of
sand fringing the meadows are strips of pine to break the force
of the wind.
At last we reach a farm.
Attached
to the straw-thatched
honse is a yard surrounded
by a granite wall.
out of place here.
The origin of the granite
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which
the walls are made is not, I believe, positively
known.
The cattle stand knee-deep iu a mass of heath-litter
and dung.
In order to supply tiffs litter an area at least five times tim area
of the cultivated
fields is robbed of its cover.
Tim renmval of
marl and turf and continuons
cropping without
rotation have
produced a degree of poverty which is often pitiful.
The heath, in fact, is the land of the " little man," tlmt is, the
nmn of small pursuits.
Birch and heath twigs are converted
iuto
broolns
and
brushes.
Berries are sent to Bremen
and
Hamburg

and

are

used

in the

mushrooms
are assiduously
picked for the nmnufacture
pine are woven into baskets.

manufacture

of wine.

Edible

collected
and juniper
berries
are
of gin.
Even the fine roots of the

According
to Salfeld
old chronicles
and documents
give
assurance
that the geest lands of Northwest
Gernmny
were
once richly wooded.
There are instances
of remnants
of old
aud extensive
forests.
" The extent of the forest was measured," says Salfeld, " by the length of tilne a squirrel could pass
through it by leaping from tree to tree."
These forests were of
deciduous
trees.
They
have been supplanted
by the pine,
owing to the gradual
impoverishment
of tim soil.
Storms, fire
and insects played havoc in these coniterous woods, and swineherds
and shepherds
wandered
at will with their
flocks.
There was great eagerness to clear the land for fields and meadows.
Tim end has been reached,
and now begins the long,
tedious and expensive
work of reforestation,
which is the only
salvation
for abnsed and depleted sand-lands.
All this illustrates
well tim fact that nnless tim forest plays a
part in the rotation of crops ou sandy land it is only a question
of time before the soil becomes absolutely
sterile.
Tiffs land is being reclaimed
first by deep ploughing,*
which
thoroughly
looseils the soil and brings the richer subsoil to tile
surface.
The second step is in planting a leguminous
crop for green
mamlre.
For this purl)ose the yellow lupine, what is called in
Brandenburg
"tile gold of the desert"
is used.
This does not
* The work of reclalmiDg the Luneburger Heath did not begin in eaxnest un|il 1870. It will be many
yea_ before the piantat[ons will become remune_tlve.
The growth is slow and the colt of reclamation
tdgb. Of late years steam ploughs have been extenlively u_d in order to thoroughly loosen the soil,
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grow in America, but we have many others which will answer
the same purpose. _
The tbird step is tile planting of piues.
The fourth step, and the ideal stage, as far as the fertility of
the soil is concerned,
is tile production
of a rich, dense forest of
the broad-leaved
trees, such as the Forest of Compiegne,
which
is pictured in the frontispiece
of this report.

Forestry in Denmark.
Nowhere
in Europe is forestry more intensively
developed
than in Deumark.
These practical
people waste no time in
advertishlg
what the)' have accomplished.
They
bare been
working more for financial gain tlmu for glory.
There is a
commeudable
lack of sophistry and impractical
notions in reference to their forest nmnagement.
It is not my intention
to
attempt
to describe their methods
in tiffs emmeetion,
but no
place is more worthy a visit by Amerieau
foresters.
For many
years these enterprising
people have been at work developing
a
system of tbeir own.
They have been practically
nnnotieed
by
foresters until recently, wbeu .their methods were described
by
Dr. Metzger,
in the 3[;indner
llef/e.
Several writers ou the
continent
are endeavoring
to show that the Danish system is.
after all old, and ha_s been elsewhere in practice more or less for
some time.
Eveu if this may be so, the Danes were the first to
flfily appreciate
its advantages
and put it iuto execution.
They
have been quietly
"_awing wood " while their neighbors
have
been holding learned discussions.
The Danish
foresters
long
ago traveled
throughout
Europe,
absorbed
wbat they needed
and evolved frmn it a system of their own, adapted to the peculiar conditions of their little country.
They were particularly
influenced bv what they saw on some private estates in England.
They show, indeed, the same amouut of iutelligenee
in everything they attempt.
Their dairy industry
is a model, every
mau and woman can read and write, and every traveler to their
* The
uo better

'_mdy so!Isof the F hae_ are hl need ¢f humtts and green manuriug.
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country is impressed with the fact that they are an honest, solid,
wide-awake,
up-to-date people.
The forests of Demnark
are of special interest
to Americans
because a large percentage
of the forest is owned by private
parties.
The excellent
system of forest managelnent
is the
result of private enterprise.
Only six per cent. of the country
is wooded.
These woods are mostly on the islands.
Jutland
is
mainly heathland.
The soil of the country is sandy.
A cahn
da b' is rare, and without eternal vigilance and care a large part
of the eouutry would blow or wash into the sea.
The production
of Danish forests is high.
They produce 4.S
cubic meters of wood per ?,ear per hectare.
The highest yield
in Germany
is iff Erfurt, whiell is 4.5 cubic meters.
The ease of importing
both coal and wood cause great competition.
Denmark
is near to Norway and Sweden,
which are
great exporters
of wood, and near to England,
a great exporter
of coal.
Sixty per eclat, of the Danish forests are beech, which
is used for fnel, butter-tubs
and wooden shoes ; seven per cent.
is oak, which is used for ship building,
and twenty-one
per
cent. conifers.
The Danes
have outgrown
the notion that
conifers are preferable
to hardwoods.
Even the forestation
of
heathlands
with conifers is regarded
a necessary evil, and they
cherish
the hope that some day the soil will be fit for bardwoods.

The wood is sold direct to the purchaser without auction, and
the foresters are more on the order of e_terprising
business men
than mere administrative
officers who spend most of their time
at the desk writing
reports•
The position of chief forester in
Demnark
requires
a knowledge
of commercial
principles
and
business skill.
These men are granted much freedom and confidence by their employers.
They receive a share of the profits
and are therefore
finmlclally interested
in every operation.
There is no great secret to their methods.
It is simply the
application
of great skill and economy.
They simply do what
pays the best;
that is, employ those principles
of business
management
which produce the largest returns in the shortest
length of time, preserving
at the saule time a sustained
yield
and desirable soil conditions.
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The Danes are" great believers in pure stands, and instead of
producing
5_o spindling
_aks on a hectare of land, are content
with 2(xo sturdy, well-crowned
specimens, because it pays.
Great attention
is paid to the soil.
Their aim is to keep the
surface covered
with a coating
of damp, mellow
leaf-mold.
They arc the friends of the earthworm,
and do everything
possible t_ encourage
this assiduous
little animal, which does
good work in keeping the soil loose and mellow.*
Very carefilI protective
measures
are necessary
throughout
Jutland,
l_eause ,f the winds. Wind-breaks
of trees and shrubs,
and turfed earthhanks
:ire necessary, otherwise the winds would
shift the s.il from place to place.
Metzlger describes
a beech forest 3oo meters from the sea.
Tbe outer edge consisted _f an impenetrable
hedge of clipped
beech, ten meters in width.
The soil was full of earthworms.
No peasant right_
The I)anish fi)resters
sion.
They car D a
are, the Yankees of
thingsA

(,r onerous servitudes
exist in Dennmrk.
do not combine hunting with their professpade rather than a gun.
In short they
Eurot_' , froln whom we can learn nlany

* The imporh_ce of soil aeratio_ is ofte_ overlooked by foresters and soll eukivators.
When a large
forest fauna is present, especially earthworms, the soil is kept mellow and tweet, and hardpan .ud peat
a_ Iesl apt to form. Wheu there is an ahuBdanee of these animaL* i_ the sob, it is usullly au Md_¢aciou
that the soil is in good condition
_"In _e use of scle_tlfic names of trees in the above I have bee_ guided by the '* Check-list of the
Forest Trees of the United _tatea," By George B. Nudworth, Division of Fort_tr!,-, Dept of Agri_ltutep
W_hl_gtoD
D. C,
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